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PREFACE

~ The purpose of this meeting is to review the current knowledge, methods and techniques

available to evaluate the flow pattern at design and off-design conditions, in single and multi-.1 stage turboinachines, inside and outside the; bladings, along the meridional surfaces, concen-
trating on the axisymmetric approach.

I Papers will cover the methods of calculation of transonic through flow and their numerical
problems, as well as spanwise and end loss distribution; there will also be a detailed review
of a few particular methods regarding accuracy, time, cost and comparison with experimental

data.ii The meeting will be concluded by a round table discussion concerning the advantages and dis-
~ I advantages of the various approaches, from both technical and practical aspects.

AVANT PROPOS

Cette reunion a pour but de passer en revue les connaissances, m~thodes et techniques
dont on dispose a l'heure actuelle pour 6valuer le sch~rra di'&oulement, dans des conditions
nominales ou non, des turbomachines A un seul ou plusieurs Rtages, tant A l'int~rieur qu'i

'I l1'ext~rieur des aubages et le long des surfaces rn~ridiennes; l'accent sera mis en particulier sur
les m~thodes sym~trie axiale.

Les conferences pr~sent~es traiteront des m~thodes de calcul utilis~es pour l'analyse globale
des F~coulements transsoniques et ]a resolution de problmes num~riqups qu'ils posent, ainsi que
de la r~partitio.n des pertes dans le sens de l'envergure et aux extr~mitt-., 11 ser 6galement

* ~procMd6 i un examen d~taBI6 de quelques n'~thodes particuli~res relatives i la precision, A la
* dur&e et au prix de revient. Des comparaisons seront 6tablies avec les donn~es exp~rimentales.

*1 ~La reunion sera clbturt~e par une "tab!e ronde'" sur les avantages et les inconv~nients des
-, diverses m~thodes d'approche utilis~es, du point de vue technique aussi bien que pratique.
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TURBOMACHINERY THROUGH-FLOW CAL'UILATION METHODS

Technical Evaluation Report

by

J.Chauvin
Von Kdrmdn Institute

Rhode-St-Gen~se, Belgium

and

H.Weyer
DFVLR Research Center,

Porz-Wahn, Koln, Cermany

1., INTRODUCTION

This meeting was certainly timely and stimulating. It was very well attended. The papt. s pirovided a well docu-
mented state of the art, including a rather clear and unanimous evaluation of the main short c( ring of the methods
at Land, and of the most urgent points for improvement. For some of those, the availability of a useful, but not
fully experted tool, e.g., numerical methods, was pointed out The practice in industry and its requiren.ents were
clearly defined.

The practical exercise of comparison between measured and calculated data, if not perfect, provided useful
information on the practical difficulties in both obtaining sufficiently good experimental data and using rather
sophdsticated, but relatively poorly flexible computer programs.

The exercise could have been more profitable if it had provided separate checks on the characteristics of the
computer programs and on the validity of the correlations used.

A part of its post-meeting usefulness, i e , that providing :fJcrence to well documented .ases for calibrating the
computing method, was diminished as permission for publication at large of the geometric data was refused in 3 cases
out of 5 by the authorities who sponsored the research programs in the organisations which provided the test cases.

The meeting was very lively and the discussions were enbghtening.

In what follows, we wil! try to expiess the; conclusions that can be drawn from the meeting, and to suggest
future course of action.

I. DUCT AND THROUGH-FLOW METHODS. SOLUTION OF THE
INVISCID MERIDIONAL FLOW EQUATIONS

The use of degenerated S-2 surfaces of Wu assuming either an axisymmetric or a pitch-averaged flow, and
negiecting the viscous terms, but introducing enthalpy and entropy variations produced by the bladings, either as
axial discontinuities (duct flow calculation) or at one or several stations inside the blading (through-flow calculation)
has led, in the past two years, to the design of quite successful turbines and compressors. Although this model does
not represent entirely the physics of the flow (e.g., row interaction or inter streamline energy migration, for instance)
when the invisctd flow calculations are coupled with sets of coherent correlation for losses and turning, design and
analysis ot compressors and turbines Lan be performed -elativelz successfully, at least on a comparative basis.

The test cases presented during this meeting have shown that, esoecially for compressors, the performance map
could not be reproduced actu ately. nor Leriain local flow characteristics. The differences are imputed, for a part to
the limitation of the cortelaetons, and for an other. to the simplification introduced in specifying the model.

However, the model will remoir as a very useful tool iii the future, as the calculation t,mes required are of the
mli right order for systematic industrial and research use, when using contemporary digital computers.



1.1 Calculations Schemes

The calculations schemes available, i.e.,. the streamline curvature method, and the matrix inversion schemes using
either finite difference or finite element- seem to have reached their m.aturity and to need only minor improvements.

None of these seems to have an overwhelming advantage over the others. The streamline curvature approach
might be somewhat easier to incorporate the manufacturer's practical experience, while the matrix inversion offers
much better possibilities of extension to three-dimensional and quasi-three-dimensional calculations.

This is especially true for the finite element approach, whicn allows a good description of complicated geometries,
and gives less convergence problems, at the expense of a larger requirement on memory size, but which is well within
the realm of current computers.

Most of the computer programs in existence,, except the most rec,!nt ones, seem specialized (i.e. turbine or
compressor, analysis or design) which is not bad in itself. However, the current need for detailed off-design analysis
seems to require an effort in improving the flexibility of data input. Data preparation is !n many cases the most
tedious and somecimnes expensive part in the use of the computer program, as witnessed in the present exercise.

1.2 Duct Flow Versus Through-Flow

The test cases have shown no signifiLant advantages of through-flow method versus the duct flow ones, in the
accuracy of prediction.

However, as pointed out by several of the authors, the duct flow approach is absolutely necessary for the cases
where large -hange of radius of the streamline occurs, i.e.,. for machines using big bladings, or when non radial blades
are selected.

This is true for design, where a knowledge of the flow path, even approximate, allows for a better blading opti-
mization, or at off-design where the effective geometry of the blading, as seen by the flow changes considerably with
the flow rate (from convergent to convergent-divergent in large steam turbines, for instance), affecting the blad,&
performance

k iII. DUCT AND THROUGH-FLOW METHODS: BLADE AND END WALL EFFECTS

The blade effects, i.e., change of entropy, of energy and flow direction are taken into account by correlations
on losses and turning In the design cases, the blades are also selected mostly on the basis of correlation.

Usually, each company has its own brand of correlation. None of those, except in one turbine calculation case.
were described dui.ag the meeting.

For the published computation method, in the compressor field, the basis is the NACA-correlation, which is
essentially made for design purposes, complemented by elementary correctiors, for compressibility effects, includingI,: shock losses, axial velocity ratio, and secondary loses. No correction is made for the effect of secondary flows on
deviation A separate correction is usually made for hub and casing boundary layer blockage.

For turbine, classical correlations, like Amnley,, Dunham-Came, Soderberg or Traupel are used,. usually on a mean
radius basis Mosts of those experimental correlatio,-s include implicitly or explicitly secondary flow effects

Tile results obtained by the calculation methods are heavily conditioned by the quality of the blade correlation
.' I methods, and their coherence with the flow model selected for the compwation.

It is the general experience that the correlations existing are -,alid for a limited number of machine geometries.
For instance, the performance prediction method of one manufacturer is quite satisfactory for it: own machine, but
not so when applied to machines built by another one.

Correlations for blade and end wall are thus still rather unsatisfactory,. and the largest improvement to be expec-
ted for the meridional flow model will come from improvement on those correlations, whose form should be more or
less maintained, but with a much broader range of validity.

11.1 Improvement of Blade Section Performance Prediction

As expressed by members of the round table panel, it seems that n view of the number of variables, the
difficulty of controlling all the variables in the compressible flow range, the specialisation of the blading in that range,
and the relatively qualitative nature of the information obtained, the improvement cannot be obtained only by
systematic rectilinear or annular cascade tests programs.

iiwi,



A combination of carefully carried out tests and of the systematic' use of the numerical techniques of computation
available (compressible singularity methods, finite difference and fast time marching method, plus boundary layer

correction possible and achieved even with shock interaction) could provide the type of information requested for
the unseparated or moderately separated flow cases. Notwithstanding their imperfections, the computing methods
allow the control of the conditions, incorporate the two-dimensional axial velocity ratio effects, as v elI as those of
change of radius in fixed and rotating bladings, and allow for at least, relative prediction of the ovt rail and local

characteristics, the latter needed for the application of the through-flow scheme.

By this, it IS not suggested that thosc numerical computation methods be incorporated as subroutines in the meri-F, dional flow programs, but that they be used in conjunction with carefully selected cascade and machine tests which

remain indispensable, to provide relatively simple correlations, to be used in the duct and through-flow calculations.

This type of program could be initiated on classical families of blading, to conform the validity of the approach.II This would require a cooperative effort that a rnumber o{" the participants to the meeting are ready to undertake, pre-

ferably under AG.A RD auspices. Detailed proposals are being prepared for submissioi, to the PEP.

Efforts of developiment of the methods for the separated cases have of course to be undertaken, and the existing
• one can only fill iii part of the gap.

HI.2 End Wall Leakage and Secondary Flow Corrections
S~The end wall leakage and secondary flow corrections are, for a large number of cases, as important as the blade

•i section performance (need for blockage and additional loss correction, for instance). The available correlations are not

satisfactory again, and the angle corrections are practically neglected up to now, although they can be important and
affect an important part of the flow, beyond that influenced at the loss point of view.

The physics of the related phenomenon are not entirely understood, for the machine case and even for the
simpler straight oi annular cascade.

This was realsed a few years ago, and an array of experiments aimed at identifying the flow mechanisms are being
carried out .- the USA.,and in• Europe, makiing use of lassieral instrumentation (pressure dfrectional probes and hot
wire) laser velocimetry and flow visualisation, and scrutinizing the flow throughout the whole blade passage. The PEP
is organizing a technical meeting on the subject in the Spring of 1977.

This meeting should provide useful guidance for future efforts.

As mentioned during the meeting, there are now broadly two approaches, one of correction of the basic flow
(loss correction, and non-viscid clearance and secondary flow effects on angle) and the pseudo-boundary layer approach
based on the work of Mellor. In our view, both are valid, and should be pursued.

At this point in time, it would seem possible to attempt an angle correction based on the ivviscid calculation
exsting, as described by Marsh, for instance, but which must be extended to twisted bladings. This is in progress in
various research groups, and a concerted effort seems possible, as suggested by x.-ral participants to the meeting.

111. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW APPROACH

4, A limited, but very important effort is being invested in the investigatiorn of the three-dimensional time average
flow occurring in turbomachinery, with another, maybe too small one, on some aspects of the unsteady Pows, like
the wake transmirsion.

On the experimental side, the laser valocimeter provides the first really workable tool for a deeper understan&ng
of what happens, as typified by the results obtained in the US.,. and at the DFVLR, the latter having been presented
at this meeting.

On the calculation side, two approaches are being followed, one based on the iterative coupling of Wu's 31 and
S2 surface, the other on a direct solution of the three-dimensional equation. Inviscid flows only are considered.
As mentioned during the meeting, work is in progress mainly in the US., and Great Britain, and tc cur knowiedge, to
a lesser extent on the continent. The presentation of Thompkins indicates whit can be - h+evcd,. and the cost of
calculation although very large, is still much lower in money and time than th. cost of the v,,uivalent experiment.

It is clear however, that both the experiments which should be extended to muitistage machines and the three-

iiimensional calculations, will not become part cf the industrial and analysis system in the foreseeable future

Both the experimental and numerical approaches must be considered as laboratory tools leading to a better
qualitative and order o& magnitude understanding of the flow, which should lead to th2 definition of ;.ore correct
flow models whose complexity should not exceed much those in present use, if they have to be of pi cEical value

ix



MODELES DE CALCUL DE L'ECOULEMENT DANS LES TLJRBOMACHINES AXIALES
par

Jean-Marie THIAVILLE

SNE CMA
Centre de Villaroche

77550 Moissy-Cramayel
FRANCE

RESUME

Le probleme du calcul de 116coulement dans les turbomachires axiales est abord6 partir du
mod~le dell surfaces de courant S 1 et S 2 de C. H. WU, combin6 avec 1'introduction des effets visqueux
sous forme de pertes et d'effets de d~placement. Llhypoth~se d'un 6caulement stationnaire de r~volu-
tion y est g~neralement admise et les phdnom~nes visqueux sont limitds aux parois de la veine et des
aubages. Dans ce cadre simplifi6, les prob1~mes suivants sont successivement analys~s du point de

V vue de l'utilisateur -Couplage des calculs sur les surfaces S 1 et S 2.
-Traitement des 6coulements transsoniques.
-Schdmas de pertes et d'Iangles hors adaptation.
-Blocage et 6coulements secondaires.

On examine ensuite, dana une deu~i~me partie, des exemples d'application ot) le mode~e simplifi6 peut
ktre mis en d~faut :nageoires, double-flux, rdintroductions sur les parois ou sur les aubes, distorsion,
veines fortement convergentes ou divergentes sur turbomachines charg~es, pompage et d~collement
tournant, machines haute pression oti lea effets visqueux peuvent s'iftendre sur tou~te la hauteur de veine.

NOMENCLATURE

6* Epaisseur de d~placement
M Direction m~ridienne
r,O,z Coordonndes cylindriques
F Fonction a~rodynamique (6quation (1))
S1,S2 Surfaces de coarant (figure 2)
V 'Vit±sse dans le stmeablsoliv
W Vitesse dans le syst~me relatif
G (r,z) Surface S 2 particuliere
nl Fonction 4§gale A tg P3

Angle de la vitesse relative avec le plan m~ridien
K Obstruction des aubages d~finie par 1'6quation Al (8)
t Temps
w Vitesse angulaire de rotation
S Entropie
H Enthalpie totale
hi Enthalpie statique
T Temperature
I= H -wrVq Rothalpie
x D~placement curvilingue sur une 12 gne de coui ant
q Quantit6 de chaleur par unit6 de mE sse
D Op~rateur de derivation er suivant une particule

* Terme de frottement (66quation (8))
KD Facteur de blocage
N Normale A la surface G
Z Nombre dlaubes
o Epaisseui des aubes dana le sens p~riph~rique

4. Fonction de courant.

Indices

I Intrados
E Extrados

i Intdrieur (moyeu)
e Ext~rieur (carter)
r,O,z Projections sur les directions r,O,z
m Proj ection mdridienne.

~ I -. B L A 1IKM T ~ i j



MODELES DE CALCUL DE L'ECOULE MENT DANS LES TURBOMACHINES AXIALES
par J. M. THIAVILLE (SNECMA -FRANCE)

INTRODUCTION

La conception des aubages de turbomachines axiales reste encore bas~e, pour de nombreux
projets, stir la th~orie des 6l6ments d'aubes. Chaque aubage est constitu6 d'un empilage stir la hauteur
d'un certain nombre de coupes, soit prises' dans des catalogues de grilles, soit d~finies analytiquement
par des rn~thodes de type "inverse-aube A aube" telles que celles port~es r~fdrences [1] et [2] .La
liaison entre les caractdristiques a~rodynamiques des diff~rentes coupes est faite par tin calcul

"d'~quilibre radial". Celui-ci peut tztre simplifi6 en un nombre liit de plans hors aubages perpen-ii diculaires A l'axe de la machine avec introduction ou non des effets de courbure des lignes de courant

Mais les performances de plus en plus pouss~es des turbomachines modernes ont incit6 les
constructeurs a faire appel A des m~thodes de calcul p~niian jusqu'A l'inedrieur des aubages dont une
premi~re approximation de In g~om~trie est alors n~cessaire. Ces m~thodes sont g~n64-alement pr6-
sent~es sous l'appellation anglaise :"Trhrough-Flow". Elles font l'objet du present colloqe.

Dans le cns projet, le calcul complet nta pour but que la determination, pour chaque tube de
courant, des triangles de vitesses .n amont et en aval de chaque grille, ngr~mentil de 1'6volution dans
Ilaube de la hauteur du tube de courant consid~r6. Deb essais de grilles faisant varier ce parametre
ont, en effet, mis son importance en 6vidence ( [6] , [7] ). Le calcul est en g~n~ral effectue en un seul
point de fonctionnement ot~ le debit, le taux de compression (oti le travail r~dult), le coefficient de
blocage aux parois de la veine sont des donndes. Un bouclage eat quelquefois r~aliS6 stir les pertes
apr~s que les aubes aient Wt d~finies.

Un problL~me plus nrdu est poses au sp(-cinliste par le calcul e'analyse dont le but est la d~termi-
nation des performances et dti champ de vitesses dans tout le domaine de fonctionnement d'tine turbo-
machine dont la gfeom~trie est setile fix~e. Dans ce cab ii est liattrel. que .les utijisateurs se si-a
tourn~s vera des xnod~les d16cotilement sensiblement bases stir les memes hypothiltses que celles du
calcul projet. Ce sont ces mod~les d'~coulement que notie tenterons d'exnminer Jans 1'6ttide qui suit.

I.MODELE DE BASE

Le probl~me d'ensemble de 1'6cotilement dans une turboinachine, easentiellement tridimension-
nel, visqueux, instationnaire et limitd A tin volume de formes complexes pr~sentant des 6changes avec
l'ext~rietir est divis6 artificiellement en tin certain rnombre de problemes plus simples, le couplage
entre ceux-ci 6tant effectu6 sous forme d&recte oti iterative. Ce partage cart~aien des difficult~ss a 6t
r~stim6 dans le tableau 1.

1. Hypoth~lse "couches limites"

La richesse de 1'hypoth~se col-';es limites, dimotre stir les profils d'aile oti de grilles, a
conduit naturellement lea sp~cialistes turbomachines

* A sim-plifier les 6quations de Navier-Stokes en sup-
f~ O 6e posant que les effets de viscosit6 et de conductivit6

Ii thermique sont limit~s A tine couche mince le long
Calcul non visqueux ~ des parois de la veine et des profils. Ce modele

Vitesse Isiniplifie 6norm~ment le calcul en dehors des aubages
oti 1'6coulement petit etre consid~r6 sans fe-ottement

4' I jusqti'aux parois de la veine, leffet de couche limite
-41_ pari~tale ltan pris en compte dane. la continuitd dui

Valeur moyenne / dbit ia le classique coefficient de blocage KD.
Cette m~ithode petit d'ailleurs t~tre modifi~e falliile-
rnent en remplaian KD par tin calcul qui s'arrtte

Prof ii exact A tine distance de la paroi i~gll A 1'6paisseur de d6-
placement de la couche limite (figure 1).

/Cette derniL're solution permet tine meilleure prise
en compte de l'effet de lissage des accidents de parots
par la couche limite (changements de pente ati de
courbure). Elle petit cependant poser des difficult~s
de convergence hors adaptation, lorsqu'il y a d~col-
lement par exemple.

Rayon 'A l'int~rietir des aubages, l'introdtiction dans Pl'&u
Moyeu arterlement principal de l'effet de cotiche limite stir lesMoyeu arter'profils depend naturellement de la manit~i e dont on

mod~li se 1' &coulemen, tridimensionnel non visquetix.I I Fig.i -Effes d d~~aceent~ Iapari -Dans tous les cas il est n~cessaire d'introduire des
Fig.I- ffes ded~paceent a proLpertes dans le calcul non viisquetix de mani~re A

respecter le bilan d'~nergie.
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TABLEAU i- Modble de calculs d dcouiements dans tes turbomachines-
Ecoulemen' dans les turbomnachines: Tridimensionnel _visqueux - instationnaire

an s dle c leur et de masse avec I'exterieur. Eauations de NAV IER-STOKES
Etudes thermKives Ecoutemnent tridimensionnel-visqueux Problemes;

Iet a~rotherriqu~.es adiabatique- permanent en systeme relatif -instationnaires

Ecoulement tridimensionnel Couches visqueuses
-adiabatique-nion visqueux I parietales

Surface S ISufaces S2 Ecoulemrents r ~i~
bidimensionnel Ibidimensionnel secondaires

Surf ace Surface Dens [as JHats Yon I
"Aqon" S1d aubaes Vt 18idimens. Tridimens.

regjot Inn P* 'Iore ___ __

I-.. .M

u-3I.4
.0 .0 .

WEc ~ uI0

jAspirations,soufflage Angles Triangles de Pertes Pertes de profils )istorsion, ponipage
Echanges the Ge-ometrie de la vitesses secondaii'es Ecart flux profit )dolneitourant
Corrections du surface S2 Gradienits de Blocage KD visqueux Corrections dui

schemia adiabatique mo~yenne ression Corrections Obstruction jhrasainar
..argeur de la iEpaisseur des d'angles
surface S2 ube de

SI

--- t te L ~ough-flhw"
Idu chapitre 1.

Ce point particulier est examin6 dans le chapitre Il (paragraphes 1-3 et 2-2). On peut cependant noter
&!s ýL present que l't6coulemnent principal (hors couches limites) est consid~r.-s comme laminaire, sans
forces de viscosit6 ni conduction de chaleur

2. Hypoth~se '.H. WUo 8

L'6coulement tridimerisionnel sans frottement est lui-mrnie partag6 en deux probi~mes tridirnen-
sionnels

a - L'un consliste Ai consid~rer les surfaces de courant g~nýýrees par des particules situ~es sur des
cercies centres sur l'axe. Ces surfaces Si dites du premier ordre sont g~n4ýralernent suppos~es de
revolution, Cette hypotht~se peut etre tr~s restrictive mais ii semble difficile de la lever sans compliquer
les calculs. L'intersection de chacune de ces surfaces avec les aubages (figure 2) d&finit une "grille"
aultour de laquelle l'6coulement non visqueux puis les couches limites peuvent Otre calcul~s.

Les r~sultats de ces calculs oangle de sortie, pertes de profil e ffet s,d Iobstruction (6paisseur de
d~placement) dans le sens p~riph~rique sont, en fait, souvent g'in~r~s par un schema erapirique beaucoup

i- plus souple d'emploi dans le calcil complet que les m~thodes analytiques.

En effet le calcul de grilles fait appel hi des m~thodes tr~s variables selon les conditions de l'4scou-
lenient et elles ne sont pas toutes compatibles -Differences fVnies centrdes ( (9 ), courbures des
lignes de courant, m~thodes de singularit~s ( [10] . [11] ) en subsonique.

- 106thodes pseudo -instationnai re s ( E12] , [13] ,[14] )ou differences finies
excentr~es (15] [161 )en transsonique.

-M~thode des caract~ristiques en supersonique.
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De pluý,, les calculs de couche limito qii doi-'ent lui etre associds sont qjelquefois irsuffisants
.)ou., Lne d~finitiun correcte des pertcs hirs adaptation, surtout en compresseur, au d~collement ou en
prdsance d'affets intenses de conipressibilitO. ML'me en turbine ces calculs, bien que pl-us efficaces,
n~ceasktent souver~t des Wa.outs euixiriqnes ro'~r tenir compte, par exeinpie, Elea effets de culot (bord
de -uitt, 4pais) et des interactious cho.:-couch3 hrniI~e.

4S

Fig 2 Imlsd urae S tS

b -L'utr pob~e idienionelquies juteen A a asede trvax d c cogrs cnsst

A~ ~ ~ zfete e acl u e ufcsd orndtsd exm ergr-dsprdspri

lutiFig. - xmpleqeqePo etpssr d~e surfaces S2 ue atr par sipe-ttnauord ed

]a mriee uPo etdnsecnetrleffectuer les calculs sur dessul surfacesdcurn.iesudexnegnegnre par does peti
cLes socituns surodunarayo.uen uon plan s ppedculieAlaee rontou dans ua "oue De surfac m oyessp~ih-i
parmet e Dsulipls e ~res de ce type souvnt les suracs xtads en nrao des B81~ -dpae dE19 lp setr d20
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Une simplification es: 6ouvoŽni utilLie -uid consist,! A consid~rer liscouleme.at comme entR~rement
'axisym~trique" c~'est-A-dire qi'e les variaSions en 0 des rn~mes fonct ions sont prises nulles ~4-=0
pour tout F. Cette hyrMs_ ;,u7 restrictive oue de prendl:- simplement les surfaces Si de i~vgfution,
suppose, pour Pe calcul 6L l'int~rieur des auhages, llintro'Juct- in de forces volumiques dans les 6quations
de quantit46 de rnouvement et d'un coefficient dlobistruction des aubages dans 1'tlnuation de continuit6.
Cette simplification nWest possiblk quo si l'on ne cherche pas, clans un calcu) g~n~ra. de l'6coulement,
5. d~terminier les earact~ristiqiuei. a~rodynamiques loe.)es sur les aubos inais Si l'on cherche simple-
ment les performances globales (d~bit, pression, rendement) et les triangles de vitesses en amont et
en aval des roues. Llhypoth~se axisymCetrique e'.E coh~rente avec un schdma de p 'rtes empirique global
mais elle ne Veost pl5s si le schl~ina de pertes e st complexe au point de tenir compte deu r6partitions de
vitosso locale sur 1z~s aubes ou Wil est -emp~ac-l fA une m'~thodli comp.kto ac~alytique (calcul aube4--
aube Pt couches limites).

Er fait, les fonctions consid~±'~os (1.ression, vitesses etc... ) ont ur~e allure en "1 e~nts do scie"
en 0 avec discontini~itd au passage des aubos. Lee turbomachinistes ont Ilhabitude je dire que lo fait
de co.-sid~rer ]eur zmc.yennp en 0 avec ALI~2 = 0) suppose un nombro infini dlaubes, los termes
n~glig~s ne devenant imrportants qvto pour lun fa~ble nombre de pales. En fait, d~s 1965, L. Hi. SMITTH Jr.
a montr6 quo ces termes (fonctions "G" r~fdrence ~L7J ) d6pendent plus prq~cisi~ment de !a charge.

On peut 66montrer par exemple qu'bA charge donnCle la diff(erence do vitesse entre l'eetrados et
l'intrados tend vers zero quand le nombre d'aubes tend vers I'infini alors que la d~riv~e U sur la
surface S2 tend vers une valeur non nulle. Un cas d'.iprlication assez fri~querlt en a~ronautique ý1cossite
la prise en compte soit des coniposantes de ]a force volumique F dans los aubages soit d'urne valeur non
nulle des ddriv~es a.i.. des diff~rkents fonctic'ýs calcul~es sur la surface S2

11 s'agit du cas des aubes pench~es schdmatis~es
figure 3 surtout si olles sont tr~s vri!10-es (rdf6-
ronco 21). Uno m~thode simple de prise en compte

r do ces d~riv~es est sugg~r~e en [222] dans 1e cas

Si Elle consiste 1.lin~ariser los vai iations on 0 entre

intrados et extrados sous Ila formne

I'a h1 -F F FE
O- OE

Moypu +r Par exemplo, pour la fonctioai n= tg ,on obtient

Section frontage Section m~ridienne 1 on 1
(2) t--= R-a-

Fig.3- Aubes penche'es et aubes en f 16che.. Ke br 6tan Ke done H6sA ag&oti
des afiibes (ou au calcul dans l'autre sens, sur los
surfaces Si).

3. Hypoth~se Atationnaire

Uno autre hypoth~se simplificatrice consiste A consid~rer llicoulement comme permanent dans
1e mouvement relatif. Cotte simplification nWest pas aussi ~estrictive que cello d'un 6coulement complt-
tement stationnairo. Elle conduit A n~gliger los termos -j dans los 6quations du mouvemont
66crites dans un syst~ine do r~f~rence UL6 au rotor. Mlais un tobservateur fixo voit tout do m~me 1'6coule-
mont sous forrie instationnaire, au momns dans la roue mobile, los variations en fonction du temps dans
le systtýme atbsolu 6tant lides aux gradients tangentiels dans 1e syst~mc rolatif par

()systieme [i.systame
w tant la vtseagli do rotation du rtrqui est prise constante.

Physiquoment, l'hypoth~se suppose quo los sillages des grillec fix(s sont amortiB lorsqulon entre
dans la roue mobile et quo los sillages des grillei. mobiles sont amortis lorsqu~on entre A Vint~rieur do

EnLams ero~e eeurp~et n lieaibtqe non visqueux, permanent en 0 space

moblecalul( su un sufac decouantmovnn dutyp S2deCH. W. L'(6coulement pout etre
rottionel; lentalpe ttal etIletroie euvnt arir dun oin Aun autre. Les frottements et les

6cclemntsseondire y on inroditssos frmede eres t defftsde dalacements d~termin~siii par un schema ompirique (voir tahloau 1).

11. FORMULATION ET RESOLUTION

Le mod-Ae dl~coulement 4Rant choisi, los doux questions q_. 00 posent onsuite au spA-cialiste
d~sireux do programmer sur ordinateur et d'appliquer la m~thode do calcul A des cas coitcrets sont la
formulation et la m4thode do rdsolution,
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1. Formulation

1. 1. Calcul Projet et Calcul d'Anmlyse

Certains termes des 6quations peuvent Litre n~gligeables au point d'adaptation et ne plus 1L'§tre
dans l'ensemble du champ de caract~ristiques. On pouvait se demander si des simplifications suppl6-
mentaires n'6taient pas souhaitables dans la formulation du calcul projet. De telles simplifications
6taient utilis~es avec succ,ýs dans les anndles 50 alors que la puissance des ordinateurs ne perrnettait
pas encore un traitement efficace du mod~le expos6 ci-dessus. La prevision du champ de performances
4tait alors plus ou momns confide A un empirisme d'ailleurs souvent tr~s efficace.

Mais les recherches r~centes sur la preivision analytique des performances nous incitent A sou-
haiter une formulation uniforme de mani~re a ce que les deux calculs puissent intervenir l'u-n sur
l'autre de fagon coh~rente .correction du projet en fonction des zrdsultats hors-adaptation ou am~liora-
tion de la prevision hors-adaptation par "cadrage" des valeurs projet.

Dans le calcul d16coulement des turbomachines, sur urne surface de type S2, on peut d~fimr, A la
mani~re des calcuis de grilles, deux types de mdthodes:

- l'une, dite m~thode irverse, part de 1'6volution des vitesses, ou plus pr6cisC-ment du moment cin~tiquc
0/9~ donn6 le long de la surlace, consid~r~e pour calculer les angles donc ln g~om~trie de cette

surface.
- lautre, dite m~thode diracte, consiste i- calculer les vitesses sur la surface de courant en partant

des angles comme donnde. Pour 6viter toute confusion entre calcul projet - calcul d'analyse d'une part
et mdthode inverse - m~thode directe d'autre part nous pensons qu'il est utile d'insister ici sur le
point qu'un calcul projet peut L*tre effectu6 indiff~remment avec une m~tho~e inverse ou uaie mc'thode
directe, de mnLmc qu'un calcul de performances peut etre anen6 AL bien par une m~thode inverse comme
par une m~thode directe. Le tableau II (suivant) resume cette analyse.

Taux Dbi de comprssio Debitu de diffrerdent point e clu

C (ou travail reduit) ~i e ifrnspit eclu
.2 r*Riendements par gui leetrgm

.0 ~Surfaces Si
4 CalcuL couches limites

Ecoulements secondaires
4j ou Schema empirique

V~ Pertes z0I
0. ~et angles du flux I

itial1Iej_

r Entr~e:7FMV16]ý Entr~e:L n ge~s _
Methode INVERSE Mithode DIRECTE

Sufce i N 1.1 \

AUBAGES PERFORMANCES
Taux de compression (ou detente)

Veine def initive Travail . rendementpour tous les points du champ
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Le chernin naturel pour 10 calcul projet 'ýst l'utilisation de la m~thcdo inversei, trajet (1 -1) mais
la m~thode directe est po~sible, trajet (1 -2) avec un? boucle iterative sur r VIB . Le chemin niaturel
pour le ealcul d'analyse est la m~thode directe, trajet (2-i) mais on pout avissi utilliser lo. mtsthode
inverse iývec unce boucle itierative sur los angles.

1. 2. Problt~mes trarissoniques

Les ~Cooulements transsonmq~zes, pris au sens gfneral, c'eU-A-dire oti cohabitent des zones
subsoniques et des zones supersoniqucsi, wosent surtout des probl~mes au niveau de la resolution des
6quations (elliptiques ou hypei boliques solon les zones). Cepondant nous pensons qu'une grande partie
des cas rencontr~s par Pindustriel, surtout en a~roraautique. pout tstre rt~solue at. niveau de la formu-
lation mtrne, dui momns en cc qui concerne l'6coulement non visqueux, En effet, on peut montrer

(81,[22] [23]1 ) que !,utilisatnon d&une formulation do type "mkthode inverse" oti r V9 est pris
commae donn(,e no conduit 6, une mnd(termination quo si la composante m~ridienne du nombre do Machatteit 1unt6. Do~ lintrAd ce type de m~thode pour 'es turbomachines axiales a~ronautiques oti

ce terme est gn~ralemenc subsonique. Ceci. ne veut d'ailleurs pas dire quo 10 problt~me du passage
d'u-ne zone cupersonique A une zone subsonique (chocs, blocago) se trouve "escamot6" A l'int~rieur des
aubages mais ciu'il ost plus simplement report* sui' la loi do rVe d~une part, 1e schema de pertes et
dtangles d'autre part.

1. 3 Introduction dos pertes

Dans 1e calcul a l'int~rieur des aubages, J. H. HORLOCK 24 a souiev,ý le probl~me, dt-s 1971.
do la cul?6rence entre les 6quations de oliantit(- de mnouvoment d'une part et l'introduction do portos
donc do variations dlentropie dt autre part. En offet si P'on fcrit l't~quation du mouvoment sans frotte-
ments (second principo do Newton) et quo P'on suppose lo mouvoment permanent en syst~me relatif,
la projection do cette 6quation sur la vitesse conduit AL 1'6quation d16nergic (4) DIJ = T DS_

Dt Dt(DidCrivation par rapport au temps en suivant uno particule dans son mouvoment.
Dt

1 Rch-Ialpio d~finie par I= hl+W 2 -w (rVil) 6galo A l1enthalpie totale Si w = 0 .
2

~ jOr llhypoth~se du modL~le - Clcoulement adiabatique - permet d'6crire par application du premier
principo do lai thormodynamique :(5) DH- = DW + Dq = D (Wr Ve)

DW est lo travail par unit(! do Masse 6chang6 par une particulo avec l'ext~rieur lorsqu'611e so deplace
d'une quantit6 Dx sur sa ligne do courant. Dq eat ia quantit6 do chaleur par unit6 do Masse 6changde
dans les memes conditions (ici Dq = 0 ). Los 6quations (4) et (5) indiquont (Ionc quo ni la rothalpie I
ni lPentropie S no pouvont varier le long d'une ligno de courant.

Comme l'lntroduction do portos do profil sur la surface S2 moyonno suppose quo l'entropi') vanie4 sun uno ligno do courant, une force do frottement doi. bien Otre introduite au niveau de l'6quation do
quantit6 do mouvomont. 11 est prouv6 quo ce torme demeure faible en valour num~rique lorsqulon resto
tux alcntours do 1'adaptation oti los pertes sont par definition mimmales. 11 semble copondant que cor-
tains d6I..oires tnouv~s quelquefois dans 11introduction des portes hors-adaptation et mis g~n~ralement
sur le compte d~un mauvais calibrago du schema do pertes empirique. puissont etre dus A une sous-
estim~ation do cot effot lorsquo l'augmontation dlentropio ost Cilev~e, Des cas do cc typo sont in~vitables
si Von desire d~criro analytiquement lPonsemble du champ do performances avoc uno rni-thode suffisam-
mont g~n6-ale pour supporter des ph~nom~nes tols que ci~collement, ondes do choc, etc...

Nous avons v~rifi6 qu'une force do frottemont oppos~e A la viteese pout rernplir ce role sar.s trop
cornpliquen los 6quations. On 6crit ( 181 L. [22] )1 '6quation do quantit6 do mouvement souts la forme

(6) WA (rot V) = grad I - T grad S + OW

relative W on obtiont

(7) W. grad I - W.T grad S = OW 2

ot _D1 par (5) entraino
Dt

1. 4. Echanges do chaloun

Dans le cas pa, *cuier oti los 6changes do chaleur avec ltext~rieur no sont plus n~gligeables
--bines fortomont nefroidies par example) il n'y a pas lieu d'ajouten do termes A 1l6quation fondamen-

tale de la dynamnique mais il faut alons remarquor quo la rotalpie I vanie sun une ligne do couranit car

l'4quation (5) nWest plus v~rifi~e ( Aq :g 0 1co qui modifie l'6quation (8) sous la forme



(8)' TL 2DS -I DI
W 2 Dt W2 Dt

et donc toute la formulation.

Cependant on peut, dans la plupart des cas, consid~rexr les echanges de chaleur due au refroidis-
sernent des aubes et des parois dans une turbine comme r~duits aux couches limites et donc conserver
le mod-le de base non visqueux sans conduction et introduiro dans ce mod~le les -~ffets thermiques si'-
l'ontropie comme on 1e faisait pour les pirtes.

2. RESOLUTION

2. 1. Fonction de courant ou courblires

~i ~On sait quo les m~thodes do rdsolutior. du systLm de 4 6quations d~duit de (6) et de l'~quation de
continuit6 consistent en gtin~ral A rdduire le problhme A l'intC~gration d'ine dquation diff~rentielle unique.IiElles se partagent en deux families solon que l'int~gration est effectu~e

- en somme aouble sur une surface ,m~thodes utilisait los d~riv~es de la foniction de courant ou

- en inttLgrale curviligno sur une ligno quelconq-ie, la g~om~trie des lignes do courant dtant fix~e
m~thodes de courbures. La prembere famille compor e les m~thodes d'616ments anis et les m~thodes
ma',iciellos, dans !a seconde l'int~egration pout Otre effectu~e sur des rayons (66quilibre radial) ou sur
deE quasi -orthogonales ou encore sur l'intersection do la surface 52 par des plans perpendiculairos hmll'axo (aubes penchi~es ý,figure 3).

Dans los deux cas, le maillage reste fixe et so sont soit la fonction do courant soit la g~om~trie
do la ligno do courant qui sont retouch~es au cours des iterations jusqu'A convergence du calcul. Il est
naturelloment possible do projotor los 6quations sur los lignos de courant elles-memes et leurs nor-
males, los 6quations obtenuos sont alors plus simples mais on doit utiliser un maillage variable au
cours des itqerations et la correction ost plus compliqu~e.

Du point do vue do l'utilisateur (pr~cision, rapidit6, facilit6 do miso on oeuvre) des analyses et
des comparaisons entre m~thodes do "courburo" et m~thodes "foniction do courant" ont desjA W
effectu~es ([E22] , [23] , [253 ). Aucun dos doux syst,ýmes no somble avoir d~finitivement pris le pas
sur l'autro et ii ost souvent difficile do comparer deux types do r~eolution au meme stade do sophisti-
cation, en particulier en ce qui concorne la pond~ration des corrections it~rati-ies et l'introduction du
schema do porte et dWangles. Cetto concurrence pout 0tre elle meme g~n~rat'--e do progrý!s car los
sp~scialistes vont encore certainemont apporter des ameliorations dans l'une ot l'autre famille do r~so-
lution. Doux remarquos peuvent etre faites ici

-La premit~re est quo l'historiquo dos m~thodos do projet choz los constru~tours los conduit souvent A
d~velopper do pr~f(-rnce uno m~thodo do type "courburos" qui lour permet do faire plus facilemont la
liaison ontre 10.9 m~thodes modornes analytiquos et lour experience propre des performances d'616sments
d'aubes corrigdes par les offots d'intoraction ontro grilles (r~f~rence [26] )

-La seconcze est quo los m~thodes faisant appel A la fonction do courant sont pout etre un point do depart
plus riche do possibilit~s pour une extension vers des mod~les plus curnpliqu~s Im~thodes d'dl6ments
finis en instationnairo, m~thodes tridimensionnelles, etc..)

2. 2. Sch~mas do pertos

11 n'entre pas non plus dans le cadre do co papior d16tudier dans 1e detail los sch~inas do portes
los mioux adaptds. Chaque sp~cialiste et chaque constructour a d'ailleurs le sien propro d~riws do son
experience et appliqu6 a se propres exeinplos. La plupart des auteurs s'accordent d'ai11eiiis A ir
quo le st-h~mn de pertoc Ct T'anigeb x-evet uno grande importance dans la qualit6 des rdsultats et quo
nitme un bon schema pout quelquofois 6viter un trnp. grande complication do la formulation do base,

-' CoperndiLat los progr~s r~alisds dans los calculs de couches limites et surtout dans la d~terinina-
tion analytique des portos, dos angles et dos 6paissours do d~placement dus aux 6coulomonts 'iecond.-tirca

[2 27] ,[2 8],[E29] .[3 0] et [3i
laissont ontrevoir la possibilit6 do romplacor los sch~mas ompiriques g~ndralement utilis~s par un
calcul entiý:rement analytique sur surfaces Si1, couches limitos et 6coulements socondaires.

2.3. Blocage

Le cas du biocage pose un probR~me particiflior. En effet il suppose quo dans certains plans do
calcul une relation suppl~mentaire (continuit6l du debit bloqu6) relie portos et angles et los deux para-
m~tres rno peuvont pl-s etre introduits s~pardment. Dans 11. cas dos turbines supercritiques cot offet
a lieu 'A la aortie des aubagos alors quo la plupart des pertos ont dejA 60~ prises en compto. On pout
donc c~ouvent simrplifA':r 10 ph~nomene par modification do l'anglo A portes constantes pour satisfairo
la continults ("argile de sortie unique").
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Dans le cas des compresseurs, le blocage intervient 5 l'interieur du canal inter-aubages et
provoque lui-m~lme des pertes supplementaires par apparition d'ondes de choc. 1] est alors necessaire
de corriger ensemble lea angles et les pertes. Les compresseurs supersoniques, quant A eux, Sont A
rapprocher ties turbines supercritiques et leur probleme peut 6galement etre simplifi6 par modification
de l'angle A l'entr~e ("incidence unique") A pertes constantes.

III. DIFFICULTES DIAPPLIGATION

Un certain nombre de cas de turbomachines adronautiques pauvent eventdjellement remettre en
cause le modele de base adopt6 et faire appel soit A des corrections empiriques soit A un modtele plus
complique.

1. Soufflante de moteur double-li~x

La preýsence d'un bec de separation des flux (A), en
aval de la roue mobile et eventuellement d'une
"nageoire" (B) pour amortir leas vibrations provoque

s des discontinuites et des conditions aux limites
complexes dans le calcu] meridien (figure 4).
Cette configuration ,ne rpmet pas en cause l'hypo-

B tl'ese de surfaces S1 de revolution. Mais le calcul
sur surface S2 peut etre fondamentalement perturb6,
en particulier hors adaptation. Les contre-pressions
en P et en S peuvent differer fortemnent et il faut
theoriquement calculer autant de champs de la partie
secondaire qu'il y a de vannages sur la partie pri-

A maire et vice-versa. Heureusement, les contre-
P3 pre isions en P et en S ne sont pas independantes

Sur moteur complet ;elles sont reliees par le cycle

thermodynamique et la configuration de moteur
choisie.

Avec une methode du type courbures des lignes de
_W courant, une adaptation du programme peut ftre

Ký ~organisee autour de trois calculs ,partie secondaire
Seule, partie primaii e Seule, veine complete sans
sepaain Le passage d~un calcul A ]'autre peut
s'effectuer par coefficients d'obstruction ou facteurs

KD judicieusement repartis Sur les tubes de
courants consideres. Le scheýma de pertes est Cga-

Fig.4-.Soufflante de inoteur double-flux - lement Ak reconsiderer du fait des couches limites
_____ -____- ____ _____ ____ - sur les nageoires et le bee et les nouveaux 6coule-

ments secondaires crees par ce type de geometrie.
Mais un calcul type "6lements finis" dans le plan meridien devrait pouvoir r4epondre elegamment au
probleme poses par cette configuration.

2. Turbomachines chprgees avec veine forternent 6volutive

L'6volutioni toujours croissant- des charges par etage dans les turbomachines modernes conduit
6L considerer deux cas ob les effets tri dime nsionnels importants risquent de rendre insuffisant le modele
des surfaces Si de revolutilon ;uis sont presentes figures 5 et 6 respectivement.

Le premier (fig. 5) concerne les coupes de piea de compi esscur AL forte deviation et Mach amont
subsonique elev6, !a convergence 46tant importante pour 6viter le decollement par ralentissement trop
s'~vere ;l'exemple presente figure 5 rdalise 55 degres de deviation A Mach 0, 85 avec un taux de conver-
gence du tube de courant de 0, 8.

Le second (fig. 6) concerne des coupes de distributeurs de turbine basse pression "compacts" o~i
la forte divergence est n~cessaire pouf 6viter des nonibres de Mach de sortie trop eleves ;l'exemple
presente figure 6 realise une de-viation de 80 degres avec un nombre de Mach aval de 0. 8 (amont 0. 4)
et un rapport de section du tube de courant de 1, 6.

Cal'ules sur une surface S2 moyenne (ecoulement de revolution) ils donnent lieu A des corrections
"tridimensionnelles" du type de celles portses figures 5 et 6. On voit alors que les gradients Intrados-
Extrados sont tels qu'on peut se demander si 1'hypothese doe surfaces Si de revolution est encore raison-
nable. Du simple point de vue de la continuite du debit, surtout lorsque la vitesse extrado3 est trans-
sonique, il parait clair que le tube de courant ne peut pas presenter la mzme hauteur c~t6t extrados et
c~te- intrados.

11 parait alors important de consid~rer avec intrert toutes las tentatives modernes d'un calcul
vraiment tridimensionnel et si possible transsonique.
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3. Rdintroductions ou aspirations aux parois ou sur les profils

Ce cas d'application est tres frequent oians les turbomachines a~ronautiques ý,pr41Mvements d'air
dani les compresseurs, d~charges, circulations internes, refroidissement des turbines, circulations
parasites autour de viroles fixes ou de talons tournants. Une mention a d~jAL Wt faite ci-d'--ssus
(chapitre 11 1. 4 ) de ce probl~me du point de vue de la formulation des 6changes thermiques. 11 concerne
en fait deux parties du calcul de l'46coulement I- a premiere, au niveau des parois, affecte essentiellement
les 6coulements secondaires. Des travaux r~cents tels que ceux des r~f~rences EU3 u. [31] montrent qu'il
est possible de prendre en compte de tels ph~nomý!nes dans une m~thode int~grale ot lea 6coulements
sont moyeines p~riph~riquement.

La seconde concerne surtout les 6missions sur lea profils qui conduisent, A l'int~rieur des aubages,
A tine cohabitation tridimensionnelle d'6coulements 5, niveaux d'6nergie Jiff~rents. Seules, A notre connais-
sance, des corrections empiriques sont apport~es pour tenir compte de ce phdnomt~ne.

4. Dkstorsion, d~collement tournantj, 22mpp'ge

* Si l'on observe 'a figure 7 tir4ýe de la r~f~rence [32] oti se trouvent port~s lea ph~nomt~nes ren-
contr~s dans le chain?. de caract~ristiques d'un compresseur haute pression multi -dtages trLIs charg6,
on peut se demander si le mod~le choisi peut permet,.re de d~crire de telles caractdristiques, en
particutier lea changements apportds par des modifications de de g~om~trie (versions 1, 2 et 3).

Le probl~me se pose alors de savoir si les calculs d'~coulements instationnaires actuellement Ej
notre disposit~on peuvenic Otre introduita dana la m~thode pour pr~voir le d~collement tournant et le
pompage (con~presseurs) ou tenir compte d'effets instationnaires de diatorsion, par exemple pertes
de charges dtentr~es d'air ou disaymdtries thermiq,~es de chambre de combustion.
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instationnaires ( [33] ,[34] ), l'autre A refoncire complhtement le mod~le de base ( [35] , [3&) en y
introduis~nt naturellement les termes instationnaires. Les progri~s r~cents realis&s dans ces techniques
permettent d'esp~rer in prise en coxupte AL moyen terme de tels ph~nomý!nes. Ce sujet d&borde d'ailleurt
du cadre du present colloque.

5. Effets visqueux gt~n6ralis6s

Dans les moteurs a~ronautiques A taux de compression trt~s 6lev4 (par exemple 30 ,1) ii est connv.
des turbomnachinistes que l'6coulement, dans les derniers 6tages de compression oti le rapport de moyeu
d~passe 0, 9, supporte des ph~nomn~nes secondaires et en particulier des effets visqueux qui finissew.
par envabir toute in veine, au point d'laboutir A un 6coulement de type "tuyau", Ii nous parait alors diffi-
cile, du point de vue th~orique, de conserver l'hypoth~se des couches limites.

L'introduction de forces de viscosit6 et de in conductivite complique alors beaucoup ia formulation
~,. et in resolution. 11 semble heureusement que dans de nombreux cas pratiques l'apport d'6nergie au fluide

par les rotors, r~ixt~r6 A chaque 4tage, conduise l'dcoulement dans le compre..seur AL un 6tat asympto-
cique dont au mc'ins les performances globales se rapprochent des r6sultats obtenus par un calcul sim-
plifi6 du type de celui pr~sentiý tableau 1. La recherche d'aubages sophistxqu6s capables de s'a'iapter a

Sdes variations radiaies importantes sur une faible hauteur pose du reste des probk~mes de fab.-ication et

defaii6ax osrceis

Une Lois encore, la solution le plus souvent utiiis4ýe r~side, pour le calcui des performanicý,s. dans
un calibrage habile du sch~ma de pertes et W'angles introduit dans Ic calcul.

CONCLUSION

Apr~s Ila pre.sentation du mod~le de base gdln~ralement utilis6 par les turbomachinistes dans le
calcul de l'6coulement, un bilan des difficult6s renccntr~es dans in formulation et ln r~solutiont a 6t6
effectue.. Llexnmen d'un certain nombre de cas d'appiication difficiles montre ensuite qua des solutions
simples sont souvent possibles par modification du sch~ma empirique de pertes at dWarnglas,

Mais i'aurgmentation constante des performances damnandees aux turbontachines modernas et le
basoin d'una in~thode da pr~vision plus precise capable d'6Svitcr aux constructaurs de coP~teuses heures
d'essais, incitant la si 6cialiste A cr6ar des methodes anti~rement analytiques programmees sur ordi -
nateur puissant. Des recherchas r~centes, en particuiirr sur .es ti-oulcruents sccondairei. et les
phfnomý!nas instationnairas permettant d'anvisagar de telles solutions asu vei rce
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On ne saurait cep-ndant trop recommander aux chercneura de travailler A des modeles de plus en
plus repr~ssentatifs des ph~nomenes physiques, s'approchant ainsi de la solution g~ndrale des (ýquations

de Navier-Stokes. Leur resolution avec des conditions aux limites compliqu ýcs et des nombres de
Reynolds 6lev~s reste un problime extremement diffile. Mais il n'est pas d'exemple oO une nouveile
m~thode analytique, mrme A precision 6gale avec les m~thodes empiriques, n'ait pas fait progresser
la technique des turbomachines.
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ANNEXE 1

Variatiors p~riph~rigues de la fonction n

Une des fonctiona aparaissant dans l16quation diff~rentielle du calcul sur surfaces 52 et dont lea
variations en 0 peuvent ne pas Letre n~gligeables a forte charge, m~me s1 le nombre d'aubes eat 6lev6,

etla fonctiun nl d~finie par:

(1) =i tgp we_

Vm
6 tant Itangle de la vitesse relative avec le plan m~ridien. Dana le cas d'un nombre d'aubea auffisant

on peut dcrire pour une fonction F dana ..,n canal inter -aubaged:-[ 1i-F avec I =Intrados
(2) aF 01 F-FE IrzfxsE = Extrados

en n~gligeant 1isa termes du second ordre en (O1 -BSE) .Cette lin~arisation eat xntme exacte tii
l'6volution de F A (r, z) fix~a est oaraboJlique en 0 ce qu3 eat souvent. Toute surface 52 peut L~tre
d~finie par

(3) 0 = e (r,z)

Le vecteur normal A cette surface N a pour coordonn&t.s dana le systk~me cylindrique

r

Lacodiio d l'appicatio de (5 W ce du eux u itsesu e surfaces atcl~e odi sl'exreitonc

ouz enore r,) -

si 0 kz~) etGE (,Z)fonctio F dana (2) et en funtionsan (dn6) ii v ~ient satlssrfcsit

Ptetaro definition e, coefficaient de'obstAucto dexsaubfages s'artituRe odi AIepes

d(6 c (6)t d Gevient

qu r deter inio les variationsent K de la foction f prirdes donndes K et ___o

r K
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COMMENTS

Comment by R.I.Lewis, Newcastle University, UK
Does the author believe in the validity of superimposing either empirical cascade data obtained between rigid side

walls, or solutions obtained upon SI surfaces, to complete blade flows? He:e I am questioning the validity of
stacking two-dimensional solutions to form a quasi-three-dimensional fluw when the SI so'utions vary from subsonic,
through transoncW, to supersonic involving strong compressibility effects, three- dimensional shocks and radial flows due
to locally chocked flows. It seems to me that research into these real fluid coilditions should be next on the agenda.

Authors' response:
I think the process is essentially iterative between SI and S2 solutions. If SI surfaces are computed, it is

possible to go from S2 solutions to SI solutions using the streamtube thickness distribution as an iterative parameter.
If SI solutions are experimental cascades data, we can, at least, use a contouied wall cascade with bleeding systems
and correct the loss scheme as a function of AVR distribution. I agree :he so called quasi-three-dimensional calcula-
tion can be inaccurate inside the blade rows in the transonic cases but the accuracy seems to be sufficient regarding
other unknowns like three-dimensional secondary flows and three dimensional shock-boundary layers interaction.

Comment by J.Chauvin, von Kdrmdn Institute, Belgium
Quel est le temps de calcul acceptable pour une m~thode Ai utiliser industriellement?

Authors' response:
Les programmes utilises quotidiennement doivent 8tre relativement rapides (moins de deux minutes sur IBM

370-145, par exemple) pour une question de debit du syst~me d'exploitation et de temps de rponse pour l'ing~nieur.
D'autres programmes tr~s puissants (problbmes transsoniques, calculs instationnaires) utilisis plus rarement peuvent
&tre acceptables m~me si le temps de calcul atteint deux ou trois heures. La limite semble &tre le prix de fabrication
de ia machine elle-meme (calculs tri-dimensionnels).

Comment by D.Millar, Carleton University, Canada

With reference to the figure on page 6, could you clarify the statement that the use of (vV0 ) + iteration in the
4 off-design or analysis case is successful in avoiding the limitation imposed by relative or absolute Mach number > 1.0,

even though the angle is effectively constrained by the blade angles of the machine being analyzed. In setting up our
own talculations, Davis and I concluded that the fact that the angle is constrained will cause the calculations to diverge
if the absolute, rather than the meridional Mach number exceeded unity.

Authors' response:
We could succeed in avoiding the sonic relative Mach number limitation because we tried only to converge on

the flow angles outside the blade row. I am not surn the process is converging if the angles are imposed inside.

Comment by R.Parker, University College of Swansea, UK
Could the author please explain the double characteristics shown in Figure 7? Could these be predicted by the

calculations, and, if so, how was this achieved? What physical situation exists in the machine when operating on the
lower characteristics?

Authors' response:
The beginning of totating s;il phenomena could be predicted regarding the stability of the compressor's

opeiating equations but tl e -ot 0 q, stall phenomena like hysteresis were not predicted. The double characteristics
were experimentally analy.,-d The.' appear when rotating stall is stabilized in the first stage and when we increase
the r.p.m , cells are appeart ij, m the second stage too, and thei, in the third.

Comment by J.Denton, C.E.G.B., UK
For the results shown in Figures 5 and 6, how many calculating points did you have inside the blade passage

to define the streamtube thickness?

Authors' response:
Only 3 or 4. rhe so called three-dimensional correction is significant only at the outlet in compressor. It

seems necessary to have differer, correction on pressure and suction side, in the supersonic bubble region in parti-
cular. For the turbine case, the correction is not made downstream, but upstream, because the outlet Mach number
is fixed.

Comment by H.Cox, G.E.C., UK
Coming back to the problem of computing more complicated through-flow solutions, this will lead you into

situation where solutions are derived for precise flow conditions, very accurately. However, for industrial machines,
blades have to be designed not for one specific condition but for a range of -cndit ons. For a same blading geometry,
you will have varying streamline geometries to match. In fact, to go to a highly complicated design system to take
into account precise shapes under one condition may mislead you in terms of other conditions, where the streamline
pattern may be different. The precise value of complicated computing techniques could be in doubt, to some extent,I • as far as design is concerned.
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Au.hors' response:
The operation implies mixed subsonic supersonic conditions in the turbine; one needs time marching method

mixed with another through-flow calculation, or else have to take into account heat and mas transfer for cooled
blades; it is necessary to use mjthods which need a lot of time on the computer, and should be applied for the
whole range of flow conditions.

Comment by J.Railly, University of Birmingham, UK
Concerning the correction for the anulus wall boundary layer development, this leads you to bring your effective

end walls closer to the centre. Is this the best way to do it? You might have spent a considerable amount of time
preparing the input data (blade angles, etc...) at a number of points, and the matrix coeffimients have been set up.
Applying the end wall correction, they have to be changed and the process repeated. Is there no better way of doing•: it?

Authors' response:
We do not use a matrix inversion method, and we do not have to redefinmL the coefficient, as we are using a

Istreamline curvature method, which, to my mind, is better adapted in this case.

1
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THROUGH-FLOW CALCULATIONS IN AXIAL TURBOMACHINERY:
A TECHNICAL POINT OF VIEW

by
H. Marsh

Department of Engineering Science
University of Durham

Durham
Eng land

SUMMARY

The paper outlines the through-floA theory lor turbomachines and includes a detailed discussion on
the methods of streamline curvature and matrix through-flow. These two methods of solution are shown to
be two dfferent techniques for calculating the flow on a mean stream surface. The Mach number limitations
are outlined and the lack of a rigorous definition for the mean stream surface is discussed. The use of
a consistent loss model leads to an improved form of the matrix method. Recent advances in the calculation
of wall bounoary layers and secondary flows are reported, Work on time-marching techniques is r-..iewed
and it appears likely that a three-dimensional flow calculation for a cascade will soon be possible.

NOTAT ION

a local velocity of sound,

B surface thickness parameter,

c chord,

Deq equivalent diffusion factor,,

F force vector,

h static enthalpy,

H stagnation enthalpy,

i I rothalpy (H - %Tr V,

m meridional direction,

Mm meridional Mach number,

Mre1 rclative Mach number,

n vector normal to the mean stream surface,

Nvector normal to n and S,

p pressure,

q velocity (secondary flow theory),

r radius,

R gas constant,

Rm radius of curvature of meridional streamlines,

S pitch,

s entropy,

S mean stream surface,

SS vector lying in the direction of flow,

T temperature,

v secondary velocity across the blade passage,
n

V velocity vector,

w secondary velocity along the span,

W relative velocity vector,

z axial direction for through-flow analysis,

z spanwise direction for secondary flow theory,
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air angle,

displacement thickness,

6 momentum thickness,

angles defining the mean stream surface,

p density,

a solidity (chord/pitch),jw wall shear stress,

slope of meridional streamlines,

stream function,

W angular velocity,

total pressure loss coefficient.

SUBSCRIPTS

1 inlet

2 outlet

r radial

z axial

circumferential

INTROLUCT ION

The overall objective of through-flow analysis is to provide the de.;ign engineer with a method for
predicting the performance of a turbomachine. By combining mathematical analysis with experimental data
on the behaviour of cascades, it has been possible to develop computer programs which allow the aesigner
to calculate the flow pattern within a turbomachine. The design engineer can now use these programs to
determine the effect of changes in the blade or casing geometry. With the increasing use of these
techniques, it is hoped that a more efficient aeroengine can be designed with fewer stages, less
weight, better specific fuel consumption and with a reduced time for development.

Over the past fifty years, methods of flow analysis have progressed from the mean line analysis to
jthe method of simple radial equilibrium, now part of many undergraduate courses, then to actuator disc

theory, which included the effect of blade row interaction, and finally to the numer3cal methods of
4streamline curvrture, matrix through-flow and time marching. The calculation of the flow ýn a turbo-

machine is a very complex mathematical problem and a major step in this field was Wu's (1) general
theory in 1952. From 1952 until the early 1960s, the mathematical model for the flow in turbomachines
was more advanced than the methods of computation and numerical solutions to Wu's equations could not
be obtained. By 1965, the speed and storage capacity of digital computers had developed to a level
where it became possible to solve the turbomachinery flo% proolem, first for the through-flow on a mean
stream surface and later for the blade-to-blade flow. The techniques now exist for calculating the
flow in turbomachines on the basis of a flow model which includes the effects of compressibility, losses,
blade row interaction, secondary flows and the development of the wall boundary layers. This model is

*" based on our understanding of the flow through linear cascades, isolated blade rows and single stage
machines. As we learn more about the flow in these simple situations, then the flow model can be revised
and improved to give a more accurate prediction for the performance of a multi-stage ,bachine.

WU S THROUGH-FLOW THEORY

In Wu's general theory for the flow in turbomachines, ref. (1), the equations of fluid flow are
satisfied on two intersecting families of stream surfaces, the complete three-dimenszonal flow being
obtained by an iterative process between the solutions for the flow on the two sets of surfaces. The
two sets of stream surfaces are the S1 blade-to-blade surfaces and the S2 surfaces which pass through
the blade row. The general theory assumes that the flow relative to a blade row is steady. However,
at exit from a blade row, the flow and gas state vary circumferentially and if the following b'.ade row
has a motion relative to the first, then it receives a time varying inlet !low. It is only for an
isolated blade row that the relative flow is steady and the general theory is therefore restricted to
the annular cascade or isolated rotor row.

Wu's through-flow theory is similar to the general theory, but the equations of flow are only solved
for the mean S2 stream surface. The definition of this surface will be discussed ater and for the
present, it will be assumed that the flow and fluid state on the surface may be regarded as average
values for the flow within the blade passage. For a multi-stage turbomachine, the time dependence of
the flow is removed by treating the through-flow solution as an axially symmetric flow for the duct
region between each pair of blade rows.
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In the r, 8, z coordinate system, the equations of continuity, motion, energy and state are

CONTINUITY

+ (1)

MOTION

[- =._ 7 + W. -- - -T (2)

•[ (r VS) W7LG _ ý_ __

.'r[Ž.r• )...•"1 •w- r, -•: .... •W 1 - _ •I: (•r rz Lr6 x r -a 1e r ' (3j

ENERGi' (ADIABATIC FLOW)

wL ~9~ W.M (5)

STATE (PERFECT GAS)

A ky "1 (6)

These equations, together with their boundary conditions, define the steady flow through any duct or
blade row.

In the through-flow analysis, the flow pattern is only calculated for the mean S2 stream surface
which is defined as

S,-, z (7)

and it is assumed that the surface is single valued in p.

if and • are partial derivatives taken along the stream surface, then

rL~~

1% • (8)

where 'r, n9 and n, are t.he components of the unit vector n normal to the mean stream surface. These
special derivatives must be distinguished from simple parlial derivatives. The special derivative
F"/ar is the rate of change of q with r on the stream surface at a given value of z, whereas q/6r is
the rate of change of q with r at given values of z and e.

The equatiz ns governing the flow may now be written in ter.,s of these special derivatives.

CONTINUITY

(r W') W")= #[WQ -+,týW)

MOTION

(0)e) T , (10

I- • r %~Z
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ve T W.FrV ) (12)

where F=-

ENERGY 7(e -

I- r0,

For an inviscid flow, the force ventor F is normal to the stream surface, and is therefore normal to the
velocity vector,

W, F V, F -W 0 W. F. o (14)

It is convenient to define the local shape of the stream surface by two angles , and • where

ae •(15)

a- _ FT•,•p = no Fe

The three velocity components are then related by

which is the geometrical condit~on that thf- flow should follow the stream surface.

Wu introduced an ;ntegrating factor B such that the equation of continuity became

Ž.7- w * = 0 (16)

where

Equation (16) indicates that the factor B is proportional to the lochl angular thicknesn of t1e stream
surface and as a first approximation, the thickness of the stream surface is taken as being proportional
to the width of the blade passage

B = circumferential width of blade passage
blade pitch

For flow in a region where there are no blades, the factor B is taken as unity.

The through-flow analysis has been presented here in detail so as to provide a basis for discussing
,more recent developments ir flow calculation methods.

STREAMLINE CURVATURE

The method of streamline curvature can be regarded as one approach to solving the through-flow
equations, starting from the radial equation of motion,

T e W_~. .~r (17)

The last term can be expressed in terms of the meridional velocity Wi,

W. W,)• ~W1 ,~ (18)

and introducing the steamline slope 0 and radius of curvature R , the radial equation of motioni becomes

T - - (19)

The last term in this equation can be ev-luated from the equations of continuity, energy and state,
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CONTINUITY _ ---

e bm ' WR,, "' B "' (20)

ENERGY

('k W W, (21)

STATE

where a is the local velocity of sound. Substitution of equations (20) and (21) into (22) gives

_ ~ (T.O - W ' W~ee__

and the radial equation of motion is then

S. F,_ 6~- -e) iWi3-- t- I

This equation is often written in the form

Sw. - KW L÷ (,-) = o
iL(25)

Although the method of streamline curvature was developed independently by Smith (2), Novak (3), and
Silvester and Hetherington (4), it is interesting to note that the governing equation can be derived
from Wu's through-flow analysis. It follows that streamline curvature is merely one method for solving
the equations for the flow on the mean stream surface.

In the streamline curvature method, it is assumed that an estimate of the flow pattern is known, so
that the functions K(r) and L(r) are known functions of the radius. At any axial position, a value for
the meridional voloc~ty Wm is chosen at some radial position, such as the mid-annulus, and equation (25)
is integrated radially to obtain the velocity profile. The mass flow rate at this position is calculated
and compared with tho specified mass flow rate. If necessary, a new value for Wm at the mid-anlnulus is
chosen and the calculation repeated until the required mass flow rate is obtained. When the velocity
profilqs are known throughout the machine, then a new streamline pattern can be calculated and new values
obtained for K(r) and L(r). The complete cycle of calculations is repeated until a convergence criterion
is satisfied. This is one aDproach to the streamline curvature method, but there are several variations
used by other authors.

A major difficulty in applying the streamline curvature method is that it is necessary to calculate
the streamline pattern and then obtain the slope and curvature of the streamlines. The shape of the
streamlines 3s often approximated by a spllne fit through points of equal stream function on noighbouring
calculation planes, The spline curve may be differentiated once to obtain the slope and twice to obtain
the curvature, a procedure which can lead to a loss of accuracy.

Shaalan and Daneshyar (5) have suggested that a more accurate estimate of tVe curvature is obtained
by fitting a second spline curve to the variation of slope and then differentiating to obtain the curvature.
They refer to t)'is as a double-spline fit. The most important conclusions reached by Shaslan and
Daneshyar are that a single spline fit requires about 10 points per wavelength in order to obtain a good
estimate for the curvature and that a double splin. fit requires only four or five points. In a turbo-
machine, the basic wavelenzgth is the length of a stage and it follows that a good estimate for the
curvature of the streamlines can only be obtained by taking calculation planes within the blade rows.
This is relatively simple for subsonic flows, but in a transonic flow with shocks, the mathematical
model may not be adequate. Many streamline curvature programs analyse the !low in transonic compressors
by placing the calculation planes outside the blade rows and treating the blade rows as devices having
a specified behaviour, even though this may reduce the accuracy of the overall calculation. The level
of agreement which has been obtained between experiments and the predictions based on calculation planes
placed outside the blade rows suggests that the solution for the flow pattern may not be too sensitive to
errors in the calculation of the curvatur'e cf the ntreamlines.
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Iti MATRIX THROUGH-FLOW ANALYS IS

An alternative method for solving the equations governing the flow on the mevn stream surface is to
define a stream function where

• 3 The radial equation of motion can then be expressed as

' r
or (28)

T,is is often referred to as Wu's principal equation;, it is a non-linear equation, but it can be solved
by the repeated solution and correction of the quasi-linear equation (28). For a given distribution
q(r, z), a solution is obtained for the stream function t, the function q(r, z) ia then corrected using
the new values for * and the process is repeated until a convergence criterion is satisfied. The basicI |method of solution was outlined by Wu (1) in 1952, but it was not until 1965 that the storage capacity
and speed of computers were sufficient to allow numerical solutions of equation (28), ref. (6).

Mattemati.ally, Wu's analysis is extremely simple, the difficulty lies in obtaining numerical solutions
for the stream function. Many finite difference approximations use a rectangular grid of points, since
this leads to simple expressions for the derivatives. However, for calculating the flow through a
turbomachine, a more suitable form of grid is a distorted or non-rectangular grid. Figure la shows the
grid used in ref. (6) which has radial lines with equally spaced points between the inner and outer
casings. The machine casings form curved grid lines and there are no additional difficulties for grid
points which lie close to or on the boundaries. There is an automatic refining of the grid as the
annulus height is reduced. The use of radial lines in ref. (6) was dictated by the limited storage
capacity of the computer. The leading and trailing edges of a blade row may not be radial and if sufficient
computer storage is available, then it is more convenipnt to define a grid in which the straight lines
may be inclined to the radial direction, Figure lb.

In the grid shown in Figure la, there is no difficulty in forming finite difference approximptions
for the radial derivatives, but there is no simple expression for derivatives with respect to z. Tne
textbooks available in 1965 offered very little guidance since they were largely concerned with square
and rectangular meshes, meshes for which the finite difference approxima'ions could be derived by hand
calculation. It was realised that the derivation of finite difference apiroximations was a very systematic
procedure and that a computer program could be written to obtain a finite difference in terms of the
function values at neighbouring points, points which need not be regularly spaced. Ref. (6) describes
a general procedure for obtaining the finite difference aprroxi;iations in the distorted mesh of Figure la.
It was found that as the distorted mesh became locally square or rectangular, then more than one finite
difference approximation was possible and the procedure brokj down. This singularity was l ,oved by
re-phrasing equation (28) as

W (r. z) -i E',~' I ÷E = y( =

where [ . - I
With the problem in this form, the procedure for determining the finite difference approximation cannot
become singular. The pýincipal equation (29) and its boundary conditions can be written in the matrix
form

[M] UP] =IcG] (30)

where [*I and FQi are column vectors and [MI is a oand matrix which remains unchanged throughout the
calculation. Only the band of non-zero elements is formed and stored in the computer. Equation (30)
is solved by calculating the band triangular factors FL] and [Ul where

[L] .M] I u
and t.aen re-phrasing equation (30) as

[u][qL.qJ ILI][Q] (31)

Th- mhn• • • The matrices FUi and (Li remain unchanged throughout the calculation. The method of solution for the
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I stream function * is to solve for a given vector FQI, to correct EQ1 using the new flow pattern and then

'1 repeat the cycle of calculation until convergence is obtained. Although many workers in this field have
followed ref. (6) and used the matrix method, a few have solved equation (30) using a Gauss-Seidel
technique. The main advantage of the matrix method is that it avoids tne possibility of numerical
instability on the inner loop of the calculation.

A UNIFIED APPROACH TO TIROUG7-FLOW ANALYSIS

For several years, the matrix through-flow and streamline curvature methods were regarded as two
separate methods for calculating turbomachinery flows. It was not until 1970, ref. (7), that il w s shown
that these two ,nathematical techniques were based on the same model and that they could be regarded as
two different methods for solving the governing equations for flow on the mean stream surface. The
analysis of ref. (7) has been repeated here to draw attention tu the common basis for these two iaathe-

i matical techniques.

MACH NUMBER LIMITATIONS

It is a fundamental assumption of the matrix through-flow and streamline curvature methods that there
exists a unique solution for the flow in a turbomachine. It is clear that in the matrix m thod, the
solution for the flow pattern on each cycle of the iterative process is itse'f unique, this being the
solution of a single matrix equation for the stream fuiction. However, at each grid 3int there are two
solutions for the density, one corresponding to subsonic fluw and the other to supersonic flow. In
ref, (6), the ambiguity was avoided by restricting the analysis to flows in which the Mach number
limitations at all grid points are-

(a) duct flows, M. i,
(b) flow within or behind a blade row, Mrel < 1

Later, Golder (8) suggested that these Mach number limitations might be relaxed if the velocity components
were calculated using a value for the density which is taken from the previous iteration. The calculation
of density then lags behind that of velocity, but if the process converges, then this is not important.
Smith (9) has used Gelder's modification and has found that it improves the stability of the matrix
method at high Mach numbers. According to Golder, this technique allows the matrix method to continue
operating at Mach numbers of up to 1.2, but the solution cannot include any shocks.

The uniqueness of the streamline curvature solutions is discussed in ref. (10) and it is shown that
if the density is calculated on the basis of the current iteration, then a sufficient condition for
uniqueness ie

(a) for duct flows, Mm .il,
(b) for the flow within or behind a blade row, M r C- 1 at all radii, or M rel 1 at all radii

rel rel
These conditions are the same as those which are applied to the matrix method in ref. (6). Uniqueness
can be assured by evaluating the mass integral for continuity using the values of density from the
previous iteration. It should be noted that the conditions given here are sufficient to ensure uniqueness;;
the method may converge to a true solution at higher Mach numbers, but the uniqueness cannot be shown
by the analysis of ref. (10).

More recently Davis and Millar (11) have compared the two methods of solution and they have arrived
at similar conclusions concerning the Mach number limitations. They suggest that to some extent, the
problem might be overcome by choosing a coarse grid to avoid areas of difficulty. Tnis approac is
similar to that Y'hich is frequently used with the streamline curvature method, namely to place all of the
calculation planes in the duct regions.,

DEFINITION OF THE MEAN STREAM4 ;:PP!ACE

The use of the matrix through-flow or the streamline curvature method within the blade rows requires
the definition of the mean streem surface. This may be loosely defined as the average for all of the S2
stream surfaces. This is not a rigorous definition and there is a need to arrive at a method for
specifying the mean stream surface for an arbitrary cascade. Horlock and Marsh (29) have considered
several simple flow models for cascades, including flow on a mean stream surface. Their conclusion is
that it is not possible to define a surface such that the flow and gas state at all points on that surface
are the same as the passage averaged values for the actual flow. It is therefore not possible to give a
definition of the mean stream surface for either incompressible or compressible flow. The analysis of
ref. (29) shows that the mean stream surface flow model can predict the correct overall change of the flow
across the blade row, but the calculated flow variations may not provide a good local rep.esentation of
the averaged actual flow within the blade passage. This is a disappointing conclusion in that it suggests
that placing calculation planes within the blade row and thereby refining the grid, will not necessarily
give a numerical solution for the flow pattern which approaches the actual flow. As the grid is refined,
the solution approaches the exact mdthematical solution for the flow model, but it is known that the flow
model cannot fully represent the local passage averagod flow. Horlock and Marsh did not estimate the
difference between the flow calculated for the mean stream aurface and the averaged actual flow;, it is
possible that the difference is small and that the failure to obtain an exact local representation has

,5,• little effect on the overall accuracy of flow calculations for turbomachines. A mean stream surface
Swhich has the correct inlet and exit flow angles will give the correct overall changes of flow across

the blade row and the shave within the blade passage should be chosen to be representative of the S2
stream surfaces.
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A COMPARISON OF THE MATRIX AND S1REAtALINE CURVATURE MII'HODS

The most comprehensive comparison of the two methods of solution is that of Davis and Millar (11) who
have compared solutions for

(a) a duct flow,
(b) a transonic fan, and
(c) a three stage axial flow compressor.

They found little difference in the difficulty, or ease, of programming, but the matrix method required
about 50% more high speed storage in the computer. The matrix method converged within a few iterations
whereas the streamline curvature program required 40 to 60 iterations, probably due to difficulty in
calculating the curvature of the streamlines. The net result was that the matrix method required less
computer time. Their conclusion was that there was a marginal advantage for the matrix method on the
grounds of greater stability and accuracy. It was surprising that their paper attracted very little
discussion from other users.

SA CONSISTENT LOSS MODEL FOR THE MATRIX METHOD

A NSThe through-flow analysis has been based on the following six equations, continuity (1), motion (3),

energy (1), ard sta'ý (1). rhese are the equations for a reversible adiabatic flow and from the equatiols
of motion and energy, it can be shown that entropy remains constant along a streamline. This is contxiry
to the use of a loss model since a loss oi stagnation pressuie on passing through a cascade requires
an increase in entropy.

SBosman and Marsh (12) have examined this problem and have suggested thc use of a loss model in which
a dissipative force B opposes the velocity vector. For the flow on a prescribed stream surface, they
define an S-n-N coordinate system as shown in Figure 2. The bod; force F acts in the n direction, the
dissipative force D opposes the velocity vector and the equation of motion for the N direction does not
contain a component of either F or D. For flow on tne mean stream surface, there are six governing
equations,

1. continuity,
2. motion (in the N direction),
3. entropy (the loss model),
4. geometrical condition for the flow to follow the surface,
5. energy,
6. state.

Bosman and Marsh show that the equation of motion for the N direction can be written in terms of the r,
e, z coordinate system. The analysis leads to a modified form of Wu's principal equation,-~- 7- -a X [

4 .~ j [~(tVe).I~j T ... dV cu(32)

This equation can be solved by the matrix method described earlier. By formulating the principal
equation in the r, 9, z coordinate system, the existing matrix through-flow programs can easily be
modified to include this consistent loss model.

TIME MARCHING

For the flow in a duct or nozzle, the governing equations are elliptic for subsonic flow, Mm< 1,
and hyperbolic for supersonic flow, Mm'- 1. This means that both the matrix through-flow and the
streamline cur-'ature methods can be used for calculating subsonic axially symmetric duct flows, including

Sf swirl.

If the flow in a duct or nozzle is supersonic, then the governing equations become hyperbolic and
the method of solution differs from thpt for elliptic equations. For a convergent-divergent nozzle
operating at a high pressure ratio, the upstream flow may be subsonic, the sonic velocity occurs at the
throat, there is a region of supersonic flow followed by a shock and a downstream region of subsonic
flow to reach the required exit pressure. The boundaries for the region of supersonic flow are not known
in advance, but form part of the solution. A method of sclution is required which can deal with subsonic
and supersonic flows and locate the correct position and strength of any shock.

Although the equations for steady flow are elliptic for subsonic flow and hyperbolic for supersonit
* flow, the equations for unsteady flow are always hyperbolic, This suggests that if the time dependent

equations of continuity, motion and energy are used, then the same method of solution may be applicable
to both subscnic and supersonic flows. The steady state flow, with regions of supersonic and subsonic
flow, is then regarded as the ultimate steady state for the time dependent flow. The basic technique is
to start with an approximate solution and then to integrate, or march, the time dependent equations
forward in time until the steady state solution is reached with sufficient accuracy. A major problem is
stability and this is often achieved by taking very small time steps, or by introducing artificialS i viscosity.
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lIL 1971, Marsh and Merryweather (13) dscribed a stable time marching technique which .'-s based on
finite differences and did not rely on the u~e of artificial viscosity to achieve stability. It -sas
found thac several stable procedures could lie eveloped for flow in convergent-divergent nozzles. The
charrcteristic feature of the stablV schemes was that the derivatives of all quantities other than
prey sure were az.roximated by backward differences, while the derivative of pressure contained a forward
element. Figure 3 shows the contours of constant Mach number for flc,' in a two dimensional divergent
nozzle, ref. (13). There is seen to be a clearly defined shock.

The computer program deeloped by Marsh and Merryweather (13) was relatively slow, some 2700 iteratioihs
being required to obtain the solution shown in Figure 3 to an accuracy of 0.01 per cent. Further work by
Daneshyar and Glynn (14) has been based on the method of characteristics and this has led to a much faster
method of calculation. This method has been extended by Glynn to deal with cascade flows.

In 1972, McDonald (15) uscd a time marching method to calculate the pressure distribution around
aerofoils in cascadc. The problem was formulated in terms of a finite area approach which led to the
conservation equations in an integral form. The flow was assumed to be isentropic on the grounds that
only weak shocks are normally encountered in cascades. McDonald obtained very good agreement between
his calculated pressure distribution and that measured in .he experimental cascade. The use of the
isentropic flow assumption is interesting in that Marsh and Merryweather had tried this same assumption
for purely subsonic flows and had experienced a severe numerical instability, which was removed by allowing
the program to calculate for itself that the flow was isentropic.

In 1974, Denton (16) proposed a time marcaiing scheme for cascade flows using a simpler grid than that
of McDonald. Denton's grid consists of quasi-streamlines and straight lines across the blade passage.
The conserva ion equations for mass, momentum and energy are derived for a control volume. Instead of
assuming isentropic flow, Denton assumes constant stagnation enthalpy, an assumption which becomes exact
when the solution converges to the steady state flow. In Dent•:,'s scheme, the pressure at the central
point of an element is assumed to act on the upstream face of the element, whereas the velocity at the
centre controls the flow through the downstream face. The maximum time step for this scheme is far
greater than for the method of Marsh and Merryweather (13).

Denton has applied his time marching method to calculating the blade to blade flow in several
cascades and has obtained encouraging results. He has also extended the method to three-dimensional
flows, although this does require a large amount of high speed store in the computer. The predictions
obtained with th2s program have been compared with experiments performed with a rectangular due t having
600 of turning. Good agreement was obtained betwuen the calculated and experimental pressure variations
for the four corners of the duct. This time marching scheme should be capable of extension to deal with
three-dimensional flow in cascades.

THE LOSS MODEL

When calculating the flow in a turbomachine, it is necessary to estimate the loss of relative
stagnation pressure, or the entropy change, on passing thrc cýh each blade row. This problem is perhaps
best phrased in terms of entropy in that it is then clear that the effect of loss in a multi-stage
machine is cumulative. It is the radial gradient of entropy which enters directly in the governing
equations for the matrix method. As the flow passes through each blade row, then for adiabatic flow, the
entropy steadily increases along the streamlines. For flow through an isolated blade row, the change in
entropy and the entropy gradient are small and have little effect on the flow. However, in a multi-stage
machine, the flow passes through many blade rows, there is a large change of entropy and the entropy
gradient term becomes more impnrtant. For the multi-stage machine, the accurate prediction of performance
is dependent on forming a good loss model for each blade row.

The early through--flow programs used a polytropic efficiency as a simple method for including losses
in the calculation. This was quickly superseded by incorporating Lieblein's (17) loss correlation as asubroutine which could be replaced as better data became available. Lieblein studied the flow in two

dimensional cascades and found that the ratio of the wake momentum thickness, e, to the blade chord, c,
could be correlated with the loss coefficient a,

The losses in this model are caused by fluid friction, flow separation and wake mixing. In the discussion
of Lieblein's paper, Klapproth suggested the use of a modified equivalent diffusion factor which included
the effect of a change of axial velocity across the blade row and a radial movement of the streamlines.

Later Swan (18) showed that a similar correlation to that of Lieblein could be obtained for compressor
data. Swan's correlation is in two parts, the first relating e/c to the equivalent diffusion factor

Deq at the minimum loss condition,

VS-D

the abteris, denoting minimum loss. The second part was a correlation for operation away from minimum loss,

k ) :)- (±- V5 [fle De
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which gave cor,-.s which were independent of radial position, but very dependent on Mach number.,

Swan also suggesttd that the loss modei could be extended to transonic blade rows by addiig a shock
loss cot.tficient, 0)., Jirpctly to the profile loss coefficient, Up, predidted from Deq,

The Swan-Lieblein loss model has been found to give satisfactory agreement between the predicted and
observed performance of compressors. However, these correlations are best regarded as a temporary
approximation for the loss model, a starting point which must be revised as more data becomes available.

V- ANNUUS WALL BOUNDARY LAYERS

As the flow passes through a turbomachine, boundary layers develop on the hub and tip casings.
These wall boundary layers cao-e a reduction in flow area and as shear layers, they give rise to secondary
flow when the flow is turned. Separation may also occur causiug an end wall stall. In 1967, Stratford (19)
put forward a simple method for calculating the development of the wall boundary layer, this being based
on the momentum ir.+egral equation for the axial direction. Stratford assumed that the pressure distribution
tround the blade was Iransmitt- .'Lhnnged throuh the boundary layer and he did not consider the cross
'low. There was consic'rable dplrt. about the validity of Stratford's assumptions, but the method did
lead to reasonable predictions f-,- the growth of the wall boundary layer.

I.1 1972, Marsh and Horlock (201 ,aviewad the work on wall boundary layers, including that of
Stratford and the theory of MeLcr an'a Wood (21). After examining the earlier work, it was suggested
that instead of assuming that the tr !ssure was transmitted through the boundary layer, the analysis might
be based on the passage averaged mea., pressure p being constant through the boundary layer. With this
new approach, the change in the main prensure across the cascade is the same for the mainstream flow and
for the boundary layer. It is shown in ,-3f. (20) that this assumption leads to a variation of the blade
force within the boundary layer and wnen th±i force defect term is included in the analysis, then the
axial and tangential momentum :-ntcg.'al equas ,ons both reduce to

(ve ) a cc (33)'i
X ZZ2 )+ Zv2 Z V,4 T.. e(G+ 4. '

This equation is th,' same as that which 13 obtained from the analysis of Mellor and Wood with the
assumption that the effective blade for'e is normal to the mainstream flow. Marsh and Horlock compared
their predictions from equation (33) and thosu of Stratford with the experimental results obtained by
Gregory-Smith (22) for a row of inlet guid. Aanes, Figure 4, For these highly loaded blades, a turning

Sof abcut 540 at the tip, Stratford's method i3 seen to give better agreement w,th the experimental results.

Horlock and Perkins (23) re-examined 'he Assumptions of0 , or ýp/)z, being constant through the
boundary layer ar.n suggested that This mignt Ue i2placed by ýp/ýx being constant. With this modification,
the axial force deficil is zero and the aLxial m,,ni'1l.m integral equation is

~(v~o 2 ~) ~V~§!- __(34)

which is tho equation derived by Stratford (19) in 19"i. The work of Hcrlock and Perkins provides a
more rigorous basis for Stratford's method of calcula'.ing the blockage due to the wall boundary )ayers.
In Part II of ref. (23), the authors discus- the applicatLoi of wall boundary layer calculations in
through-flow mrthods. They suggest that for the matrtx ea'thod, the values for the stream function on the
hub and tip casings can be modified to allow for the pezsnv'e o0 the wall boundary layer. The calculation
of the wall boundary layer cpn then become an int.-•ral pirt of the through-flow calculation.

SECONDARY FLOW

When a shear flow, such as a wall boundary layer, is turned in a cascade, then at exit from the
cascade there is a streamwise vorticity. This problem was analysed by Hawthorne (24) who identifxed
three streamwise components of vorticity at exit from a blade row,

4,1. the distributed secondary vorticity -.n the blade passage

~j __ .L rs~2 -s~a ,) ~ ~~ 1(35)
see ces Ca C. e CS

2. the trailiZg filament vorticity

" r 2 (3 6 )

3. the trailing shed vort~city

ft (37)
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At exit from the cascade, a secondary flow stream function can be defined

where vn is the velocity across the blade passage in the Yn direction and w is tne velocity along the span
of the blades in the z direction. The secondary flow stream function is given byOR

V + (38)
SSer-

and the variatior of exit flow angle is

IAC

where q is the velocity in the direction of the mainstream flow. Experiments with linear cascades have
shown good agreement between Hawthorne's theory and the measured variation of exit flow angle.

N, I An alternative approach to secondary flo6 theory has been given by Came and Marsh (25). By using
Kelvin's circulation theorem, expressions were derived for the distributed secondary and trailing
filament vorticities which agreed with Hawthorne's analysis. However, a new expression was obtained for
the trailing shed vorticity,

..L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c 7-.5 f CS .JCS~~

Came and Marsh showed that with this new expression for Eshed, the ,trength of the trailing vortex sheet
was entirely consistent with Lhe calculated value for the secondary -'locity, w, along the span of the
blades. The new theory also removed certain anomalies from secondary flow theory.

Figure 5 shows the va,-ation of exit anile for a cascade at N.G.T.E. tested by Dr. S.L. Dixon. The
cascade date is ol = 00, 12 = -62.4o and 6/s = 0.60. The inlet boundary layer was 25 mm in thickness
with a 1/7th power law profile. In order to avoid a discontinuity in the normal component of vorticity

at the edge of the boundary layer, the calculations have been based on a smoothed profile with the sameE displacement thickness and zero slope at the edge of the boundary layer. The theoretical variation in
Oe the exit flow angle is seen to be in good agreement with the measured values.

Using Dixon's data, Dunham (26) has calculated the pitch averaged streamwise vorticity for the
downstream flow and this can be compared with the theoretical values:.

(a) Hawthorne

ýfTCL,.C r OS C (40)

LCos cc, (C03 -K
S J(b) Came and Marsh

.. 41)
In Figure 6 the experimental results are seen to lie close to the curve predicted by equation (41). The

' !experiments suggest that the new expression .or ýhe trailing shed vorticity, equation (39), gives better
results for the vorticity which passes downstream to the next blade row.

'rhe theory of secondary flow has been extended to compressible flow in cascades, ref. (27). The
analysis is based on applying Kelvin's circulation theorem for compressible flow to the flow through a
cascade. It hab been shown that for a compressor cascade, a decelerating flow, the effect of a high inlet
Mach number is to increase the distributed secondary vorticity. For a turbine nozzle, the theory indicates
that compressibility has little effect of the distributed secondary vorticity. These results are in
agreement with the early work of Leos (28) on compressible secondary flow.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the method of through-flow analysis was published by Wu (1) some 24 years ago, it is only
4 within the past eleven years that digital computers have become sufficiently large and fast to allow t-he

method to be applied. This paper has reviewed the progress which has been made since 1965 with the
streamline curvature and matrix through-flow methods. It has be-n shown that although these to methods
were developed independently, they can be regarded as two different methods for solving the same governing
equations for flow on the same mean stream surface. The continued use of both methods over a period of
eleven years indicates that neither has shown sufficient superiority to become the accepted method of
solution for turbomachinery flows.

With the two methods of through-flow analysis, it is now possible to estimate the performance of a
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turbomachine operating on-design or off-design. However, the accuracy of the predictions is dependent
on the mathematical model. There xemains a need for more accurate methods for estimating the losses, for
calculating the development of the wall boundary layer and for predicting the secondary flows. These are
all areas of current research and we may expect further improvements in through-flow analysis during the
next few years.

The develroment of time marching methods has been discussed in this paper. This technique is now
being applied to transonic cascade flows and also to flow in three-dimensional ducts. It is likely that
within the next year, solutions will be obtained for three-dimensional flow in linear and annular cascades.
However, this does not imply that a numerical solution can be obtained for three-dimensional flow in a
multi-stage turbomachine. For a multi-stage machine, the relative flow in each blade row is time
dependent and the numerical solution would require a very large computer and a time marching program
capable of calculating the unsteady flow. This may become technically feasible within the next few years,
but it is doubtful whether our understanding of the physical flow will We sufficient to support this
advance in computation techniques.
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COMMENTS

Comment by H.J.Cox, C.E.G.B., UK
I have a few comments on Dr Marsh's paper. First, the effect of curvature. We would agree that under normal

conditions, the curvature term is fairly small. This is largely due to the fact that the pressure gradient is dominated
by the tangential velocity and slope terms. If you extend the streamline solution into duct regions, where the swirl
velocities are low and slopes not so high, you can run into convergence problems because curvature effects provide
the dominant term. Secondly, the question of uniqueness of solution. The streamline curvature program always
solvts this uniqueness problem because it has a given position of streamline at inlet and outlet, and from those two
positions it makes an assumption as to where the throat is. If one defines another way of joining the two points (at
inlet and outlet) one finds another solution. If one could leave the position of the throat free relative to the two
end points, then the streamline curvature program would have exactly the same non-uniqueness problem as the matrix
through flow programs.

Another point that I want to mention is the secondary flow problem. In this context, when talking about large
diameter ratio turbines at high Mach numbers, we believe that concentrated secondary flows do not exist at root and
tip but appear to be merged into the overall losses almost just downstream of the blade. We find in a lot of traverses,
and Dr Denton has published similar data, that it is very difficuit to distinguish the existence of concentrated loss
cores, and it is also difficult on downstream traverses to see the overturning. This effect possibly arises from the fact
that the static pressure gradient in the main flow is very large, while the corresponding static pressure gradient in the
wake is negligible, and there are enormous static pressure difference acting in the system which, can produce strong
radial flows in the wake. Unless in time marching methods, or in any other method of calculating secondary flows,
one does not introduce the effect of this radial motion, one will not calculate correctly the secondary flows in high
Mach number situations. Concerning Gelder's approach, i think that your remark is rather optimistic. We use a
method based on Gelder's approach and we always appear to get a breakdown at Mach number one, and consequently
we restrict our Gelder technique to Mach numbers lower than one.

Finally, I have mentioned in my own paper at off designs one cannot use streamline curvature. The flows in an
off design situation have broken away from the walls. Russian data has demonstrated that immense curvatures and
slopes are produced and that one cannot rely on any method of computing performance.

Authors' response:
First of all, I am rather pleased by what you said about curvature, because I feel that curvature is important.

In my paper, I was merely trying to argue from implication that the level of agreement which has been obtained by
the manufacturers who have only computing stations between the blade rows is so good that it might not be important
to go further. With regard to uniqueness, I agree entirely with you. For the secondary flows, the NGTE cascade was
turning the flow through 620, and we still managed to obtain good agreement with our calculation. What is then the
difference between this experiment and the tests which have been conducted by Dr Denton and have shown a large
transfer in the whole region?

Finally, my remarks on Gelder's work were based on calculations made by Gelder himself. One or two other
people have managed to get the calculation through Mach numbers greater than unity, but how much greater, I do
not know. Gelder went to a Mar!h number of about 1.2.

Comment by J.W.Railly, University of Birmingham, UK
There are two small points that I want to take on. The first one concerns the legitimacy of equation 14 which

states the normality of the blade force with the relative velocity vector. I suggest that this is only permissibk when
tie prior assumption is made of very closely pitched blades. In the general case of a large pitch of a blade, it can
be shown that the arithmetic mean velocity direction is different from the inclination of this blade surface. The
Inplication of equation 14 is that it is because of the influence of secondary flows which the computation show to
extend far in the free stream, as in the experiment.

The second point is that, in regard to the anulus wall boundary layer solution, we must recognize that the non
zero axial blade force deficit is necessary to account for the steady flow in a multistage machine of identical blades
as shown by Leroy Smith.

Authors' response:
For the first point, one has to distinguish very clearly between the blade surface and the mean stream surface.

I pointed out that there is a problem in trying to define that surface. If we just assume for the moment that we can
do it, I will accept that this surface may differ significantly from the shape of the blade. What equation 14 is
expressing is that the force vector must be normal to the stream surface and that it is required to make the flow
follow the surface. The mean surface will certainly differ from the blade surface for wide pitched blades. For
closed spaced blade, it will look just like the blade. Referring to the secondary flows, you have pointed out one of
the anomalies. If you calculate the secondary velocity component using conventional secondary flow theories, you
will find that the secondary velocities extend out into the main stream. If one looks at the conventional expressions
derived for the trailing filament and trailing shed vorticity, they are both proportional to n, the normal component
of vorticity and these only exist within the shear layer. There is thus a basic inconsistency in the conventional theory.
It is only when you go to this new theory using Kelvin's theorem that you resolve that difficulty. Finally, I agree
that the non zero axial force deficit should be taken into account. It is just that the simplified Stratford approach
gives good agreement between experiment and Iheories. The other methods which consider this deficit have all done
badly.
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Comment by H.H.Friihauf, TH Stuttgart, Germany
Regarding the definition of the mean stream surface, It ca' be shown that when one integrates the three-

aimensional equation for the compressible How, with the assumption's that the local flow quantities deviation are
small with respect to the avera,'d ones, and use infinitely thin three-dimensional blades, the mean blade surface
having the same geometry leads to the same axisymmetric flow as defined by Lorenz, by integration.

Authors' response:
This would be true for lightly loaded blades only.r] Comment by U.Stark, TH Braunschweig, Germany
You gave three expressions for the distributed, ,tatic and filament vorticity, assuming constant AVR. What can

be the improvement on the outlet angle prediction that can be obtained, using the formulae that you have defined•. for the AVR?

Authors' response:
For the NGTE case that we treated, we got about 75% of the underturnmng. Using the AVR correction (as

streamtube area) one gets a slight improvement, but not very much.
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THROUGH FLOW CALCULATIONS BASED ON MATRIX INVERSIONs
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SUMMARY

The inviscid flow field in the meridionAl (hub-to-shroud) plane of an axial
compressor is solved by a finite-difference technique which employs matrix inversion.
The viscous flow effects are accounted for by using empirical data, and the performance
of the compressor is determined by an Interactive solution.

This paper describes the loss and deflection system which is used to mode.1 the
effects of blade passage and end wall losses, and of blade passage deflection of the
working fluid. The manner in which this system interacts with the matrix inviscid

solution is described. The results of the test cases which were supplied for the meeting

are discussed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area z coordinate along axis
a speed of sound a angle of attack, angle between
a constant in diffusion factor relation inlet air direction and blade
b exponent in deviation-angle relation chord, 1 -y

C chord length air angle, angle between air
C specific heat at constant pressure velocity and axial direction

D diffusion factor AB air turning angle, B1 - a2
Deq equivalent diffusion factor y blade chord angle, angle between
f function the blade chord and axial direction
go dimensional constant y ratic of the specific heats

i incidence angle, angle between inlet P v6 deviation angle, angle between
air direction and tangent to blade outetia tion an d tanen

outlet air direction and tangent
mean camber line at leading edge, to blade mean camber line at the
$1 - i1 trailing edge, B2 - 42

i incidence angle of uncambered blade * 2 2
o section 6 boundary layer displacement

i incidence angle relative to the thicknessiss ncdneagerltvtohe6 deviation angle of uncambered
tangent to the suction surface at o bldev setion

the leading edgesection
K constant in diffusion factor relation 6 wake momentum defect thickness

61 strength of Prandtl-Meyer expansion
Ksh blade profile shape correction wave

factor c blade angle, angle between tangent
Kt blade profile thickness correction to blade mean camber line and the

factor axial direction
M Mach number v Prandtl-Meyer angle

m mass flow rate (kg/sec) dimensionless radius, R/Rtip
m factor in deviation angle relation p density
P stagnation pressure a solidity (c/s)

p static pressure * blade camber angle, difference
F percent blade height between the blade angles at the

r leading edge radius leading and trailing edges, K1-'2

R radius (from axis of rotation) i stream function

R gas constant • total pressure loss coefficient,
g p -p

R suction surface radius of curvature 02 01

u blade spacing Po0 -P

S entropy
T temperature rotational speed

t blade maximum thickness
I

V air absolute velocity
V maximum suction surface velocity .

W velocity relative to rotating
coordinate system zB Q
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1. INTRODUCTION

The techniques for design or analysis of the flow in axial flow turbomachinery have
been highly developed over the past ten years. With large high speed computers it is
possible to calculate in some detail the flow and performance of a mathematical model of
an axial flow compressor which has speed lines and velocity profiles quite similar to an
actual compressor. This is done by using an inviscid flow calculation technique, together
with an empirical stagnation pressure loss and flow deflection model. In particular, if
the loss and deflection model is made "adjustable", it can be individually tuned for each
compressor so as to reproduce that compressor's performance with considerable fidelity.
Whether or not a general mo'Jel can be produced which will deal with a variety of compiessor
types effectively over a wide range of off-design conditions, will perhaps L• discovered
as a result of the test cases being run for this symposium. The authors of this paper
attempted unsuccessfully for some years to find such a general loss and deviation model,
and reluctantly concluded that the search was probably a vain one. We hope that we were
wrong to so conclude.

2. INVISCID FLOW FIELD COMPUTATION

The matrix through-flow method, which is
used for the inviscid flow calculation in this
model, ',as been described in detail elsewhere
(1, 2), so only an outline is given here. FIGURE I. MATRIX GRID AND COORDINATE SYSTEM

S'he matrix technique involves covering
t.'p region of interest with a fixed irregular
grid as shown in Figure (1), and writing a
finite difference approximation to the
principal equation (equation (1)) at every uJ,,r ol I Do........

Sounfdcay dI II
interior grid point.

Li + B = q (x,y, i, 2-1 ) (1)
a 2 y2 ax By

This will result in one algebraic
equation for every interior grid point in
terms of the stream function at that and
neighboring points, This system of
equations can be expressed in matrix form
as:

• [A] LI] = LQ] (2)

where [A] is the coefficient matrix derived from replacing the differential operator
V2 (q), [l] is the vector of unknown stream function values, and LQ] is the vector of the
quantities a(x,y) from equation (1) and the boundary values,

Since the right hand side of equation (2) is a function of ý and its derivatives, the
system of equations is nonlinear and must be solved iteratively, that is, by first
estimating [l], computing iQJ, and then repeatedly solving equation (2) for LIP] The
value for [Q] is improved each i:eration using the previous value of [l].

1 Since [A] is a function of the grid shape only, it need be computed and inverted only
once. This is done by factoring [A] , which is a square banded matrix, into triangular
matrices ILL and LU] and saving these matrices on tape or disc. They can then be used

• i for successive iterations and different boundary conditions. This feature saves computer
time when successive calculations with different flow rates or conditions must be made
with a fixed machine geometry, such as in the calculation of a compressor map.

This method offers fast convergence, second or third order accuracy, and stability at
high flow rates and machine speeds.

The advantages and disadvantages of this technique compared to the streamline curvature
mez~iod are discussed in (3), but the authors have felt for some time that is is the
cascade inodel, which is described in the next section, which deserves the most attention.
In fact, as will be pointed out later, the same cascade midel is used in conjunction with
both inviscid-flow computation techniques.

3. THE CASCADE MODEL

The cascade model must meet two requirements. When the main program is operating in
the "design"mode, the model must determine the cascade blade inlet and outlet angles

S;dwhich will produce the minimum losL, and will provide the desired outlet angle, and it
must determine this mini.num l.zz. *That is, it must find the minimum-loss incidence, i*,
and the corresponding deviation, 6 , for the velocity diagrams, type of blading, and
spanwise location of the blade section concerned. When the main program is operating in

f ithe "analysis" or "off-design" node, the cascade model must determine the incidence onto
the blading, as already specified, and the corresponding loss and deviation. Cascade
terminology is shown in Figure 2.
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various loss-and-deviation correlations were
previously examined and tested, and the most Figure 2
complete and well-proven at that time (1972) were Co~cde Termlnofogy
chosen to build into the cascade model. In
selecting these correlations, we felt that it
was important that the model have the following •
capabilities and characteristics.

(a) It must be able to give data for the
standard blade sections, b5-series,
C-series, and D.C.A. (double circular
arc), for which reasonably extensive
low-speed data existed.

(b) It should be compatible with the
4 inviscid-flow model, using as input the 0.. •

velocities, etc., which that model S
generated, and providing as output the
appropriate pressure loss and flow
deflection or outlet angle.

(c) It should, if possible, compensate for S

Reynolds number and Mach number
variation, including shock losses at
supersonic inlet speeds.

(d) It should allow for non-uniform axial velocity through the cascade (AVR - axial
velocity ratio).

(e) It should include secondary losses, and effects of tip clearance or tip leakage
on losses, at least.

In searching for correlations which would meet these criteria, it soon became apparent
that the hu7k nf available information was based on low Mach number, two-dimensional
cascade tests, and that limited data was available on the effects of Mach and Reynolds
number, and practically none on the effect of axial velocity ratio, except in its
implicit effect on measurements made in full scale compressors. Consequently, the cascade
model described here is still relatively crude, and reflects the need for more experimental
data, especially at high Mach numbers,

The cascade model is described briefly in the following section. Further details can
be found in reference (4).

3.1 The Design Point Correlations

The input required for the design point correlations are the cascade solidity,
blade section and Lickness, and the flow angles determined by the inviscid-flow analysis.

3.1.1 Minimum Loss Incidence

i nThe correlation given in NASA SP36(5) is used to find the minimum-lossWI*
.incidence, , for subsonic entry flows. This gives the incidence for low speed 2-D
cascades as:

K shKt°0 ný (3) where: i0 i 0 1c),

• • !'n = n(a,10,O

Kh, are shape and thickness factors

e and a are fl~w inlet angle & solidity

For sonic or supersonic entry, the minimum-loss incidence is assumed to
correspond to the inlet velocity being tangent to the suction surface at the blade inlet
(assuming a sharp leading edge blade).,

t t
1 * 4 .- m -a)

tan (I in = tan- (2-)
s c 2 c

For inlet Mach numbers between 0.5 and 1, a sine function is used to
interpolate between i* and i*.

3.1.2 Deviation at Minimum-Loss Incidence

"Similar to design incidence, NASA SP36(5), presents correlations for low
• speed, two-dimensional deviation angle:

K K 6 1- (4) where: 6 6O
sh t o b o0

a 0
and m and b are f(B,)
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A correction, suggestad by Moffatt (6), is applied for inlet Mach numbers
higher than the critical Mach number.

S* * _ BMlM1c)

8( c
£M

When the inlet flow is supersonic, the talue of the exit Mach number from
the leading edge shock is used for MI.

3.1.3 Total Pressure Loss Coefficient at Design

The profile loss is determined from Monsarrat's curves (7) of wake
momentum thickness as a function of diffusion factor. He gives different functions for
rotors and stators as shown in Figure (3)

Figure 3a Figure 3b

Monsarrat Des in Loss for Rotors Monsurrat DmIgn Loss for Stators

%span 8% span 5,5 /

0.07 TIP Q07
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~00404
41003 So 003 ý30-60

002 0.02

001 001
i20.70330-60% Length 0

0%2 03 04 05 06 07 02 0.3 04 05 06 0.7

D FACTOR D FACTOR

This correlation is used for two reasons; first, he shows a variation in
loss with blade height where the minimum loss occurs at mid-span and increases towards
the root and tip of the blade, which seems more realistic than that of Reference (5)
Second, he gives a different set of curves for the stators which yield larger values of
(2_) . Experience has shown that using the same loss curves for rotors and stators gives
Sc stator losses which are too small.

The loss is given by curves of the type,

L.*cos6 2 = f (D, R) for rotors, (5)

= f2 (D , R) for stators,

"•'•-* V PO ) (o

where: W = (Po - P2 1 - Pl)

S5. 8osa1 ,+ cos 81 R VM
and: D = 1 - 2 + [tan1 2 tan*

"V mlCosa (R+R) 1 R1 V M

The design loss is corrected for Mach number effects using the relation
given in Reference (6),

W w 12(M M ) + 1.0] (6)
C 1 1•= c

where M1 is the critical Mach number for the blade section 4nd may be calculated from the° value oof V as described in Reference (6).

j3.2 Off-Design Correlations

For the off-design calculation the input quantities are the cascade geometry and
the flow conditions at inlet to the cascade. The cascade model prov~des the outlet flow
angle and the outlet stagnation prescure.

I



3.2.1 
Off-Desion 

Deviation

A correlation given by Swan (8) was chosen for the variation of deviation
angle with off-desion incidence angle. This relates the change in deviation to the change
in the equivalent diffusion factor. The equivalent diffusion factor, De, devellped by
Lieblien (9), is similar to the D* given in 3.1.3e

V
S m cosa,2 .. ).2 + K (i-i*) 1.43 + 0.61 K]

eq V -Cosab

m2  1

Co aV tnWhere: K = cos [tang- R2 Vm2 tan8 2 1
a 

1 Vm1

and K is a constant which depends on the blade type.
b

Swan's equation for off-design deviation, shown in Figure (4) is given by:

6= 6 + {6.4 - 9.45(M - 0.6)) (D - D eq). (7)

F~gure 4Figure 5
SFigure 4
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(d~eg) $wan Off-Design Deviation Variation ,f
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3.2.2 Off-Design Loss

The off-design loss is the sum of profile and shock loss. The profile
loss is assumed to vary with equivalent diffusion factor in a manner suggested by Swan (8),
but mooified to reduce the sensitivity of the loss to variations in D eq. The correlation
shown in Figure (5), is given by:

(6) - 0) = f{(D - D n
c c eq eq

to - _ cos8l

where: ( ) is related to w by, w = 20 (co )2 ()
cCosa 2  cos6 2 C

The exponent n was originally 2 in Swan's work. We have found n>2 to be a
better value for most compressors, but even this value does not represent all compressors
well. The effect of changing the exponent n is shown in Figure (5) for M1 = 1.08.

The shock loss is calculated as the loss throu, a normal shock standing
across the throat of the blade, similar to the technique of Ri reence (10). The inlet
Mach number to the shock is taken as the average of the upstream Mach number, a,'I the Mach
number following a Prandtl-Meyer expansion over the suction surface. This expans.on is
based on the turning over that surface, and for the frequently used J-blade sectioe's of
superscnic compressors, the radius of curvature of that surface must be specified. For a
double..circular-arc blade, the radius can be calculated from the blace geometry.

The Prandtl-Meyer expansion is calculated from the in.et Prandtl-Meyer
angle y, based on M , and the turning angle 0, calculated as shown ir the sketch on the
next page.
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3.3 Reynolds Number Effects

It is essential to account for the increased
loss which occurs with small Reynolds numbers. Reference
(5), Figures (151) and (152) were used to guide this
fcrmtilation. It is apparent from these curves that it is
currently impossible to eý.tablish any one value of
limiting Reynolds number which will hold for all blade
shapes. (The term limiting Reynolds number refers to the
value at which a large rise in loss is obtained.)
However, the results of tests of blade element performance
an2 overall performance indicate that there is no
significant variation in loss for Reynolds numbers
qreatei than 2.5 x 105. Since the loss correlations are
J-a'ed on data at Reynold numbers greater thar this value, it-tlon S Sm,

no Reynolds number effects are believed to exist for the
data.

The correction to the total pressure loss coefficient assumes the following
variation, .Re datum, x (9)

= • Re

where Redatum is the Reynolds number at which the loss begins to be affected (ie. 2.5 x 105

and x is the exponent which describes the variation in loss (typically 0.2).

The blade chord Reynolds nimber, Re, is given by:

Re=pvc (10)

where the viscosity is given by Sutherlands r=•ation,

(2.22 x 10-8)go - (11)Sp = o(1

(1.0 +180

Both the datum and exponent are input quantities.

3.4 Blade Passage Choking

After encountering problems in the off-design prediction of choked flow in
transonic compressors, using the model described above, we decided to attempt to model
the choking of the flow within the blade passage. Specifically, the amount of flow
which can be passed through any section of a blade row depends primarily on the throat
area of that row, and the upstream conditions. Since, in a luasi-three-dimensional
analysis, both stagnation flow conditions and throat area are known, it is possible to
calculate the maximum flow rate for each section.

As the actual flow approaches and ultimately reaches the choked flow value for
"any stream tube, there will be two effects; first, there will be a total-pressure-loss
associated with the choking phenomena, and second, the mass flow must be redistributed.
By accounting for these effects, it should be possible to better predict the near vertical
portion of the compressor characteristic.

3.4.1 Choked Flow Calculation

The computation of the required throat area and of the maximum permissible
mass flow can be made for each section by assuming one-dimensional isentropic flow. Thus,
we have,

A s ccs81
A d d
A

or: (d) 1 (12)

isen A

A

2 Y+1
where: /A\ 2 

= 1 y 2 y-1 (13)

A'• M I2  y + l 2
.1

and d is the throat width, s the blade spacing and 81 the inlet flow angle. Equations
(12) and (13) give the throat area required for the given inlet conditions.

K
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The maximum mass flow is given by:

(pV) = y0 - jj (14)

3.4.2 Geometric Throat Width

The throat width may be calculated from the cascade geometry, required
for the cascade model, if the shape of the mean camber line is assumed to be a circular
arc, and the throat is assumed to occur at the leading edge as shown in the sketch below.

The radius ot curvature of the mean
camber line, Rc, is given by:

R = c
c 2sin4 (15)

The distance, y, from the chord line to the mean •
camber line is a function of the distance x,

y R 2 Ix- 2]-) 2 R cosO = f(x). (16)

c 2 c T

The distance between the chord lines, dc, is given
by:c

d = s cos y (17)

and the position of the throat;

xt = s sin y + rl.e. (18)

If the thickness distribution for the particular blade is given by:

t - ,

Sthen the throat width can be computed from,

dt = d - h t
c 2c l.e.

or
dt = d - f(x) f(x r (19)c t 2 1 t l.e.

where f(x) is given by Equation (16),

and the thickness function, f1, must be given for double-circular-arc, 65-Series, and
C-Series blades.

3.4.3 Implementation

Equations (12) to (19) permit thetalculation of the maximum permissible
flow rate, the throat area required to pass that how, and the geometric (actual) throat
area. As mentioned earlier, these parameters must be monito"ec, and if a choked flow
condition is approached, action must be taken. T¶l'e details o. :his action depend on the
computation method, and at this point in time, the blade pasriju choking model has been
implemented on our streamline curvature program only. The shifting of mass flow by
.. imiting the flow through choked streamtubes is handled very nic.ey by the streamline
approach, and it is dnticipated that the matrix approach
could model the same behavior.

The increase in loss due to choking is
relatively arbitrary as we know of no available data in
this area. However, it seems reasonable that the loss
would gradually increase in some fashion as shown in the
sketch to the right.

Typical values for n and x are 4 and 0.05
respectively. It has been our experience that this
approach is more successful in predicting the steep portion
of the characteristic than by increasing the negative (/s)sen (d/s)V1x) (dW/Ogeom.
incidence profile loss.
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3.5 Distribution of Lost and Deflection Through the Blade Row

The cascade model was originally developed for the Streamline Curvature Program
(11), and was used essentially unchanged for the Matrix Program. However, the former did
not have axial stations within the blade row, whereas the latter does, and it is necessary
to apportion the loss and turning to each internal station. The first calculations
assumed a linear distribution between inlet and outlet of the blade row. However, this
distribution has only the advantage of simplicity, and it would be worth investigating
the effect of other distributions. The turning should be distributed on the assumption
that the flow follows the camber line of the blade. The loss, on the other hand, probably
should be distributed downstream of the olade row which causes it, since it will be caused
by the mixing of the wake with the mainstream flow, taking place between the blade row, or
even in the subsequent blade row.

Unfortunately, time has not permitted us to study the effect of more rational

distributions of turning and loss.

3.6 Cascade Model T7ning

Various features of this cascade model lend themselves to adjustment or tuning
from compressor to compressor. The exponent, n, on the off-design loss correlation,
section 3.2.2, is the most effective in adjusting the slope of the speed lines. Curro-e*y,
re input a value of n for i>i* which is usually different from that for i<i , so that an

asymmetric loss-incidence curve can be simulated.
The effect of Mach number on deviation can be adjusted by ch.nging the critical

Mach number, or the factor 8. We have not tried this as yet, but this would have a
significant effect on the h2 h speed lines, while not affecting the low ones of a
compressor map.

4. END-WALL BOUNDARY-LAYER INTERACTION

The calculation of the end-wall boundary-layers is essential to an accurate prediction
of axial compressor performance. For internal flow situations which may be represented
by a two-layer model, (that is, the inviscid core and the end-wall boundary-layers) both
the individual parts and their interaction must be considered since chenges in either
layer will, in most cases, significantly alter the other layer.

The blockage due to the end-wall boundary-layers, i.e., the meridional mass dafect,
(PsUR6*) must be allowed to influence the inviscid-flow computation. One manner in which
this is commonly accomplished is to reaefine the end-walls using the calculated
displacement thickness, that is, new fictitious physical boundaries are employed f'or
another inviscid-flow computation. Continued iteration of the two solutions will .hen
yield the complete solution,

The inviscid-flow computation technique solves a stream-function equation, in wxK.-.,
the values of the stream-function are specified on the boundaries. It has been shown (12)
that great benefit with respect to computation time ;s derived by adopting an Alternative
method, to that described above, to account for the boundary-layer blockage. This
technique essentially places a series of equivalent sources along the end-walls whose
strength is dependent on the boundary-layer mass defect, that is,

S *E-p 6 URJ

t$' I The new fluid emitted from the sources would fill a region adjacent to the body of
- •thickness ,. Since the stream function, p, is a mass flow function, we wish to alter

the boundary values by an amount equal to the local boundary-l mass defect, UR

to correctly influence the inviscid flow.

Of course, the new boundary values, due to the end-wall blockages, will yield a now
estimate of the inviscid flow field. "he stagnation streamlines will no longer follow
the physical boundaries, but will be dLsplaced by the amount c* , Since the entire

the flo proper s al te t
inviscid flow field is known, the flow properties along the stagnation streamline can be
found by interpolation. These edge conditions may be used to coupute a new estimate of
the end-wall boundary layers, and the iterative procedure continued until an acceptably
small change occurs between iterations.

In many instances, this iterative procedure converges rapidly and is essentially
self-damping; that is, increased blockage accelerates the inviscid core flow, which in
turn decreases the blockage on the next paso. However, if one (or both) of the end-wall
boundary-laye'ýs separates, the predicted blockage may grow extremely large and cause such
a large acceleration as to cause the separation to disappear, only to reappear next
iteration.

Ij The boundary-layer calculation technique which i., currently used in our model is that
suggested by Stratford (13), although mora recent work by one of the authors has iidicated

14 that the three-dimensional boundary-layer effects may be significant.
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5. EXTENSIONS TO THE TECHNIQUE

It has been stated repeatedly that the approach described here may be most readily
improved by substituting superior cascade correlations. The extensions discussed in this
section should be considered in that context.

Since the leading and trailing edges of the blades when viewed in the meridional plane
will not generally be radial lines, it becomes desirable for the grid lines of the
inviscid-flow technique to be aligned with these edges. This would save the necessity of

interpolation at the leading and trailing edges, although at the expense of some additional

complexity in the finite-difference method. Of course, if one is also concerned with

centrifugal machinery, this extension is necessary since the leading and trailing edges

are generally perpendicular to each other.

The end-wall boundary-layer computation currently used is quite simple. Although a

sophisticated three-dimensional boundary-layer calculation is probably unrealistic at this

time, at least for performance prediction of multi-stage compressors, it is possibly

worthwhile to implement an improved end-wall boundary-layer computation technique which

tries to account for known three-dimensional phenomena. Even a crude approach, such as

using an axisymmetric model of the type developed by one of the authors (14) could prove

of value.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The cascade model described in this paper was used in conjunction with both the matrix

and streamline curvature techniques to predict the performance of both the single stage,

and the three stage, transonic compresscrs supplied for the 47th PEP Meeting. These

compressors were denoted as test case numbers three and four respectively.

The streamline urvature program was run, as a check on the matrix program, and also

since the blade passage choking model is not operational in the latter. As mentioned

earlier, since the cascade model has a dominating influence, we did not expect, and did

not see, any significant difference in the overall performance prediction of the two

.programs. The results for the two compressors are shown in Figures (6) and (7).

ilgure 7
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Figure (6) presents the predicted pressure ratio and efficiency, for the single stage

comprressor, for three constant speed lines. Neither program will predict surge as such,
but by examining the output for high diffusion factors (ie. De >2.2), one may judge
(approximately) the probable area of potential surge. The pre iction of choked flow, as

shown by the dashed line in Figure (6), was achieved using the blade passage choking model.
The matrix program was used up to the maximum mass flow rate for which convergence could
be obtained, at which time the streamline curvature program was used. These choked flow
points are shown as flagged.

The matrix program permits the use of calculation stations within the blade row passage,
and thus the effect of blade blockage may be taken into consideration. This was done
iaitially, but the high relative inlet velocities were increased within the passage to
Mach numbers greater than unity. When this occurs, the matrix program becomes unstable,
and one cannot obtain convergence. It was necessary to ignore the effect of blade blockage
on the internal stations to obtain the results which have been presented. This is a serious
assumption if one is interested in the velocities within the blade passage. It was possible
to obtain a solution, including blade blockage for a few points, and these results are
presented in the detailed test results available at this conference.

Another effect, which has been examined, is the variation of the exponent ured in the
calculation of the off-design total pressure loss coefficient.. This has beer. described
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earlier, and is referred to in the Figures as the Swan exponent. Since decreasing the
exponent produces more severe losses, the effect on the characteristics is predictable,
For example by decreasing the exponent from 3 to 2, the efficiency of the single stage
compressor at 14.3 kg/s and 85% speed dropped from 89% to 84%. In aOdition the range
(predicted) is decreased. The effect is more noticeable in a multi-stage compressor, as
shown in Figure (7).

Figure (7) shows one ipeed line which was predicted for the three stage compressor
(test case #4). Similar to test case three, both programs were used to predict the
compressor performance, and as before, it was necessary to neglect the effect of blade
blockage. The effect of the loss exponent is clearly seen here, with the value of 2
providing the more rcelistic appearing characteristic.

This compressor was extremely difficult to model, and the authors were simply not
able to obtain convergence at the design speed, in spite of repeated efforts. This lack
of success was true for both the streamline curvature, and matrix programs. The reason
for this, is not readily apparent, and may be due to a data error which was not picked
up in the short time available. When the output from converged cases is examined, the
problem is seen to be in the hub region, originating with the first blade row.

The large velocity gradient at the exit of the first rotor, produces a very low
velocity at the hub relative to the inlet velocity, and thus a high diffusion factor
(Deq> 2 . 2 ). This phenomena occurred regardless of the inlet velocity, that is, it was

a function of the design (it seems) and not of an off-design problem. The hub contour
at the inlet was altered to produce a higher inlet velocity at the hub, but the effect
was not signifi.cant. This type of inviscid flow model, unfortunately makes the original
problem worst, in that the low inlo• velocity into the next row produces a large off-design
loss which produces a low exit velocity and so on.

Blockage factors were used throughout these analyses, in place of boundary-layer
calculation. The extremely large diffusion across the first rotor would certainly have
caused problems for most boundary-layer calculation techniques, since it would probably
cause 3eparation of the end-wall boundary-layer.

Another phenomena was examined briefly on both compressors using the matrix program.
Ordinarily, the total pressure loss for a blade row is distributed linearly through the
blade row. It was hypothesized earlier that a more realistic approach wouli be to dump
the loss at the exit of the blade row. The appropriate change was made - : the results
are inconclusive at this time. The velocity distributions within the blade row are
affected slightly, but there is no effect on the overall performance.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The authors have presented a model for predicting the off-design performance of axial
compressors, and the results for a single stage, and three stage transonic axial
compressor. The model is composed of an inviscid-flow computation technique (matrix
through-flow), and a cascade loss and deviation model. At this time, the cascade model
appears to be the area still requiring the most attention, although transonic turbomachines
point up weaknesses in the inviscid-flow model as well.

We feel that the following areas are worthy of further study:

- the effects of Mach number, axial velocity ratio, and incidence at off-design
conditions

- the development of a practical three-dimensional end-wall boundary-layer technique

- a model to incorporate inter-streamline shear and energy transfer effects, by
means of effective turbulent mixing parameters

- a means of coping with transonic relative velocities within a blade passage, and
integration of this technique with a shock loss model and a blade passage choking
model

- further work to more accurately identify the quantitative increase in loss as
blade passage choking occurs.
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COMMENTS

Comment by K.Papailiou, E.C.L., France
We have used Millar's and Davis' program for several compressors. We have found out that convergence is much

easier when applying a weight factor or, the losses and not only on the stream function. We also found that going
up in Mach number inside the blading anl accounting for profile blockage, we get into trouble and the program
diverges. For secondary flows, when their effects are taken into account, there is an inconsistency in the radial
equilibrium, when going inside the boundary layer region, as pointed by Horlock.

Comment by T.McKain, Detroit Diesel Allison, USA
We have based our correlation on the NASA SP36 as most industries do. What we have found is that in the

early stages of a multistage machine, the deviation rules a.e close to t-uth, but, in the last stage,*due to the combined
S• effects of secondary flows and boundary layers, the prediction starts to deviate quite a lot.
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CSUMMARY:

The through-flow calculation is an integral and vital element of any effectiveturbomachinery design and development process. This paper reviews the through-flow
calculation from both a theoretical and an applications viewpoint. The assumptions
•Dinvolved with typical formulatron of the basic equations and the solution techniques

:• employed in such areas as boundary condition specificatior, numerical evaluation of
•o derivatives and numerical stability are presented. Experimental verification of thetheory, using turbomachinery applications, is presented to demonstrate the accuracy

•. of the calculation. Finally, the normal compressor design and development cycle is
S~reviewed to stress the importance of the through-flow calculation in this process.

S~LIST OF SYMBOLS

ia. Meridional acceleration vector (Eq. 9)

SB Streamsheet thickness ratio

D f Di ffusion factorfT Damping factin

Senitor PoetEgne

SH Total en thalpy
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L Distance along streamline

.P.Mach number

T trhN Distance along calculating station

•2" iP Pressure
tb air eg adR.F. Thermocouple recovery factor
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S• • Angle of attack
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. Density

S• • #Streamline angle
Stream function

oBlade rotational speed
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Subscripts

C calculating station

in meridional

r radial

t stagnation

U tangential

THEORY

It is necessary in the analysis of flow through a turbomachine to intxuduce certain
simplifying assumptions concerning the unsteady three-dimensional viscous flow character-
istic of such machines in order to reduce the original problem to a tractable mathematical
model. Once accomplished, it is often desirable to further reduce the level of sophisti-
cation of the model to obtain one which is practical and which may be solved relatively
efficiently with available computing techniques. The latter consideration is of particular
importance when such calculations are intended to form the basis of a highly iterative
design system.

An assumption pertaining to both the former and latter considerations is the assumption
of weak three-dimensional flow which allows analysis of the flow field by consideration
of separate 2-D flows in intersecting surfaces which are only partially coupled. The
theory of flow through a tu..bomachine under the above approximation with varying degrees
of coupling between the surfaces constitutes what has come to be known as through flow
theory, although the term is usually meant to apply more specifically to flow in the hub-
to-shroud surface. The theory of the through flow calculation is reviewed in the follow-
ing development.

Neglecting viscosity, the vector momentum equation can be written in the inertial
reference system as

D V -_V~p.
Dt p (I)

The flow field will be assumed steady relative to the blade row in question (i.e.,
there is no unsteady interaction between moving and stationary blade rows) so that the
momentum equation can be written in the blade fixed system as

2-(7 • V) 9 + 2u x W - 2P= _ !_(
p (2)

Using the relationship

TVS = V(H- ) -- Vp P (3)

equation (2) may be written in the form

-W x(V x W) + 2" x 9 - -VI + TVS
(4)

where I is a quantity (sometimes called rothalpy) defined by

I = H - wrV0

and w = 0 for a fixed blade row.
Taking the component of Eq. (4) along a direction N tangent to an arbitrary curved

line "C" (Figure 1) gives for the equilibrium equation in this direction

1 dWM 2 . d I dS 1 dWe 217 •I-:N C U C - -, C - I-"N-C

dwr (- - + 2towe dr
dL 2ww rN dI C (6)

dWz dz + ý W d(rWa) + dO
dL c - - + d C

Equation (6) will be referred to as the stream derivative form of the equilibrium
equation. The equation is in a form suitable for numerical computation without further
reduction. It is notable that slope and curvature expressions do not appear explicitly
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in this form, but are contained .mplicitly in the stream derivative terms. These terms
are readily expanded to show the equivalence of the stream derivative form to the more
familiar streamline curvature forms. Fur example

dWr ,= d(Wm sin)I (7)W • #dm 1 (7

= cos* + sino Wm Wm

and dWz -sin W-2 + COSO Wm (8)
W at- - Vin I +c(9)

which represent the radial and axial components, respectively, of the meridional accel-
eration vector

WMn2  Wi(
a m + WM Lm i(9

so that the sum

dd 1 c dd z c (10)

appearing in Eq. (6) represents the component of the meridional acceleration, - along
curve "C".

Since all derivatives appearing in the stream derivative form of the equilibrium
equation lie along "C" or along streamlines passing through "C", this leads naturally
to the consideration of flow within the stream surface so defined. To complete the
momentum specification within this surface, an additional equilibrium equation is
required. A particularly simple and useful form of the needed equation is obtained by
considering equilibrium along the stream direction. The desired equation can be obtained
by taking the component of Eq. (4) along the stream direction giving

dI T dS *
d- j* = TL (11)

For effectively adiabatic flow (heat transfer + viscous dissipation = 0)

dL = 0
dL •(12)

so that from Eq. (11)

3_ = 0 (13)

In the practical application of the through-flow calculations, Eq. (13) is usually
considered to be accurate in the blade-free regions. It is usally desirable and necessary
in the bladed regions to introduce dissipative or "loss" mechanisms so that

d- = f(L) (14)

which may be integrated to give

ASK, = F(L)

where F(L) is specified by the designer from a knowledge of the blade element loss
characteristics and is taken as zero in the blade-free space. Eq. (15) is then used
instead of Eq. (13) to express the equilibrium condition along the streamline direction.
The fact that this substitution is inconsistent with the inviscid assumption used in the
development of the momentum equation has been pointed out by Horlock1, who suggested that
a nonconservative body force acting opposite to the stream direction be added to the
momentum equation to produce the specified entropy variation. If curve "C" is not normal
to the stream direction, then this force has a component which must be included in the
equilibrium equation along "C". It is obvious that if this term is neglected in the "C"
momentum equation, then the curve should be chosen as nearly normal to the stream direc-
tion as possible to reduce the resulting error. In this development the dissipative
force component is neglected in the equilibrium equation along "C" but its major effect

------- is retained by inclusion in the streamwise component equation (Eq. (15)).
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A final assumption is needed in order to evaluate the tangential velocity terms in
the stream derivative equation. The three models most commonly used for this purpose
are reviewed by Horlock and Marsh 2 . The models consist of replacing the actual cascade
with a cascade containing an infinite number of blades, simulating the blade action by
an axisymmetric flow with distributed body forces, and by considering the flow on a
suitably defined "mean stream surface". Each of the models is shown to lead to only a
first order approximation to the circumLfexentially averaged flow within the actual cas-
cade, accurate only for low blade loading. The overall changes across the blade row,
however, were found to be properly represented. With the proper choice of the mean
stream surface the three models yield identical results for the equilibrium equation,
with the last term of Eq. (6) interpreted as the equivalent blade or body force.

If a particular stream surface is known a niori, the tangential velocity is unique-
ly determined by the axial and radial velocities so that equations (6), (15), (12), and
the continuity equation (which may allow for stream tube convergence) may be used (along
with the boundary conditions and state equation) to solve exactly for all pertinent flow
and thermodyrnamic variables within the stream surface. Wu3 has proposed a fully 3-D
scheme whereby a number of such surfaces are solved from hub to tip and from blade to
blade with the solutions iteratively coupled through the stream surface shapes. Such
solutions have been achieved for duct flows4 but are time consuming and presently con-
sidered impractical to serve as the basic through-flow calculation without further
approximation. Some reasonable reductions of Wu's more general method have recently been
advanced 5', 6.

Normally, a single stream sheet is chosen to be as representative as possible of the
mean flow properties. Within the blade row the shape of the mean stream surface is often
taken as the mean camber surface of blade passage. A more laborious approach consists
of defining the mean stream surface from the middle streamlines of a sequence of blade to
blade solutions along the blade span. In view of the approximation already made in
choosing a single hub-to-shroud stream surface, the additional calculations required for
this approach hardly seem justified.

For the unbladed portion of the flow path, the flow is considered periodic but
generally cannot be considered axisymmetric. The total angular momentum flux, however,
must remain constant through the annulus even though changes in angular momentum along
the streamlines may occur locally. The "mean ztream surface" should thus be selected
ahead and behind the blade row so that the argular momentum is conserved along the stream-
lines in that surface. This choice of the stream surface is tantamount to assuming
axisymmetric flow from the outset so that the axisymmetric assumption and a choice of
the mean stream surface compatible with the conservation of total angular momentum lead
to identic-l results.

The assumnption of axisymmetric flow in the blade-free regions thus allows calculation
of the tangential velocity terms from

d(rV8 ) =

- = &0 (16)

In the bladed regions the tangential velocity is obtained either from the stream

surface specification

W Nss = 0 (17)

where Nss is the unit vector normal to the assumed stream surface, or the tangential
velocity may be specified directly by the designer in a number of equivalent forms.

Solution Method

The iterative solution procedure used to solve the governing equations presented above
is straight forward in principle and is described step by step in the procedure which
follows:

1. The geometry of the flow path is specified and the calculating stations are
defined within it along which the equilibrium equation (Eq. (6)) is to be satisfied.
2. The inlet and exit boundary conditions are specified (e.g. flow angle, mass flow
distribution, or stream curvature). Inlet values of Pot To# and V8 are also required
input.

3. A number of streamlines which bound a specified amount of mass flow are chosen
and initially distributed through the flow path.
4. An initial estimate is made of all velocities, the total temperature and the total
pressure.
5. The right hand side of Eq. (6) is evaluated at each streamline and calculating
station intersection.
6. SLarting at the first calculation station inside the inlet station, the equilib-
rium equation is integrated numerically from hub to tip assuming an initial value at
the hub. A weighted average is taken between the old and new velocities with the old
velocities heavily weighted.
7. The resulting mass flow distribution is then integrated to obtain the total mass
flow which is compared to the desired mass flow. The velocity distribution is then
scaled by desired flow/calculated flow and the streamline positions are adjusted to
satisfy continuity locally. The effect of blade or strut blockage is easily included
in this step.
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8. Steps (5) thrcuyi, (71 are repeated for each calculating station up to the e.Ait
station..

9. The inlet and exit stations are solved using the input boundary conditions.
10. Steps (5) - (9) are repeated until the maximum percent velocity change is less
than some specified amount.
In the above procedure the continuity equation is satisfied by explicit treatment.

This step may be avoided and the continuity equation satisfied identically by introduction
of the stream function defined within the stream surface by

p rBWz; z ; - rBWr (18)

where the. bars indicate derivatives taken within the relative stream surface. The equilib-
rium equation then takes the form of

2 .][2 f(r,z) (19)

where f(r,z) is actually a nonlinear function of , r , and z , but is considered as a
known function of r and z for each iteration in a solution scheme defined by

i-+ 1 - , = f (r,z) (20)

This is basically the method used by Marsh7. In this method Eq. (20) is expressed
in finite difference form for a fixed grid network within the flow path. The fixed grid
network and the automatic satisfaction of the continuity equation are the primary differ-
ences between this solution method and the one described previously. Each iteration
results in a linear algebraic system of equations which may be solved by a number of
direct or iterative methods. In fact, the solution of Eq. (20) may be made closely analog-
ous to the stream derivative and stream curvature solution methods by choosing a success-
ive line relaxation algorithm for solution of the matrix equation. A comparison between
the stream function method and the stream curvature method has been presented by Davis and
Millare.

The method used to evaluate the streamwise derivative terms appearing in the equilib-
rium equation (Eq. (6)) has a significant influence on both the accuracy and stability
of the method. Wilkinson 9 has given a study of the various methods available for calcu-
lating these derivatives in terms of their influence on the efficiency, accuracy, and
stability of the computation. He concludes generally that the finite difference methods
are the best and that the spline methods are the worst. Numerical experiments performed
at Detroit Diesel Allison support this conclusion. Consequently, the streamline deriva-
tives which appear in the equilibrium equation are evaluated using a second order central
difference approximation. This method has given quite satisfactory results over a wide
range of turbomachinery application.

As mentioned in Step(6)of the solution procedure, it is necessary to damp the velocity
change from iteration to iteration during the solution process in order to assure the
stability of the calculation. Generally, the calculation may be stabilized by using
sufficiently strong damping although a premium is paid in terms of computing efficiency.
For a typical turbomachine calculation, the optimum choice of the damping factor, f
usually occurs very near the convergence limit (a typical case is shown in Figure 2.)
The optimal damping factor as well as the maximum value for convergence are functions of
the particular flow path geometry, Mach number, number of computing stations, and the
method used to calculate the stream derivative (or curvature) terms. Wilkinson 9 has
developed an expression for the optimal damping factor as well as the convergence limit
using a simple parallel flow model. He found the optimal damping factor to be given by

fd (1 - Kmin (1-Mm')A2)-l (21)

where A is the grid aspect ratio and Kmin is a factor dependent on the method of
evaluating the stream curvature.

It should also be pointed out that the total number of iterations required to obtain
a solution is influenced significantly by the particular iteration method used. For
example, the equilibrium equation may be solved simultaneously along each of the calcu-
lating stations rather than consecutively, as suggested in the previous outline of the
solution procedure. The interaction of the blade element models and the end wall boundary
layer calculations with the main through-flow calculation also affects the optimal damping
factor as well as its stability limit. Some improvement in computational efficiency can
also be achieved by reducing the damping during the iterative process as the solution
is approached. An accurate initial guess can also considerably improve the efficiency
of the calculation.

A source of common error in the practical application of through-flow calculations
concerns the inlet and exit boundary conditions. The proper posing of the elliptic
boundary value prob2em requires that some boundary condition be specified along the
closed boundary of the solution domain. For the through-flow problem, the boundary
condition along the hub and shroud contours are automatically satisfied by requiring
that these be streamlines of the flow. In addition to the total mass flow rate and
the inlet input quantities of stagnation temperature, pressure and tangential velocities,
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inlet and exit boundary specifications are required. It is sufficient (and necessary)
that only one quantity be specified along these boundaries. Typically, this might be
the flow angle (streamline slope), the mass flow distribution (streamline position),
streamline curvature, or either of the meridional velocity components. Even though any
of the above physical specifications translate into proper mathematical constraints
for the problem, the arbitrary application of these conditions too near the region of
interest can lead to an improper physical result. It is important that the boundary
conditions be specified at a location where they can be stated accurately from physical
considerations. This often requires that the inlet and exit boundaries be removed
somewhat from the actual domain of interest where the physical conditions of the desired
flow may be made more consistent with the imposed boundary conditions and where any
remaining inaccuracy has little influence at the far removed stations.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THEORY

For any theoretical analysis to be useful, it must be calibrated against data in
problem situations typical of intended usage. It is important, for any useful comparison,
that the data be such as to clearly test the theory with underlying assumptions held to
a minimum. The through-flow calculation used in turbomachinery applications is composed
of two basic elements:

1. Inviscid equations of motion with attendant solution techniques
2. Secondary calculations for real fluid effects.
The comparisonswhich follow have been chosen to test the validity of the basic

equations of motion and the numerical solution techniques. Two examples have been
selected for relevance to turbomachinery application, complexity of the problem, and
adequacy of defining instrumentation.

The first example, Figures 3 through 7, investigates the flow field in the vicinity
of the flow splitter of a low bypass ratio turbofan compressor as the mass flow split
is varied. This problem is a very difficult one in that it is a case of swirling flow
from the upstream rotor with total pressure and temperature gradients, extremely high
flow-field-induced streamline curvature and high local Mach numbers. The comparison is
made at three different levels of tip back pressure from near choke to near surge. The
comparison between theory and test is exceptionally good, especially at Points B and C
where the local Mach numbers are relatively low. The calculation was made with fixed
wall boundaries with no provisions to account for boundary layer phenomena.

The second example shown in Figures 8 through 9 is a case of high flow path induced
curvature with total pressure and temperature gradients. The stator discharge flow is
designed for zero exit swirl and is assumed to be so. Again, excellent agreement between
theory and data is seen to exist.

Many comparisons similar to those just described have been reported in the literature
and, in general, verify the technical adequacy of the basic equation formulation and
solution techniques.

The real fluid effects such as endwall boundary layers, tip clearance leakage, wake
mixing, blade element losses and others are neither well documented nor truly understood.
Nevertheless, they are just as important to the success of the final product as the
basic through-flow calculation. These effects deserve a great amount of future effort.

APPLICATION

In this discussion, the general compressor design and development process is reviewed
with emphasis upon the role of the through-flow calculation.

Detroit Diesel Allison's approach to compressor design and development is enumerated
below:

1. Design with the best analytical techniques and empirical data availah1b,
2. Instrument the compressor adequately to evaluate the validity of the design

theory and assumptions,
3. Obtain sufficient test data to completely define the compressor character-

istics, both aerodynamically and structurally,
4. Reduce and interpret the data in a consistent manner, and
5. Perfomn a comprehensive analysis of the data to determine areas of possible

performance improvement.
One complete cycle of this process for a multistage axial flow compressor generally

takes about a year to complete with a majority of this time consumed in fabrication.
Considering the length of time involved, a high premium is placed upon a technically
sound approach in each of the five areas listed above.

Normally, the development process takes more than one cycle to complete due to
inadequacies in the design theory and assumptions. A consistent and technically sound
approach which builds upon previous experience has proven to be the best method of reduc-
ing the number of development cycles. The validity of this approach is exemplified by
the development history of one of Detroit Diesel Allison's modern multistage compressors
shown below:

First Second Third
build build build

Pressure Ratio* 14.55 15.00 15.00
Adiabatic Efficiency* 80.15% 80.50% 82.00%
Surge Pressure Ratio 14.55 17.3+ 17.3+

*On engine operating line.
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With just two blading modifications, the operating line efficiFncy was increased
nearly 21 and the surge pressure ratio increased by 3 atmospheres.

The through-flow calculation is an integral and vital element in this overall
design and development process. In addition to the obvious use of the calculation
in the design phase, the calculation provides information for locating instrumentation,
aids in determining the true pressure or temperature from measured data, and supplements
the measurements to obtain a meaningful flow field definition

Design

In the designi phase, the best analytical techniques and empirical data available
are used to accomplish the two basic parts of the final design specification, namely:

1. Establish the desired aerodynamic flow field definition,
2. Design blading to produce the conditions established in Part 1.
The flow path shape, number of required stages, Mach number levels, work distribution,

and blade element loading and efficiency requirements are determined in the first phase
of the design. These variables are chosen to provide maximum assurance of meeting design
goals. In this phase, the through-flow calculation is the designer's primary tool. In
this calculation the inviscid equations are coupled directly with secondary computations
which account for real fluid effects such as aerodynamic blockage, blade element losses
and tip clearance leakage. These viscous effects are based on theoretical analyses,
but are tempered by past experience with similar configurations.

The purpose of the second phase is to define the detailed blade geometry which will
generate the flow field conditions established in Phase 1. To satisfactorily accomplish
Phase 2, the following design variables must be correctly defined:

"o Incidence angle
"o Blade element flow capacity
"o Deviation angle
"o Blade shape consistent with Phase 1 loss characteristics.
In both phases,the designer is guided by experience gained from previous compressor

development programs. His detailed experience in terms of such items as acceptable
loading limits, blade element losses, and incidence and deviation rules is tied directly
to the design and analysis system and the consistency in which data was acquired and
processed.

Instrumentation

The general requirements for an adequate yet economically tractable instrumentation
plan are:

"o Provide adequate instrumentation to minimize assumptions required for flow
field definition,

"o Minimize flow field disturbance, and
"o Minimize the additional test time required for data acquisition.
The item of overriding importance is the acquisition of data which is truly represen-

tative of the compressor characteristics and not influenced by the measuring instrument.
To reduce the blockage and resulting flow field disturbance associated with a conventional
cantilevered probe, Detroit Diesel Allison practice is to mount the sensing element
directly on the vane surface for all interstage data. A sketch of a typical installation
.:s shown in Figure 10 along with a photograph of an actual vane with leading edge total
pressure elements attached. The sensing element is suspended from the pressure sL•fa"
of the airfoil to minimize the disturbances to the suction surface which is more sensitive
due to higher Mach numbers and velocity gradients. To minimize the leading edge incidence
effects, the sensing element is surrounded by a ventilated shroud and positioned as far
forward of the leading edge as possible. Interference with the preceding rotating blade
row determines the maximum stand off distance. In some instances, leading edge effects
cannot be eliminated.

In order to ensure accurate interpretation of the data, the instrumentation is cali-
brated prior to the test to quantify the effects of Mach number and angle of attack on
the recovery characteristics of the probe. This calibration is usually accomplished
with an isolated airfoil and a two dimensional air jet. An example of the calibration
results is shown in Figure 10, where the recovery characteristics of a leading edge
mounted thermocouple display assymetry due to the airfoil leading edge effect. This
result is the rule rather than the exception in multistage axial flow compressors where
the typically small axial gaps between rotating and stationary blade rows would preclude
the forward extension of the probe. In order to interpret the data accurately, the true
flow Mach number and air angle must be ascertained. This is an extremely vital part of
the data reduction effort and requires iterative use of the through-flow calculation
for completior. A more detailed discussion of this process is given in a following
section of this paper concerned with data reduction.

A typical instrumentation plan which has been used and fulfills the above stated
requirements is shown in Figure 11. The instrumentation includes stator leading edge
mounted total pressure and temperature sensing elements for interstage data, conven-
tional shrouded total pressure and temperature probes at compressor inlet and exit and
a multi-element wake rake behind the exit guide vane in the outer duct. A large
contingent of wall static pressure taps is included to define the Mach number distri-
bution over the flow sp.itter.

The radial locations and angular alignments of the individual elements are determined
from the flow field solution defined by the through-flow calculation in the design phase.
Increased instrumentation is included in areas of expected high gradients such as around
the flow splitter in the above example to evaluate the validity of the through-flow
calculation in these areas.
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Data Reduction

The instrumentation plan described in Figure 11 is typical of the type and extent
of instrumentation incorporated in a development build o a compressor. The limitations
of this instrumentation coverage relative to defining tha entire flow field are also
typical.

The purpose of the data reduction process is to tako measured data, apply calibra-
tion factors in a consis*.ent and correct manner and then reconstruct the entire flow
field definition for comprehensive analysis relative to design intent.

Typically, for interstage data, the stage work input and loss characteristics are
well defi.ied from stator leading to rotor trailing edges, Figure 12. Measurements of
total pressure and absolute air engle are usually not made at stator exits ana, there-
fore, some assumptions must be made concerning these variables before a complete flow
field definition can be constructed. Even with the assiumpt uns on stator loss and
detailed measurements of rotor exit total pressure and temperature, the flow field
definition is not complete and not in a usable form for detailed analysis. The velocity
distribution is not known and, therefore, the key aerodynamic parameters such as inci-
dence, deviation, Mach number and blade element loading cannot be determined. The
through-flow calculation with data input in terms of total pressure and temperature
at rotor exits and with consistent assumptions on stator loss and deviation is used
to provde this required information. The flow field defined for the test point is
completely consistent, in terms of stator assumptions and solution methods, with the
design flow field and can be comparea directly. Once the velocity distribution is
known, then the Mach number and angle of attack of the air onto the measuring element
(Pt or Tt) can be determined and the appropriate calibration factors applied. The1 adjusted data changes the velocity distribution and further iterations are required.
This process, Figure 13, is obviously iterative and continues until the flow field

Mvariables (P , and air angle) are consistent with the measured interstage data
Sand calibrattn tn'fmo~m'ation. A final important consideration in the data reduction
process is the method by which remotely obtained data, Figure 13, is streamlined back
(or forward) to the blade trailing (or leading) edges for detailed blade element
analysis. The streamlines along which the data is repositioned are determined iter-
atively for each data point instead of using the streamline definition from the design
solution.

The final result of the data reduction process is a complete definition of the entire
flow field including blade element conditions. This definition is then compared directly
to the design flow field description and areas of performance irprovemnt identified.
Once hardware modifications are identified, the cycle starts over again.

Conclusions

The importance of an accurate and flexible through-flow calculation is evident. It
is one of the key elements in an effective compressor design and development process
and is the primary tool with which the detailed design is accomplished, the data inter-
preted and analysis performed.

The techniques expounded upon in this paper have lead to significant advances in
the state-of-the-art in compressor design. If these advances are to continue, better
understanding of the basic fluid mechanics of compressor operation must be incorporated
into a usable design and analysis system. Some areas where further improvements are
needed are:

o Intrablade analyses
o Tip clearance effects
o Secondary flow and streamline communication
o Endwall boundary layer development.

Much effort has already been expended in these areas, and sorre techniques have been
"incorporated into the design and analysis systems. Data correlations and individual
experience remain, however, the prime methods of accounting for these effects.

The primary emphasis of future research efforts should be focused on elements of
flow behavior such as those above. Recognizing this need, Detroit Diesel Allison has
designed and fabricated a large low speed test rig incorporating a single stage axial
compressor designed for loading 1' erels typical of advanced state-of-the-art compressors.
Current effort is being directed .ward the better understanding of endwall boundary
layer de',elopment as the flow proceeds through alternating statione -, and rotating
blade rows. As each of these elements of flow behavior are better L.derstood, improved
models will be developed and incorporated into the basic design and analysis systeir

4°t
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COMMENTS

Comment by D.Millar, Carleton University, Canada
Do you use outer wall (casing) wall tappings for comparison with calculation, especially to separate rotor from

stator performance within the stage? I would think this would be quite useful for a compressor which has essentially
axial flow between rotor and stator, where there is little radial pressure gradient.

Authors' response:
Outer wall static pressures are used for comparison, but it is hard to break out the combined effects of loss,

blockage and whirl.
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SUMMARY

A description is nresented of the application of the Finite Element method to the radial equilibrium

-4 equation in the form obtained after introduction of the streamfunction. A short presentation of the

{ basic features of the F.E.M. is given and the particular aspects of its application to the through-flow

Sproblem in turbomachines are described,.

A comparison with an analytic solution for an axisymmetric transitional annulus with swirl allows an

est.iation of the numerical accuracy of the method. Other examples of results include a transonic axial

compressor and an axial turbine. The coupling with an end-wall boundary layer calculation for axial

compressors is also briefly described and some results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The calculation methods for the through-flow in turbomachines developed in recent years have mainly been

concentrated on two numerical techniques, the screamline curvature method and the so-called matrix method,

which is essentially a finite difference scheme. Although these methods have achieved satisfactory

results, they still suffer from certain difficulties. Estimations of the curvature of a streamline which

is defined by a discrete number of points can create large errors 1 1] , [ 2] while the correct simulation

of curved end-wall in the matrix method requires complicated "computational stencils" [31.

A Finite Element method is presented in this paper for the calculation of the meridional through-flow in

a turbomachine which doesn't suffer from these difficulties. Quadrilateral curved (isoparametric)

elements are used which can simulate accurately the curvature of boundaries while estimations of stream-

line curvature do not appear in the calculation.

After deriving the equation for the stream function which is solved in its quasi-harmonic form, the

finite element technique is described. The calculation method can handle any geometry, axial or radial,

and examples of results are presented. Comparison with an analytical solution for the downstream part

of an annular transition with swirling flow gives indications on the accuracy of the computation method.

Examples are also shown of a transonic axial compressor and an axial turbine calculation. Besides, the

coupling of the main flow with an end-wall boundary layer calculation method for axial compressors is

briefly described and some results are presented,

1. BASIC EQUATIONS

Starting from the three-dimensional flow equations irt the relative system, with the introduction of the

energy equation in the form of the first principle of thermodynamics and the definition of the rothalpy I

at-WA T~ I~ s(fI/
at

I + W/2-=o (2)

I =h +i W
2

/2 -w r
2

/2 = H- U V (3)
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where W and V are the relative and absolute velocities, h the static enthalpy, s the entropy, U wr,

and f the sum of viscous and turbulent shear stresses, one can derive the meridional through-flow

equations in different ways.

Following C.H. Wu's S1, S2 surface3 approach [41, equ. (I) is projected on a meridional type of stream

surface S2 with derivatives along this surface and the introduction of body forces replacing the blades.

This requires the knowledge of this surface or a more or less arbitrary assumption of its shape.

Another approach consists in integrating equ. (1) and the continuity equation (2) over a pitch, from
pressure side of a blade to the suction side of the following blade 1 51, [6]. In this way equations

are obtained for the pitch-averaged equations, whose projections in cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z)
contain the Drojections of the terms of equ. (])(for the pitch-averaged quantities) plus a blade force

term and a certain number of terms describing the deviations from axisymmetry. These terms, which are

neglected in the axisymmetric approximation, could be estimated within the blades from the knowledge

of the blade-to-blade flow. However, as shown in ref [ 1], theoe terms are generally small and propor-

tional to the loading inside a blade row. Outside a 'Alade row, the main contribution comes from the

wakes and an estimation based on a simplified wake model 1 71 , shows that the contributions from the

non-axisymmetry to the meridional through-flow are proportional to the total pressure loss coefticients

and are generally small, except maybe in the end-wall regions.

Therefore, neglecting the non-axisymmetric contributions, one obtains in cylindrical coordinates

--- (b r W) + (b p Wz) = 0 (4)
rzr r a3 s

L -W W -T + (r V + (F + F (5)z as r ar z ar ar r ar 6 b,r f,r

W W - W Tas-- + -- (r Va) + (F + F Vp (6)
r (r Vr) = (Fb, a + r (,r)// (7)

where all variables are pit':h-averaged quantities, b is the tangential blockage factor

Sb = I - t/s (8)

. with t the blade thickness and s the pitch; m is the coordinate along a meridional streamline and

F is the blade force.
b

Introducing a stream function in order to satisfy the continuity equation (4), 1 .rnugh

p r b W (9a)

= - Q r b W (9b)az r

and introducing equ. (9a) and (9b) in the radial component of the momentum equation 1 5] , one obtains

+r [U'Tr T- as V -/ - •F rl] (10)

ar prb ar- az 7b 3 W ar aT r r ;r 8- b,r frz

This well known form for the radial equilibrium equation is however not applicable to radial geometries

where the axial velocity W z'iIl go to zero. One could then use the axial component of the momentum

equation (6), but a more unified approach is obtained, following Bosman & Marsh [81, if the equations

are proiecred along the direction of (f, A W) taking advantage from the relations

:b ' a ra f A

tg
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In this way, the r.h.s. of equ. (10) becomes for a rotor

dl T as T as(W
0rbd W2 r (Wz+W 6 tgB) Waz r r0 tg3 -ar V6 ).tgB -- (rV 6 ),tg 3

with (12)

tg B WOw (13)

and

W tg 0+we - W tg a 0 (14)
r8 z

It is interesting to note that the forces do not appear anymore although they are not neglected.

An analogous expression is obtained for a fixed blade row and outside a blade row in a duct region, the
i r.h.s, becomes

p! rdH - d s - deL
d* r[•,v d* r d* o](5

where H is the stagnation enthalpy.

2. THE FINITE ELEMENT XETHOD

The basic principles of the Finite Element method can be summarized through the three following steps

a) Division of the physical domain into subdomains of simple geonetrical forms (triangles, quadrilateral-,

rectilinear or curvilinear). Each subdomain t(e) is called a finite element and contains nodes on

ts boundaries or inside the subdomain (fig. 1). Moreover the elements may not overlap and have to[ :over the whole physical domain

u (e)= 0  (16)
S(e) 0(7

The fact that the form of the elements need not be of regular shape allows easily to take into

account the presence of irregular or curved boundaries.

j b) Definition of interpolation functions whereby the field variables are locally approximated in eachV finite element by a combination of continuous interpolation functions and by the nodal values of the

unknown functions (which, by the way, may also be values of the derivatives of the field variables).

SDenoting by •(e)the approximation of the unknown field variables in element e and by th ve)

at the node j, one assumes the form

(e)
(e) W ( e) (X ) (8

- j.1 J

where N.e are the shape functions in element (e) depending on the coordinates x (x denotes a set of
i (se)

coordinates) and a is the number of nodes in element (e).

In a two-dimensional domain (r, z), N.e) (x) S Ne) (r, z)
3 3 3

L. From the definitions (18), for each node i within the element e

N••e) (x.) -6.. and N (e) e 0 if x (19)

where ;. are the coordinates of node i.

The explicit form of the interpolation functions N. depends on the form of the elements, the number of

nodes and on the order of the differential equations to be solved.
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The most effective form for the shape functions are polynomials. The FE method tnen amouts to a
piecewise continuous polynomial approximation for the field functions.

c) The definition of a basic integral functional equation equivalent to the field equations to be solved.
This is probably the most essential and particular step of the formulation of a finite el?=-nt

approximation since it allows, after replacement of the field variables by the approximation (18) for
each element to obtain an algebraic system of equations for the unknown nodal values (e. . Indeed,

if the functional equation is written as

I Jh (4, a3, ... ) dx + g (4, a3, ... ) dx = 0 (20)

insertion of equation (18) and consideration of equation (17), allows to wrltL

:: 1Ic e) = 0 (21)S~e
leading, in each element, to an algebraic system for the 4, of the form

k, (e) .(e) -F ýe) (2ij ij x(2

or with usual notations

[k 1 }= {F(e)[ (23)

whereby k (e) and Fýe) are integrals of combinations of products of shape functions and their

derivatives and can therefore be calculated at least numerically.

The assembly rule

I =Z I (24)e

leads to the final algebraic system

K) agfF1 (25)

The matrix K is calles the "stiffness matrix" (with analogy to elasticity problems).

The assembly rule implies certain continuity conditions along the inter-element boundaries in order

that the sum of the integrals on the inter-element boundaries cancels in the sum (21).

Expressed from an engineering point of view, see ref. [ 9] , this leads to certain continui-', conditions

for the shape functions. If one denotes by r the order of the highest derivative accuring in the
integral equation (20), then the criterion states that the field functions must satisfy to the

continuity of all derivatives up to order (r - I) accross the element boundaries. For r = , this

implies continuity of the function while for r - 2, continuity of the function and the first derivative
are imposed accross the element boundaries. This appears to be a sufficient but not always necessary

condition.

We may add a this stage, that a sufficient (but not always necessary) condition for convergence of the

F.E.M. when the size of elements tends to zero, is that the set of shape functions must be able to

represent any constant value of the field variables and derivatives up to order r within an element.

This implies

(e)

E N.e(X) = W (26)
X_' j-1

More rigorous formulations can be found in [ 10).

An integral formulation for equ. (10) can be obtained by the Galerkin method of weighted residuals.

Writing this equation under the general form
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Rv(Q) E• (k2k) +z a(k 2 ± ) + f(r, z, ') =0 (27)

; r 3r ax 3 z

w1.,re k = 1/o b r and f is minus the r.h.s. equ. (13) - (15).

The boundary conditions are %P = 0 at the hub wall, 'p m/21 where 6 is the mass flow rate at the tip wall,
21 =0 or ' imposed at the entrance section and Ln 0 at the outlet section.
an D

If ' is an approximation to $, satisfying the boundary conditions along the parts of the boundary whereSis fixed, then the residual

aRv @)#0 (28)

and a "best approximation" will be defined as the one which cancels a weighted average of Rv plus a
weighted contribution on the boundary when Neumann conditions are present. Therefore, the following

integral formulation is obtained which is equivalent (in the weak sense) to the original differential

equation

-b W . R d Q + W ,ndC = 0 (29)
•lv 1C 9

where C is the contour enclosing the domain 1
Replacing Rv by its definition, equ. (27) and integrating by parts the following form is obtained

1k W + 2k - f (r, z, W 1) . d f = 0 (30)

wh're the weight functions W can be _rbitrarily chosen.

3. CALCULATION PROCEDURE WITH FINITE ELEMENTS

The meridional section of the machine is divided into finite elements which are chosen to be 8-node

quadrilateral isoparametric (curved) elements (fig. 2). The reason for the choice of these elements

is twofold : it enables to handle accurately curved boundaries and complicated geometries like in radial

machines with simple meshes and at the same time provides a high order of accuracy (probably third order

based on linear theory 1 101). The corresponding shape functions N. are biquadratic in the local

coordinates •, n (fig. 2).

Calculation stations are chosen and disposed in the duct part of the nachine and at the edges and center

line of the b ades (fig. 3). The number of grid points on each sta on is fixed while the element

distribution is generated in the program.

With the FE approximation in each element

8
Zp1 N (31)

where 'p are the unknown values at the nodes, and the Galerkin procedure where the weight functions W

are chosen equal to the shape fun' tions N., equ. (30) takes the matrix form, in each element E
J

(K]e { ]e= {f)e (32)

ewhere {') is the vector of the unknown nodal values and
Xr

e = k 
(33)

i J N. aN. 3 N. a N.
- E~ • ar -r. a +
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{f1= f N. d Q (34)

! Assembling equations (32) for all elements, the complete system of equations

[K] (t})=(f) (35)

is obtained.

Equation (35) is a non-linear system of algebraic equations, which has to be solved iteratively. The

whole calculation proc-dure amounts therefore to the estimation of the matrix elements (33) and (34)

this requires the computation of the flow variables at all nodes in order to estimate k and f, the

integration being performed numerically through Gauss-point quadrature formula's. After this step, the

algebraic system (35) is solved with an elimination method adapted to the banded, symnetric nature of the

matrix [K] and an iterative procedure is established to handle the non-linear character of the system

(35). More details about these parts of the calculation can be found in [II] and 16]. It is however

worthwhile to mention that an underrelaxation coefficient has to be introduced in order to obtain

i convergence, through

{'()n+l - {oln + U I{Wn+l - 10n) (36)

where {W- is the solution of (35) obtained at iteration (n+l) while (}n is used to start the next
n+n nex1

iteration.

4. APPLICATIONS

The computer code based on the finite element method has been applied to various situations. Separate

SIcodes have been developed for axial compressors and axial turbines and the codes can handle also any

ducting configuration axial, radial or mixed with a representation of the end-wall curvature oy second-

order polynomials within each element as a consequence of the use of isoparametric elements.

4.1 Comparison with an exact solution

An axisymmetric transition ducting with swirling flow super-imposed on an uniform axial velocity

distribution has been calculated for an incompressible flow.

S

The geometry of this configuration consists of two cylindrical annuli at different radii connected

by a transition - fig. 4. The inlet flow is composed of a uniform axial velocity U (flow from left

to right) superposed on a solid body rotations V = Q r. The hub radius is 0.25 m at inlet and

0.10 m at outlet while the tip radious changes from .35 m to .2 m. The mass flow is 10 kg/sec and•" ' •-1

"1• = 100 sec

As shown by Batchelor [12] an anrlytic solution exists in the downstream region which can be expressed

r as a combintarion of Bessel function's for an incompressible flow

U (r 2 - ) + r [A J (k r) + B Y (k r)] (37)
2 h

where R -
U

The coefficients A and B are obtained in a straigh forward way by expressirg that the walls of the

downstream part are streamfunctions at the same value as the corresponding upstream part. This leads

to bh 2 2 2kb 2,~~ (a b) YI tb a (k bh b (ah _ b ) YI (k bh

U h t ) t h t\ah-h/ I bh)

I 2tbh J, (Fk bt7 YI (k bh (kbh) Y1

and B is obtained by interchanging J, with Y1, while ah and bh denote resp. the upstream and down-
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stream hub radii and a and b the corresponding tip radii.
t t

The downstream velocity profiles are obtained by

[V = U + A k J (k r) + B k Y (k r) (39)

Ve . Q r + k A J (k r) + B k Y (k r) (40)

Figure 4 shows the element distribution (dashed lines) and the calculated streamlines while fig. 5 shows

the calculated velocity profiles in the dowstream region compared with the theoretical values. Excellent

agreement is achieved as shown on fig. 6 where the relative error in percent of the actual value is

plotted in function of radius for p, Vz and V0 . As can be seen from fig. 6 the maximum error on the
i ~streamfunction is less than .006 X while the error on the axial velocity, is everywhere below .05 %

As for V0 the error remains below .002 %.,

It is to be noted that no underrelaxation is needed for incompressible flows. This case converged in

two iterations obtaining root mean square convergence level of .05 % and required 30 sec CP time on a

CDC 6500 for 406 nodes.

4.2 Axial Turbine

The three stage turbine of test case 2 has been calculated with the finite element method, fig 7.

The losses and deviations are calculated with the Ainly-Mathieson correlations. Although, as seen

on fig. 8, the pressure ratios are generally too high, except at the higher mass flow of 7.58 kg/sec

(at design speed), the radial distributions at C_ It of the plotted variables, flow angle, total

temperature ratio, axial and relative Mach numbers agree quite well with the data, as can be seen

on fig 9 to 12. The calculated total pressure ratio profiles at outlet, although shifted, are of

the correct shape, fig. 13. On all figures the dashed lines are the experimental results and the

line with the dots are the calculated values.

4.3 Axial compressors

Various axial compressors have been calculated [61, [111 with the FE method. Tha loss model inclu-

ded in the code is based on the correlations used by Davis 1 131.

Runs performed on a two highly loaded axial flow fan 1 141 and on other cases show that the corre-

lation is generally accept.able although the stator losses have a tendency to be overestimated,

especially at lower speeds., The deviations are in general fairly well predicted.

Fig, 14 shows the calculated losses and cascate angles for this 2-stage fan at 70 % of design speed

for the second stator while fig. 15 shows the corresponding results for the first rotor at design

speed compared to experimental data. examples of calculated radial distributions of relative flow

angles and Mach numbers are shown on fig. 16 and 17 for the design point at inlet and outlet of the

two rotors together with experimental results.

4.4 End-wall boundary layers in axial compressors

The blockage introduced by the end-wall boundary layers has a non-negligible influence on the whole

flow and performance of an axial compressor, and blockage factors are always introduced in a way or

in another in through-flow calculations. Either they are introduced more or less arbitrarily in the

calculations or boundary layer theories can be used for this purpose. An interesting model has been

proposed recently by Mellor & Wood 1151 which enables the prediction of blockage and end-wall losses.

An extension of this model has been developed in ref. 1161, [171 in order tc rredict complete

velocity profiles. Although much progress is still necessary, the explicit introduction of boundary

layer velocity laws (like the Mager law for the cross-flow e.g.) allows the calculation, besides

blockage, of wall skewing angles, shape factors and skin-friction coefficients of the three-dimen-

sional end-wall layer . An example of calculated boundary layer parameters is shown here for ýne
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four stage compressor of test case 5. Fig. 18 shows the geometry of the compressor while fig. 19 and 20

show the axial variation at hub and tip of axial displacement thickness and wall skewing angle for aSreduced mass flow of 13.5 kg/s at 60 Z design speed. The resulting complete velocity profiles

behind rotors is also shown in fig. 21 for the same point. Also shown on fig, 19, is the axial dis-

placement thickness as calculated with the original Mellor & Wood theory which assumes constant shape

factor and provides no means of estimating the wall skewing angle. Inherent in the theory is also the

influence of efficiency due to end-wall losses. Calculated efficiencies for this mass flow are 87.1 %

without these losses and 82.3 % when the end-wall losses are taken into account.

CONCLUSIONS

The application of the Finite ElemenL Method to through flow calculations appears to have the advantage

of being able to handle arbitrary geometries in a straightforward way without the uncertainties connected

to estimations of curvatures. Besides high accuracy can be obtained with simple computational meshes.

Examples of a swirling flow in a ducting configuration as well as axial turbine and compressor

calculations illustrate the accuracy and versatility of the method, which appears therefore to present

a valid alternative to the other existing numerical techniques for through-flow calculations in axial

turbomachinery.
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II COMMENTS

Comment by H.Marsh, University of Durham, UK
(a) The niatrix through-flow method has Mach number limitations. Is the finite element method subject to the

same restrictions on Mach number?

(b) Since the time of computation is of the same order as for the streamline curvature and matrix methods, it
would appear that the main advantage oF the finite element approach is that it can be extended to three
dimensions. Is this correct?

Authors' response:i (a) The Mach number limitation is defined by subsonic meridional velocity ,viiei, the tangential velocity is imposed
instead of the flow angle. So even when the blade angles are given and flow aegles defined through correla-
tion for the deviation, one can work in the iterative process as if the tangential, elocity were given. Figure
16 of the paper shows a case where the inlet Mach number at tip of the first rotor is 1.5 and which was
run without any problem.

(b) One of the advantages of finite element method is indeed the ease with which it can be extended to three
dimensions. However, we feel that even in two dimensions there should be some advantages with respect<# to streamline curvature and matrix method. In particular, the approach with isoparametric elements allows
a simulation of curved boundaries, even in strongly curved (e.g. mixed or radial) geometries without loss in
accuracy ind without any modification in the computer coding. Besides, the crder of accuracy of the

8-nodes elements (with biquadratic shape functions) is third order for the corresponding linear problem
(see Reference 10 of the paper), whIe an equivalent accuracy can only be achieved in a matrix method for
a centrifugal type of geometry, e.g. by a computational "stencil" of 11 to 15 points as shown by
W.R.Davis3 . This implies that an equivalent accuracy could be obtained in a FE approximation with a
coarser mesh. Another point would also lie in the generality with which the elements can be distr'buted
in the calculation domain by only defining calculation stations (which can be curved in order to w'atch a
curved leading edge e.g.) without the necessity of hav~ng to define a complete calculation mesh by some
particular distorted mesh for a given geometry.

Comment by A.Neal, National Engineenng Laboratory, UK
(a) How do you evaluate the */ derivatives in the RHS of the "Poisson" equation?

(b) What level of *' continuity do you use9

(c) Will you use a stram function formulation or primitives for three-dimensional work?

Authors' response:
-4 (a) The '/ derivatives are evaluated through the FE approximation since.

.Z = *i N,(r, z)

A'" 04' X 4 ONa a*' X 4 ON,

,r i r Or az

(b) The continuity, sufficient to :nsure convergence, is continuity of the function values only at the inter-
element boundaries. It is therefore not necessary to insure continuity of the derivatives of the shape
functions at interelement boundaries, which gives a broader possibility of choice for the shape functions.

V '(c) In a fully three-dimensional calculation, you cannot use a strcam function which is only defined in two-

dimensional. One can therefore use either a potential function or the primitive variables. Actually, the
most straightforward way would be a potential function formulation since this requires only one unknown
at each node and the extension from the actual two-dimensional code to a three-dimensional variable formu-
lation is feasible and probably more appropriate for calculation of transonic flows with shock capturing.

Comment by i.Fabri, ONERA. France
Could you 6!ve some ideas how the computation time compared with other methods9

Authors' response:
For the axisymmetnc transition with swirl, which ib an incompressible calculation, we have a 406 nodes and

the case convergence' in two iterations with a computation time of about 30 sec on a CDC 6400. For the highly
% •loaded two-stage fan of NASA, we showed, the calculation time depends on the Mach number level due to the

under-relaxation factor with decreasing Mach number. At 70% design speed, the calculation requires about 45 sec
while at design need with in;-t relative Mach numbers at tip of 1.5. the computation time is around 85 sec.

We feel that these computation tines are comparable to the times required by the other methods.

Comment by T.McKain, Detroit Diesel Allison. lISA
(a) When you go inside the blade row, how do you specify the stream surface that you are calculating on, or

the work input on that sirface9

foll
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(b) In the inner blade station, do you do a blade to blade analysis?

(c) Do you find much different outlet diagrams if you use different assumptiors?

Authors' response: s a we aw io t avera-e values We use an axi-

(a) As I said, we do not define a ,trean surface as we are working o i averae vu W

symmetric approximation.

(b) No, it is why we use the axisymmetric assumption. if we did, we could estimate the inner blade variation.
At the moment, we use a linear assumption of turning and losses.

(c) It has an influence on the total pressure ratio and some influence on the radial distribution. This is

certainly one weak point of all the through-flow to have to estimate the loss and turning evolution inside

the blading.

-'

I'

,
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SUMMARY

A numerical calculation of the steady, inviscid, three dimensional flow in a isolated transonic com-
pressor rotor has been completed using MacCormack's second order accurate time-marching scheme. This
rotor has a tip Mach number of 1.2, an overall diameter of 2 feet, and inlet hub/tip ratio of 0.5. The
computed rotor total pressure ratio is 1.82. Comparisons between the numerical solution, measurements
of the intra-blade static density field obtained by gas fluorescence, and time resolved exit flow measure-
ments showed that the inviscid computation accurately models transo~iic rotor aerodynamics and rotor blade
pressure distributions in the upstream portions of the blade passages, the viscous effects influencing

"II mainly the downstream flow.

INTRODUCTION

Analysis of flow in high speed compressor stages has usually been limited to inviscid solutions for
either the axisymmetric or the "gap-wise" averaged through-flow. These solutions typically depended on
experimertal cascade correlations to provide required blade forces or flow turning. Quasi-three dimension-
al inviscid solutions for realistic geometries are now being developed for use in highly loaded stages
where the axisymmetric solutions are inadequate, for examples see references (1,2). These procedures
typically consist of an iteration between different two dimensional flow solutions: an axisymmptric
solution along a mean meridional streamsurface and so]utions along several blade to blade surfaces at
dilferent radii. Blade forces needed for the axism-¢.etric solution ire determined from the blade to blade
solutions; while, the blade to blade solutions attempt to include three dimensio.,al flow efferits like

i meridional streamline curvature and convergence as determined from the axisymmettic solution,.
For compzessor rotors with transonic inlet Mach numbers, neither pure axi3,ymmetric or quasi-three

dimensional solutions are expected to yield accurate results due to the strong coupling between different
sections of the flow field. It is the purpose cf this paper to report on a fully three dimensional
solution procedure which has been used to study the flow in a highly loaded transonic axial compressor
rotor. This procedure utilizes MacCormack's time-marching finite-difference method tc compute a steady
state solution to the inviscid flow equations or Euler equations. A computed flow solution will be com-
pared to intra-blade static density measurements obtained by ges fluoresence, reference 3, and to time
resolved exit plane flow measut ments obtained for the rotor's design point.

NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

• . Full details of the nuckerical1 procedures used ara• contained in references ý4,5) and only a summary
of these methods will be presented in this paper. ThŽ governing partial differential eqta&ions solved in
this study were the three dimenRional Euler equations which are the inviscid mosentum equations plus the
continuity equation. Since only weak shock waves %:ere expe-ted to appear in the solution, the energy
equat.or ,.as replaced by the !sentroDic flow assumption. Implementation of the blade surface boundary
condili.n, that the flow be tangent to the blade, is sxnplest in a reference frame rotating with the rotor.
The Euter equations for this frame and in c-lindrical coordinates become:

3Ul DF G aH

where
U F =rpu Kt 0

22 +
rou r(pu2 + P) Vab + P

rOvab rpVabs rpuvabs

rpw r" 0

H rpw G P(Vacs-Qr)

Srpuw o(va-ir)u

Sr(ow 2 + Pr 1 ( - w

SP'bs VripI+l f
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The physical flow domain is illustrated by figure I which shows the test rotor as seen looking
radially inward. Especially important geometric features are the 35' hub surface slope and the 25* blade
twist from hub to tip. The domain is bounded at the blade tips by a cylindrical casing. By symmetry the
domain is reduced to one blade passage bounded by the hub and tip casing and the suction and pressure
surfaces of two adjacent blades.

This complexly shaped domain is transformed to one which is geometrically simple by a coordinate
stretching. The stretching maps the blade surfaces onto untwisted planes and maps the hub surface onto
the Z axis. The stretched or computational domain is shown in figure 2.

Solutions to these equations were obtained in the computational domain using MacCormack's method,
see reference (6). It is a two-step, explicit, second order accurate, conditionally stable method. This
method is used because it is relatively simple, easily adaptid to various coordinate trans.orms, and
easily handles mixed subsonic and supersonic flows. The shock capturing nature of this method is also
essential since the location and strength of shock waves appearing in the flow are unknown. The addition
of artificial viscosity terms was necessary to stabilize the solution procedure along sonic surfa.es and
near blade leading and trailing edges.

The blade surface boundary condition for inviscid flow, V r. n = 0, is applied with second order
accuracy through the uise of a body centered coordinate system. In this orthogonal coordinate system,In defining sketch showL. oelow, derivatives of fluid quantities in a direction normal to the blade surface
are found and used to predict the fluid state at an auxiliary point. Ma'ýCormack's method is used at the
boundary point as if they were interior points.

InteriorI point

l- l~uxi liaor y

point

Uj_1

TI these coordinates the normal momentum equation becomes:

ýu u au u Du u au u u ah
. n n + _a n+ ns

h sa T n n s

uu:h u 3h u' JhT

+hh ar hh us h'hn u ý h T -1aP (2)
T P sn D Tn n

+ ~r n)r -• z - X V rel n

For simplizlty the centrifugal and coriolis accelerations are expressed in terms of the base (r,e,Z)
•/coordinate system. Sin,:e u n ýIti qa nrdcst

2 2
O - .L u 2c ( , 2do P -C + _L - r] (3)

an a2 P'IT a"

)h 2
whe R a are the surface o i curvature alorg tne E and n coordinate

R aýshn T hToh
au Du

lines. Expressions for -- I aad can be determintd iror the components of the vorticity vector.

u u

an ':r R (4)
; s

" 'a + R (5)

For the case of irrotational transonic flow when the principle rad~i of curvature are not small, it was
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shown in reference (4) that a second order accurate approximation for - is provided by reflection in the

blade normal direction, i.e. (un) = -(undj + V These conditions were fulfilled for the test rotor.

The upstream and downstream boundary conditions which guarantee a unique stable solution are not
known in general for this problem, and we must be guided by experience and intuition in formulating these
conditions. For the highly loaded rotor calculation, conditions similar to those imposed during a
compressor test were found to be adequate. That is, the inlet stagnation state of the fluid and the mean
outlet static pressure were specified. The rotor mass flow rate was determined as part of the solution.
Fluid state variables were calculated at these boundaries using an unsteady analysis for the axisymmetric
flow. For the test rotor geometry, this analysis reduces to one dimensional unsteady flow along theI meridional stream surfaces.

This simplification does imply some inconsistencies at the boundaries. In particular, at the upstream

boundary the transmission of acoustic disturbances is falsified; at the downstream boundary vorticity
convection is distorted. The acoustic disturbances carry very little energy and their falsification can
have little influence on the flow over the rotor. At the downstream boundary the specified axisymmetric
flow is potentially inconsistent with the blade flow solution if that solution requires a significant

t amount of radial vorticity to be present at the computational boundary. For the present calculations,
P this inconsistency does not appear to be important even though some radial vorticity is shed by the r-tor.

This vorticity is considerably modified by the cumulative action of the artificial viscosity terms and by
the inherent dissipation and dispersion of the numerical scheme.

Limitations of computer time and storage prevent detailed flow resolution near leading and trailing
edges. These points are dealt with by the expedient of placing them between grid points or by considering[ the edges to be infinitely thin. The Kutta condition is imposed at the trailing edge by requiring that
the suction and pressure surface flow angles, in a plane normal to the blade axis, and the pressure be
equal at the last grid point on the blade. This procedure allows a slip surface to form in a plane
tangent to the trailing edge. The movement of this surface is not explicitly followed in the calculation.

PESULTS

The techniques outlined in the previous section have been used to compute the flow in a transonic
compressor rotor whose design and performance are representative of modern stages. This rotor has a tip
Mach number of 1.2, a total pressure ratio of 1.65, an inlet hub to tip ratio of 0.5, and an inlet axial
Mach number of 0.5. The computed solution has a rotor total pressure ratio of 1.82 with an inlet Mach
number of 0.46. Because of the large expenditure of computer time necessary for a three dimensional
solution, this calculation was terminated when the solution was further from steady state than would
normally be desired. A residual unsteadiness of 5 percent is present at some points in the domain, but
the major features of the solution, such as rotor tot•,l pressure ratio and shock wave strength, have
been stable for over 80 time steps.

The mixed subsonic and supersonic flow inherent in a transoaic compressor rotor is clearly shown by
figures 3 through 6, which show contour plots of the relative coordinate system Mach number. These
contour plots are projected into viewing planes from blade to blade surfaces of revolution which are
equally spaced in the radial directiou. Figure 3 indica~es that a strong passage shock exists at the tip
radius and that it is nearly normal to the flow. A weak oblique shock stands in front of the rotor. The
approximate location of the computed shocks is shown as dashed lines in figure 3. For the passage shock,
this dashed line follows the Mach number equal 1.0 contour which is at about the midpoint of this shock.
The importance of the entrance region geonetry is shown by the expansion of the flow up to a Mach number
of 1.7 on the suction surface. In figures 4 and 5 the passage shock can be seen to weaken and move forward
relative to the blades as the radius decreases. The oblique shock in front of the rotor weakens and then
disappears. Figure 6 shows the Mach number contours along the hub surface. A patch of supersonic flow
appears on the suction surface in an otherwise subsonic flow. The angle of attack at this radius is about
15* larger than the design intent. A sharp recompression terminates the supersonic patch and extends
across the blade passage.

The flow field illustrated by these figures at first sight appears qualitatively as might be expected
if the flow were quasi-two dimensional. One illustration, however, that this flow is in fact strongly
three dimensional is shown in figure 7. This figure shows the position of three computed blade to blade
streamsurfaces, which are normally called S1 surfaces. The coordinates of these surfaces were determincd
by integration along fluid particle paths originally through a constant inlet radius line. The projected
view of these surfaces is the one which is seen by an observer facing directly downstream. Near the tip
radius these surfaces approximate a surface of revolution; however, at smaller radii they -annct be
approximated as surfaces of revolution. The middle streamsurface has an inlet radius rat, 0.772.
At the rotor exit, che streamline on the blade suction surface has a radius ratio of 0.80; wv.le, the
streamline on the blade pressure surface has an exit radius ratio of 0.85. This radial displacement is
16 percent of the blade height. At a slightly lower radius the streamline radial displacement reaches
a maximum value of 20 percent. This warpage or streamline radial displacement is one manifestation of
the ztreasrise vorticity being shed by the rotor. The intricate nature of the flow kinematics is illus-
trated by the Sl surface nearest the hub. Along the suction surface the flow is converging in the radial
direction while the streamlines are diverging in the azimuthal direction. The reverse situation is
occuring on the pressure surface.

Streamsurfaces with a different orientation, called S2 surfaces, are shown ir figure 8. these
surfaces are determined by fluid particles which initially lay on three radial lines near the blade
pressure surface, at mid-gap, and near the blade suction surface. The angular distance between these
surfaces has been exaggerated to allow each surface to be seen but otherwise they are to the same scale
and viewed as figure 7. This figure shows, ?erhaps more clearly than figure 7, t'-e blade to blade and
hub ro tip variation in streamline shape. Of particular importance is the fact chat while the radial

$ slope of the streamlines is near zero at the suction surface it generally is several degrees positive
along the pressure surface and near mid-gap. This difference is crucial in transonic flows.
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Comparison to Fluorescent Deniity Measurem, rts

A comprehensive series of measuremenzs of flow in the test rotor have been carried out in
the M.I.T. Blowdown Compressor Facility. Thi, facility, which is described in reference 7, allows time
resolved aerodynamic testing of full scale ccnpressor stages at low cost. In a blowdown experiment, the
rotor is brought up to speed in a vacuum, a ciaphragm is opened, and the test gas allowed to flow for a
time of the order of one tenth second, during which time the rotor is driven by its own inertia. A
"steady-state" test time of approximately 40 nill.seconds is provided during each test run.

A unique flow visualization study of the flow in through the test rotor has been reported by
Epstein (3). He was able to visualize the instantaneous static density field using a flourescent gas,
2, 3 butanedione, as a tracer. In this technique, the flow is illuminated along a plane using a dye laser.
When illuminated at the proper wavelength, 425nm, the tracer gas fluoresces within 10-8 seconds. The
intensity of the fluorescent emissioti, whe photographically recorded, indicates the density variat1iG- in
the illuminated plane. Quantitive density maps are obtained by correcting the images for distortion aid
non-linearities in the illumination and imaging systems.

The visualized density in a plane with a radius ratio of 0.88 is shown in figure 9a; the fully
corrected density map is shown in figure 9b. The computed density contour map along the same plane is
shown in figure 10. The gas fluorescence technique determines only the relative density between points
in the flow and not the absolute density. For comparison with ti, computed density field, the upstream
density in the fully corrected maps has been set to the romputed value at that radius. The measured
density gradients are, of course, independent of the upstream density value. Comparison of figures 9b
and 10 shows that the flow expansion on the suction surface is accurately predicted both in magnitude and
shape. The flow expands to about 90 percent of the upstream density at a point midway between the lead-
ing edge and the passage shock. The spatial resolution of the passage shock is of course much finer in
the optical density measurements, but the shock strength is about the same in both cases, density ratio
of 1.35, and the shock falls at nearly the maximum blade thickness. The flow visualization also shows
the passage shock to terminate in a lambda shock formation typical of a laminar shock-boundary layer as
would be expected for a snock of this strength. A density ratio of about 1.1 is predicted for the
oblique shock standing in front of the rotor while thb measured value is about 1.2. In addition the flow
visualization shows the bow shock to be detached. The computed shock strength is correct for an attached
oblique shock; however, a small decrease in the upstream Mach number would require that the computed shock
be detached as it is in figure 9a.

- Experimental and computed densities in the r/r = 0.80 plane are shown in figures 11 and 12.
This plane is at a slightly larger radius than the design sonic radius. Thu passage shock remains strong
in both cases, density ratio of 1.3, and the flow expands on the suction surface to a density nearly equal
to the upstream density. The measured strength of the oblique shock is large, density ratio of 1.25;
while, the computed shock strength is again smaller, about 1.05. No evidence of boundary layer separation
is found at this radius. The important three dimensional niture of this flow is illustrated by the fact
that the suction surface expansion does not continue from the blade leading edge up to the passage shock
as it would if the flow were two dimensional. The predicted minimum density point also occurs in this
same area although this fact is not clear from figure 11.

At a radius ratio of 0.70, figures 13 and 14, the character of the flow has markedly changed.
In the visualized flow, the bow shock has been replaced by a diffuse compression region. The computed
inlet Mach number is 1.08. The computed flow expands to a density ratio of 0.80, relative to the upstream
flow, at about the 35 percent chord point, as does the visualized flow. In both cases, the density rise
across the blade passage is 1.3.

These comparisons demonstrate that the inviscid computation accurately predicts the intra-blade
density tield upstream from obvious viscous phenomena like the passage shock - boundary layer interaction.
The only important difference is the consistent under prediction of the oblique shock strength. To
determine if this difference is due to insufficient grid resolution at tne leading edge, the difference
in rotor total pressure ratio, or some other factor such as an unstarted blade passage will require
further work.

r.- Comparison to Measured Rotor-Outlet Flow

41 Time resolved measurements of total pressure, static pressure, radial flow angle and pitch'uise
flow angle behind the compressor rotor were determined using probes based on the miniature silicon-bonded
transducer diaphragms produced by the Kulite Corporation. Probes which can be used to resolve highly un-
steady three dimensional flow fields can be produced by combining several of these diaphragms into one
probe body. The particular design used in these measurements is sho%m in schematic form in figuce 15.
This probe functions much like a five-hole wedge probe. While the Kulite diaphragms have a high natural
frequency, up to 150 KRZ, mechanical and aerodynamic phenomena limit the useful frequency responses to no
more than 10 times blade passing frequency or about 30 KHZ. The use of this probe is fully described in
reference (4).

The average performance of the test rotor was well predicted within the limitations of an in-
viscid flow analysis. Radial profiles of the computed and experimental total and static pressure catio,
theta averaged, are shown in figure 16. This figure shows that the average profiles are accurately
predicted even though the computed total pressure ratio is higher than the expermental value. A contour
plot of the computed total pressure ratio in an r - 0 plane immediately downstream of the rotor is shown
in figure 17. Small deviations from periodicity with blade passing period in this map are artifacts from
the contour plotting routine. Figure 18 shows an experimentally determined total pressure map for the
same axial location. The basic radial gradient in this map is predicted accurately, but local details
particularly near the blade wakes are not predicted well. One unusual feature uf the flow, the paired
spikes in total pressure ratio near an r/rt of 0.89, does appear to have an inviscid origin since they
appear in both experimental and computed maps.

The computed average flow angles in the relative reference frame are compared to the experimsental
angles in figure 19. For r/r < 0.90, the predicted angles are generally one to two degrees lower than
nte measured values. For r/rt > 0.90, the predicted angles are generally six to seven degrees lower than
tht measured %alues. Both the time resolved pressure measurements and the gas density measurements
incicated that an unsteady boundary layer separation is occurring at these radii.

Figure 20 shows the pitchwise variation of the computed velocity components at a radius ratio



ef 0.75. Figures 21 and 22 show time resolved Mach number components at a comparable location. In
figure 21, the areas of low axial Mach number are the s-scous blade wakes. These .akes also have a large
excess of pitchwise velocity. Between these wakes the structure of the velocity field is reasonably well
predicted by the invistid computation. In particular, the computed radial velocity has a large outward
component at the pressure surface. The measured radial velocity, figrz~e 22, also has a large outward
component at the edge of the pressure side of the wake. Across the wake, its radial Mach number decreases
by 0.20 to 0.25 which means that a large cross flow velocity exists inside the wake. Pitchwise and axial
Mach numbers between the w-akes are generally consistent with figure 20. As the radius ratio increases,
the actual flow becomes more and more domiaed by the blade wakes and the separations produced by the
shock-boundary layer int-eractiori. As ths --ransition occurs, the agreement between the -omputed and the
experimental exit velocities becomes progressively poorer.

I DISCUSSION

The comparisons in the previous sectir= indicate that the inviscid three dimensional computation
accurately models the flow through the tesz rotor upstream of obvious viscous phenomena like the shock-
boundary layer interaction. Where an inviscid core 47!ow exists downstream of the rotor, its details are
generally consistent with tre computed solution, but (sgnificant interaction between the core flow and
the wakes occurs. Where boundary layer ýeparation and flow unsteadiness are importar"- flow ¢eatures,
the inviscid computation does 'ot a•-•-urat'ely piedix- flow details as ýqould h- expected. A detailed
prediction of the rotor exit flow will eomxe accurate calculation of the three dimensional seýaration
region behind the passage shock as well -s tne movement of the shed viscous wakes. However, mua of the
rotor aerod:'namics and blade pressure dw*.=.bution upstream of important viscous phenomena can be unier-
stood with a purely inviscid ana-li.ts-.

The cost of a three dimensional rotor calculation while large is not prohibitive. It is estiina ed
that a fully converged solution for te test rotor'would require approximately 25 hour- - lPU time on an
IBM 370/168. Such an expenditure, whbc:e inappropriate for preliminary design studies, is a small fraction
of the resources expended by the major engine companies = new fan or compressor stage designs. It a.s
entirely possible that the increasez understanding of the flow will enable performance improvements which
will fully Justify the expense of =e computation. This is yet to be demonstrated.

Time-marching methods such as MacCo.mack's method have -teceived considerarle criticism because of
large solution times compared to relaxation methods or imp-ict methods, fur t)i-cal relaxation solutions
see references 8 and 9. In generraZ the time marching methods appear to be as much as 2 or 3 orders of
magnitude slower than relaxation methods for the same problems- However, genera] relaxation methods 4-
the Eulerian equations are not available; where as, the full Eulerian o- Navier-St_-okes equations can be
solved by time marching, hyperbolic, methods. If accurate solutions to problems such as the -Lgnly loaded
transonic compressor rotor are required, the time---arching methods are perhaps the only available methods.
Tneir total solution coste can be reauced by providing an initial :ondition guess as close to the t-rue
solution as possible, perhaps providen by relaxation or implicit soiuitons for linearized or irrD-jtional
flow fields.
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Sketch of Four-Diaphragm Probe Showing
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COMMENTS

Comment by Ch.Hirsch, V.U.B., Belgium
(a) Did I understand you correctly when you said that your calculation is not isentropic? How do you

calculate the entropy variation across the shock?

(b) What are your boundary conditions at the upstream and downstream boundaries of the passage?

(c) Have you to impose flow angles or tangential velocities at these boundaries?
•-tAuthors' response.

(a) The calculatioi' nrocedure does assume isentropic flow as the expected shocks are weak.

(b) Upstream boundary conditions are that the fluid stagnation state is specified that the inlet swirl velocity
is zero. At the downstream boundary, a mean, 0 averaged, static pressure is imposed on the hub surface.

(c) The axial velocity at both boundaries is allowed to float as the calculation proceeds, thus no flow angles

"are imposed.

Comment by D.Miller, Carleton University, Canada
Have you considered hiow one could include viscous effects into thi; method?

Authors' response:
There are no present plans to produce a fully three-dimensional viscous code at M.I.T. The present code is now

being adapted to add a boundary :ayer analysis and adapt the blade geometry to calculated displacement thickness.

I i
i'[

l i

LU -
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THR•OJGf-FLai CALCULATION PROOSDURES ?OR AYPLICATION TO HIGH SPEED

LARGE TURBINES
by

H.J.A. COX

Head of Theoretical Aerodynamics Group,
GEC Turbine Generators Ltd.,

Barton Dock Road, Urmston, Manchester, M31 2 QI, England.

S~SUMMARY :

Major difficulties arise in the evaluation of through flow solutions relevant to conditions
existing within the rear stages of large modern low pressure steam turbines. Ths highly loaded stage
designs in which convergent-divergent profiles are used require computation procedures which can
accurately allow for supersonic Mach numbers at both guide and runner blade outlet, high values of
streamline slope in the meridional plane and varying quantities of mxsa flow tayped off between stages.
The consequent effect of these conditions on turbine performance and various methods by which they can
be incorporated into a streamline curvature computation process are discussed together with the use of
steam thermodynamic data. Procedures which can be employed to obtain numerical stability and
convergence in the computation process are suggested and further problems concerned with the avaluation
of off-design solutions are brief)y considered.

1 OMENC LATURE

a local acoustic velocity. r radius.

Ccrit critical a-oustic velocity. S r distance between adjacent stream

B fluid outlet angle relative to tangential surfaces ý n,+S

direction on stream surface. a blade pitch

B projection of B on cylindrical surface. T-r total tamperature.

C fluid absolute velocity. t static temperature.

CwCtCz tangential, radial, axial component. U blade peripheral velocity.

Cr Cv throat flow coefficients. v specific volume.

"C,Cy choking values. V relative velocity.

G mass flow along streamtube. X loss factor.

H-r total enthalpy. XP, X$ profile, secondary loss factors.

HR relative total enthalpy. X&XR guide, runner, duct and interspace

A Hr total enthalpy drop across blading. X0 X, loss factors.

h static enthalpy. axial distance.
M Mach number. deviatio-,

isentropic Mach namber. £ inclination of computing station.
Me exit value. efficiency.

M.,Mz. meridional and axial components. profile efficiency.

P-r total pressure. efficiency debit - power loss.

P static pressure. density.

stream function. 6 stream line slope in merid. planea. cz)
leakage flows ratio o! specific heats.

1.0 INTrODUCTION

A cross section defining the meridional plane of the last stage of an L.P. steam, turbins is shown inr the diakram of Fzg.l. Here the pronounced wall flare shown in the duct interspace between the upstream
runner exit and the guide inlet is typical of last stages and, to some extent, the penultimate stages of
modern highly loaded low tress' cylinder designs. The geometry illustrated will give rise to large
computed values of streamu'ne slope and curvature in the region near to the flared wall with consequent
effects on the resultant radial static pressure disuributions. Some care must thus be taken to establish
a valid flow boundary, (outer streamline), which may or may not be coincident with the geometric boundary
of the duct interspace.

Application of througn-flow computing methods to stages of this typo' are additionally c, mplicated by
a number of other factors some of which are specifically related to steam turbine s..o" iation.

(i) Presence of significant bleed-off flows between stages and conplicated roct leakage flow patterns
(ii) Equation of state must allow for real steam propertien (imperfect gas laus), both in the dry

and the two-phase thermodynamic flow regimes.
(iii) Flow eolutions must allow for outlet Mach numbers which can have high supersonic values both at

the rotor outlet (relati-e to the blade) and at the guide outlet. For highl] loaded stages
the exit isentropic Mach number, Ve', at the rotor tip (relative) or at the guide root can be
of the order Me' - 2.0; the rotor relative outlet Mach number 3: this situetinn being supersonic
over most of the blade height.
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Specific procedures can be developed to account for these effsets and items (Ui) and (iii) above
are discussed in detail in subsequent sections, the latter item particularly in r3spect of convergent-
divergent profile designr rhgre the efficiency variation with Mach number exhibits a completely different
form from that shown by :onvergent blading.

While blade row computation stations are generally 1(.oated at axial positions coincident as far as
possible with blade leading and trailing edges, n-te must also be made of the mean axial location of the
blade passage at inlet and outlet (throat). Frcia this information account can then be taken within the
computer program of any annular atreamtube area variation and its subsequent effect on the overall passage
geometry and position of the choking throat, both of which can vary considerably from their nominal plane
flow (specified input) values. Allowance for changes in streamtube area downstream of the effective
throat must also be made in the computation of outlet flow angle.

A general computational procedure is first briefly defined in section 1 followed in section 2 by
the specification of a simple thermodynamic procedure which 41 U allow use of steam data, or that of
any non perfect gas,in relation to the method of allocation of interstage losses discussed in some detail
in section 3. The basic radial equilibrium and energy equat4ons are defined in sections 4 and 5 while
the associated computational problems of convergence and stability are covered in sections 6 and 7.
Procedures which will allow for supersonic flow and streantube diffusion effects, both on outlet angle
and blade profile efficiency (for convergent and convergent-divergent profiles), are covered in sections
8 and 9 while in the final section the problems of off-design prediction are briefly discussed.

2.0 CALCULATION PROCESS

The calculation process is based on an iterative procedure in which the radial equilibrium equation
and energy equation are applied successively to each axial station within the turbine using a previously
determined streamline flow pattern to define the slope and curvature terms. These calculations are

• i carried out in each iterative cycle by using set values of some suitable flow parameter at a specified
reference point (i.e. on the root or mean streamline); those reference parameters being assigned for the
first calculation and then updated to satisfy continuity in each succeeding iteration. Once the
reference parameter is defined, the radial equilibrium equation may then be solved iteratively in
conjunction with the energy equation, working station-by-station successively downstream through the
turbine. From the radial flow solutions established at each station the implied mass flow can be
obtained by integration and the differences between the calculated and the required value used to adjust
each reference parameter for the succeeding iteration. The above process is then repeated until the
integrated mass flow at each station agrees with the locally required value.

A simple realistic procedure that can be used to handle the varying leakage flows is illustrated
diagrammatically in Fig.2. where the take-off flow is shown locally subtracted from the flow through the
tip and root annular atreamtubes. With this procedure the tip and root take off quantities cannot
exceed the corresponding streamtube flow upstream of the leakage points. Root flow quantities must be
automatically evaluated within the iteration process using a flow balance between guide and balance
hole flow while the take-off flow (to reheater, drainage, etc.) can generally be specified in the input
data. The rotor tip leakage flow should be excluded from the blading through-flow, the outer stream-
line boundary being adjusted at guide exit to allow the computed leakage flow to pass through the
available guide opening external to the tip streamline defining the flow boundary.

3.0 THERMODYNAMIC STATE LINE

For steam application, thermodynamic fluid properties are usually obtained from stored tabulated
data corresponding to that shown graphically by a Moll~er chart. Local conditions r-W then -e obtained
by reference to a computed state line defined by values of inlet pressure and enthalpy and the local
static-to-static efficiency from inlet to the particular station considered. Strictly separate state-
lines are required for each streamline in order to allow for any radial variation in efficiency but
sufficient accuracy can usually be obtained by adopting a mean state line for each stage.

If we consider the loss build up within a stage, we can subdivide the sum total of losses into
[I three constituent parts:

a) blade losses
b) duct losses between runner outlet and the downstream guide inlet and annulus losses in the

guide exit-runner inlet interspace
c) power losses arising from flow leakage, windage loss etc.

It then seems plausible to assume that the state line across the blading from guide inlet to
runner outlet incorporates all the blade and duct interspace losses and the state line efficiency is

identical to the static-to-static blading efficiency evaluated from guide inlet to runner outlet, this
being represented by a line B-C on Fig.4. It is then convenient to ensure that the computed stage
efficiency derived within the through-flow program is exactly coL -tible with standard predict on
procedures and this can be achieved if we assume that the duct losses (b) and power losses (o) above
are both totally absorbed within the duct region between runner outlet and the downstream guide entry.
Strictly the power losses arise by consideration of work/lb of total flow and the precise axial
distance over which they effectively mix into the main through flow is unknown. Each downstream
guide inlet condition is thus defined to include the power losses incurred by the upstream stage which
together with the associated duct losses, gives the resultant state line over the duct region indicated
by the line CB in Fig. 4.

Thermodynamic data within the blading can then be evaluated in each iterative cycle by inter-
polation of stored property data evaluated at a number of fixed values of static pressure and enthalpy

Swhich include the updated pressures and enthalpies on the reference streamline at guide inlet and
runner exit. In its simplest form this procedure is then consistent with interpolation along a
constant efficiency state line where the state line efficiency is defined by the blading statio-to-
static efficiency evaluated in the previous cycle. Interpolation is usually carried out u. tng
parameters log p, pv, t and d (dryness fraction) as functions of the isentropic heat drop
evaluated in cumulative form relative to the static enthalpy at inlet to the first stage. For
the downstream duct region it is preferable to interpolate property values at the required pressure
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:' from data obtained using both the upstream and downstream blading statelines. D:rect interpclatior. of
property values along the line CB" is rno recommended. as any pressure variation outside the specified
terminal values could lead to unacceptable density extrapolation errors. A typical cumulative heat
drop curve for pressure (log p) is D.);;,trated in Fig.3, the overlap region between successive stages
incorporating the effects of the t•tal tnthalpy increase resulting from the upstream stage power losses.

3.1 Stage Loss Breakdown

The primary break-down of the stage losses used in the subsequent discussion is based on the
following definitions of blading and stage efficiencies

AC H-r
blade - A + , blade losess + ÷ interspace losses

stage - B - Zpower losses
_/ NT + Z blade losses + " interspace losses

stage - ART - power losses
AHT + Zblade losses + 7interspace losses + Tduct losses

where •r denotes the total enthalpy drop from guide inlet to runner outlet along each streamline. All
the above losses are derived from computed loss coefficients in enthalpy form, thie being the most
convenient definition for use in conjunction with the state line procedure discussed above. Then for
each loss constituent we have:

a) blade losses:- derived via loss factors XG and XR (guide and runner -respectively) where,

following the notaton in the blading enthalpy/entropy diagram of Fig.4, we have

&TG - 'h 2 • /Cl" and 71R 2 gJ e•321W where SG and denote the
enthalpy equivalent loss debits incurred by the guide and runner respectively. We can then write

Mblade losses - (ZXGCe + ZXONW) ja.r
The normal definition of blade section kinetic efficiency is simply related to these loss
coefficients since by inspection of the diagram in fig. 4 it follows that:-

K--i- ~XG.)' X
By implication the terms 7X assume that each blading loss factor is given by the algebraic
sum of a number of constituent parts; thus I. X . Z.Xp + X and ZXp includes separate
contributions due to Reynolds No., blade roughnessincidence, trsailing edge thickness, stream-
tube diffusion and Mach number. All these terms plus the secondsx" loss factor, X , can be
obtained from some standard algebraic loss correction such as that reported in (107 for
example. For incompressible flow the definition ZX reduces to the usual form of total
pressure loss coefficient.

b) Duct and interspace losses - expressed in a similar manner to the blade losses, using an
enthalpy equivalent loss debit, but in this case expressed as a proportion of the enthalpy
drop equivalent to the inlet velocity. Then considering conditions across the duct regon
between stage inlet (upstream runner exit) and the guids inlet station in the enthalpy/enthalpy
diagram of Fig. 4 we can define an annulus duct loss factor

Sduct losftpý
which for incompressible flow reduces to the usual definition of total pressure loss coefficient.
"The annulus duct lose factor is assumed to be made up of the algebraic sum of separately
estimated factors ( Z Xa.). - X, + Xan+ X•s, where: 4,. lup loss, X* . wall
cavity loss and XaZ - diverging &Anulus loss. In situations where the duct region contains
a number of separate stations the simplest procedure is to split (ZX 0 .)o into discreet values
representing the loss coefficient over the axial zone from runner outlet to each individual
duct station.

The same definitions apply to the guide exit/runner inlet interspace losses where the
annulus loss coefficient for this zone is defined, in terms of the notation in Fig.4, by the
expression (ZXrO = i/c and 7 interspace losses. (-_.X, ),C

c) Power losses are most conveniently derived from a sum of individual direct efficiency debits
relative to the blading efficiency. Thus 1tblade - 1?stage = 7L power whereMAltpower
is made up of separate contributions due to: tip leakage, gland leakage, balance hole leakage,
power windage loss and wetness loss in wet steam. These losses enter the calculation through
the definition of the state line and are represented by the enthalpy overlap of successive
blading state lines. The overlap for each stage can be derived by ensuring that the conditions
at successive guide inlet stations are compatible with the computed overall stage efficiency

a -age. In the detailed calculation procedure each loss constituent should be applied
across the respective zones in which they arise. One possible method of incorporating these
losses is illustrated in Fig. 4; each loss constituent being applied, via the corresponding -"

energ equation, across the zone shown in the table below:

Stae Exit Guide Inlet Guide Outlet Runner Inlet
Guide Inlet Guide Outlet Runner Inlet Runner Outlet

Profile and secondary loss ZXP__xs(Lap and cavity losses x.. XX•

Annular los- uegligible -

Normally all losses other then profile lose are evalated on average overall conditions and
used as a constant coefficient at all radii. Some improvement to this procedure can be applied
to the secondary loss component based on an analysis of test data which shows secondary leer to

vary inversely with aspect ratio for aspect ratios greater than 2.0. %.thin this range of
aspect ratio sep&rate root and tip secondary losses can then each be applied over a height rangse
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equal to one chord, using a variation giving zero loses at one chord distance in from the tip and root
respectively with a maximum value adjusted to give an integrated lose equ•-valent to that obtained by
applying a coasvant mean coefficient over the complete height. Some restriction to this procedure has
to be applied in multi-stage applications since the root and tip losseL cannot simply accumulate in the
end regions but must gradually diffuse into the main stream flow. No allowance for an accumulated
annuJbas -all boundary layer is made, the general impression at present is that with the high deflection
biading employed in steam turbine stages the end wall boundary layers separate within the blade passage;
the boundary layor thickness at entry to each blade row resulting only from the growth downstream of the
separation point in tte upstream blade.

4.0 RADIAL EQUILUbrIM EQUATION
The overall calculation pro-edure considers the flow at a number of axial stations within the

turbine, a radial equilibrium equation together with energy and continuity equations being used at each
station tc determine the radial distribution of flow properties across the annulus. Each distribution
is adjusted such that the radial accele•'a-ion imparted to a fluid particle passing from station-to-station
is accounted for in the local radial equilibrium equation; the radial acceleration being derived from the

slope and curvature of the meridional steamlines computed from continuity considerations.

Simplification of the fundamental momentum equations given in (1) is obtained by considering the
flow to be axi-symmetric and thus all derivatives with respect to the tangential co-ordinate, & , can be
neglected. Errors in this assumption are discussed to some extent in (2). Application in this form
is then usually restricted to stations outside the blade rows to which the above approximation is only
strictly relevant. On the anuamption of steady, invisoid and axi-symmetric flow, the basic equations
governing the flow in the annular duct regions between blade rows may be derived from the fundamental
Euler momentum equations anrl the continuity equation. It is usually convenient to transform these

!equations from the normal cylindrical ( r , z ) system of co-ordinates to a (ý , z ) system by the

introduction of a stream function . In this form the Buler equations can be written in the form:

4~J +(/~~~ _ jjcz( 6)i - c"'9 0

where the streamline slope in the meridional plane,-C z= (%r/Bz) y has been introduced to
is defne byeten eiutionscdt

replace the radial velocity term and where the stream function is defined by the ejuations:-

The first of the Euler equations above, usually referred to as the full radial equilibrium
equation, is used to establish the static pressure gradients at each station. The term n 66/•Z)
appearing in the second term on the right hand side of the radial equilibrium equation is directly
evaluated at each station from the local streamline curvature. The determination of the third terr,
is rather more complicated and is usually derived from the continuity equation eliminating "6e/Zz
by use of the third momentum equation. Then with some algebraic manipulation we can obtain

where the axial Mach number, Uz. (. CZxA) and the meridional Mach number Mm (. C--+/a) have been
introduced together with the flow angles on the cylindrical surface, defined by coLb . Cw//Cr_.
Substituting this equation into the first of the Euler momentum equations above will give the normaLly
quoted isentropic axi-symmetric radial equilibrium equations- -'

Analysis of the equation for (-Cz /-z) y in (2) shows that values of the axial velocity gradient
V : are finite at the meridional sonic condition Um . 1.0. This condition obviously implies that at this

Mach nur er the right hand side of the equation 6CZ/iz.) i must reduce to zero, giving an equivalent
situatio. to that represented by zero streamtube area gradient in plane flow. It follows from this

. analy.sis that in situations where the meridional Mach number approaches unity, the axial velocity
gradient is indezcrminate and an alternative equation is required.

One simple procedure is to over-ride the equation for _bCz/xz over some specified range, say
.904 Mm 4 1.10, with an auxiliary relation such that bCz/-zr )- - 0 when Mm n 1.0, although
this may introduce convergence problems if at some stage in the iteraticn process the value of Mm exceeds
unity. An alternative stable method is to replace the complete equation with a difference calculation,deriving (bCz/az)y directly from the previously computed values of the axial velocity, but there are

• ~ ~some reservations conucerning the accuracy of this procedure in situations where large changes in axial •

velocity take place across the blade stations.

Finally allowance must be made in these equations to incorporate non-radial stations, since it
is desirable to align these as far as possible with blade leading and trailing edges, or with interduct
traverse planes. Then defining each station by a mean straight line inclined at an angle e to the
horizontal, z , axis we can obtain with some algebraic manipulation:

a-~~~r~Cr- 6+4~ ý/an~ C-)( - 6Cl~/zy -
where 6! denntes differentiation along the new sloping axis and

'b6 N b rbN ' :V

Complete solutions in the ducting interspace regions between blade rows then follows from the
second and third momentum equations. The second equation can be written in the form'b(Cw1r))_. 0 which-
simply states that angular momentum is conserved along a streamline in inviscid irrotational flow.
Integration of the third momentum equation along the appropriate streamline in the duct region woula
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A yield an inviscid energy equation comparable with the -adial equilibrium equation derived above, but
with the method ierribed in section 3.0 the integrated energy equation is implicit in the application
of the state line pr'cedure,localised los.es being additionally smeared along the flow path.

5.0 ENERGY EQUATIONS
The radiLl variation of the fluid velocity at any station can be calculated for each streamline

starting at the reference line along which tte aseii6ned flid parameters are defined. Thus considering
a particular stasja .n which, say, values of referents static pressures have been fixed from the previous
iteration ýni ugstrsam data at the previous runi.•r exit has been fully computed, the calculation
proceso can then proceed aa followsl-

(i) LZct Regionae- previoud stage e-it up to guide inlet. The absolute velocity at any
intermedv-te station can >e direattly computed from the change in cumulative heat drop, corresponding:1 to the upstream and '.ocal stat:.c pressures, together with the known upstream velocity and the
corresponding enthalpy loss f ctor. The relev3n* equation is qucied in the diagram of fig. 4.
This procedure is cmputationelly sil-ple to apply since rumulative heat drop and static pressure
are directly related to each othe: in tVe state line procedure discusseL above. Application of
tAe cinctazit angular momcatum eqr.tion na.1 known strcamline slope will t19n yield all three
,almcity !omponent.. The overall radial distribution at any ono station can then be computed
iterativelyr first -2val-uating _bP/ fro- - Cifference approximation and then us'ng a curve fit
integration proc-dure to obtain a uecos- approximatioL to the static pressure and so on. When
tiie p-oceaure has c'nve.-ged a full radiaZ equilib.1um solution hae been established relative
to the reference pressure and sti'eamline geometry and the calculation process can then proceed
on to thf. next tta-.io. :n the final computation cycles the initial pressure dist~ibution can
be obta.ned by strsight ical.ng of the previously computed values.

(ii) Gut!e Exit:- T-e velocity at the reference streamlines is directly computed using the
cumulative heat drop as iihown in tbe diagrams of figs. 3 and 4. the loss through the guide blading
being accounted for by use of the enthalny loss coefficient7,X . Then for a known fluid outlet
angle B; Inteipolated fi-m the outlet angle ro',tine described ln section 8.0, tht veloýcity
components caw be evaluated from the ki.own streamline -lope. The c-mplete solution procedure
then follows that discussed for the d'xct reCions abovo.

.iii) Runner Inlet%- Procedure follows exactly that laid down for the duct regions using the
respective interspace enthalpy IoEa coelficiýnt.

(iv) Runner lixt:- Tha relative velocity at outlet is obtained by applying the Euler work
equation along the computed itreamline, the resulting equation and associated enthalpy-entropy
diagira baing given ii, fig. 4. The fuV" solution follows similarly to that discussed above,
abcolh t velocties mad velovity components being derived from the usual velocity triangle
relat.onships •ogether with %"e interpolated fluid outlet angle.

SAll the equatimus quoted in fig. 4 and the definitions of eificiency in section 3.1
are based on an approxir-ation w'-Ach is equivalent to assuming the constant pressure lines on
the Mollier Chart to be parallel over small ranges of enthalpy and entropy. Correction to
these equations can be made by using th:- general expression relating the isentropic enthalpy
change between two pressures p, and p .wually given in the form 1 - MVa/P•) J• . r/ _X
where X takes values of the order of 8B0 and 5.55 in BTD/lb for superheated and wet steam
respectively. Differences between the two methods are marginal and certainly within the
accu.s:y of prea-...nn of tua losses.

k compariion with single stage data obtained by N.G.T.E. using a simplified form of the
covputatlon proc, es deaLirbed above io shown in fig. 5. Reasonable agreement with the measured
data is shown compar.be at lerat with that computed using the method reported in (8).

6.0 COOMMJ•C. PROCEDURE

At each axial station the value of the stream function at the outer diameter of the flow
ar-nuluu, which is identically equal to the total computed mass flow crossing each station, is calculated
by integrating ( o /-r)e' numerically. The difference between this integrated value and the required
value, either specified in the input data or averaged can tt-n be used as a basis for the correction
procedures descritad below, Where the mass flow is not sp ;,fied, a required value can be determined
for each celculation cycle from the average of all the implied values computed at bladirZ exit stations.

First, equivalent streamline positions corresponding to the flow solution just computed are
obtained by integrating the stream function gradient. New values of the streamline positions required

K, •for the succeeding iteration can then be derived using an input specified damping factor discussed in
the subsequent section. Secondly the reference parameter at each station has to be corrected to bring
the implied values of mass flow 14t , into line with either the specified valbe or the averaged value
obtained on the previous cycle, adjusted In each case to allow for any computed leakage. Pressure
adjustments along the reference streamline can be carried out by using some form cf approximation to
tLhe equation for the local mass flow parameter. This procedure is easiest to apply in situations
where the relation between stat.- nressure and n-ss flow can be written in the form ( I tip actual/

Stip required)? - ( p>, - p ) actual/ ( pý, - p t ) requi.red, where F, - p denotes the meridional
velocity head. Thus in conditions where the outlet static Pressure from the last stage is specified,
a modified value of p' can be deduced which will correct the exit value of i tip to the required value.
The upstream station static pressure may then be adjusted using the above equation to compensate both
for the corresponding ( j ) tip error at that station and the change in p- resulting from the ( • )
tip error downstream. In this manner each reference pressure can be successively modified station-by -

•- .•station backwards through the machine.

i K, This backward correction procedure has been found to give considerable advantages over the usual
method of proceeding from the inlet in cases where the mass flow is not specified. If a forward
aajusting procedure is used, considerable computing time has to be employed to determine the chokirg
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or limiting value of the inlet mass flow parameter whermas the above procedure, ahich essentially looks
at the exit mass flow paramete.r, is not subject to aqr critical liruiting condition.

7.0 STABILITY PROBLXW1S

Ti e principal method oi 3nsuring otabi-ity of conve-agence is th-ouga the ,•se of a damplpg f•-ctor f,
where for say parameter . being it ,rated we have for tee required, (n + 1) ýh values- , • (€,.'-w )
and the damping 'actor f is gzasrnlly assigned a value between ".1 and 0.5. Parameters involved in this'
process include the referonce paramuter and 411 P+rea~]ine positions -t each ttat on.

There appears to be no relevant anaeysis by w)ich optimum dsmping factor: can be derived or any
method from waich it is possible to determine whe.her abAolute corferL'.nce can be achieved in any geometric
situation. Folicing the analsis of (12) i1 appears to be essentia] 'o limit tbe, streamline curve fit
(from which the slope dnC curvature terts in the radial eqyvilibrium equation are evaluat&-) to same fairly
simple form ill order to eliminate any possibility of intrcducing aumericAl dietortioa. Generally a
simple second order equation is used to define each streamline in relation to the upstream and downstream
stations and to obtain the slope and curva-uze at the ýent-ral station via ruccessive differentiation. A
"modified spline curve procedure which makes some allowance for upstream and downstream effor'ts can be
obtained by using a simi.-r •econd order curve fit to the computed slopes and to differentiate this
exyression to obtain the curvature. IL'merous other Yernions of curve-fit routines havo been pubtisUed.
(4) for example; in all cases boundary val ueE of slope an! 'qrvature along the first and last computin.g
stations have to be specified as input data.

Experience in the application of through-flow procedures tc the analysis of stage designs of the
type illustrated in fig.!, has shown that the relative p-.sitioning of each computing station can have a
considerable effect on convergence. Although f h original st-eaml.ine curvature procedures were limited
to computing stations coincident with the leding a'nd troiling edges of each blade, it is now recommended
that as far as possible, near equal axi-l pitclanr 'between succesive stations should always be used. The

following axial station locations ar6 sucgested for the following situations to ensure stability ofS} convergence:

Wi Close axial spacing between ruide exit and runner inlets•- use one intermediate station only.

(ii) Guide blading with large axial width:- use intermedi±te stations (non choked) within the
blade row. In this case it ia reommended that these station3 should be treated similarly to a
blade exit station i.e. on the blading stats line, assumine zero blade blockage and an input
specified distribution of flow angle.

(iii) Wide axial spacing between runner ex't and guido eniry:- use a number r-* intermediato
ducting stations.

For final stage calculations at least two downstream duct type stations should be included
in order to remove the required input specified boundary conditions of slope and curvature away
from the runner exit station.

8.0 OUTLET AyGLEE PROCL=22

In general deviation appeare to be insensitive to incidence variations at constant Mach sumber in
the low loss range, rising sharply to a peak value ai positive incidence near to the stall value and then
reducing with further increase in incidence. This type of incidence variation appears to be similar
at other values of subsonic Mach number, the general level varying as the outlet Mach number approaches
unity. in application to a general through-flow analysis, if firs'. order effects only are included, it
is usually safe to assume that incidence effects on deviation are negligible and deviation may' thus be
considered to be a fvnctJon of Uach number and strew'line slope and diffusion only. At lo% values of
outlet Mach number, Me, deviation can be assumed to be constant up to values of Me = 0.4 and thence to
vary up to a sonic value which can be greater or less than the low speed value. Under ruperasonic
conditions a considerable variation in outlet angle will arise from the re-adjustment of flow conditions
required to satisfy continuity downstream of a choked throat. From this continuity ccndition, it is
possible to theoretacally relate conditions at the throat to uniform nixed values downstream where it
is obvious that as the Mach number at outlet from the cascade increases, the flow aagle B must become
increasingly larger than the angle given by sin-1 0/e ; this effect being consistent with the flow
expansion properties by which supersonic flow is estahlished within the blade passage. Since this
theoretical relation can be applied at the condition where the outlet Mach number is unity, the subsonic
region can then be adequately defined in the through flow program by scme specified curve fit between
the input low speed value and the computed sonic value, this resulting in tne type of relation between
outlet angle and Mach number illustrated diagrammatically in fig. 6.

in addition to the plane flow deviation obtained from correlated cascade test data, a further
correction to the outlet angle in the subsonic Mach number range is required to allow for streamline
slope and diffusion effects. A fairly simple theoretical procedure has been given in (12) assuming
the stream surfaces to remain conical and axi-symmetric within the blade passage; computed values of
i deviation of the order of - 50 at high values of streamline slope being roughly consistent with
measured values. The procedure quoted above can easily be adjus4 ed to give plane flow deviation
values consistent with an existing cascade correlation.

8.1 Theoretical Outlet Angle Equations

A theoretical supersonic outlet angle in plane flow situations can be derived from application
of the one-dimensional continuity equation applied along the strlamtube illustrated in fig. 7. BYS~considering the flow between adjacent stream surfaces for each blade passage and equating the mass
flow at the throat ( suffix t - defined in terms of integrated mean values over the full throat area)

and downstream (suffix o - defined in terms oif momentum mean values), the following expression for the
downstream argle B measured on the stream surface can be obtained:

Sin - Cr i-i and C -FF P,

In this equation F denotes the ratio of t.he local mass flow pameter to its theoretical maximumSvalise, i.e. cv--c " P+1) +•-r
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and v represents the local blading efficiency evaluated between inlet and the downstream station. Then
defining a downstream sonic condition where Me . 1.0 with corresponding values of outlet angle B* end
efficiency Y , the t. Jgretical value of B* can be obtained from an equivalent inviscid flow model where
( -: /y / - Cv (I- I/o) aid Cv denotes the flow coefficient computed with an effective throat width
equal to the geometric width leqs the sum of the displacement thicknessee.ZZA of the boundary laUers at
the throat. Values of (1- / o ) CV of the order of .985 appear t.pical of plane parallel flow
cascade test data obtained for normal guide blade sections. Alternatively C.f (CF at Me - 1.0 ) can
be computed from specified input data of B* and 1 * if known.

For supersonic conditions we can assume the throat is continuously choked and the equation
defining the supersonic outlet angle measured on the stream surface can then be written in the form:-

Sin B - Cp-~tt +a e %~aV~3 ( '
For subsonic flow conditions the outlet angle hac to vary wit'. outlet Mach number between the low

speed (incompressible) value and the sonic, value B*. For a fixed stre surface try the inlet
mass flow parameter can be expressed in tte following form -&J'•. / FaCF/& hen if
we assume the inlet mass flow paramejer to vary monotonically with of Mach number up to a naeieum
value whexn Me w 1.0 we require CF/F 4 Fe and d (Fe CF F*) d (Me) . 0 vhen He - 1.0, both of whichScan be satisfied bythe relation .PIF 1 + (OF LC L je t('iHrefrconvenience the low
speed condition is defined at Me - 0.5, and the corresponding value of(CLs)• can be evaluated from

the equation for CF given above using the known low speed section efficienc7 71$... Substituting the
aboes expression for OF into the general equation for sin B given initially will then give the required
variation of sin B over the range 0.5 4 Me -4 1.0.

The general form of the overall variation of outlet angle with oatlet Mach number ti illustrated
-- di:ammatically in fig. 6 where the ratios sin B/(CF* O/e) is shown as a function of Me and lIt

W The subsonic interpolation given above then provides one possible variation between (B) low speed
(specified) and B• (computed) with the important property that there is no gradient discontinuity at
the sonic condition. By this procedure the inlet mass flow parameter along each individual streamtube
will rise to a peak value with zero slope at Me - 1.0 and remain constant for :urther increases in
cutlet Mach number.

Corrections to these equations can be made fairly easily for annular flow conditions if we
assume the stream surfaces to remain axi-symmetric within the blade passaje. The annular streamtube
normal depth %r/(i÷6"y' will then vary across the throat and an integrated mean value should be used.
At the same time the consequent variation of the radius of the stream surface across the runner blade
throat will give a rise to a net change in relative totil enthalpy from throat to outlet. This eifect
can then be incorporated into the equation above using a correction term derived in a similar manner toF that gi-en in (12).

It should finally be noted that for all procedures of the -ype discussed above, woncre the
* continuity condition is used to define t!-& outlet flow angle in the supersonic flow regime, some

assumption must be made concerning the shape of the streamline surfaces within the blade. Once a
plausible surface geometry has been assumed, the non-uniqueness problem discussed in (13) is
effectively eliminated although the use of an alternative surface geometry will of course lead to an
equally consistent but different flow sclution.

9.0 EFFICIENCY INTERPOLATIOI FOR CC V_-G•TT-DIVEGMrT BLADING.
The following analysis of convergent-divergent blade profile loss is based on the assumption that

the efficiency at some specific condition is known, either by calculation or from test data. For
convenience in calculation this reference condition can be selected at the point where the expansion fan
centred at the pressure side trailing edge just covers the complete suction surface. At this condition
any fuxther increass in the overall pressure ratio across the blade will neL materially affect the local
surface conditions and the outlet tangential velocity has reached its maximum value. 7or design
calculations this fully loaded condition, numerically defined by values of the blade profile efficiency
and the corresponding tangential velocity ratio, can preferably be obtained from a characteristic blade-
to-blade solution together with the associated boundary layer parameters at exit. Once this reference
limit load condition is known, the efficiencies at other cconditions can be evaluated within the through-
flow program using an interpolation procedure similar in type to that discussed below.

In Fig. 7 a typical set of cascade test data for a convergent-divergent blade is shown superimposed
of a one-dimensional blade performance chart. Here the outlet tanCential velocity ratioCbcrit is
shown plotted as a function of the outlet isentropic Mach number for specilied values of blade efficiency.
The parameter CO/Ccrit is directly derived from the supersonic outlet angle analysis discussed in the
previous section, the tangential velocity ratio being given by:

I.V - e s + 1445T i3+
and Ccrit denotes the critical acoustic velocity at the point where the local Mach number is unity. The
typical test values of Ci/Vcrit are shown increasing up to a maximum value at the limit load condition
which lies to the left-hand side of the loci of the peaks of the one dimensional curves. Over the region

7 of constant CwjCcrit, one-dimensional continuity then implies that for a limit loaded blade there is a
unique relation between blade efficiency and outlet Mach number for a given blade geometry.

Cgeration in the region to the right-hand side of this peak loci is associated with meridional
Mach number Mm in excess of unity and this condition can only arise in situttions where there is an
associcted divergence of .he annular streamtube. Values of Mm just in excess of u.,ity (Mm = 2.1) can
be established in cylindrical flow situations following expansion of the flow into the *.ase region down-

be accompanied by a continuous system of ring shocks (located at varying axial distances downstream of

10 t
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the blade trailiug edge) which are required to satisfy continuity and energy conditions along the stream-
tube. Under these conditions the preceding analysis has to be modified for computing downstream flow
conditions, -the flow process has to be examined in two stages - limited expansion down to the exit
condition at the tr:iling edge followed by a separate analysis of the downstream flow situation. The
absence of complete circumferential periodioity in linear cascade models prohi.bits the establishment
of this type of flow situation which has been visualised in rotating cascade tests reported in (14).
Due to the upstreAm Influence of the downstream blade row in existing turbine situations it is doubtful
whether meridional Mach ntmbere much in excess of urity can exist even in conditions where there is
considerable dive-.-gence of the annular streamtube.

Typically the blade profile efficiency may be assumed constant in the low subsonio Mach number
regime, this being cvosi-ttent with normal convergent blading loss analysis. For coavenlence the point
at which Mach number effects are introduoed can be taken at a value of isentropic cutlet Mach number 1e'-
.75; this bting approximately the same point at which compressibility effects first eppear on murved-
back convergeft blading, The blade efficiency may then be assumed to drop sharply to a minimum value
at Me"- .95,rise subseqma¶ntly in the supersonic range to a itaximum value ( np ) max and finally fall
slightly to its apecified limit load value ( 7P)L . For outlat Mach numbers in excess of the limit
load valun, the unique relation implied by the on,-dnenlo--na1 continuity equation can be used up to
the condition where the merldional Mach number just. exceeds unity. The general form of this efficiency
variation Is shown disaammatically in fig. 8 where suffices .751 ;95; 17- max; LL are used to denos.e
the ccrrespcading values of the trngential velocity ratio, Thin form o" loss variation is typical of
""onvergent-divergent blading; the high loss at low •ipersonic flow conditions resulting from the high
shock lose and the associated flow distortion just downstroam of the throat in the internal divergent
passage.

An interpolation procedure may then be based on a unique curve fit in the ranges ( C-/Vcrit).qs
SC1% /crit 45 (Cw 0 i) ~ i h oi 'p ),..)~~

/--C t ( t , in the form ( 17 -- P.-,• )I P S as some function of
"CW - k .c4s /Ac4,- -LC-0vsr the remaining segments of the efficiency curve simple second

order interpolation equetions can be used. Input data to .he effioiency interpolation routire must
then supply information to derive the fcilcwing parameterst

(i) 1 - difference betueen the maximum efficiency and the minimum valde (at Me '!- .95).
This parameter is largely a function of the internal paasag divergence expressed geometrically
IV the internal area ratio definsd in the upper diagram of fig. S. Typically this efficiency
debit is of the crder of 8% for internal area ratios equivalent to a one-dimensional Mach number
aquel to 1.4.
(ii) (-CW tcr.t)i : • a- both of these ?arameters can be correlated in terms of the
int'l area ratio and the mean passage angle, e, (Fig.6 .

(!'ki) ( C"ulcrit)L sp• :- evaluated by calculation.

For situotions where considerable streamtube slope and diffusion are present, correction factors
asus%. be applied to the plane flow value of the limit load tangential velocily ratio.

10.0 EFFPCT CF SrPEAil'JBS AREA VARIATION CS LOSS.

For subsonic flow conditions, fairly simple correction procedures can be derived to allow for the
effeil of streamtube heiZht variations. A particularly simple method is available in conditions where
the blade passage contraction ratio (10 ) is involvul in the profile loss correlation. In this case
the correcaed loss can be evaluated fzom a standard correlation using an effective contraction ratio
which Incorporates the nomputed area variation of the annular streantube across the blade passage.
Alternatively use can be made of a lose correlation using a blade surface diffusion parameter such as
that published in (15). The diffusion parameter corresponding to the predicted plDane flow loss is
first evaluated from this correlation and then adjusted to incorporate the effects of any stream tube
area variation. The corrected loss can then be evaluated from the same diffusion loss correlation but
now using the adjusted value of the surface diffusion parameter. Both of thea. procedures give very
similar values of profile loss correctior and are in good alleement with tent values! published loss
data for widely flared guide blade cascades being given in (16).

For flow Londiticns at high outlet Mach numbers, alternative procedures have to be employed in
situations where the passage geometry is so modified as to change its mode of operation. The most
serious problea is introduced on convergent blading with small passage contraction where the effect of
streantube divergence cn be to effectively produce a convergent-divergent profile. At low supersonic
cuxtlet Mach numbers this can result in large increases in profile loss resulting from flow breakdown
downstzega of the effective throat which is displaced upstream away from its kominal plano flow •_stion.
Test data .-n nigh deflection blading tested in flared cascades has confirmed that this change in the mode
of operation does actsally take place. Within tha linitationz of a through flow procedure, using
computing stations at blade inlet and outlet only, the precise location of the true throat can only be
lstimated by assuming some simple relation between passage width and streamtube height variation across
the tlade row. Once this value has been estimated, an equivalent internal area ratio may be computed
and convergent-divergent loss procedures used to evaluate the blade performance at ortlet conditions
where the isertropic Mach number exceeds 0.75. For impulse type sections near to the root operating
with consido'able strasatube diffusion this procedure will predict considerable excess losses at cnio
outlet conditions.

11.0 APPLICATIO TO PART-LOAD CONDITILNS

For staep designs of the type illustrated in fVg. 1, a streamline -- rvature technique of the form
liscussed above can only be applied over a relatively narrow band of opereting conditions. At stage

pressure ratios mch lower than the nominal design value the flow oharacteristics within the stags are
considerably modified; zones of reverse flow appearing first at the hub downstream of the runner blade
and then, with a mnrther reduction in stage pressure ratio, additionally at the tip within the inter-

i
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space region between guide and runner. Once these zones of reverse flow become established the
associated streamline flow pattern in the meridional plane is severely distorted with resulting
slopes and curvatures of much higher order than the values existing under design conditions.

A typical stage power diagram is given in fig. 9 where a number of non-dimensional power/
speed curves each at constant mass flow are illustrated. Thus at constant peripheral velocity

Sthe stage output power reduces with decreasing mass flow rate, is zero at some intermediate value

of mass flow and reaches a maxim negative value at the zero flow condition. Data given in (17)
and (18) state that three distinct types of flow irgme can be distinguished each of which can be
positively located within specific areac of the power speed diagram as shown in fig. 9. These
three flow regimes are then defined by the fol2-,wing stage operating characteristics.

I - uniform streamline flow without hub or tip separation.

-t II - zone of reverse flow existing downstroam of the runner blade. The flow at guide
exit fills the annulus but there is considerable streamline distortion at the inlet
tc the runner blade which is operating with high negative value3 of incidence.

III - zone of reverse flow in he guiae exit - runner inlet interspace as well as the
reverse flow zone existin% in 11 above. Severe streamline distortion exists at all
points within the stage.

The streamline flow characteristics and reverse flow zones of flow regimes II and 1= above are
illustrated diagrammatically in fig. 9.

In order to compute flow solutions in either of the ;wo flow regimes II and III above, a
procedure defining the radial extent of the hub and inters ace recirculation zones must be included
in the overall computation process. Data given in (17) and (18) suggest means by which the extent
of each recirculating zone can be established but even then it is doubtful whether a -ull streamline
curvat' .• technique can be used to evaluate a solution. Prom analysis of turbine test data it is
sugges ed (18) that flow conditions in regime II can be computed by assuming the tip axial velocity ax
runner exit to be invarient *.th change in flow rate. No specific means are given for determining
the onset of hub separation but published data (19) indicates that this condition cannot be far removed
from the point at which zero root reaction is obtained. For conditions in regime III the tip flow
is controlled by the formation of an inlet shock system to the rur.ier blading, the onset of this
shock being taken (17) at the point at shich the tip static pressure at inlet to the blade passage
becomes equal to the total pressure at guide exit.

r,
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COMMENTS

"Comments by R.Lewis, University of Newcastle, UK
bThis paper and several others have brought out the importance of paying attention in future to the intensity of

fluid processes which occur within the actual blade row. I would make particular m'ention that most of the rapid
density changes ozcur between leading and trailing edges although their effects both upstream and downstream may
be major, as illustrated by the work of Hawthorne and Kingrose and later by Lewis and Horlock.

My second point in relation to the present paper is the strong casing flare and radial flows needed to accommo-
date density changes. Has the author incorporated design rules to correct SI outlet argles for these strong sweep
effects? In my experience swirl velocities, based upon two-dimensional cascade tests, could be up to 10% in error.
The corrections originally proposed by Smith and Yeh have proved to work well for higtly swept high deflection
turbine cascades tested in my own ial oratories in both parallel wall swept cascades and conical flow annular cascades.

Authors' response:
As far as the first point is concerned. if you are pressing for much more complicated solutions then as far as

accuracy is concerned I can only agree with you that this kind of effect should be taken into account. As far as
doing design work, I am absolutely horrified that people would contemplate using highly complicated blade to blade
programs which require a couple of weeks to sort out the data before getting an answer. The comparison with data
that we have got does not suggest that we compute massive errors. We evaittate the kind of situation that tends to
b.- produced in the turbine, and we can in fact predict the efficiency of our tutbines. For the second point, you are
asking if we are taking ... to account the flaring in the design of our blade profiles. We would check the eftect of
streamline shape for a particular prof-le design, but we would hope that there is such an acceleration through the
guide blade that the effect of slope cr diffusion te.rns on the streamline itself would not introduce serious diffusion
effects on the blade surface. The blades we are talking about have got an miet aingle of 900 and an outlet angle of
around ' 5. There is thus a very large acceleration across the blade, and providing that the profile is properly designed
in the two-dimensional sense, i.e. accelerates uniformly from inlet to outlet, then local diffusion regions even in the
presence of streamline diffusion can be avoided. The other problem that I mentioned earlier is that in a design of
this sort, the blade and stator combination has to provide a range of duties. We are not just designing a blade but
an LP stage operating over a range of different volume flows at exit. This leads to different streamline patterns, and
designing a profile for just one streamline may not be particularly advantageous.

Comment
Concerning the radial flow part of the section, I have done cascade tests with cascade swept to 450 with heavy

loading. I find that there is a co -siderable reduction in the turning property of the fluid.

"Authors' response:
We are using Traupel's method which corrects for that effect. The method gives around 60 negative deviation

for a convergent blade for a 45' flare. This arises from the vanation of radius across the throat and from the change
in slope and streamtube height between throat and thz trailing edge.

Comment by C.Sieverding, von Kdrmdin Institute, Belgium
4 JYou defined as limit loading condition the one for which the trailing edge shock for one blade hits the trailing

edge of the next one. I would suggest that the limit loading is reached when the trailing edge shock falls l-ehind the
reattachment point which is behind the trailing edge of the other blade.

Authors' response:
I accept this point, But when you have to take into account the radial flow effects on deviation, this also will

affect the computation of the tangential velocity distributions. What I suggest is that we drop this definition and
simply use the maximum value of Cw/Cerit which comes out of the deviation equation which includes ail the radial
flow effects. You can differentiate the equation and find the maximum value within the through-flow program.
Otherwise, you will get an inconsistency between specifying one set of two-dimensional conditions and evaluating
the deviation from another set of equations.

Comment by J.Dunham, N.G.T.E., UK
What radial distribution of losses was assumed in calculating Figure 5? Were the secondary losses uniformly

distributed across the blade height, or concentrated towards the hub and tip as outlined in Section 3.1?

Authors' response:
Solutions quoted assumed constant secondary loss across the blade height, profile losses are evaluated locally at

each radius. General method of concentrating secondary losses at root and tip would not be applied since aspect
ratio of the blading is less than 2.0., Parabolic distributions of secondary loss were in fact introduced which slightly
improved correlation between tests and calculated distributions, but did not of course predict the overturning effects
at root and tip.

W-
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DESIGN OF TURBINE, USING DISTRIBUTED OR AVERAGE LOSSES; EFFECT OF BLOWING

D. K. Mukherjee

Gas Turbine Department

Brown Boveri/Baden

( Switzerland

S~ SUMMARY

The design of a multi-stage turbine begins with one-dimensional calculations. Flow
field computations which then follow are invaluable as they allow to determine velocity

~ i triangles at different radii and to design the blades. In these calculations, aerodynamic
losses and outlet angle deviations due to secondary and tip clearance flow, as wall as
the influence of coolant on the main stream expansion are taken into account.

NOMENCLATURE

A area
( •C specific heat

C absolute velocity
c chord length
e proper work by the fluid
h blade height, enthalpy
X kinetic energy

mass flow rate
n polytropic exponent
o throat
p pressure

heat flow to coolant
R gas constant
r radius
s entropy
F s spacing
T temperature
t trailing edge thickness
u circumferential speed
v specific volume
W relative velocity
y* critical distance from boundary wall for secondary loss
y** critical distance from boundary wall for tip clearance loss
a, a' absolute flow angle measured from tangential direction
a coolant blowing angle
8, 8' relative flow angle measured from tangential direction
A8 angular deviation

- Ah enthalpy drop
C slope angle of meridional stream line

loss coefficient
n polytropic efficiency
Y isentropic exponent
IT pressure ratio
.T tip clearance

Subscripts

0 two-dimensional
1 inlet to blade row
2 outlet from blade row
3 inle- to next blade row
c coolant
eff. effective
i inlet to turbine
m measured value
n meridional component
o turbine outlet

Sp profile
p pressure side
r radial
r rotor
s secondary
s suction surface
t stator

T tip clearance
t trailing edge *

_0110 OIIUKW i A
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y just after trailing edge
S* stagnation
S- mean value

SNTRODUCTION.

The design of a multi-stage turbine starts with a one-dimensional calculation at
reference radii. For this purpose stage characteristics are used, these data are usually

4 taken from an experimental turbine for a particular blading. However, aspect ratio,
§ 1 channel end wall inclination, Mach number, Reynolds number etc. may differ to that of

the experinmental turbine. Thus, although the load coefficient at reference radii is same,
the radial distribution and therefore the turbine performance may be quite different. In
a turbine with high inlet temperature certain blade rows are cooled. The effect of
coclant from a blade row is of course considered in the one-dimensional calculatin by
modifying the inlet data of the following stage. In case the coolant is discharged fnom
a vane, a part of this is accounted for at the stage inlet and the rest at the outlet.

Once the main dimensions of the hot gas channel, and, as a first approximation thi

number of blades and -h-rd length in each row have been fixed, a radial equilibrium
calculation is started. The three-dimensional flow in a multi-stage turbine is of course
very complex. The energy dissipation and flow angle vary along the circumference and
also spanwise. Our calculation model is however simple as it is axissymmetric, thus
neglecting all variations of data along the circumference. The coolant, usually a part
of compressor air, is blown out from blades or end walls, expanding in, the turbine from
a comparatively low pressure and temperature, fig. 1. The exhaust coolant velocity is
usually different to that of main stream. There is a spanwise distribution oi coolant
mass flow and thus a radial variation of mixing loss and outlet angle. The aerodynamic
losses - profile ama secondary losses - vary spanwise as well. Tip clearance losses and
losses due to uneven rotor or casing boundaries are regional and should be considered
accordingly. These losses have further an effect on the outlet angle of a row.

g-A

FIG, 1 FIRST STAGE OF A TURBINE SHOWING COOLING SYSTEM AND SECONDARY
AIR FLOWING INTO MAIN STREAM CHANNEL

AERODYNAMTC LOSSES

The primary loss in a two-dimensional flow around the blade profile consists of
friction losses, trailing edge losses and after mixing losses. These have been given in
several literatures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In [1] these losses are determined as a function
of inlet angle (810), outlet angle (820), solidity (c/s) and trailing edge thickness t.
In case of coolant exhausting at the trailing edge, its thickness is modified to an
effective value in a simplified calculation. The actual flow behaviour is probably quite

complicated due to the lower pressure and wake, [3, 4, 5]. The influence of Mach number,
Reynolds number, surface roughness on profile losses should of course be considered.
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Using data of [1] one can feed a spanwise distribution of these losses into the radial
equilibrium calculation. Several boundary layer calculation programs are available (6, 7]
which calculate profile losses. This calculation is of course done to design an optimum
profile for a given inlet and outlet angle.

Theoretical and experimental investigations have been published in [8] on secondary
losses. These interesting lecture series demonstrated the complexity of secondary flow
[9]. In order to feed a spanwisc distribution of secondary loss in a flow field calcu-
lation, it is necessary to know the critical aspect ratio (h/c)crit, [10, 11, 12]. Based
on data of [11] and [13] Traupel suggests for critical blade height:

(h/s)crit = 7...i0 VZ•p

This formula (lower value for reaction blading) is being used by us as it agrees with

results of our experimental turbine. Thus the distance y* from the boundary walls fromS~where the secondary loss no more exists is known. In choosing the chord length of a

blade, every effort is made to achieve an aspect ratio higher than the critical value.
Systematic tests in an experimental turbine allow us to correlate the mean secondary
loss as a function of load coefficient and blade geometry. In absence of similar test
data, mean secondary loss data of [1, 14, 15] are suggested. Instead of a spanwise
distribution according to [10' a simple parabolic distribution whose mean agrees to our
experimental data is considered. The profile loss curve is tangent to this parabola at
y*. In case of rotor or casing walls having a high angle of inclination, extra secondary
losses are given in [16]. Data on tip clearance losses for shrouded and nonshrouded
blades are available in [1, 17, 18]. The position of the tip clearance vortex, and thus
the critical distance y** from the end wall up to where the radial distribution of tip
clearance 'oss exists, is known from [18]. A radial distribution similar to [18] whose
average over the blade span satisfy our experimental data is used. Extra losses like end
wall friction loss and those due to uneven boundary walls etc. are given in [1] and
should be used for boundary stream tubes.

OUTLET ANGLE

When the blade geometry of a row is known, the outlet angle along the conical stream
surface at different radii for each row is required. This is determined according to [19]
in which of course a few assumptions are made. In some instances, like very small outlet
angle or large pitch this method or those given by [1, 20] may not be accurate enough.
These integral methods are not universal. If possible it is better to check the outlet
angles according to more basic calculating methods like [21].

The radial distribution of the outlet angle due to secondary flow superimposed on
the spanwise two-dimensional outlet angle is given by [10, 18]. In most of the literatures
the change in outlet angle due to secondary flow and tip clearance, as a mean value over
blade height, has been invwstigated. The experimental results in the Institut fur ther-
mische Turbomaschinen, ETH Zurich, [13] and Traupels correlation for a mean outlet angle
correction due to secondary and tip clearance flow are used. A radial distribution at
the end wall regions due to secondary flow and tip clearance is superimposed on the•'• calculated angles due to two-dimensional flow to satisfy the mean correction. In case

the flow outlet angles are known from a radial equilibrium calculation the blade can be
designed.

INFLUENCE OF COOLING AIR ON W.16 :3TREAM PROPERTIES

The effect of secondary A'z, blown out in the main stream channel, should be consid-
ered in the axis-symmetric tdaial equilibrium calculation. The expansion of main stream
is not adiabatic. The coolant is usually ejected in the form of discrete jets from holes
or slots, fig. 2. We assume, similar to [22], that, in case of pressure surfaze blowing
the coolant further expands. However if the coolant is ejected on the suction surface it
has to be pumped to the pressure existing at the trailing edge. However the coolant
exhausting from trailing edge of a blade row or from boundary walls of intermediate
passages between the blades is assumed to have mixed completely with the main stream up
to the inlet of next row. The coolant from hub or casing is mixed only in the boundary
stream tubes. A spanwise distribution of coolant and its effect on the main stream
properties is thus considered. The calculating stations being the trailing edge of a
blade row and inlet to next row. In the appendix, the effect of coolant on the main
stream data is analysed.

Vz
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RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM COMPUTATION

A computer program based on the stream line curvature approach is used for gas tur-
bine design. The calculations of the flow field consider, primarily, the conservation
laws of momentum and mass. In addition the energy equation in the form often used in
turbomachinery and the equations defining the fluid properties are required.

For high temperature gas turbine design the computing system has been further devel-
oped to handle coolant flow. The influence of coolant is considered in the computing
procedure by using secondary programs together with the main radial equilibrium program.
The following secondary programs, (subroutines to the main program), are used, s. fig. 3.

A.: Coolant mass flow and radial distribution of coolant from a blade row
B.: Change in aero-thermodynamic data at outlet of a row (s. Appendix)
CJ): Mean aerodynamic loss coefficient and spanwise outlet angle distribution (due to

varying pitch and blade stagger) including an average angle deviation due to sec-
ondary and tip clearance flow, i.e.:

C(r) = $; 82(r) =8 2 0 (r) + -s,T

2): Radial aerodynamic loss distribution and outlet angle distribution due to secondary
and tip clearance tlow

S(r) = ;p(r) + cs,T(r); 02 (r) = 02 0 (r) +-8S,T(r)

To save computing time, a preliminary calculation is conducted in which the total mass
flow mlo at the last computing station in the exhaust diffusor is taken as inlet mass
flow Ai. An inlet temperature called "mixed flow inlet temperature Ti corresponding to
the mean proper wirk 9 (s. Appendix and fig. 4) is used. These data are known fromi• the
one-dimensional calculation. The channel annulus is modified at each station to achieve
minimum change in boundary wall curvatures and correct inlet velocity. The computing
stations are: outlet of each row, a few stations in the axissymmetric part of inlet and
in the exhaust diffusor. The outlet angles 820(r) at each row are assumed and supplied
to program Cl as input. A constant polytropic efficiency calculated from mixed flow inlet
temperature Ti and mean proper worý E is used, s. fig. 4. The radial equilibrium calcu-
lation of the so-called "mixed turkine" is then conducted to satisfy the outlet pressure
and mass flow for a given inlet pressure. The consistent mean values of the fluid at any
station according to Dzung [23] are of course decisive. This computation allows to find
suitable outlet angle distribution satisfying degree of reaction in each stage, proper
inlet flow condition to exhaust diffusor etc.. Although this computation is simplified,
the intermediate pressures of this calculation could be used to determine the one-dimen-
sional expansion of the main stream and coolant, s. fig., 4. For this purpose, ,tie annulus __
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,• INPUT INPUT INPUT
Siki, n, pi, Ti FLUID 0•20(r) FOR GIVEN BLADEI

d P TLOR ASSUME 02 0 (r)

CHANNEL GEOMETRY PROPERTIES

i VALUES

COOLANT MAIN RAD, EQL, PROGRAMMASS FLOW

! FLOW FIELD COMPUTATION LOSS COEFFS. (n, t, As)

B FOR EACH STREAM LINE AND OUTLET ANGLES 02(r)

C-HAGE IN DATA CALCULATING STATION

DUE TO COOLANT

OUTPUTDATA FOR
SVEL, FLOW ANGLES AT SBLADE GEOM,

S!EACH STATION

FIG. 3 - PROGRAM-SYSTEM FOR TURBINE FLOW FIELD COMPUTATION

COMPUTER PROGRAM A: CALCULATES COOLANT MASS FLOW AND ITS RADIAL
DISTRIBUTION FROM A ROW

COMPUTER PROGRAM B: CALCULATES CHANGE IN AERO-THERMODYNAMIC
DATA AT OUTLET OF A ROW, So APPENDIX

COMPUTER PROGRAM C: CALCULATES AERODYNAMIC LOSS COEFFS, AND
OUTLET ANGLES DUE TO SECONDARY AND TIP
CLEARANCE FLOW

/NODIFIED CHANNEL FOR "MIXED TURBINE*S AND COOLANT

h
REAL TURBINE BOUNDARY

SEXPANSIO

A)

)= "---' S "'

FIG. 4 - A) MODIFIED TURBINE CHANNEL FOR PRELIMINARY MIXED FLOW
CALCULATIONS AND REAL CHANNEL

B) EXPANSION OF MAIN STREAM AND COOLANT IN h-s DIAGRAM
FOR REAL TURBINE AND FOR AN EQUIVALENT MIXED FLOW
EXPANSION
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may even be subdivided into a number of concentric channels as suggested by Traupel and
distributed loss coefficients and regional losses can be considered to determine power
output of the turbine.

A second flow field computation is then started with the real annulus, real inlet
flow, assumed coolant flow for different blade rows and with the main stream inlet tem-.
perature and pressure, corresponding to the previous calculation. The aerodynamic losses
and outlet angles are determined for each row in program Cl, based on the previous cal-
culation. Recently spanwise distribution of losses and spanwise modificationi in outlet
angle due to three-dimensional flow is being considered in program C2. The coolant mass
flow in each row is calculated in Program A based on the main stream daLa of the row.
The modified main stream data at the computing stations from program B are then consid-
ered in the flow field computation.

CALCULATION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

For a five stage low temperature, low Mach number experimental turbine, examples of
radial equilibrium calculations are presented below. These have been done using

a) . mean aerodynamic losses c, s. fig. 5 (according to program Cl)

spanwise outlet angle variation along the conical stream surface 820(r) according
to (1) Traupel [19]

(2) 020(r) =arcsin o/s, fig. 5
•~ with a constant additional deviation due to secondary and tip clearance flow,S~(program CI)

b) . spanwise distribution of aerodynamic losses and outlet angle influence by secondary
flow and tip clearance, (according to program C2) with 820(r)= arcsin o/s, fig. 5

SC131, 13L ) 13.,c

h h

11

FIG. 5 -LOSS AND OUTLET ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
The computations of the flow field have been conducted for a turbine blade geometry withtwo different clearances

Tic = 0.015 and 0.062
The stages are repeating stages with a degree of reaction 0,5 and cylindrical blades and
vanes. The outlet angles of the blades vary from hub to casing approximately 150 to 250

4 radially. As this turbine was measured extensively the results of the calculations can be
compared with the test data. The measurements consist of mass flow (which remains unchanged
from inlet to outlet), inlet pressure and temperature. At turbine outlet, approximately
0,5= distant from the last row, pressure, velocity and angles with five hole probes havebeen taken. These probes were traveresed radially. Tables below show the results of thecalculations compared with the experimental data. As shown in the tables 1 and 2 the
calculated data of a(2) with 820(r) =arcsin o/s agree well with measured mass flow and
pressure ratio. In the through flow calculation :f b (tables 1 and 2) with spanwise dis-
tribution the basic angles a20(r) were therefore taken from a(2).

Figs. 6 and 7 show the calculated angle and velocity distributions for the example
a(2), compared with the measured data for blades with low tip clearance T/c =0.015.
Similar calculation for blades with high tip clearance T/c=0.062 and experimental data
are shown in figs. 8 and 9. For the high tip clearance blading with loss and angle dis-
tribution, (example b), figs. 10 and 11 show the calculated and measured values. Better
agreement in the calculated angle and velocity distribution with measurements compared
to the data of a(2) can be seen. The computation with distributed losses allows a better
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agreement in the end wall regions. However, the strong gradient in loss and outlet angle
input probably causes numerical problems in the radial equilibrium calculations which
creates a wavy character of the plotted results in the mid-span region.

TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Relative clearance T/c=0.015 Relative clearance T/c= 0.062

Calculation Calculation Measurement Calculation Calculation Measurement
a(l) a(2) b a(2) b

m/mm 1.2168 1.002 0.9420 1.000 fm/hmm 0.9877 0 9868 1.000

IT*/a* m 1.0182 0,9998 0.9881 1.000 Tr*/f*m 0.9993 0.9921 1.000
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BLADE DESIGN

Once the radial equilibrium calculation ends to satisfaction, the blade profiles are
developed along the conical stream surface to achieve optimal aerodynamic behaviour.
Fig. 12 shows the calculati!z steps involved. The blade development starts with an
assumed optimum velocity distribution; the profiles are then modified at the leading and
trailing edge manually. Further profile modification to achieve required outlet angle is
conducted at the CAD-station (computet aided design procedure). For cooled blades the
coolant passages are designed and the hollow bladc geometry is used for further inves-
tigation. The mechanical, thermal and vibrating stresses (natural frequency) have to be
investigated to achieve desired blade life.

DATA FROM RAD. EQL. CALC.
3l1. 132, M1, M2 ETC.

p PROFILE DEVELOPMENT

M IMPROVEMENTS LEADN/I
TRAILING EDGE

FLOW CAD -STATIONCD

jTHEN, INTE RPOLATE

•JCOMPLETE BLADE
GEOM. DATA

SJOUTLET A GL

.INO 

•g

pVEL. DISTR.I

soLI0 S COOLED

BONAYLAY. BOUNDARY LAY.

/LOSSES |LOSSES,
. I HEAT TRANSF.

NO : YES 
P

SSTRESS (MECK &l COOLING

THERMAL) IDESIGN

;NAT. FREG. 

BLD

YES
SOUTLET,.ANGLE ]

{YES ;NO

C STRESS (MECH. &
THERM.)
STAT. / TRANS.
NAT. FREO.
BLADE LIFE

AEROF'OIL SECTIONS.
DESIGN DATA

FIG. 12 -CALCULATION STEPS TO DEVELOP BLADE PROFILES FOR GIVEN

FLOW CONDITIONS
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•i CONCLUSION
".In the radial equilibrium calculation the influence of coolant blown into main stream

are considered. The aerodynamic losses and outlet angle deviations, even radially distrib-
uted, can be considered. For quick computation of the flow field, a mean loss coefficient
and a mean angular deviation can be used as well. Stronger emphasis should be given in
determining the outlet angles of a blade row along the meridional planes for two-dimen-
sional flow by using exact solutions or by determining these data from experireent.
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APPENDIX

EFFECT OF COOLANT ON MAIN STREAM DATA

The cooling air, ejected into the hot gas channel, creates a change in aero-thermo-
dynamic data with entropy production due to mixing. This secondary air, blown out from
blade surface or from trailing edge, has often a radial distribution. The coolant from
rotor or blade carrier exhausting in the intermediate passage between the blades effec s
in the first instance the boundary stream tubes. A calculation method is presented below
to determine the radial change in the main stream properties. In the calculating s-ations
following assumptions are made.

Station 1: Inlet to a row with homogeneous flow along the circumference, fig. 2.

Station 2y: Just after the trailing edge; no mixing of coolant (exhausted at pressure or
suction surface) with main stream takes place. Furthermore ?2y= Pc2y and
8 2y= 8c2y.

Station 2; Just after plane 2y; complete mixing of main stream and coolant (from
pressure or suction surface) takes place without any change in flow angle

_W - and pressure, i.e. 8 2 = 8 2y and P2= P2y. No mixing of coolant from trailing
edge with main stream takes place. We assume further Pct= P2 and 8ct,ý82.

R Station 3: Inlet to next row; complete mixing of main stream with coolant from trailing
edge of proceeding row, from hub or casing takes place, P3 $ P2 and 83 0 82.

A radial distribution of the main stream properties (changed due to coolant flow) at
plane 2 and 3 (identical to station 1 of the next row) is calculated along the meridional
plane.

A.1 Expansion of main stream

In case of cooled blade the main stream expansion is not adiabatic. The heat flux
' from main stream into the blade, i.e. absorbed by the cooling air is denoted by 4c for

unit main stream mass flow. In case of a combined convective-film cooled blade we assume
however no heat transfer between coolant film on blade surface and main stream up to
station 2y. Furthermore let n be the polytropic efficiency, n the polytropic exponent
and 4c the coolant coefficient. We define proper work [24]

c = Ah 4 c (1)

;n-

with Ah n (L2) (2)with -= ( c) (n_-7 )RT1j i- ( 1

and qc tc ( n 1 )RTI n (3)

In the above equations we have according to [1]

d4c• cc = (4)

_de•v • = p ( 5 1

• n--l)7-'
(-•-- = (+ )(--)(6)

n n + ýc)(6

and dp is the infinitesimal pressure-drop along the flow taths.
n and ýc are assumed to remain constant during the expansion; P2y has been replaced by
P2.
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The velocity of main stream at station 2y:

for the fixed blade W2 y = /27K1 + e) (7a)

for rotating blade = /2(K1 + e + 2 (7b)

with Kl = Wi /2 (8)

As will be shown later thp effective main stream velocity is different to that given byeq. (7) when the coolant is blown out or, the suction surface. The equations in relative
system are also valid for a vane in absolute system with velocity W replaced by C.

A.2 Expansion or compression of coolant

From the blade cooling preliminary calculation following data rhc, Wc, PC, pc*, Tc*,
a (s. fig. 2) at different blowing holes or slot., are known. It is assumed that the
effective velocity of coolant is Wc . cos a. The velocity normal to blade surface i; thus
neglected. In case the coolant is blown out on pressure surface the coolant expands
downstream up to plane 2y.
Its velocity at 2y is:

vane Wc2yp / 2 (Kcp+ecp) (9a)

blade = 2(K +e + ) (9b)

In the above equation

Kcp = . (Wcp cos ap)2 '10)n 1

ncp P2ncp-
ecpcecp= cp Pcp ncp

n - RPcp -1cp (-

with ncp-I Ycpi
w t = (ncp) •• ncp

If the cooling air exhausts on the suction surface we assume its effective v•locity at

plane 2y to remain unchanged, i.e.

Wc2ys = Wcs . cos Cs (12)

However the coolant is pumped from its exhaust pressure to that at plane 2y. This
pumping work is supplied by the main stream. Compared to the main stream velocity given
by eq. (7) the effective velocity therefore reduces to

W22eff .___

2 2~.~-e 5 m 5 (3

2 ns 2 P2 "cs s
For fixed blade ecs =- (T RTcs -R- nc - 1 (14a)nons ncs-I "PCs ns

For rotating blade =- 1-cs-2 n 1 (14b)1S, 'cs nc- PTCs CS 2cs.j)~s (~) 0  -i -. [-(lb

For the coolant stream we have

ncs- 1  1 Ycs-l (15)

ncs ics Ycs

The yc is a function of coolant temperature. (We assume the polytropic efficiency of

coolant nc to be same as that of main stream.)
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A.3 Data at station 2

The velocity at station 2 after complete mixing is calculated from the momentum
¶ equation:

• m. W2yeff + Jfmc . Wc2y
W2 = - (16)

The outlet angle 82 can be calculated from the continuity equation

A2 . W2 . (2)sin 82 = i+ Ifc (17)

W2
2

with h 2 = 2 (182

The stagnation enthalpy h 2 * can he calculated from the energy equation

h (n. hl* - c". m)+Jmchc*•|h 2 * = -(19)

2* ~(fn + PC

from which we have the stagnation and static temperature T2 * resp. T2.

A.4 Data at station 3

At this station we consider the coolant from trailing edge, from rotor or blade
carrier completely mixed with the main stream. The equations in absolute system are
written for inclined meridional stream plane. The coolant from hub or casing exhausting
in the intermediate passage between the blade rows (i.e. between plane 2 and 3) is mixed
at plane 3 in the boundary stream tubes. Angular momentum equation between plane 2 and 3:

AL3 . C3 . cos a3 .r 3 = m2 • C2 .cos 2 .r2 + Jmnc.Cc.csC ac .rc (20)

The momentum equation along the meridional plane:

m3 -C 3 .sin a3 + P3 . A3 = m2 • C2 • sina 2 + I!hc . Cc . sinac +P2 • A2  (21)I 1
+ •(P2 + P3) (A3 - A2 )

The equations of continuity, energy and the relationship between static and stagnation
temperature together with the above two equations allow to calculate all the unknown data
at plane 3. These data at station 3 can be transformed to be used for station 1 of the
next row.

A.5 Proper work of the row

The proper work of the row between station 1 and 2 resp. 3 is given by the following
equation

(i +-fi)e=f fi (22)
S(m+ c)e . e+~cp *mcp • e fimcs . ecs (22)

ecan be used to determine the mixed flow inlet temperature Ti. We are as well interested
in the product of mass flow and proper work, i.e. in the right hand side of the eq. 2.

--z

Si M
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COMMENTS

Comment by M.Moore, C.E.6 B., UKfr The problems of introo-aotion oft ooling air highlights a difficult area in turbine calculations, where to introduce
losses in a stage. The profile lossts in a turbine fixed blade do not mix with the main flow within the stator, but
are distributed in the following gap and rnving blades. Should the stator losses from correlations therefcre be
applied in the rotor' Simi.arly, at stations, for example, following the stator trailing edge, what is the appropriate
fluid velocity to be used ii radial momentum equations? Should it be the main stream (inviscid case) value or some
mean value averaged t,, incorporate the wake deficit' The author's opinion on these two aspects would be appreciated.

Authors' response:
It ,s true, that the wakes due to boundar3 layers and trailing edge from the blade do not mix with the main flow

immediately at the trailing edge. The mting occurs downstream in the bladeless passage and in the following row.
"The assumption that the coi,.plete mixing occurs at the trailing edge is thus pessimistic.

f_ Traupel in his profile loss analysis, distii'guishes between the energy dissipation inside the blade row and that
due to mixing of the wake outside. Similarly. ;ii gives a relationship between the outlet angle at the trailing edge and
that far downstream after complete mixing Assuming complete mixing of tile wake in the bladeless passage (i.e.
up to the inlet to next row) one could coml.te teh flow field accordingly. In the radial equilibrium calculation the
computing stations are then, outlL. of each row an,: inlzt to next r,w. Proper losses and outlet angles have of course
to be used as described ibove. The h, id velociti.. -1 

these stations computed from the radial equilibrium calculation
are then approirmate to this loss distribution.

The axial distance between the bladeless pass,.•,e • chosen such that the follcwing row t. not excited from the
wake. Sufficient equalisatmoi of the wake thus t-ke. , .ce in this passage. The entropy proauction due to momentum
Sequali~ation follows a pamrabolc rule. According t3 1 ritpel a 50% resp. 75% equalisation of velocity causes 75% resp.
93.8% of the total entropy production. Thus the Tbove assumption that the losses due to complete mixing of the
wake occur in the bladeless passage is not far from meality.

In my presentation similar assumption iiis been rmide tor -oolant stream. Cooling air discharged from the blade
surface (pressure or suction surface) for film cooling ,', a'umed to be mixed completely i.pth. the trailing edge of
the blade. However coolant blown out at the trailing edge of the blade is mixe,' con! ,'etely with the mair stream
up to the inlet of next row

zza

I

:t
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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF TURBINE FLOW CALCULATION PROCEDURES

A. F. Carter, Manager, Fluid Dynamic Systems Group,
Northern Research and Engineering Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

SUMMARY

Computational techniques developed for modern computers have provided
engineers with basically sound tools for turbine design and analysis. However,
the current analytical methods do not necessarily lead to Improved turbine
performances or more reliable predictions of the quantities of interest. Un-
fortunately, the blade-row performance parameters, such as total-pressure-loss
coefficients and flcv deviations, remain the weak assumptions in most of the
otherwise sophistic. ed calculations of turbine flow conditions. This paper
reviews some of the .reas in which further efforts are needed. Since a tur-
bine's performance ultimately depends on the detailed design of the blading,
the paper concentrates on this aspect of turbine design and analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Given as many equations as there are unknowns, it is usually possible to solve the equations and to
determine the unknowns. The availability of computers has made it possible to solve quite complex equa-
tions encountered in design and analysis problems. There is no doubt that the solution of the complex
flows within a turbine requires sophisticated computer programs. However, I personally doubt that current
analytical procedures have made many contributions to improved performances of turbines. Engineers have
been provided with powerful tools in the form of computer programs for their design and analysis tasks.
Large pi!es of computer output, however, do not necessarily mean better turbines or significantly more
reliable predictions of the quantities of interest.

I work for a company which has been responsible for a wide range of computer-aided design and analy-
sis procedures. One example of our efforts is the TD2 program of References 1, 2, and 3. Nevertheless,
for the purpose of this paper I intend to play the role of a devil's advocate. Specifically, I intend to
point out that many of the calculations currently performed are of little real value i," they do not di-
rectly tackle the problem of blade-row performance and its dependence on the detailed design standard of
the blading.

S~MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

In the days of the slide rule, very simple procedures were used for design and analysis. Free-vortex,
constant-work designs were readily completed. Simple performance correlations were developed and readily
applied. Turbines frequently performed quite well and more often than not met their design requirements
and objectives.

When I was first confronted with a nonfree-vortex design, it was because someone had decided it would
be much simpler to use constant section hIading for a stator than to manufacture the more complex shape
which resulted from the usual free-vortex design. The problem to be addressed then was to determine the
magnitude of the performance penalty associated with this mechanically simpler design. The problem I have
today is to find anyone who has a quantitatively valid model for the higher performances achieved in the
various "nonfree-vortex" designs which are used by many turbine manufacturers. Later in the paper I ques-
tion the validity of attempts to control reaction or to use controlled-vortex aerodynamics as an explana-
tion of the improved performance of turbines of the type considered in Reference 4.

Once it had been established that designs having a common mean radius standard, but differing in de-
J tail across the annulus from hub to casing, performed differently, it became necessary to consider losses

at various radial locations. Immediately, the engineers developing analytical tools met a basic problem.
Losses are related to boundary layers; boundary layers migrate across streamlines defined by the core flow;

.I and losses are meas,,red at radial locations significantly different from those at whicn the low-momentum
flows originated. A problem with the streamline curvature approach to turbine design and analysis is that

L | detailed calculations of the core flows usually make assumptions concerning the losses which significantly
affect the validity of the calculations.

The flow conditions for a first stator row are quite complex, but as soon as the design or analysis
problem involves a later row, there is an increase in the complexity. It has been showin experimentally
that the performance of a rotor row depends on the quality of the flow entering the row. The replacement
of a stator row of a poorly performing stage by an improved design of slightly lower loss has on several
occasions increased the stage efficiency level by an amount far greater than that which could be attributed
to the lowered stator-row loss. One simple approach to the problem of correctly modelling the performance
of a rotor would be to treat the entering flow as consisting of a core flow and a wake. Thus, each transit 4

of a rotor blade across the pitch of a stator blade would yield a variation of inlet flow condition for the
rotor. Detailed analyses of flow conditions within a rotor, or for a section of tlxz rotor blading, are in-
teresting. However, if these calculations ignore the time-varying flow conditions, they address only part
of the real problem.

One of the programs developed by NREC is for the analysis of turbines of a given geometry. The analy-
sis which preceded the development of the program (Program TOD3D) considered in detail the pos-:bility that
there would be cases ir which there is a deterioration of the stage exit flow profile to the point that
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there is a reversed flow region at the hub of low hub-to-tip diameter ratio stages. Provisions were made
for handling the occurrence of negative meridional velocities. However, in none of the cases investigated
did these negative velocities occur. The underlying reason was that we assigned total pressure losses us-
ing loss coefficients based on relative exit dynamic heads. Hence, as velocities decreased near the hub,

the total pressure loss also decreased in the calculations. The computational scheme, therefore, imposed
limits on the deteriorations of tte flow profile. Since experimental data have shown very poor flow pro-

files in many of the low hub-to-tUp diameter ratio turbines, there is a question whether or not the con-
ventional loss coefficient approach will ever properly predict the flow fields of these turbines.

Engineers working to develop analytical procedures face yet another basic dilemma. The question to
be resolved is how much effort should be devoted to accurately analyzing poor performance designs. There
is a strong correlation between poor performance and blading standards which imp separated flows. The
computational problems increase when separated flows have to be considered. It wld probably be better
to direct analytical efforts towards improving blading design standards rather than towards the development
of computational procedures to tackle poorly designed turbines. One approach to the problem of flow calcu-
lations and performance predictions, in the presence of separated flows, might be to develop the "least
resistance theory" frequently quoted in the older text books on hydraulic machinery. In effect, the flow
through turbines could be considered in terms of what flow situation corresponds to the most efficient
passage of the flow through the stage or stages.

Before completing this brief recital of problems not, to my knowledge, currently tackled by analytical
methods, there are two very important questions to be considered: one, how muth greater complexity should
be introduced into the analytical methods?, and two, how are the various a.alytical procedures dealing with
the aerodynamics of turbines best integrated with the equally important mechanical aspects of turbines? I
do not know the answers to these questions, but I have opinions. I believe we will be reaching the point
of diminishing returns, when the cost of engineering time and computer usage approaches the cost of obtain-
ing model tests of candidate designs. With respect to the second question, I believe turbine technology
is already at the point where the challenge is no longer to achieve predictably high efficiencies but to
maintain efficiency levels in turbines which are more reliable, more readily manufactured, lighter, andS~less expensive.

s SPECIFIC DESIGN PROBLEMS

Programs such as NREC's Program TD2 (and its equivalents which have been developed by most of the

aircraft engine companies) provide engineers with great design freedom. It is possible to generate many
design alternatives which satisfy the specific design requirements. However, there is still the problem
of deciding which of the many alternatives should be selected. Clearly, it is impractical to carry each
of many parallel design efforts to a detailed blading standard before making a choice. Hence, there is a
need to relate alternative sets of blade inlet and exit flow Jata to probable perfoimance. A wide variety
of blaeing types can be selected to satisfy the required power output and flow capacity.

The program developed by NREC assigns a "consistent" set of losses to design alternatives, but to
date, this "consistent" set of lossas has failed to properly predict the efficiency level increase which
has occurred for some of the nonfree-vortex designs when compared with the free-vortex equivalent. The
governing equations at stator-exit/rotor-inlet and rotor-exit planes can be solved for a variety of possi-
ble tangential velocity or meridional velocity profiles. The radial variations of flow angles can be
tailored to meet specific requirements. If the calculations are performed with assumed total pressure
losses assigned to various streamtubes, there is little reason to believe significant changes in perfor-
mance will be achieved compared with a free-vortex design. Stator exit flows are found to be primarily a
function of the average tangential velocity. Consequently, the static pressures at hub and casing do not
vary significantly from design alternative to design alternative, provided the average stage reaction Is
"maintained. Various streamline patterns can be generated in which rotor relative flow angles change as
the distance between adjacent stream surfaces defining equal flow increments change. If we use loss co-
efficients that depend heavily on local reaction, it is not possible to claim reaction control as the means
by which stage efficiency is improved. Similarly, attempts to extract more work from the more efficient
sections of the turbine lead to relatively small predicted efficiency improvements. Here again, there is
only a relatively narrow band of possible solutions of the row exit flow fields.

It must be concluded that one design out-performs another, not because of the choice of particular
vortex flows, but because the use of that vortex flow has led to the design of blading which is inherently
capable of higher performance. Returning to the question of losses, consider the actual f'ow leaving a
blade row. Traverses downstream of stators show that a very high percentage of the flow is loss free. The
measured loss is associated with the low-momentum flow originating from the blade surface and annulus wall
boundary layers. Mixing of high and low-mamentum flows continues over considerable flow distances, and
first-stage stator wakes can be measured downstream of two or more stages. The static pressure fields are

*• controlled by the virtublly loss-free core flow. The wake flow accounts for a small percentage of the total.
In these circumstances, it could be argued that the basic radial equilibrium equation should be solved for
the loss-free flow. The low-momentum flow could be considered as circumferential and radial blockages.

In the above model, there would be a problem of assigning these blockages. Boundary-layer migration
is an important consideration. If, in the stator row, the static pressure fi'ld causes low-momentum flow
to migrate towards the hub, the free stream flow will be forced outward. It is because the above is a

4 •valid model of the physics of the flow that I have lost enthusiasm for taking part In academic arguments
with respect to streamline curvature and axial derivatives of various quantities in solutions of the sup-
posedly governlng equations which are now an Integral part of most modern computer programs for design and

0-- •analysis. In effect, I advocate even stronger emphasis on the blade design standard. I believe it makes
7 • more sense to select a particular nonfree-vortex design because it will be possible to design more efficient

blading rather than to devote considerable efforts to provide accurate predictions of the flow fields in
the inter-blade-row spaces. Unfortunately, almost endless varieties are now available to a designer with

'Zr
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ii! access to computer programs. Complex flow fields are solved in order to generate inter-blade row velocity_•_! triangle data.

I would carry the above one step further. If, in the detailed blading task, an engineer finds that
the detailed aerodynamic and mechanical requirements are not consistent with satisfying criteria related
to boundary layer behavior, he should be prepared to respecify the paraneters controlling the vortex flows.

SPECIFIC ANALYSIS PROBLEMS

The analysis problem consists of detirmining the detailed performance of a turbine when blading and
over-all operating conditions are defined. Designs can be analyzed before they are manufactured or when
experimental data are available. The over-all objective to be set for analysis methods is that the perfor-
mance of turbines will be accurately predicted in advance of any hardware procurement. There is o'vious1v
some advntage associated with the ability to model detailed performance after the fact; that is, when test
"data become available. However, if the purpose of the analysis is to discover why particular problems ex-
ist, it is already too late. Hopefully, the primary purpose of experimentalwork will be to improve the
analytical methods for future application.

Northern Research and Engineering Corporation per'onnel, like many other engineers, have devoted
considerable efforts to the development of analysis proczedures. It is possible to construct analytically
souiid models of the physics of the flow. In the case o. ý.entrifugal compressor blading, an attempt was
made to analytically treat both the viscous boundary layer flow and the inviscid flow fiela in a series of
cnmputer programs. These computer programs were developed but not to the point that they could be consid-
ered engineering tools. However, the work did lead to the formulaticn of simpler procedures for the quan-
titative assessment of different impeller design standards. The work was also extended in order to provide
improved correlations for use in axial compressor analysis programs employing th-• multi-streamtube, stream-
line curvature analysis method. In theory, the method of analysis can also be applied to turbine blade
rows.

The migration of boundary-layer flows across streamlines defined by the core flow is the basic prob-
lem to be tackled if reliable predictions of stages in detail are to be obtained. There would appear to

Lbe wo distinct levels to the problem. One is a redistribution of losses under the influence of the strong
pressure gradients or blade rotation forces in the case of rotor rows. The second is the additive loss ef-
fects which will occur when a net influx of low-momentum flow to a particular region causes a flow separa-
tion. When boundary-layer separations occur, the regions of separated flow act to limit the total pressure
loss in a blade row as a whole. Hence, there is a limit to how badly any blade row will perform. However,
blade rows downstream of rows in which there are significant flow separations have their performances ad-
versely affected. The most probable explanation of why significapt improvements in stage performance are
achieved when a stator blade rom is replaced by one having a very small decrease in row loss coefficient
is that rotor row performance is strongly dependent on the time-varying flow conditions.

It would be a tremendous achievement if the analytical methods were developed to the point that all
measurable quantities were accurately predicted for all turbines. I think it would be a more significant
achievement if methods were developed to the point that design alternatives could be rapidly evaluated in
the process of selecting a design which would perform predictably well.

If the objective is to select a design which will perform predictably well, it is only necessary to
• jestablish ichievable levels and use blade analysis procedures which identify the detailed design standard

in a semi-quantitetive manner. I fail to see the value of an analysis procedure which will accurately re-
produce the performance of designs in which basic criteria related to detailed design standards have not
been satisfied. Much can be made of the analysis of the complex secondary flows. Howaver, a better course"of action would be to reduce the significance of secondary flows by careful design of blade sectiois inorder to control the growth of boundary layers.

In the absence of experimental data, most analysis methods need to establish flow deviationq from
the actual blading angles and loss as a function of over-all operating conditions. It is interesting to
note that many of the empirical correlations of deviation can be substantiated by potential flow ana-yses.
It is also possible to calculate profile losses following an analysis of the surface velocity and/or pre:-
sure distributions. If turbines were to perform with section loss levels equal to those predicted from

': analyses of individual profiles (or equal to those measured in planar cascade tests), operating point ef-
ficiencies would often be in excess of 95 per cent on a total-to-total pressure ratio basis. Loss and de-
viation correlations for use in the analysis of designs must therefore include significant "secondary"
losses and deviations. In the case of stators, it is reasonable to assume that in most stages there is
both a redistribution of loss and additional 'osses created by separation-inducing, low-momentum flow mi-
gration. In the case of rotors, there is the added complexity of time variations of inlet flow velocit,
and incidence associated with the mixture of high- and low-momentL'n flows from upstream rows. I believe
that the calculations of surface velocity distributions for selected sections of a turbine's blading have
become routine now that computer programs have become dvailable. However, I am not aware that much atten-
tion Is being paid to the fact that all but the first row of a turbine's blading will operate with wide
variations of incidence associated with core and wake flows.

Boundary-layer characteristics will be time varying for all rows except a first stator. Tke time-
averaged loss may be a simple average of the loss versus incidence characteristic for the appropriate in-
cidence variation associated with the wakes from ipstream rows. However, it is easy to conceive that the
effects of a local high incidence would persist and that this provides the explanation of the strong de-

lax ;pendence of rotor row performances on upstream blade row performance.

Earlier I stated that empirical correlations for deviation could be substantiated by potential flow
Sanalyses. Accepting this to be a true statement, it should be possible to predict flow deviations for
sections consisting of both the geometric blading and the associated boundary zer. Such procedures are



not currently advocated, howcver, because of the boundary-layer migration which 'jccurs in the actual stage
environment. Nevertheless, if the analysis of a turbine includes a redistributi .n of loss, il would te
logical to develop correlations in which loss and deviation are related. In essence, an effort should be
made to relate both loss and deviation to the boundary-layer behavior and, heiice, to the actual blading
standaro.

SECONnARY FLOWS

Physical models of the flow withia turbine blade rows are cons'ructed with relatively little effort
if the modelling remain; at the qualitative level. It is considerably more difficult to proceed to e quan-
titative modelling. It is important to note that very large radial forces act on any component of the fiow
within a turbine.

One simplification of the secondary flow prob!em is to consider the boundary-layer flow as having
one half the free stream velocity adjacent to the boundary layer. If the free sfream is ii radial equfli-
brium, it is obvious that the lo•d-momentum flow will follw flow paths which divarge significantly from
those of th.' free stream. At tne und wallk, there w1 1l he large forces acting in the circu,'ferential di-
rection.

Anyone who has investigated the details of the flow downstream of stators is aware that high losses
are measured towards the hub z•nd, in particular, at the junction ot the end wall and the suct'on surface.
Anyone who has traversed the -xit flow of a turbine stage has observed regions of high loss whichi are dif-
ficult to relate directly co flow conditions of the free stream it the corresponding radial location. I
think it is impo;tant that anyone who attempts to develop correlations for use in tiorbine design and analy-
sis recognizes the boundary-layer migration prablem.

There are a variety of different correlations whicn attempt to include the eflect of blade-row aspect
ratio on turbine loss and flow deviation. It is quite possible that each cf the alternatives is a valid
correlation for a particular series of turbines. However, aspect ratio is *lust one of the parameze-s in-
fliencing the loss in a blade row. S,,ilarly, there used to be differing correlations for the effect of
stage hub-to-tip diameter ratio. It has Leen experhoentally shown that the criticai aspect ratio for a
stator row differs from that ef a rotor row. (C itical in the above sense means a value at which blade-
row losses oecome significantly greater than tiese of a high aspect ratio design.) Nonradial stacking of
stator blade se.tions is known to affect the performance of a turbine. From the above, it is clear that
any future atte-i ts to provide correlations for either the total secondary loss in blade rows or the re-
distribution of i-sses (to be used in the analysis of flow conditions across an atinulus) should recognize
the parameters diiectly affecting boundary-layer -,iqration. NREC has developed a migration parameter for
uce in axial comprtssor analyses, and it should be possible to develop an equivalent one for use in turbine
analyses.

I do, not mean to discourage efforts to deveiup analytidl methods of treating the complex viscous
and inviscid flow interactions. However, I do believe that, for day-to-day utilization by engineers, ,t
will be necessary to simplify the representicion of blade-row performanccs through the development of em-
pirical correlations. Preferably, these correlations will be based on the assumption that the deta;led
bladint. can be categorized as well-designed.

BLADE ROW OESIGN

If it is q.sumed that there is a large ov"r-all acceleration of the velocity for all biade sections,
there will be litt:- incentive to be concerned with the detailed design of turbine blading. However, theie
are considzrable advantages associated with increasiný, the lo-ding of turbine stages. As loadings increase,
local diffusion rates can becor- as large as those ix'ýerietted in compressors. Simple cot.siderativas of
surface velocity distribut!ons or pressure dis'ributions wil. show that adverse pressbre gradie:its become
more likely as the ratio of inlet-:o-exit velocity approaches unity or 3ttempts are .iade to Pchieve the
required momentum transfer in lower solidity blading.

Since surface distribut:ons are important, NREC has takei. the position that all turbine blading
should be undertaken using the direct-dusign method. Specifizally, we chose to develop the Stanitz method

-4! o References ' and 6. It is a d'rect-desigr method in that .he engineer directly controls the quantities
of interest. The engirser selects the surface Mach number dlstrib~tioits and attempts to satisfy criteria

I with respect to maximum surface Mach numbers and loca diffus;rn rames while satisfying over-afl mechanical
constraints arising from stress and manufacturing considerations. It could be arguea that the actual sur, A

face distributions will differ from those assurmed a! the desigr stage because of the various assumptions
made. However, the actual flow conditions within the row will be closely related to those assumed in the
design of the individual sections of the blading.

The use of well-d" :gned profiles in a blade rov ducreases the importance of secondary flows.
"Clearly, the less low-momentum flow which is generated, the lss is the significance of the migration of
these flows. Neverthelej$, there will be bounJary-!ayer flow ,iigration, end there is no reason why it
should not be taken into consideration at the design utage, at least qualitt'tivelv. One -*rst step is to

E consider the static pressure contrurs for a complete su-face. These contours can be used to obtain first
estimates of both the rate of boundary-layer nrowth and the probable directico of the boundary-layer migra- 4
tion. For stator blades, the design.r has " freedom with respect to the Stacking of the blade sections,
and this freedom should be used. For rotoi b!ading, che highly stressed rows cf mos aircraft gas turbines
limit the freedom to stack sections in order to meet specific ae-odynariic requirements. Neve-theless, it f

Is usually possible to redefine bladi:ig sections in o.-der t- improve the over-all aerodynamic performance
without adversely affe-,tng local stresses.

The design of rotor b!adlng shoola consider Its operating environment. Specifically, it should rec-K ognlzc the fact that stotor wakes will he present in the inlet relative floy. The fact that most, If not %
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all, design-point selection programs list single variations of inlet angle and inlet velocity or Mach num-
ber with radius for a design point tends to obscure the fact that the rotor will be required to operate
with a time-varying inlet flow. The actual magnitude of the variation is difficult -o estimate. The decay
of wakes is a function of fluw distance from the source of wakes and the details of the low-momentum flow
at the trailing edge of the upstream row. Nevertheless, there will always be a component of the flow which
is at a substantially different incidence than the core flow. It would, therefore, be a mistake to design
any rotor section for absolute minimum loss at one particular inlet flow condition.

The operating range requirement c' each scction will differ. Velocity triangle data of the conven-
tional type can be used to construct vP'jcity triangle data for the wake flows entering the rotor. Obvi-
oLsly, it would be necessary to make assumptions with respect to the ratio of residual wake velocity and
the free stream. In some rases it might not be possible to avoid local stalling of the flow, but at least
the engineer should be prepared to crike some compromises in selecting a "noiiinal" design-point loading in
order to prcvide some margin for the actual operating conditions.

Existing analysis procedures can oe used to establish surface distribution data at various incidences
and at inlet velocity levels. It would be useful if these analyses were programmed to yieid the variations

-in loading associated with typical core ano wake flows. Wakes from upstream rows are known to play an im-
portant part in the excitation of vibrations which can lead to fatigue failures. Howevei, the energy input
for a particular vibration mode w1l1 depend strongly on the rotor blade's response to the time-varying flow
conditions.

In the case of aircraft gas titr'ineb, fatigue failures of turbine blading are now rare events. How-
ever, in the case of industrial turbines (both gas and steam), failures excited by unsteady aerodynamic
forces still occur. The design of blading to avoid all possible excitations of a large number of natural
frequencies over a wide range of operating conditions and speeds is a formidable task. At this time it is
not clear whether or not compromises of the aerodynamic design standard to improve mechaniual features of
a blade-row design is the correct approach. However, one thing is certain, and that is that the aero-
dynamic and mechanical design of blading should be closely coordinated and not treated as two distinct and
separate tasks.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I apologize to all those who expect to see complex equaticns and detailed results of analytical cr
experimental investigations in a paper of this type. On the one hand, I believe that many prssentations
of turbine calculation procedures have teided to obscure the physics of the problem they address. On the
other hand, very little of the efforts of NREC can be presented in the open literature; an overwhelming
percentage of our total turbomachinery effort is undertdken for specifiL industrial clients.

The state-of-the-art of turbine technology is not really as bad as I have made it seem. It is true
that the analytical treatment of the turbine design and analysis problem can be very complex. However, I
believe that the acquisition of some better insights into the physics of the flow should be the principal
objective of those who wish to further develop the analytical models. I believe that much of the work
undertaken in the past fifteen to twenty years can be put to good use. $he ultimate objective is to put
the aa.3lytical procedures to work to achieve better and more reliably predicted performances. There islittle point in spending high-levei engineering efforts and making extensivc use of expensive computers if

turbine performances do not charge or if existing perfurmance levels are not aciieved with cheaper, lighter,
and more reliable machinery.
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COMMENTS

Comments by H.Cox, G.E.C., UK
1 have a number of points. First of all, you said that you thought that there would be a correlation between

loss and deviation. Do 3 ou mean in cascades? To my knowledge, there is no such thing. You have a change of loss
with incidence and no change of deviation. We have tried to look at this at optimum incidence and we could not find
any correlation between minimum loss and deviation. Low deviation blades can have high losses and conversely high
deviation blades can have low losses. I think that this is associ.ated with deviation being composed of two elements,
cne associated with the boundary layer, one with the potential flow. To do what you suggest, you would have to
split the deviation into its two constituent parts.

Authors' response:

I am working with real turbine flow and 1 do not think that cascades have anything to do with the rea! world.
Anulus cascades are not really the kind of thing we are worried about, but the real flow. If our turbiaes would
operate with the cascade loss, their efficiencies would be up in the 95%. What I meant is that people have demon-
strated that the empirical correlation were developed because of the lack of computer, not because people did not
know better.

I 1 The potential flow calculation will give you a potential Pfaw deviation and a "potential flow losses", i.e. blade
pressure distribution that you can use to calculate boundary layer and the associated loss. And there is a relationship
between velocity and loss. That I call potential flow solution. If you find that there is a loss redistribution to a
certain area, then it would appear that at that station, there are high losses. I am saying that the deviations which
are occurring there could also be related back to a potential flow solution. The potential flow solution is related to
the blade and the boundary layer around the blade.

Comment
Could I ask another question? You are using different vortex design, you are saying that you obtain different

efficiencies according to the design, that you cannot predict. What sort of errors in efficiency are you talking about?

Authors' response:
Sometimes three points; using a conventional loss scheme. This is important if you are between 88% and 91%.

We are trying to get to 1% in efficiency.

Comment by J.Railly, University of Birmingham, UK
Regarding the differenc, between "potential" Old real deviation, on the basis of calculation, in which boundary

layers are represented by sources, the eventual difference between uncorrected aid corrected potential solution is
very tiny. You could thus expect, for attached boundary layer, to be very near the prediction by Martensen's method,
for instance.

Authors' resp" se:

I agree At the deviation calculated for lightly-loaded, well-designed profiles is not greatly affected by considera-
tion of th," b.,undary layer and the trailing edge wake. The point I was trying to make in the paper was that boundary
layers and boundary layer nigration effectively redefine the boundaries of the core flow. Hence, there should be a
correlation between loss and deviation. If losses are redistnbuted, flow deviations should also be redistributed with
regions of high loss being associated with high deviation values. It is known that local loss coefficients can be several

k times larger than the pure profile loss for the section. In these circumstances there is no reason to believe that the
"deviation will not be significantly different from the two-dimensional "profile" value. What is significant will depend
on the compressor or turbine being considered. In the case of multi-stage compressors, very small changes in the deviations
assigned to the earlier blade rows can greatly affect the predicted performance of the overall machine. In highly loaded,
imulti-stage turbines small changes in deviation will significantly affect the stage work splits.

Comment by J.Dunham, N.G.T.E., UK
I agree that the radial migration of losses has an important effect on loss distnbution. But this migration

occurs mainly in the trailing edge wake region, and how do you calculate migration of low energy fluid along the
S - trailing edge?

Authors' response:
In the paper, I was primarily concerned with boundary layer migration within a blade row. However, since

"the pressure field downstream of a blade row will satisfy the radial equilibrium conditions for the wakefree flow, it
is obvious that there will be a radial migration of low momentum flow in the wake region. Although I have not
attemp•ted any calculations of the migration of the low momentum flow, I am reasonably certain that the problem
will be amenable to treatment by writing and solving the appropriate equations of motion.

For a given radial pressure gradient the radius of curvature or" the low velocity flow will depend on the velocity
level. I expec~ t-at typical flow patterns in both stator ard rotor blade row wakes could be estimated with reasonable
accuracy once (he wake flow is represented by a series of discrete velocity ievels.

r •Comment by M.Denton, C.E.G.B., UK
I agree with your statement about large radial migration. I have made measurements myself showing large

movement of low energy flow from casing to hub. However, on the same turbine, the agreement between measured
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and calculated (by through-flow) data was very good indeed. I would tend to conclude that the effect of the migra-
tion on the through-flow, on the mean flow, is small. Do you agree?

Authors' response:
The better the basiL blade design, the smaller the migration should be. I pointed out in my text, that the emphasis

should be on keeping the low momentum flow quantities as small as possible. If you have small low momentum flows,
you have small secondary flows. Typically, you can design blading where there is no deceleration until very late in the
blade. The boundary layer growth on the blade can be very limited. In thcse circumstances, the amount of flow moved
to other radius is small. however, I still see that bad blade!, are being put into turbines. It is in those poorly bladed
turbines that the migration phenomenon is important. In a variety of applications, it is sometimes difficult to avoid
migration. For instance, in very small turbines whert you have manufacturing constraints, for instance where one cannot
tolerate chord smaller thin 1/2 inch. The blades have then a low aspect ratio. A good method should handle this as well.

Comments by H.Cox, G.E.C., UK
What makes you believe that the difference between measured and calculated efficiencies is due to migration, and

"not to unsteady effects?

MAthors' response:
In the rotor, the unsteady effects are the very important ones.

• Comment

R, You are getting now to small effects for the mig,-ation. Let us say that on your 3% difference in efficiency, 1%
is due to unsteady effects, 1% to turbulence level, that leaves you only 1% for the migration. I am speaking for small
turbines, presumably in large machines, there is a bigger effect.

Authors' response:
I did not want to blame all on the migration. I just wanted to point out that one has to consider it in tne

correlations. A lot of correlations have been developed. Some still subsist, some have died away. They took an
array of parameters into account. They were, in fact, attempts to explain a particular series of results which is a
very desirable objective, but also very constraining. It you decide that turbines in a particular class are inefficient,
because of previous experience, you have lost the game. You have to assume that you can make the migration small.

Comment
In fact, we have published a correlation which was tested on a number of smal diameter ratio turbines. Our

onginal intention was to use a fudge factor to modify the calculation to suit the measured data, but we did not need
it.

Authors' response:
Our objective should be that when we have to design a turbine, before anyone picks up a machine tool, we

should know how that turbine will perform. If you have to wait until you tr), to line un your measurements with
your model, this is too lhte. If you arc good it is interesting. If it is bad, you have to modify your model. If you
havt a bad product you cannot sell it. The objective of the theoretical calculation should be to make the performance

, •of turbomachines predictable.

MV..
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COMPRESSOR DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

by

H.B. Weyer

DFVLR-Institut fUr Luftstrahlantriebe,
Linder Hohe, 5 Kbln 90, W.Germany

INTRODUCTION

After the first day's excellent introduction to the current techniques available to
evaluate the axisymmetric flow field in turbomachines at design and off-design conditions,
the second day of the meeting was concentrated primarily on proving these calculationmethods by comparing the results with corresponding experimental data from real test ma-
chines. In preparing this part of the meeting the program committee asked for appropriate
test cases, got a limited number of examples, and selected finally five machines - 2 tur-
bines and 3 compressors.

Prime criteria for the selection were:

1. The comparison should cover both compressors and turbines, single-stage as
well as multi-stage machines.

2. The flow path dimensions should be such that the effects of gap flow and end
wall boundary layers are always present but not dominant.

3. Complete geometrical data and appropriate test results should be available.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPRESSOR TEST CASES

The details of the compressor caseý - as far as now available - are included in the
following tables and diagrams. Tab.1 r es a survey on the main design parameters of
the three compressor test exampl-es, c ;ignated by the numbers 3 to 5.

Test Case 3 is a single-stage transonic compressor without inlet guide vanes in-
vestigated at DFVLR. It was designed for a total pressure ratio of 1.51 at a mass flow
rate of 17.3 kg/s and a tip speed of 425 m/s. The isentropic efficiency was estimated to
be about 80.5 %. The rotor inlet diameter of 400 mm was prescribed by the DFVLR axial
compressor test rig.

Tab.2 contains additional design characteristics; the stage pressure ratio of 1.51
is pre-dicted to occur at a temperature rise of 15.4 % of the inlet total value. MCA-pro-
files were selected for the rotor blading from hub to tip. NACA-65 profiles with a circu-
lar arc camber line were used throughout the stator blade height. 28 blades with a tip
chord length of about 60 mm were selected for the rotor, 60 blades for the stator yiel-
ding ubual blade solidities between 1.34 and 2.0 for the rotor and 1.5 to 2.4 for the
stator. The maximum inlet Machnumbers to rotor and stator blading reach up to 1.37 and
0.76 respectively. The maximum diffusion factor is estimated to be 0.53 for the rotor
and 0.48 for the stator. Fig.1(a) demonstrates the compressor annulus geometry. Pub and
outer wall are shaped to adapt the flow path to the stage pressure rise, to achieve nearly
constant axial velocity over the annulus height, and to balance rotor end stator diffu-
sion factors properly. (Due to contract restrictions detailed geometric date of this
machine are not allowed to be published.)

•, .Test Case 4 (MTU, Munich) is a 3-stage transonic compressor without inlet guide
vanes, too. It was designed for a total pressure ratio of 2.9 at a corrected mass flow
of 61.7 kg/s and at a tip speed of 470 m/s of the first rotor. The overall isentropic
efficiency in this case was predicted to be around 83 %.

Taý.3 offers detailed informations on the design characteristics of the different
stages. The pressure ratio decreases from 1.44 of the first stage to 1.4 of the last
stage; the relative temperature rise behaves - as expected - similarly to the pressure
ratio variation. For the rotor blades special wedge type and DCA profiles are selected
to achieve the design flow pattern. The stator blades consist of NACA-65 profiles with
circular arc camber line. Looking at the Mach numbers it becomes evident, that all three
rotors are operating at transonic inlet velocities. The rotor and stator blade solidities
are choosen such that the diffusion factors are kept well below critical values. A
detailed description of this compressor is given in Ref.(1). Fig.1(b) shows the annulus
geometry of this compressor; the location of the rotors and stators, and the position of
the instrumentation planes are also indicated. Measurements have been carried out upstream
and downstream of the blade rows yielding primarily overall performance data for the
comparison. (Permission of publication of the compressor geometry was not achieved.)

4 •Test Case 5 (NGTE, Pyestock) is a 4-st3ge compressor with inlet guide vanes which was
designed for an overall pressure ratio of 2.95 at a mass flow of 24.1 kg/s. The tip speed
of the first rotor was set at 362 m/s. The isentropic efficiency was estimated to reach
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Stage design characteristics as pressure ratio and temperature rise were not available
when preparing Tab.4. The average pressure ratio of 1.31 is evaluated from the overall
pressure ratio jus's-tto give an idea of the energy addition within the stages. All rotors
are equipped with DCA-blades, all stators with NGTE-C4-profiles. The relative tip Mach
number at the inlet of the first rctor is kept relatively low at 1.22. (All other data in-
cluding diffusion factors are not available.) The compressor annulus geometry (Fig.t(c)),
the 4-stage concept, anid the moderate inlet Mach number characterize this machine as a
typical JP compressor of a modern turbofan engine (s.Ref.(2)). The instrumentation planes
(Fig.3) were located such to provide detailed stage element performance data. +)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - TEST CASE 3

The single stage transonic compressor - Test Case 3 - has been investigated using both
conventional and far advanced measuring technioues. The instrumentation planes just up-
stream and downstream of the stage were equipped with probe rakes or radially traversing
probes to analyse the spanwise distribution of the total pressure and temperature, and of2 the flow direction. A liquid-filled Pitot probe was inserted between rotor and stator to
determine well-defined mean total pressures in the strongly fluLtuating discharge flow of
the rotor, The inaccuracy of the pressure measurements was proved to be about 0.5 % pri-
marily due to the inaccuracy of the today available prcssure transducers; the error of the
temperature measurements was estimated not to exceed ,ialf a degree.

Additionally, the rotor flow field (ahead, within, and behind the blading) was studied
in great detail using advanced laser velocimeter (Ref.(3)). These tests carried out at
design (20 260 rpm) and off-design speeds yieldcd quite complete informations o, the span-
and gapwise velocity profiles, on the 3-dimensional shock waves, on the flow separations,
and on the blade wikes.

The overall performance of this compressor is shown in Fi_.2. The speed lines areV- quite typical of a single stage transonic compressor; at design speed a maximum pressure

ratio of 1.65 and a maximum efficiency of 85 % - based on temperature rise - are achieved.
There is a slight increase in maximum efficiency from 85 to 100 % speed due to long term
operation at b5 % speed associated with severe rotor and stator blade contamination. The
tests at 100 % speed were carried out with the compressor cleaned up.

The following figures (Fig.3 to 7) give a survey on the spanwise distribution behind
rotor and stator of main flow parameters as total pressure ratio, temperature rise, Mach
numbers, the absolute flow angles, and flow losses. The experimental data shown represents
the flow pattern at design mass flow (17.3 kg/s) and at maximum efficiency with an equi-
valent mass flow of 16.8 kg/s. The relatively unif3rm stage total pressure profile satis-
fies the prime design requirement of a radially constant work addition within the stage.
The rotor outlet flow angle - and in cnnsequence the temperature rise-increases near hub
and outer wall which is also a design prospect in order to compensate for the additional
flow losses occuring near the end walls. This is verified experimentally by the radial
distribution of rotor and stator losses shown in Fii.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - TEST CASE 4

As already mentioned, in Test Case 4 - that is the 3-stage transonic compressor -
measurements were carried out primarily at compressor inlet and outlet using ordinary
"total pressure and temperature rakes. The static pressure was drawn from wall tap readings
"and adapted within the flow by fulfilling the radial equilibrium. The accuracy of the
pressure and temperature measurement can be assumed to be the same as in Test Case 3.

Interstage measurements are available, however, the experimentator hims'lf believes
the results being not as confident as necessary to check with corresponding calculated
data. Thus, for Test Case 4 the comparison will be restricted on the overall performance
which is shown for this compressor in Fi_.8. The isentropic efficiency is based on torque

* measurements corrected for disc venti jation losses nd for bearing friction losses.

At 100 % speed that typical straight speed line is observed which is representative
of multi-stage transonic compressors. The pressure ratio exceeds the value of 3 to 1
whereas the maximum isentropic efficiency reaches up to about 84 •.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - TEST CASE 5

The experiments on Test Case 5 - the 4-stage compressor - were carried out with a•i
inlet spoiler incorporated to simulate a typical fan exit pressure profile at this JP-
compression-system entrance. The inlet total pressure was taken as the arithmetic mean of

* several eight-point Kiel rakes which were stationed 0.7 chords upstream of the rotor 1
blade leading edge. Four half shield thermocouple probes located far upstream of the
compressor were useu to determine the arithmetic average of inlet total temperaturc. The
compressor overall performance is evaluated from arithmetic mean, of outlet total pressure
and total temperature measured by Kiel rakes and half shield thermocouple probes at 2.3
and 5.5 chords downstream of the outlet guide vanes. (For further details - e.g. ciicum-
ferential probe traversing to cover IGV and OGV wake areas - see Ref.(2).)

Constant speed characteristics were taken at several speeds, and the results obtained

are partialiy presented in Fig.9. The compressor achieves its design pressure ratio, but

T The geometric data of this compressor are summarized in the appendix,
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2exceeds the design mass flow by 2.5 %. The isentropic efficiency remains 3 % below the
design value.

Interstage measurements are available behind each rotor of this compressor yielding
informations on the radial profiles of total pressure and temperature, of static pressure,
and of flow angle; wedge type probes and single half shield thermocouple probes were
tought to fulfill all these functions satisfactorily. No informations are available on
the accuracy of the pressure measurements; the error of temperature measurement however
is believed to be 0.1 % of the actual vlue.

The experimentator has only submitted the total pressure and temperature profiles at
the outlet of each rotor, which data are plotted in Fig.10 and 11.

RESULTS OF LASER VELOCIMETER MEASUREMENTS IN TEST CASE 3

As already mentioned a laser velocimeter - the so-called "Two-Focus technique", de-
veloped here at DFVLR (Ref.(3)) - was ap-lied for a detailed study of the transonic flow
field within the rotor of this single stage compressor. For these mea,urements in fast
moving blade rows the "Two-Focus Velocimeter" was operated as a stroboscope. Up to 15
circumferential measuring positions over one blade spacing were settled in each measuring
locus designated by circular symbols in Fi[_1. This diagram demonstrates furthermore that
measurements could be performed also in the vicinity of the hub and outer casing walls,

As a few examples of this investigation the following figures (Fig.13) illustrate the
rotor flow field at three different blade heights. Lines of constant relative Mach number
- plotted here over two rotor blade channels - represent the flow pattern at design speed
- 20 260 rpm - and maximum efficiency. Vebr hub a small supersonic flow regime appears
- just above M = 1; at 68 % blade height a typical bow shock is located within the blade
entrance portion turning over to oblique slocks inside and outside the blades at 89 %
annulus height. All data gathered up to now yield a quite complete picture of the transo-
nic rotor flow field, including 3-d shock waves, 3-d flow effects, blade wakes etc.

These few examples shnuld just demonstrate the today's experimental capabilities. The
new advanced testinq techniques give us great chances to accomplish our theoretical
compressor flow model and to develop more realiable hub-to-tip, blade-to-blade or even
3-d calculation methods.
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APPENDIX: Geometric Data of Test Case 5

Tab. 1.1: Flow Path Geometry

Z -546 -351 -160 0 42,3 85,2 124,5 166,0 204,3 243,0

RHub 0 194,3 194,3 194,3 194,3 194,3 194,3 194,3 194,3 194,3

RTip 396,1 338,8 284,C 280,2 273,3 266,2 261,5 256,6 252,0 247,4

Z 282,5 317,5 350,0

RHub 194,3 194,3 194,3

RTip 243,9 240,8 240,8

Tab. 1.2: Location of Instrumentation

Z - 8 47,9 130,0 209,4 287,9 330

All dimensions in mm, z: axial coordinate

Tab. 2.1: Profile Type and Number of Blades

Stage No. 1 1 2 2 3

Blade Row IGV Rotor Stator Rotor Stator Rotor

"Prof. Type C4 DCA C4 DCA C4 DCA

Number of
Blades 26 47 80 45 74 43

Stage No. 3 4 4

Blade Row Stator Rotor OGV

Prof. Type C4 DCA C4

Number of
Blades 70 38 72
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Tab.2.2 Blade and Cascade Data (on iections ifrallel to axis)
•! Leading

axial Location Z Blade max Edge
Radius Leading Trailing Solidity Stagger Inlet Outlet Thickness Radius

mm Edge Edge Angle Angle % chord % chord
mm mm deg. deg.

Stage No.: 1 Blade Row., 1GV

194,3 -63,0 -31,7 0,667 1,9 0 3,7 7,0 0,84

215,8 -65,6 -29,0 0.708 3,9 0 7,8 7,0 0,84

237,2 -68,5 -26,2 0,755 6,2 0 12,4 7,0 0,84

258.7 -71,4 -23,3 0,806 8,6 0 17,2 7,0 0,84

280,2 -74,4 -20,2 0,868 11,5 0 22,9 7,0 0,84

Stage No.: 1 Blade Row: Rotor

194,3 1,9 41,0 1,905 37,8 52,0 23,5 8,0 0,48

214,1 3,2 39,3 1,686 41,5 51,4 31,6 6,5 0,39

233,8 4 2 38,0 1,511 44,4 51,3 37,5 5,0 0,30

253,6 4,9 36,9 1,370 46,6 51,9 41,2 4,0 0,27

273,3 5,6 36,0 1,253 48,4 52,9 43,8 3,0 0,27

Stage No.: 1 Blade Row: Stator. • I
194,3 49,3 79,9 2,083 15,7 42,0 -10,6 5,0 0,60

212,3 48,6 80,0 1,961 15,8 39,4 - 8,1 5,5 0,66

230,2 47,9 80,1 1,852 16,1 38,4 - 6,2 6,0 0,72

248,2 47,3 80,0 1,754 16,9 38,8 -5,0 6,5 0,78

266,2 46,7 79,9 1,667 17,9 40,6 - 4,8 7,0 0,84

Stage No.: 2 Blade Row: Rotor

194,3 87,2 123,3 1,733 40,0 54,S 25,5 8,0 0,48V 211,1 88,0 121,8 1,600 44,3 54,5 25,5 8,0 0,48

227,9 88,7 120,5 1,484 47,6 54,4 40,8 5,0 0,30

244,7 89,1 119,5 1,385 50,1 54,7 45,5 4,0 0,27

261,5 89,3 118,7 1,299 51,6 55,1 48,1 3,0 0,27

Stage No.: 2 Blade Row: Stator

194,3 131,3 160,8 1,852 15,0 40,0 -0,0 5,0 0,60

209,9 130,7 160,5 1,731 14,5 38,0 - 9,0 5,5 0,66

225,5 130,0 160,1 1,623 14,1 36,7 - 8,6 6,0 0,72

241,0 129,3 159,7 1,531 13,8 36,3 - 8,7 6,5 0,78

256,6 128,6 159,3 1,447 13,2 36,3 - 9,9 7,0 0,84

All dimensions in mm or in percent chord (as max. thickness, leading edge radius). I
All angles in axial direction and with resprect to compressor axis.

Q%
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STab.2.2 Blade and Cascade, Data (continued)

axial Location z Blade LeadingRadius Leadin5 Trailing Rolidity Stagger Inlet Ortlet max. EdgeEdge Edge Angle Angle Thickness RadiusMM mm deg. deg. % chord % chord

Stage No.- 3 Blade Row: Rotor
194,3 167,9 203,1 1,669 42,0 54,4 29,5 8,0 0,48
208,7 168,3 202,4 1,587 45,2 34,7 35,7 6,7 0,40
223,1 163,5 201,7 1,515 47,5 54,8 40,1 5,5 0,33
237,6 168,7 200,8 1,451 50,3 56,2 44,3 4,2 0,25
252,0 168,8 200,2 1,391 52,0 57,4 46,6 3,0 0,25

Stage No.: 3 Blade Row: Stator
194,3 211,0 238,0 1,605 15,2 39,7 -9,4 5,0 0,60
207,6 209,7 238,9 1,563 14,3 37,1 -8,5 5,5 0,66
220,9 209,4 238,6 1,515 14,1 36,2 -8,1 6,( 0,72

234,1 208,7 238,9 1,475 14,0 36,4 -8,5 6,5 0,78S247,4 208,0 239,1 1,439 13,9 37,3 -9,6 7,0 0,84

SStage No.: 4 Blade Row: Rotor

194,3 245,0 281,2 1,542 43,0 55,5 30,5 8,0 0,48
206,7 245,4 280,7 1,488 46,0 55,9 36,1 6,7 0,40
219,1 245,6 280,6 1,437 47,8 56,2 39,5 5,5 0,33
237,5 246,2 280,0 1,389 50,6 57,7 43,5 4,2 0,24
243,9 246,7 279,5 1,346 52,9 59,1 46,6 3,0 0,23

Stage No.: 4 Blade Row Stator
"194,3 289,9 315,6 1,568 14,8 39,4 -9,8 5,0
205,9 288,9 315,7 1,538 14,4 37,5 -8,7 5,5 0,66
217,5 287,9 315,7 1,516 14,5 37,0 -8,0 6,0 0,72

( 229,2 286,9 115,8 1,493 14,6 37,2 -8,0 6,5 0,78
240,8 285,9 315,8 1,471 14,8 38,0 -8,5 7,0 0,84

All dimensions in mm or in percent chord (as max. thickness, leading edge radius).All angles in axial direction and with respect to compressor axis.

VS'



Tab.1 Prime design characteristics of Compressor Test Cases 3 to 5.

Dý% s f Data

Test Case Type of Machine Mass Flow Press.Rtatio+'I Effic. +) ITIp Speed

3 I-stage trans.cornpressor 17.3 kg/s 1.51 81 % 425 U/s

4 3-stage trans.cnmqpressor 61.7 kg/s 2.9 83 % 470 rn/s

5 -stage trans.compre~sor 24.1 kg/s 2.95 86 % 362 rn/s

TT ttal to total data

Tab.2 Stage design data of the single-stage transonic tampressor (DFVLR -Test Case 3).

Parameter Stage 1

Pressure Ratio 1.51

Temperature Rise 0.154

Blade Row Rotor Stator

Number of Blades 28 60

Profile Type MCA NACA-65

Solidity hub 2.0 2.4 I
tip 1.34 1.52

Mach Numb~er ( x.1.37 0.76
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Diffusion Factor 0.53 0.46
(max.) ______ _______

CiTrcular Arc Camber Line
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Tab.3 Stage design data of the 3-stage transonic compressor (MTU-Test Case 4).

Parameter Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Pressure Ratio 1.444 1.435 1.402

Temperature Rise 0.13 0.12 0.12

Blade Rew Rotor Stator Rotor Stator Rotor Stator

Number of Blades 21 29 31 53 45 41

Profile Type wedge IACA 65 #edge NACA 65 DCA ACA 65 1)
_ _ _type 1) type 1_

Solidity hub 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.96 2.00 1.93
tip 1.22 0.90 1.25 1.22 1.25 1.23

Mach Number(max.) 1.54 0.71 1.24 0.78 1.08 0.67

Diffusion Factor 0.47 0.31 0.42 0.4C 0.47 0.32

'I' Circular Arc Camber Line

Tab.4 Stage design data of the 4-stage transonic compressor (NGTE - Test Case 5).

Parameter Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Pressure Ratio 1.31 (average stage pressure ra ,1o)e -

Temperature Rise

Blade Row IGY Rotor Stator ;.tor Stator Rotor Stator Rotor OGV

i Number of Blades 2C 47 80 45 74 43 70 38 72

Profile Type C4 1) nCA C4 1 ) DCA C4 1 ) DCA C4 1 ) DCA C41 )

Solidity hub 0.67 1.91 2.08 1.73 1.85 1.67 1.61 1.54 1.48 j
tip 0.87 1.25 1.67 1.30 1.45 1.39 1.44 1.35 1.47

"".c.-um e 1.22
(max.)

Diffusion Factor J J-
-Circular Arc Camberline
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(a) Test Case 3 (1-stage)

plar-e of instrumentation
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(b) Test Case 4 (3-stage)
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(c) Test Case 5 (4-stage)
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Fig.1 Annulus geometry of the test compressors
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Test ase 3

Direction d Rotation

(a) Flow pattern at 18% blade height (stream line 2 )

K 'NTest Case, 3

• • \Direction of Rotation

•-;(b) Flow pattern at 68% blade height (stream line 6 )

S~(c) Flow pattern at 89% blade height (stream line 8 )

Si"Fig.13 Lines of constant relative Mach number within the rotor blading if Test 'ýase 3
_i ..... at design speed.
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COMPARISON BETWcEN THE CALCUJLATED AND THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

OF THE COMPRESSOR TEST CASES

by

H.B. Weyer

and

R. Dunker

DFVLR-Institut fUr Luftstrahlantriebe:1 Linder Hdhe. 5 Kb5ln 90, W.Germany
About forty experts originally planned to contribute to this AGARD-Specialists

Meeting by carrying out calculations en~ the five test machines. Concerning the compressor
cases eight authors submitted calculated data which finally could be compared to the
corresponding experimental results. The nlames of thoze few experts are listed below in
series of their authors' nu--ibtr:

No.2., Ch.Hirsch, University of Brussels, Belgium,
No.3: F. Farkas, BBC (Brown, Boveri & Cie), Baden, Switzerland,

No.4: B. HUvel,
W.. Huck University of Stuttgart, Germany

No.6: D. Smith, National Gasturaine Establishment, Pvestock/Engldnd,

No.7: R. Dunker, DFYLR-Irnstitut fUr Luftstrahlantriebe, K5ln, Germany

No.10: E. Benvenuti, Nu~vo Pignone, Firenze, Italy,
No.12: J. Fabri, O.h E.R.A., Ch'atillon-sous-Bagneux, France

No.26: E. Macchi, Poliacnrico di Milano, Italy.

Just to get a quick survey the following table contains some rough informations
on the calculation techniques used by the different authors, on the computers available,
and on the computing time necessary to perform the data of one compressor operating point.
The list four columins present some fundamental features of the loss prediction methods
used with the calculation techniques.

Table: General Informiations on Calculation Methods

Average Co-P. Loss Correlation
Author Calculation ý'ethod Computer Time p.Point Profila Shock Separat. Second.

2:70-300 sec
2 Finite Element :Iethod CDC 6 5 00 4: with yes no d,.stri-

-Through Flow - 5:70-300 sec AVR buted

3 St~ream~line Curvature Method 3: with
-Duct Flow - IBM1 370/158 4:riax.180 sec AVP. yes yes dist.'i-

5; butod

3:, 6 sec
4 Strearilr2 Curvature ~ltdUNIVAC 1108 4:- 15 sec with yes no distri-

-Duct Flow - 5: 37 sec AVO. buted

VŽ'6 Streamline Curvature tiethod 4:, yes yes no distri-
-Duct Flow - 5: buted

3:120-300 sec without
7 Matrix Method TR 440 4:120-300 sec AVR yes no uniform

-Through Flow - 5:

j 3:
10 Streamline Curvature Method IBM 370/400 4:100 sec with distri-

- - 5: AVR yes no buted

TS

12 Simiple Radial Equilibrium

26 Streamline Curvature Method 3:
-Duct Flow -UNIVAC 1 108 4: without no no uniformC l5; 20 sec
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Additional Informatlons on the various flow calculation procedures may be obtained
from comments and presentations of the users included at the end of this paper.

Presentlng the comparison between the calculated and experimental results of the
compressor test examples the authors of this paper will restrict themselves to submit
the facts not to try an interpretation which will be imperfect due to the abundance of
material and to certain lack of detailed informations. However, the series of the succee-
ding figures seems to be well appropriate to check the accuracy and reliability of the
today's calculation methods. This is especially true because the authors of calculations
did nut have the experimental results available when carrying out their computations.

Test Case 3 - the single-stage transonic compressor - has been investigated by the
authors 2, 4, 6, 7, and 12. ýig.la to ý present the calculated overall performance data
compared to the experimental -esults. The blade element performance for test case 3 at
design speed (20 260 rpm) and at a mass flow uf 17.3 kg/s is shown in Fig.2 - 6:

- the total pressure ratio at rotor and stator outlet in Fig.2a - e,

- the stage temperature rise and the meridional Machnumber at rotor inlet in Fig.3a - e;

- the meridional Machnumber at rotor and stator outlet in Fig.4a - e;

- the absolute flow angle at rotor and stator outlet in Fig.5a - e;
t- he rotor and stator flow losses in Fig.6a - o.

The corresponding data for the maximum efficiency point at design speed (mass flow:
"16.8 kg/s) are presented analogously in Fig.7 to 11 (exc. author 2),

rTest Case 4 - the 3-stage transonic compressor - has been considered by the authors
3, 4, 7, and 10. As already outlined in paper 10 of this issue the results of the inter-
stage measurements in this comoressor are believed being not sufficiently accurate to be
included into the comparison; thus, the comparison encloses only the overall performance
data which are shown - for the different authors - in Fig.12a to d.

Test Case 5 - the 4-stage compressor - has been treated by the authors 2, 4, and 26.
Fig. 13a to c illustrates the results of the theoretical and experimental investigation
of this compressor's overall performance. Detailed through-flow calculations were origi-
nally required to be clone at mass flows of 24.6 and 24.4 kg/s on the 100 % speed line;
however, the experimental results of the interstage flow traverses are only available
at 24.6 kg/s with a corresponding overall pressure ratio of 2.5. The calculations yielded
much higher pressure ratios, such that the comparison between the calculated and the ex-
perimental results becomes ineffective, In this case, a true comparison requires the
pressure ratio not the mass flow as an input data for the flow calculations.

CONCLUSIONS

Although limited in many aspects the comparison between the compressor experiments
and theory allows to make some principal statements. For the calculation of the compres-
sor's overall performance the experts have used one-dimensional techniques as well as
duct flow and through flow methods. No characteristic differences encounter from the va-
rious methods indicating that a severe effect of a more or less complete physical flow
model does not exist. The deviations as far as observed with respect to the experiments
are primarily due to the inaccuracy of the flow loss and flow turning predictions, parti-
"cularly at off-design operating conditions.

The duct-flow and through-flow calculation techniques were mainly utilized to compute
in detail the compressor internal flow. Streamline curvature, matrix, and finite element
methods theteby served as numerical procedures to resolve the flow equations. Concerning
the flow parameters calculated outside of the blade rows no evident superiority was ob-
served for any method even for the through-flow techniques although their physical -back-
ground seems to be more accomplished taking for instance into account the effects of
blade thickness, blade turning, a.s.o.

Discrepancies to the experimental results (test case 3) are believed being caused by
an inaccurate loss prediction, by an inexact estimation of the wall boundary-layer block-
age, and by 3-dimensional flow effects which are not accounted for in the 2-dimensional

-. __;calculation techniques.

Inside the blade rows great discrepancies between laser 2xperiments and corresponding
through-flow calculations were otserved for test case3 arising to the basic question how
to define equivalent mean stream surfaces for calculations, and how to distribute flow
losses and turning within the blade channels. This subject is described in more detail by
R., Dunker in his succeeding comments.
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COMMENTS OF AUTHORS OF CALCULATION

Author: 3; F. Farkas, BBC, Baden

I would like to give you a short comment on our calculation technique for the test case
4.

Here you see again the plotted flow path, which was shown already by Dr. Weyer in the
introduction. I want to call your attention to some further detail which were not yet
mentioned. Please n6te the very high specific mass flow of that compressor. It is ancen-
gineering work of very high standard. If it were scaled up for 3000 rpm, the correspon-
ding mass flowwwould be about 1150 kg/s. That is an extremely high figure, about 3 ti-
mes higher than corresponding values for industrial gas turbine eompressors usually are.

All 3 stages are transonic.
The calculation was performed by mean of a stream line curvature type computer system.
The correlations for loss and deviation take into account the following parameters: bla-
de element geometry, load, relativ Inlet Mach number, axial velocity density ratio, cri-
tical throat area, actual throat area and incidence, Reynolds number, surface roughness
of the aerofoil, radial clearances, secondary and end wall losses. As an example you see
a typical efficiency distribution along the first stage rotor blade height. The effici-
ency is high in the middle part and has a decreasing chbracter near hub and tip.

Starting the calculation, we experienced same choked areas in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
rotor, and 2nd stator. Due to this shoking in the 1st rotor, the original MASS FLOW
without choking criteria had to be reduced by about 3 %. For the same reason losses were
to adjust as well. The resulted mass flow we got at the end, as you see, is in rather
good agreement (1 %) with the experimental value at design speed and pressure ratio.

Concerning the LOSSES, the next thing was to investigate how our correlation system
could be applied for the test case given. We had to look if we could find a reference
point, where this comppessor would look similar as one can be handled by our program,
that means, would have similar minimum throatateea and incidence. We succeeded, and the
entire calculation was built upon this reference point. The losses and deviations were
changed for the off-design calculation always in respect to this reference point. The
performance map generated is this manner is again in resonable agreement with the expe-
rimental data.

The SURGE LINE calculation for 100 % speed, here the rear stage is supposed to be res-
Iaonslble Tor surge, was based on the lift coefficient. The point, in which the lift
coefficient achives its maximum, was marked as surge or near surge point. At part speeds,
where the first highly transonic stage is going to cause stall, we looked for the equi-
valent diffusion factors and for the change of choke margins. As a result, the stall
line prediction turned out to be satisfactory, about 3 % accurate aompared with the test• results.

Author: 4; B. HUvel, W. Huck, Uni. Stuttgart

1. CALCULATION METHOD

The two-dimensional calculation method is an axisymmetric "Streamline Curvature
Duct-Flow" method ( see Ref. 1). The plane, where the computation takes place, is the
meridional plane formed by the radius-vector and the axis of the compressor.By dividing
the total mass flow in equal parts between the blade-rows, working points or points of
the sreamlines are defined. In this points the flow is computable by full filling the
r-component of the EULERIAN equation of motion or in other words the radial equilibrium
equation. For this the radius of curvature of the meridional section of a streamline
must be known. This radius of curvature is determined by a spline-finction.

2. 0SS AND FLOW ANGLE CORRELATION

2.1 LOSSES

2.1.1 Subsonic Losses

The cascade loss , is defined by the following equation:
• ' • € "(c po'FI"F2"F3f sac)'f (AVR)

t• is calculated by the Lieblein's profile loss correlation (incompressible). The fac-StoioF Fstands for the influence of incidence, F for the Influence of compressibility,
and F1 for the Reynolds number influence. As de cribed by WOLF , the secondary-loss-
coeffdcient is dependent on the averaged blade loading. With a chosen function this loss
coefficient is distributed along the blade-height.

Finally the cascade-loss-coefficient is corrected bya function of the axial velocity ra-
tio (f (AVR))"
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"2.1.2. Transonic losses

The cascade loss C is defined bý

(pa, trans "F 2 "F2 3 Sec+ shock)'f(AVR)-

The profile loss C po,trans is determined by SWAN's method 3). The factor F2 , F 3 and
and r secaare identical in the subsonic values. The methid of LEWIS, MILLER and HART-
MANN4) is used to calculate the shock loss c shock'
The correction of the transonic cascade-loss-coefficient by the function of the AVR is
identical in the subsonic correction.

2.2 Flow Angle:

To determine the deflection AR it is necessary to know the nominal angles B1 andBel
For this correlationsof CARTER and HOWELL are applied (nominal deviatiio ). The deflec-
tion itself is calculated by HOWELL's method with respect to the incidence, the Mach
number and the Reynolds number.

3.COMPRESSOR INLET COMPUTATION

In oder to apply the calculation method desribed in section I the inlet is divided in
10 to 20 "fictitious" cascades without deflection. The anullus wall boundary layers and
flow losses are included in the computation. The flow data behind the last "fictitious"
cascade are the inlet data of the first cascade of the compressor.
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The NGTE predictions were done using a streamline curvature, duct-flow program, with cor-
relations to provide information on the S1 surfaces. In our experience this method is

Y rbest suited to well matched points on the compressor characteristics, and so we use a
one-dimensional program for predictions of the overall characteristics. Therefore, the
correlations do not include corrections for off-design conditions.

The annulus blockage was assumed to be 0.99 at inlet to the first blade row and to
decrease by half a per cent with each further blade row. This was allowed for by calcu-
lating an effective flow annulus inside the metal annulus, such that the hub displace-
ment thickness was half that at the outer casing. If necessary, further small changes
were made to this flow annulus to smooth out regions of high curvature. For the single
stage fan test case (test case 3) radial calculating planes were placed at the leading
and trailing edges of each blade row, and a further 5 planes were used both upstream
and downsream of the blade rows. Five equispaced grid points were taten on each radial
line.

The Howell correlation was used to calculate blade deviation with an additional term
to allow for axial velocity ratio.

The rotor loss coefficient was found from an NGTE correlation with diffusion factor
and percentage blade height, with a shock loss component depending on the inlet Mach
number.



The stator loss coefficient was calculated as the sum o0 factors to allow for profile,
secondary and annulus wall losses. The secondary and annulus wall losses were uniformlydistributed over the annulus height.

Author: 7 R. Dunker, DFVLR, Cologne

The through-flow calculation technique - based on the matrix methbd - that has been used
at DFVLR to compute the compressor flow is treated in detail by Prof. Marsh and Dr. flvis

during this meeting. Thus the following comments are primarily concerned with the
comparison between the calculated rotor flow data of test case 3 and the corresponding
experimental results of laser velockmetry.Flow data taken outside of the blade rows by
conventional probes are included just as an additional information.

In Fig. 14 the compressor flowpath is shown. Indicated are also - by the circular
symbols - the radial and axial positions of the optical measurements. At each point up
to 15 distinct measuring positiors were realized over one blade spacing.

The calculations as well as the measurements were performed at design speed and a
mass flow of 16.8 kg/s.

Fig. 15 represents the calculated results and the experiments in plane 3 far upstream
of the rotor; the meridional Machnumber Ma is plotted against the relative annulus
height.The results are in quite good agreement.

It should be clearly emphasized at this point that the data calculated with the
through-flow-method represents results, whirh are only valid om the meridional mean
streamsurface S2m and which are not representative in circumferential direction.The ex-
perimental data determined by conventional measuring technique are averaged values over
a blade pitch considering the rotating system, whereas the optical measurements yield
distinct local results in this sense.

Peoceeding nearer to the rotor-blade-rowfor the experiments as well as for the cal-
culations an influence of the blades on the upstream flow conditions can be observed
in addition to the influence of the annulus contraction.
At the same time the differences between the experimental results and those calculated
with the through-flow~method become §reater. Looking at the quite good agreement of the
duct-flow-calculations with the experimental results conventionally measured, near the
rotor leading ddge, some calculations were performed with the matrix-program assduct4
flow-computations. The radial distribution of these results agreed quite well with those
measured by probes and calculated by real duct-flow-programs.
The flow-turning -, loss - distribution and the positioning of the calculation planes
inside the rotor certainly have a severe influenee on the upstream flow conditions in
the through-flow-calculation.
For the matrix-method it is a condition sine qua non that the relative Machnumber at the
first aalculation plane within the rotor must be less unity. Even though this is atten-
ded, however a numerical influence of the spreading of the calculation planes remains
including the loss distribution. In the following it snall be tried to give some hints,
why this influence may occur.

Fig. 16 shows lines of constant relative Machnumber throughout two rotor-blade-chan-
nels along streamsurface of revolution 2 (s. fig.1). Streamsurface 2 lies at nearly 18%
blade heibht.The lines are constructed with the results of the optical measurements. The
relative inflow Machnumber is subsonic. Remerkable is the supersonic bubble on the suc-
tion side near the blade leading edge.

In Eig. 17 the relative Mdchnumber is plotted against the blade pitch for streamsur-
face 2 in measuring plane 6, which lies upstream of the rotor. The amount of the relati-
ve Machnumber determined by conventional measuring technique as well as the calculated
one agree rather well with the mean value of the laser-measurements.

In Fig. 18 the relative Machnumber dittribution is shown within the rotor at nlane 11.
f Comparing the result of the calculation and the distribution measured with the laseerve-

locimeter an evident discrepancy can be observed.

Fig. 19 demonstrates the relative Machnumber against one blade pitch downstream of
the rotor in plane 16. A small difference can be realized between the conventionally
measured result and the calculated one. This differenee may result out of a wrong eva-
luation of the deviation at this blade hettbt. However both values agree tendentiously
with the averaged one of the optical measurements.

The following figures represent some experimental and calculated results along stream-
surface of revolution 8 for further comparisons. Streamline 8 lies at 89% blade height
near the blade tip. Here the upstream relative flow condition is supersonic.

"Fig. 20 shows constant relative Machnumber lines throughout two blade-channels. The
shock-position can be clearly identified. The oblique shock within the blade-channel
linpignes on the neighbouring blade at nearly 80% of the blade chord. It is remarkable1:11 that the deceleration from supersonic to subsonic velocities gradually takes place over
a greater distance of the blade channel.
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In Fig. 21 the relative Machnumber is plotted against one blade pitch in olane 6. The
variation of the relative Machnumber measured with the laser-veloctmeter in circumfe-
rential direction is small. The conventionally measured amount agrees quite well with
the distribution determined by the optical measurements, whereas the calculated relative
Machnusiber is a little It higher.

Proceeding ins.ide the rotor to plane 11 Fig. 22 represents the result of the cal.u-
lation and the interpretation of the ?'ter-vilocimetrY- Remarkable is the low relative
Machnumber determined by the calculation ca, the mean streamsurface S2m compared with the
distribution of the experimental results.

Fig. 23 illustrates the relative Machnumber against one blade pitch in plane 16.
Again the result of the convention&l measurement is in quite good 3greement with the
optically determined distribution. Striking is the relative small d4fference between
these and the amount of the relative Machnumber calculated by the matrix-program in this
point in uantrast to the results in plane 11.

Summertztng it is remarkable that a relative good agreement eAist' upstream and
downstream of the rotor-blade-row between the ca culated data and th,.•e measured, where-

: Ias within the blade row from hub to tip a significant discrepancy can be observed bet-
ween the calculated values and the relative Machnumber distributions measured with the
laser-velocimeter, in particular in the blade tip region, where subsonic as well as su-
personic regions are existing over the blade spacing caused by the shock system.

• One has to ask whether cr to what extent the calculated flow conditions on the mean
streamsurface S2m can represent the real flow conditions within the rotor. Secondly the
question arises, what is the correct mean value or how it can be determiaed a• all,if sub-
and supersonic regions exist inside the blade-channel. Another question is, whether it
is possible to determine the real three-dimensional flow through turbomachines, inside
the blade rows included, by two- or quasi - three dimensional calculation methods.
On the other hand there exists the question, whether through-flow-methods are needed to
calculate the performance of compressors, or if duct-flow or even sinpler methods give
sufficient answers for that purpose with the empirical Inss models incorporated.

It has not been the intention of this presentation to give decided explanations, but
to present some iheeresting results and hence resulting questions.

Author: 10; E. Benvenuti, Nuovo Pignone, Firenzl

1. METHOD OF FLOW - ANALYSIc

The calculations were performed using a computer program able to compute all the condi-
tions within an axisymmetric, annular flow-field. The fluid is assumed to be an ideal
gas, and a variation of specific heat with temperature is accounted for. It is assumed
that there is no transfer of mass, momentum, or energy across streamlines in the flow.
Gonditions are evaluated at a series of "computing stations" spaced axially in the flow.
the locii of a number of sreamlines disposed radially in the flow are zought by the prot

' gram, and the intersection of the streamlines with the statioiis forms the finite-diffe-
rence mesh used in the calculation scheme.
At each computing station, full radial equilibrium is considered, accounting for enthalpy
and entropy gradients along the radius, as well as the effect of the streamliee curva-

L lture and slope.
lhe streamline locations at the calculation stations are found by means of relaxation
procedure; the convergence criterion is based on the comparison between the mass flow
obtained by integration of the velocities and fluid densities along a computing station
and the input mass flow.

2. CALCULATION OF CASCADE PERFORMANCE

The computer program has several options incorporated for calculating losses and devia-
tions along the streamlines between the leading and the trailing edges of each blade
row. Some of these options incorporate proprietory da&a coming from the Company's expe-
rience, and therefore they could not be used for the present demontrative calculations.
Therefore, the option incorporating the NASA correlations described in Ref. I for cal-
culating profile losses and deviations was used for most of the blade sectic." specified
for the compressor. Some problems were encountered for the supersonic blade portions of
the first two rotors, since oily the thickness distribution in a small number if points
along the chord line was given, but nothing was specified about other parameters, like
form of the camber line and supersonic turning on the forward portion of the airfoil.
Therefore, shock losses on such sections were not calculated, but losses existing on
similar blades tested were introduced (see, for example, Ref. 2,3 and 4). Some extra
corrections were introduced to account for end-wall effects (tip clearance and secon-
dary losses) in accordance with the published data used.
Veviations weee calculated following the methods described in Ref. 1; however, on the
hub sections of the rotop blades and on hub and tip sections of the stator blades empi-
Srical corrections of the deviation angles were considered, to account for some secon-
dary effects, again following the experimental results taken from the cited references.
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The effect of the axial velocity variation on deviation angles was accounted for using
Horlock's formula

SAVR* 10 (1 - AVR)

3. CALCULATION OF THE PERFORMANCE POINTS

Using the computer program and the data dedcribed above, some performance points were
calculated at 83% and. 100% of design speed. However, the correlations described above
between the present compressor and published experimental data were applied carefully
only at 100% spece; for the 83% speed line, the same corrections to the internally com-
puted performance as for 100% were used, since the time required to check the correc-
tions again exceeded that provided for this work. Therefore, the results obtained for
the lower speed may be less accurate, expecially for the overall efficiency, which we
estimate to be calculated in excess with respect to the experimental values.
The surge points were estimated from the examination of the loading levels on some cri-
tical airfoil sections; it seems that surging at 100% speed is originated from stalling
of the third stage stator hub section and at 83% speed (probably) by stalling of the se-
cond stage stator hub section.
At 100% speed, the calculation for the given 62.1 kg/sec. mass flow was not possible,
since the flow resulted excessive; one reason may be that the rotor blade geometry was
supplied for the non-rotating conditions, and no blade angle increase produced by the
untwisting due to the centrifugal force was considered; therefore, if the value of
62.1.Kg/sec. is experimental, it was produced by blades hiving, when operating at 100%
speed, inlet angles on the supersonic sections different from the values considered in
the calculation.
At 83% speed, instead, the calculation was possible with the gilen value of 48,5 Kg/sec.,
and this fact was probably due to the minor effect of the centrifugal force on the blade
untwist at reduced speed.

4. REPRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

Overall performance curves are represented on the fdrst sheet. The two points for which
detailed data are supplied are indicated. For the description of the data coming from
the flow-field calculations, a non-dimensionalized channel height was used, starting
from zero at the hub line up to 100% at the outer casing. The quantities (except losses)
were given on an inlet and an exit plane, corresponding to the axial coordinates 0 and
406.7 respectively; the two positions corresponding to the indicated measuring planes
(Z = -63 and 491,7 respectively) were not used, since there the meridional geometry of
the flow path was not specified.
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TEST CASE 3

La mbthod utilisbe, dbsignee sous le nom "Simulateur Numirique", est une version trds
simplifiee du programme en cours de developpement A 1'ONERA. Dans cette version le com-
presseur est representb par quatre plans de contrble situbs respectivement A I'entr~e
de la roue mobile, A la sortie de la roue mobile, A I'entrbe du redresseur et & !a sor-
tie du redresseur.

Les contours extbrieurs et interieurs du compresseur n'itant que tr4s faillement ývo-
lutifs, on peut se contenter d'bcrire dans chacun de ces plans:

- la condition d'equilibre radial simplifib qui assure la compatibilite radiale de
pression,

- la condition globale de conservation du debit qui assure l. continuiti du d~blt
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La gbombtrle du compresseur est prise en compte sous forme trds simple par des lois
d'angle d'bcoulement I la sortie des roues pour l'angle de sortie de la roue mobile est
reprbsenti par un polynbme du second degre utilisant le rayon comme variable dont les
coefficients sont dbtermlnes par la connaissance de l'angie gbometrique et de 1'ecart
flux profil calcule au mayen de la corr~lation NASA SP 36 au moyeu, au rayon moyen et
S la perephbrie. L'angle de sortie du redresseur est pris egal 9 zbro. Les angles d'en-
trte sans pertes sont dbduits de la gbometrie des aubes.

Les valeurs initiales des nombres de Mach absolu A l'entrbe de la roue mobile, relatif
I la sortie de cette roue et de nouveau absolu 8 la sottie du redresseur, sont. choisies
dd fagon I priori arbitraire au cours de la premidre itbration d la paroi interne.

A un accroissement ri du rayon A l'entrbe de la roue mobile on fait correspondre les
accrolssements de rayon r2 et r3 a la sortie de la roue mobile et cl la sortie du re-
dresseur tels que le d~bt masse entrant dans le plan 1 se retrouve dans les deux au-
tres sections. Cela necessite la connaissance de la variation de densitb dans chacune
des roues, deduite elle-mOme de la variation d'enthalple dbduite du thbordme d'Euler et
de la variation corresniondante de presslon corrigee pour tenir compte des pertes.

Les pertes de pression d'arr~t sont reli~es aux accroissements d'enthalpie respecti-
vement dues 8 la non adaptation eventuelle de l'bcoulement 8 Ventrbe de la grille con-
siderbe et du ralentissement du flux dans les canaux interaubes.

Ce m~ine calcul sert a la determination de la pression statique et le calcul ainsi
dbfinl procdde d'un rayon au sulvant en respectant chaque fois la conversation du de-
bit et la lol d'equilibre radial.

deLorsque tout le dbbit fixe I l'avance qui entrait dans la roue mobile est ressorti
decelle-ci et du redresseur, on obtient 7es valeurs des rayons du carter externe dans

les trois plans de contr~le etudies. Les valeurs initlales definies plus haut sont modi-
fiees JusquAl ce que les rayons externes ainsi obtenus soient ceux de la gbombtrie du
compresseur.

Ce calcul peut atre programme sans difficulte avec bouclage automatique sur les trois
param~tres precbdents. En fait, 41 se prate tris facilement 8 une ex ploitation sur ordi-
nateur de b-ireau ou console de visualisation et le rbsultat s'obtient tr~s rapidement
par dialogue entre l'operateur et Vordinateur.

Dans le cas de l'exefiiple de calcul no 3 traite par cette methode, les performances
au debit nominal et les reparttti~ns radlales des pressions, tempe~ratures et nombres de
Mach ont etb obtenus correctement. En revanche, par un choix d'un coefficient de pertes
par non adaptation trop bleve, les performances hors adaptation ont bte sousestimbes.

Dans le mod~le decrlt ci-dessus, le decrochaqe du compresseur correspond au dbbit
pour lequel solt localement S la sortie de la roue mobile, solt globalement 8 la sortie
duredresseur, la pression statique passe par un maximum lorsque le debit dOcrolt.

Dnlepremier cas, au maximum de pression statique correspond un remplissage incom-
ple delaveine pour tout d~bbt inferieur au debit de cfecrochage ainsi d~fni, ce qui
dnlaplupart des c:..:, conduit 9 des phenom~nes instationnaires du type dOcollernent.

Dans le second cas, le fait que la pression statique decr~tt lorsque le debit est in-
ferieur au deblt critique rend impogsible l'etabllssement d'un regime instable et con-
duit naturellement A des instabilitbs longitudinales qul peuvent 6ventullement dbgbnerer
en initabilites azim'itales du type dOcollement tournant.

Author: 26; E. Macchi ,Politecnico di Milano

The present computer program is based on Vavra'§ (1) technique of solution for axisyrpme-
tric and steady flow in axial turbomachines; it solves the complete radial equilibrium
equation - accounting for enthalpy and entropy gradients and streamline curvature efz'
feets - in a specified number of stations ahead of, between and after the blade rows.
An orthogonal curvilinear system of coordinates having the meridional coordinates coin-
c ident with the generatrises of the flow stream surfaces is used in the solution. Itera-
tive methods are used both for the numerical solution of radial equilibrium and Conti-
nuity equation in single stations and for streamlines location and curvatures over the
whol machine.

(4)The computer program was developed under a Research Grant by
~ ~ Franco Tosi S.p.A.
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PREDICTION OF ANGLES AND LO•StS

a) "reference" conditions

Incidence, deviation and losss produced by the blade rows at "reference" onditions
ar. computed according to NAkI, rules (2), the only difference being the ssumption that
the streamline radial position has no influence on them (i.e., in making use of fig.
201-202-203 of Ref. 2, the curves given for 50% of blade height are assumed to be valid
for all steeamlines).

"b) "off-referenee" conditions

Off-reference devtati -s and losses are computed according to the correlations proposed
by Creveling and Carntly (3), as a function of incidence angle and inlet relative Mach
number. The only modification of original subroutines given in (3) wI.ch was considered
appropriate is the calculation of flow deviation angle in the negative incidence range.

No axial velocity ratio influence is considered, mostly because the program was deve-
loped for calculating low-speed industrial compressors, where axial velocity ratios are
always very close to unity. For the same reasons, also shock losses are not accounted
for.

SECONDARY LOSSES

The last version of Mellor's theory (4) on casing boundary layer is incorporated in the

computer program.) iThe Mellor's equdtions are integrated acrnos every blade row, this calculation is car-
ried out every timL the continuity equation is solved. The displacement thicknesses are
accuunted for in locating streanlines, while all other pertinent boundary layer parame-
ters yield the enthalpy and entropy increase caused by secondary losses.
The losses are then mass-averaged, i.e. uniformly distributed in the whole section.
The following value- of the four "arbitrary" coefficients in Mellor's theory are assu-
med, f.r both hub and tip of rotot and stator olades:

Cf = 0.003
C =0
K = 0.65
H = 1.4

Flow angle changes due to secondary effects were not considered.

SURGE-LINE DETECTION

Surge conditions are automatically detected by the computer program, when one -)f tho fol-
lowir ituatj s occr:

Ptraoa, equi , rium equation does not have meaningful solutions (i.e., it yields
very small or even negative values of the meridional velocity at some streamline);

2) the casing boundary layer (almost always at hub) increase in first stages is so
large that causes unstable conditions; i. P., the variation of meridional velocity
at various stations is so abrupt that convergence cannot be obtained.

In the Author's experience, the two situations "rcur almost simultaneously, but the
second one is more easily detectatle.
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TURBINE TEST CASES
PRESENTATION OF DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

by J. Chauvin and C. Sieverding
Professors

von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics
Chausste de Waterloc 72
1640 Rhode-Saint-Gen~se

Belgium

INTRODUCTION

Two tests cases have been made available to the Committee, respectively a two-
stagc, two-shaft HP-IP turbine, for which complete data, including interstage traverses

are available at ion %, by courtesy of Rolls-Royce (1971), Derby Engine Division, and a
three-stage single shaft turbine, for which a full overall performance map is avalable

j but no detailed traverse, except at outlet. The latter case is by courtesy of M.T.U.

MMUnchen.

Full geometrical data are presented for the first case. For the second one,

publication at large was not possible due to proprietary problems raised by the agencies
having sponsored tne research on the machine.

The Committee is very thankful to both Rolls-Royce (1971) and M.T.U. for their
help, and in particular to Mr. Bryan Barry and Dr.Ing. H.J. Lichtfuss, who spent a

considerable time in putting the data in the requested form.

The turbine description and the experimental data are presented in this report.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

M Mach nunmber

m mass flow kg/sec

Po or Ptot total pressure, bars

p static pressure

R radius, mm
R*= R -Rhub

• • ~Rtip-Rhu
R~ ~hub

Z axial coordinate, mm

1 absolute angle from axial direction (positive in the direction of camber,
fcr nozzle in direction of rotation for rotor).

W blade row relative total pressure loss coefficient

SPi-Poi+l (i inlet of blade row)

P •oi-Pi+l (i+1 outlet of blade row)

SUBSCRIPTS

m in meridional directinn

Red reduced, at ISA sea level conditions

W relative to rotor
Z ;n axial direction

1 upstream of turbine or stage

2 downstream of turbine or stage
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I. TEST CASE I (Courtesy of Rolls-Royce 1971 - Derby Engine Division)

1. Geometry and Design Conditions

This is a typical two-stage, two shaft HP-IP turbine for advanced g.?s t,:rbine engines.

The flow path is given in Table 1 and Fig. 1, and the information available on the
blading in Table 2 and Figs. 2,3,4. The blades are of the usual type for gas

turbine operating at high subsonic/moderate supersonic outlet Mach numbers, i.e.
with slightly curved succion side downstream of the throat.

The design conditions are

Nominal speed (ISA conditions) HP turbine 8250 rpm

LP turbine 4693 rpm

Reduced nominal mass flow (ISA conditions) 4.82 kg/sec.

2. Experimental Data

Tests were carried out at 100% speed with an inlet total pressure of 2.94 bars and
an inlet total temperature of 423*K, corresponding to an actual mass flow nf

11.50 kg/sec. Overall turbine and stage performances at optimal conditions are
given in Table 3 (0,1,2). Efficiencies have been evaluated from brake and total
pressure, recalculated from wall static and continuity and from total pressure and

temperature traverses, mass averaged between blade rows. The maximum difference
between the two evaluations is one point. Traverse data are available before and
after each blade row, for total pressure, total temperature, static pressure and
absolute angle.

Table 3 - 3 and 4, and Fig. 5 give the total pressure and temperature distribution
in function of relative blade height at stage outlets. Table 3 - 5 and Figs, 6,7,

8,9 give the loss coefficient distribution at each blade row outlet,
as w = P°1"P°2 = f (reduced radius),

"P0 1 P2

Table 3 - 6 gives inlet and outlet axial and meridional Mach numbers, absolute
angle, and outlet relative Mach number for each blade row. In Figs. 10,11,12,13
are plotted the relative outlet Mach numbers and in Figs. 14 and 15 the absolute

outlet angles.

The effect of secondary flows is clearly noted in Fig. 5 and is even more evident

in the loss distribution of Figs. 6 through 9, which indicate, except for the case
oF the first nozzle, a quite radical departure for the usually accepted model of a
"sound flow" and end wall region. This can be noted also, to a lesser degree, in
the angle distribution. The Mach number evaluation is relatively smooth.

Not withstanding the radial evolution of the flow, the overall performance is quite

sitisfactory.

I1. TEST CASE 2 (Courtesy of Motoren- und Turbinen Union, MUnchen)

1. Geometry and Design Conditicres

This is a three-stage single shaft turbine, typical of gas turbine. It has a flow

path diverging more at the root than at the tip (Fig. 6). It uses blading with
'•. !3 slightly curved succion downstream of the throat.
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Design r.p.ri at ISA sea level conditions is 7.718

Reduced nominal mass flow is 7.59 kg/sec.

2. Experimental Data

Test data on overall performance are available for 100, 80, 60 and 20% of nominal

r.p.m., and are given in Table 5 and Fig. 16. A pressure ratio of 2.94 with an

isentropic efficiency of 0.90 is achieved for the reduced nominal mass flow.

Traverse data, taken 80 mm behind the last rotor, are available for nominal conditions..

They are given in Table 6 (total pressure ratio, total temperature ratio, axial Mach

number, relative Mach number and absoute outlet angle) and plotted in Figs. 17, 18

and 19.

51I

Li
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TEST CASE I

Table 1 : FLOW PATH GEOMETRY

Z mm -101.6 -68,6 -50,8 -25,4 1,8 32,1 39,2 47,3 64,9 73,4

Rhubmm 258,3 258,3 258,3 258,3 258,3 265,9 267,0 268,0 217,3 273,2

R mm 303,3 303,3 303,3 303,3 302,5 302,9 305,7 308,6 319,3 324,8
tip m

Z mm 81,9 144,8 152,4 160,0 177,2 203,2 228,6 254,0 279,4 304,8

R hub mm 275,1 306,0 308,7 311,3 314,7 314,7 314,7 314,7 314,7 314,7

Rtip mm 330,4 367,8 372,1 376,3 387,1 389,1 389,1 389,1 389,1 389,1

Table 1.1 f LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTATION (all dimensions in mm)

Z -68,6 39,2 73,4 152,4 203,2

Table 2 : BLADE GEOMETRIC DATA (on blade sections parallel to axis)(in mm)

1 Sta9e_ A Blade__Row Nozzle Guide Vanes Number of Blades : 54

axial location Z Blade Normal to
Radius leading trailing S age inlet outlet camber max.

edge edge L/S angle angle thickness

272 1,8 30,3 1,46 50,25- 00 72,96° 8,52

283,5 1,8 30,3 1,40 50,25- 0' 72,810 8,34

295 1,8 30,3 1,34 50,25' 0' 72,66- 8,16

Sta• e No IBlade Row Rotors Number of Blales 102

273,8 47,1 64,9 1,254 -35,1' 52,62'-64,27 4,735

291,5 47,3 64,9 1,255 -40,0 46,00 -65,0 4,049
- 1 305,0 47,3 64,9 1,261 -43,2 33,45 -65,75 3,695

Stae No: 2 Blade Row Nozzle Guide Vanes Number of Blades 36

312,0 81,9 144,8 1,394 34,80 -22,880 67,48' 18,52

353,0 81,9 144,8 1,245 36,2' -21,50' 64,890 18,45

SStaq•eo2-_2 Blade Row : Rotors Number of Blades : 148

308,73 160,02 177,16 1,503 -25,2' 4A,20 -61,k'

339,28 160,02 117,16 1,395 -32' 31,0' -62,Zo

369,95 161,93 175,25 1,171 -440 15,50 -6.5,70

All angles in axial direction and with respect to compressor axis, positivP in camber
direction for nozzles, in direction ef rotation for rotors.
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Table 3

Turbine Test Case I - Experimental Results

Reduced nominal mass flow : 4.82 kg/sec

1. Turbine pressure ratio (nmass averaged, total to total)

Overall: 5.8359
HP : 2.8451

LP :2.0512

2. Turbine efficiency

a) based on "brake" temperature drop and total pressure derived from wall

statics and continuity.

Overall: 88.406 %
HP : 85.753 %

LP : 89.628 %

b) based on inter blade row total pressure and total temperature traverse
data (mass averaged)

Overall: 89.15 %

HP : 89.76 %

LP : 89.52 %

3. Total pressure ratio

HP LP Overall RX m

2.994 2.118 6.341 2 5
2.973 2,103 6.252 5.0
2.970 2.131 6.329 7.5
2.976 2.125 6.324 10
2.911 2.127 6.190 15
2.717 2.?30 6.060 25
2.830 2.180 6.170 50
2.898 1.968 5.703 75
2.929 1.916 5.611 85
2.899 1.912 5.543 90
2.883 1.911 5.511 92.5
2.900 1.892 5.486 95
2.955 1.849 5.463 97.5

Note : mass weaned inlet Pt is assumed.

4, Total temperature ratio

1.162 1.319 1.532 2.5
1.171 1.306 1.529 5.0
1.168 1.313 1.533 7.5
1.163 1 315 1.529 10.0
1.226 1.246 1.528 15
1.305 1.170 1.526 25

7- 1.308 1.194 1.561 50
1.301 1.196 1.556 75
1.287 1.200 1.544 85
1.279 1.198 1.533 90
1.279 1.195 1.528 92.5
1.279 1.193 1.525 95
1.279 1.233 1.577 97.5
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5. Flow losses, w

HP LP

S tatorIo Rotor Stator Rot t RX (%)

S!22.5
.4531 .3679 .18416 -. 0366 5.0
.3072 .3166 .1068 .1561 75
.07665 .3904 .0806 .2009 10.0
.07503 .4141 .0846 .1932
.05243 .2786 .1421 .2489 15
.05196 .1629 .2635 .2408 25
.06029 .0727 .2208 .1394 5
.06082 .1598 .0907 .2169 75

.08362 .1692 -. 0062 .2284 85

.07057 .1488 .0041 .3130 90S.0805 .1311 .0113 .2823 925
!.14822 .1474 .0138 .2434 975

.3140 .2051 .684 .1077

S(1) based on mass meaned inlet P t"

6. Inter blade row Mach numbers and gas angles

hP Stator inlet

SR• Mz=Mm Mam

2.5 .1019 0.0
5.0 .1524 0.0
7.5 .1502 0.0
10. .1468 0.0
15. .1429 0.0
25. .1393 0.0
50, .1446 0.0
75. .1561 0.0
85. .1566 0.0
90. .1545 0.0
92.5 .1529 0.0
95. .1496 0.0
97.5 .1434 0.0

HP Stator exit

•,;•R• % Mz Mm Mw
M m M M

2.5 .2809 .2839 0.87 70.9
5.0 .3074 .3108 1.41 77.31
i.5 .3239 .3277 0.98 70.4

1 10 .3228 .3269 0.97 70.4
15 .3069 .3113 0.99 71.6
25 .2836 .2886 0.97 72.6
50 .2610 .2681 0.93 73.3
75 .2619 .2723 0.91 72.5
85 .2790 .2916 0.89 70.8
90 .2947 .3089 0.89 69.6

F 92.5 .3059 .3211 0.88 68.6
95 .3152 .3314 0.86 67.2
97.5 .2885 .3037 0.79 67.4

.•I
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HP Rotor exit

2.5 .1156 .1179 .8310 -59.8
5.0 .1262 .1290 .8654 -60.7
7.5 .1363 .1395 .8752 -59.4

10 .1546 .1586 .8730 -56.5
15 .2472 .2546 .9168 -41.7
25 .4297 .4587 .96475 -18.4
50 ,3665 .3912 1-0,29-3 -30.7
75 *3593 .397A I -0348 -27.9
85 .3378 .1 1.483-A.
90 .3538 .4011 1.0680 -30.6
92.5 .3594 .4092 1.0806 -30.9

95 .3529 .4037 :.0775 -30.9

97.5 .3396 .3903 1.0453 -28.2

R(%) Mz M m Mwm

2.5 .2200 .2330 -'.89 74.8

5.0 .2677 .2839 3 14 71.9
7.5 .3112 .3305 0 98 68.9

10 .3410 .3637 0.9085 66.4
15 3812 .4066 0.896 63.0
25 .3904 .4189 0 .89.1 6.2 .0
50 .3528 .3917 0 .8.16A1.
75 .3111 .3454 0.77- 63.6

85 .?957 .3309 0.174 S-4.7
90 .3187 .3580 0 7-7 6Z2.3
92.5 .3521 .3963 0.-67 58A995 .3496 .394-2 0.7545 58.5;97.5 .2340 .264.2 0.528 60.0

LP' Potor exit

R*(%I M =M M

2.5 .1863 .84-71 b 1
5.0 .2397 .804bS0.
7.5 .2881 .8061 -4,3.4

10 .3331 .8131 -37.8
15 .3924 .8066 -28.7
25 .3959 .8212 -28 1
50 .3346 .8398 -315.3
75 .3747 .8201 -24.3190 .3966 .8135 -19.0
825 .4158 .832 -218.9

97.5 .3687 .8531 -27.2

Table 4 :FLOW PATHI GEOMETRY

z 52,5 72,8 98.7 117,6 145,6 L&6,.6
Rhb 171,13 160,91 152,20 142,9E 135,66 124,82 1-Itb,68

Rtip 212,92 212,92 216,92 221,18 224,47 229,45 233-,36

Inlet Outlet

z 8 245n
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-_ble 5: TEST CASE 2 - OVERALL PERFORMANCE

N//T M Ptot INLSMRED " ni s

(1/IT)delan Ptot OUTL. 4

1• 00 6.O- 3 1.2887 0.5786

i00 6.4804 1.4025 0.7231
100 6.788 1-513P 0.8517
100 7. 1•: 1 .7369 0.8563
100 7.20.O-i 1.8050 0.8615
100 7 2223 1.8063 0.8631
100 7.44&8 1.9361 0.8875
100 7.4754 2.2221 0.8815
100 7 5184 2.2063 0.8889
100 7.5298 1.4459 0.8951
100 -. 5435 2,4392 0.9034
100 -. 5596 237383 0.8935
100 -. 5799 2 4369 0.8940
100 7.5811 2.7210 0.8913
100 7.5960 2.8a048
100 '.6080 2.9C57 0.8975
100 7.5871 2.8936

Y Spanwise distribution for tfat point only.

MITtot INL. ;.0133 kgK Dar
M RED

P tot INL. •288.15 Sbar K

N
-) - 315,38 Irpm.

/Ttot KINL. design

Ndesign = 10440 !rpmj

80 5.9395 1 3016 0.7734
80 6.2732 1.3660 0.8119
80 6.7257 1.1148 0.8483
80 7.0307 i.6:82 0.8776
80 7.5202 2.1451 0.8793
80 7.6193 2.4473 0.8693
80 7.6492 2.7104 0.8784
80 7.6844 2.9)59 0.8642

60 5.3593 1.2286 0.8087
60 6.2392 1.370A 0.8526
60 6.8958 1.5528 0.8511
60 7.5029 1.85T4 0.8263
60 7.6897 2.1899 0.8107
60 7.7291 ?.480a 0.8043

20 5.5491 2 22A2 0.5987
20 6.6750 i.4856 0.4822

n/T 1.0133 kg/K bar
mRED Lot INL.=

P tot INL. '288.15 5bar r

N 315.38 r2p'
ýT K/Ttot INL.design

'1egN 1 10440 rpm:

design-
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Table 6 TEST CASE 2 - LOCAL OUTLE1 FLOW PARAMETERS

R-RHUB Ptot Ttot Mw Mz am

RTIP'RHUB Ptot INL. Ttot INL. rm/sl (m/.,

0.0268 0.3623 0.7824 0.5517 0.4691 +1.30
0.0520 0.3609 0.7824 0.5534 0.4999 +2.000.0772 0.3599 0.7812 0.5615 0.4638 0.000.1191 0.3585 0.7773 0.5761 0.4553 -2.900.1611 0.3565 0.7717 0.5322 0.3772 -5.10
0.2450 0.3520 0.7647 0.5920 0. 427 -E30.3708 0.3429 0.7576 0.5952 0.3792 -7.40.4966 0.3394 0.7576 0.6109 0.3571 -7.70.622r 0.3408 0.7593 1.6389 0.3593 -6.80.7483 0.3408 0.7679 0.6560 0.3424 -6.30.8322 0.3408 0.7720 0.6777 0.3255 -8.810.8742 0.3422 0.7726 0.6851 0.3255 -8.1
0.9161 0.3394 0.7739 0.6854 0.3259 -6.0
0.9497 0.3456 0.7764 0.6675 0.3365 +0.300.9832 0.3449 0.7788 0.6530 0.3173 +2.90

'Ir

¾

g__
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TURBINES

PRESENTATION OF CALCULATED DATA

AND COMPARISON V'ITH EXPERIMENTS

by J. Chauvin

von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics
Chauss&e de Waterloo 72
1640 Rhc'de-Saint-Gen~se

Belgium

-i 1. INTRODUCTION

For the turbine cases, the geometric data of the two machines were provided, as well

as the nominal 2pm and nominal mass flow. The nominal pressure ratio and efficiency

. had to be found, and for case 2, the full performance map.

Some problem arose because of the way in which data were provided, as the pressure

ratio had to be found. Usually, the input data for computer programs are not made

for such an approach.

Comparison with the experimental data can also be made somewhat more difficult,

because, if the computation provided a wrong pressure ratio, the calculated data

pertain in fact to another data point of the performance map.

Computed data were received from two participants for Test Case I, and from fout

for Test Case II.

The information on the computer programs used is summarized in Table I.

The following sections contain more extensive information on the methods, when

available, and a comparIson in graphical fo.-n, of the calculated and measured data.

case by case and author by author.

General comparisons and comments are given in the last section.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

M Mach nu.aber

m mass flow kg/sEc •-.

P0 or Ptot total pressure, bars . - " .

static pressure ,_ BPLNITIL -ED
R radius, mm

R -R
R= R Rhub

R -R~tip hub

Z axial coordinate, mm
a iabsolute angle from axial direction (positive in the direction

of camber, for nozzle in direction of rotation for rotor).

blade row relative total pressure loss coefficient

Soi oi+i i inlet of blade row)

S-PoiP i+I (i+1 outlet of blade row)
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SUBSCRIPTS

Sm in meridional direction

Red reduced at ISA sea level condttionr

W relative to rotor

Z in axial direction

1 upstream of turbine or stage

2 downstream of turbine or stage

LIST OF FIGURES

1. Test Case I, Authors 1. 2, Comparison of local total pressure and temperiture ratio.
2. Stage 1, Case I, Author 5

Comparison between measured and predicted absolute outlet angles.
3. Stage 2, Case I, Author 5

Comparison between measured and predicted absolute outlet angles.
4. Case I, Author 5

Comparison between local calculated and measured relative Mach number.
5. Case I, Author 15

Overall performance prediction.
6. Stage 1, Case I, Author 15

Comparison between predicted and measured absolute outlet angle.
7. Stage 2, Case I. Author 15

Comparison between predicted and measured absolute outlet angle.
8. Case I, Author 15

Comparison between calculated and measured local relative Mach number.S9. Case II, Author 2Comparison between calculated and measured overall performance.
10. Case II, Author 2

Comparison between calculated and measured local total pressure
and temperature ratio at turbine outlet.

11. Case IIM, Author 2
Comparison between calculated and measured relative ant' axial
Mach number behind turbine.

12. Case II, Author 2
Comparison between calculated and measured absolute outlet angle.

13. Case II 100% speed, Author 15
Comparison between calculated and measured overall performance.

14. Case IIM, Author 15
Comparison between calculated and measured relative and axial
Mach number behind turbine.

15. Case II , Author 15
Downstream flow angle.

16. Case II , Author 15
Overall predicted performance.

17. Case I, 100% speed, Authors 18 & 28
SComparison between measured and calculated overall performance.

18. Case II 80% speed, Authors 18 & 28
SComparison between measured and calculated overall performance.S!19. Case 11 60% speed. Authors 18 & 28
Comparison between measured and calculated overall performance.

20. Case II . Authors 18 & 28
SComparison between calculated and measured local total pressure
and temperature ratio at turbine outlet.

21. Case II, Authors 18 & 28
Absolute angle.

22. Case 111, Authors 18 & 28
Relative and axial Mach number.

23, Case II , Author 28
Effect of incidence angle ± i and rel. Mach number Mw on velocity coefficient T-w/Wis

24. Case II , Author 28
Calculated overall performance.

25. Case I, , Author 28 1'
Calculated Ovorall performance.

26. Case II , Author 28
Calculated loss distribution between each blade row.
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TABLE I GENERAL INFORMATION ON COMPUTER PROGRAMS

rCalculation Average Comp. Loss Correlation
Author Method 7onputer Time per Deviation

1?oint Profile Secondary

2 Finite element CDC 6500 il 70 sec Ainley- Distributed
through flow Mathieson

Without AVRI

5 Streamline Traupel Uniform Mod. Sine
curvature CDC 6500 I 45 sec Modified (Traupel) Rule
through flow (31 sec CPU) Without AVR

15 Streamline IBM 370-165 I 20 sec Linearly Subs
curvature II 20 sec Without AVR Distributed Sine Rule
th"ough flow Sup :

Continuity

18 NASA-CR-710 - II - Without AVR NASA CR-
710

28 NASA-CR-710 TR 440 II 8 sec Without AVR NVSA CR-
S;__ _710

2. RESULTS FOR TEST CASE I

For this case, the performance at the design point only is available, including

detailed traverses ahe,;d and downstream of each 'lade row. There were two part-

icipants in the calculation, no. 5 (Dr. Zollinger, Sulzer Brothers) and no. 15

Dr. Denton, C.E.G.B).

A. AUTHOR no. 5

Description of the method

1. Loss model

Basically the loss model of Traupel was used! The total loss is the sum of

- pr2file loss

The profile loss depends on che flow angles. It is corrected for influence

of Reynolds number, trailing edge thickness and departure from optimum

solidity.

* This loss depends on the aspect ratio, the blade turning and the ratio of inlet

and outlet velocities.

It is mainly a function of the tip clearance, the flow annulus area and the

flow angles.

Only minor corrections to the published loss model were applied, mainly for the

trailing edge loss and for the secondary loss. A uniform loss distribution was

4 •assumed throughout.
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2. Blade turning

The blade turning is calculated via a momentum balance in a rotating channel by

neglecting the contribution of the pressure integral on the control volume to

the circumferential momentum. Effects of rotation and variation of stream tube

height and radius are included. The calculation scheme is a modification of

Traupel's methodý No correction for over- and underturning due to secondary

motion was applied.

3. Computer program

A streamline curvature method was used. The complete radial equilibrium is ful-

filled at calculation stations which coincide with the blade leading and trailing

edges. Additional stations at the instrumentation planes were introduced.

On a CDC 6500 the calculation time for 5 streamlines wa: 31 CP seconds and

14 10 seconds.

P1 W. Traupel Thermische Turbomaschinen I
2nd edition, Springer Verlag 1966

121 W. Traupel Prediction of flow outlet angle in blade rows
with conical stream surfaces
ASME-Paper 73-GT-32

RESULTS OF CALCULATION

For the overall performance, Table 2 compares the calculated and experimental

results.

TABLE 2

M red Pol/Po2 APo0/P02% T An%

Experiment 4.82 5.85 0.8915/0.8841

_ - Author no.5 4.82 5.92 +1.2 % 0.89 0.6

I ~,

The agreement is very good.

For the local quantities, the data is given in Figs.1 to 4.

For the total pressure ratio, the trends in function of radius are correct.

The performance is underestimated for the first stage and underestimated for
I- the second, with almost perfect compensation.

The total temperature ratio is well predicted, except near the hub.

The angle and Mach number predictions give both the proper trends and average

values. The local differences are due to the heavy secondary flow effects

appearing in the real flow.

/ _•
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For the losses, a constant value with radius is assumed. It corresponds quite
well to the averaged measured value. One has

TABLE 3

Ist nozzle 1st rotor 2nd nozzle 2nd rotor

W calc 17.2 23 19.5 14.5

B. AUTHOR no, 15

Descr;ption of the method

The program is of the streamline curvature type but is not based on any published
method. It has been specifically developed to calculate the flow in the low pres-

sure cylinders of large steam turbines where high radial velocity components and
large areas of supersonic flow can occur.

The radial equilibrium equation is used to express the gradient of meridional

velocity along dn arbitrary quasi-orthogonal (QO) in terms of the gradients of
enthalpy, entropy and angular momentum and the local values of meridional velocity
and streamline curvaL -e. Components of blade force along a quasi-orthogonal are

neglectea.

The iterative procedure contains 3 loops. An inner loop in which the velocity along
a QO is adjusted to satisfy continuity without changing the fluid properties or the

RHS Gf the radial equilibrium equation. A central loop in which the fluid proper-
ties and radial equilibrium terms are changed whilst the streamline curvature is
held constant. When this second loop has been completed at all QO's a complete•" I radial equilibrium solution is obtained using the current guess of the streamline

curvatures. In the outer loop the streamline curvatures are recalculated and the
inner loops repeated until overall convergence is obtained.

Quasi-orthogonals can be placed in duct regions, at blade row leading and trailing

edges and within blade rows, they can be inclined at any angle to the machine axis
so the calculations can be performed for both axial and radial flow machines. The
spacing of the QO's determines the streamline curvature relaxation factor and hence

the number of main loop iterations. Grid aspect ratios of up to about 15 can be

used without excessive computation times.

Streamline slopes and curvatures are obtained by simple parabolic curve fits since
it is felt that practical QO spacing (about 3 QO's per blade row) and neglect of
non-axisymmetric terms, do not justify more complex curve fits. The calculating
grid is formed by the intersection of the streamlines and QO's and so the grid

points move as the calculation oroceeds.

A subroutine of the program contains an approximate formulation of wet and dry
steam properties. This calculates all other required properties when given valuee
of enthalpy and entropy. A perfect gas property subroutine can be substituted

when necessary.
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The blade outlet (and ýnternal) flow directions are input as data and, in the

absence of m~are complete blad? performance data, the outlet angle is taken as
cosl O/P in subsonic flow. For supersonic outflow the outlet flow direction
is obtained by apv~lyirg the continuity and isentropic flow relations between

the thrnat and trailing edge so the outlet direction changes as the calculation
proceeds. With this model choking (i.e. maximum mass flow) occurs when the
"retivw iach number exceeds unity over the whole of the trailing edge and the
mass flaw does not chLnge itr the outlet Math number is increased beyond choking.

j•) Blade los'.es ar2 calculate. using correlatians for profile loss, secondary loss,
wetness 'oss and t14 leakage los•. The secondary' loss is distributed linearly

* between hub and tip. The t;p leakage flow is substracted from the blade flow and
the two flows are remixed beyond the trailing edge.

i2' The basic program gives solutions at a constant specified mass flow, however, in

practice it is far more co',venient to obtain solutions at a specified pressure
ratio. For low Mach number machines /i.e. subsonic) the mass flow can be adjusted
as th2 calculation proceeds to sea, ch fer a specified pressure ratio. However,
for multistagn ma-Lines iith supersonic flod it becomes very difficult to make this

procedure converge. A method has therefore been developed whereby the continuity
equation is overridden by a requirement to obtain a specified outlet pressure. The
resulting imbalaice in mass flow is useo to change conditions at the next upstream

Al trail~ng edge up-;il eventujally the inlet mass flow is changed and the continuity
equation is sa*isfi'.d once more.

Th2 program has been extensively tested against experimental data from large

(500 MW) steam turbines and from model air turbines. It is generally found to
give gocd agreement with measurements provided that viscous effects are small and
that the blade outlet flow directions are accurately specified. In many cases
the accuracy with which these angles are known limits the accuracy of the calcul-

ation.

Results of the calculation

For the overall performance, Table 4 gives the comparison

TAýLE 4

:mred Po1/Pu2 APo!/PO2 % n an%

Experiment 4.82 5.82 0.8915/0.884

Author no.15 4.96 5.64 3 0.83 6

Additionally, Author 15 has calculated the parformance curve at 100 % r.p.m.
It is given in Fig.5.

For the local quantities, the data is given in Figs. 6 to 8. The total pressure
and temperature ratio evolutions are not available.

S The angle prediction (Figs. 6 and 7) is correct on average and in tndancy,
although a little farther than for Author 5. The local secondary flow effects

are not ý.redicted, just as for Author 5. The Mach number evolution (Fig.81 is
Svery well predicted with some larger difference for the first nozzle outlet.
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TVe information on loss coeffi ;en s iý not available.

3. R&ESULTS FOR TEST CASE II

Fcr thib case, a com-Aete performance map is available, but no traverse data,

except un absolute tach number and angle relatively far from the last rotor,

for the nominal point.

There were four perticipants in the calculation

no. 2 (Professi.r Ch Hirsch, V.U.B, Belgium)

no.15 (Dr. Denton, C.E.G.B.p Great Britain)

- 1 no.18 (NASA Lewis Research Center)

no.28 (Drs. Rick and Kurzke, T.H. MInchen, Germany)

A. AUTHOR no. 2

Dpscription -of the method

The general description is given in Paper No.5 of the proceedings of this meeting.

The loss correlation is tLe classical Ainley-Mathiesnn correlation, with distri-

buted secondary losses.

Results of calculation

Calculations ,ere made for 60 and 100 % nominal speed. The results are presented

in Fig.9. The agreement is quite good for the pressure drop, with, at a given

pressure ratio, aicd er-or of the order of 3 % in mass flow, for the 100 % speed

"curve. The maximum error in efficiency is of 2 %n.

The comparison with the traverse data ic given in Figs. 10 to 12. The agreement

"is very good for the temperature ratio, while the calculated pressure drop is too

small, but with the proper shape. Mach number profiles (Fig.11) are quite iell

predicted, except very near the hub and for axial Mach number, near the tip.

The angle distribution (Fig.12) has the correct shape, but is in error by about

B. AUTHOR No. 15

Description of the method this has been given under section 2.

Results of calculation

For the o-erall performance, calculations were performed for the 100 % speed line

-( • only. The data is presented in Fig.13.

*41
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Comparing to a given pressure ratio, the error on mass flow is as follows

P02/P01 2.0 2.5 3.0

calcmeas 1.35 +1.85 +2.64

mmeas

The efficiencies are overestimated by 2.5 % about.

For the traverse data, the calculations were made for P0 2 /P 0 1 = 2.63 (vs. 2.89 for

the experimental data). Mach numbers agree very well indeed (Fig.14), while the

angles (Fig.15) are different by more than 100.

C. AUTHOR No. 18

Description of the method (see also No. 28)

Test case 2 was analysed with a computer program which computes the off-design

performance of multi-stage axiai-flow turbines. The program is applicable to

turbines having any number of stages up through eight (8). It allows for a

change in mean-section radius between blade rows, nnd includes provisions for

radial variation in loss and flow conditions. The radial variation in loss and

flow condit4ons is calculated at up to six (6) radial positions at the radial

center of fixed area sectors. Each sector is a quasi-one-dimensional element

and the radial centers are joined utilizing simple radial equilibrium at the

stator exit and the rotor exit. Semi-perfect gas properties are assumed with

variable specific heat at constant pressure and variable specific heat ratio.

Gas properties may be input, and in addition, provision is made to incorporate

gas properties as a function of temperature. Geometry may be input as passage

distributed area or vector flow angle.

4 Losses are incorporated by specifying a constant value of kinetic energy loss

coefficient and an incidence loss for each blade row. The incidence loss model

116 assumes that some or all of the kinetic energy normal to the flow direction is

lost upon entering each blade row.

The overall performance calculations provi'ed i full performance map (Fig.16).
Comparison with the exprimental data is given in Figs.17, 18 and 19 for 100 %,

80 % and 60 % nominal speed, respectively.

The shape of the curves is correct, with a shift towards smaller mass flows, and

a somewhat overestimateo efficiency. More particularly, for the 100 % curve,

one has:

Po2/Po1 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

mcalcmeas -7.45 -6.7 -4.0 -2.55

mmeas

!1' The maximum An "Cal -Teas is 1.5 % (at given pressure ratio).
Snmeas
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For the traverse data, the results are given in Figs. 20, 21 and 22.

D. AUTHOR No. 28

Description of the method t This is the saire as for author No. 18. except for

some aspects of the correlation.

In relation with general digital computer programs for calculating the off-design

performance of complex turbo-powerplants a compilation was done for a relative

cheap off-design turbine program having a computing time less than 5-10 sec. for

one operating point of a multi stage axial turbine. The program includes provi-

sions for radial variation in loss and flow conditions. For test case 2, the

radial flow conditions were calculated in 5 sectors. The program method is based

on the procedure and computer program presented in NASA-CR-710 by E.E. Flagg.

The type of computer was Telefunken TR 440 and the average computer time was

about 5 sec. to 10 sec. The estimation of peak efficiency was taken from

- Warner L.S. : ASME Paper 61-WA-37

- Glassman A.J. : NASA TN-D-6702

The method for computing incidence losses is equal to that presented in

- Flagg E.E. NASA-CR-710 (standard option) modified according to Fig.23.

The uncertain magnitude of the incidence losses probably gives greater differences

between the calculated and measured performance maps in the efficiency range lower

than about 75%.

For the overall performance, full performance maps were calculated and are given

in Pigs. 24 and 25. The comparison with experimental data is given in Figs. 17
and 18 for 100 % and 80 % nominal speed. Cornclusions are the same as for Author

No. 18.

For the traverse data, the comparison is made in Figs, 20 to 22.

AdJitionaly, the calculated loss coefficients for each blade row are given in

Fig.26.
-'-4 1

F•
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

INTRODUCTION
by J. Chauvin, von Karman Institute, Belgium.

Summary of the first impressions of the meeting

Nedfrtest data

It is very difficult to obtain test data, especially on multistage machines, which

contain all the information that we want. This is quite normal, in view of the
difficulty of carrying detailed measurements in real machines, not specifically

designed for obtaining such data.

However, now, new tools have been developed ; i.e., laser velocimeters, which, maybe,

still need some calibration, but already show their great usefulness, as seen from
the data presented by Dr. Meyer and Mr. Dunker.

One should try to obtain similar data for multistage machines, and maybe, this could
be obtained by a cooperat;ve program between research establishments who could share

the related cost.

Such detailed information is becoming indispensable because the computer and the asso-
ciated techniques of calculation are catching up with experimentation. We can now

carry out quite sophisticated calculations, like those of Mr. Thompkins. He needs

some 25 hours of computing time on d high performance computer. This seems quite a
lot, but if you compare the cost with that for the develnpment of a compressor or

turbine, it is not that high, if it can save several months in the trial and errors
process traditionally involved in designing a successful machine (see Mr. Mc Kain's

paper).

I think that we can, or at least will be able in a not too distant future, to treat
numerically more realistic physical models. Therefore, we need refined experiments

to provide us with the background to define those physical models which will be more

complicated and more coherent than those we are using now. The laser velocimeter

off rs this possibility.

NP Ccning to the computing exercise, it is clear that it was quite a complicated one, in 1
view of the difficult boundary conditions. Maybe, we should have given some other

specifications which would have allowed, on one hand, to evaluate the qualities of

the numerical methods used to solve the equations, and on the other hand, what we
ME can predict with the correlations.

S~We have had approximately a 50% drop out of the people who intended to carry out the

calculations. From private conversations before and during this meeting, this fact
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4i is due to the expenses requested in time and/or money.

We have indeed asked for quite complicated analysis calculitions, while in most cases,

the computer programs are made for design performance evaluation. For some of those

programs, it turns out to be very cumbersome and complicated, and therefore costly,

to introduce the data for an analysis approach.

It is my experience that, when you develop a computer program, you use it for a limited

numter of problems ; for instance, design, but you do not make the final effort to

bring it to an industrial stage, i.e., render it versatile, especially for the data
input.

This effort has to be made. The prime need is now, I think, for off design analysis,
and our programs have to be made fully operat;onal for that kind of problems.

Again from private conversations, I could understand that quite a lot of problems were

encountered in getting the computation to converge to a solution. It has been known

that in some cases, for the streamline curvature approach, one seems to converge on a
solution and if you go on calculatin§, you start converging on an other one (see
Frith, ref.1, for instance). This never happens with the f-inite element approach.

In many cases, you can also obtain non physical solutions, i.e., containing return flow

regions, and this can be avoided only if you have a good estimation of the blocage

factors (see Frith, ref.1, again).

It is, of course, too early to draw definite conclusions. However, we might say that

for the turbine cases, we are not too bad off in predicting the overall performance.

Slight corrections for mass flow (of the order of a few %) bring the calculated data
quite close indeed to the experimental ones. For the detail.d flow characteristics,

the trends are correct, but nobody, of course, was able to predict the large local
changes due to secondary flows as measured for the first test case.

4 JFor the compressors, it was pointed out that even the performance map prediction was not

too satisfactory, even if the way in which the input for the calculation was given was
quite unusual for some people. We most certainly must do something about it.

It is clear that we have to improve on the existing modelling, or maybe, to go to new

ones, depending on what we want to achieve. We will have to go back home and think
more deeply about those results.

Introduction to the discussion

To start the discussion, I would like to raise some fundamental points which did not
appear explicitely during our meeting. The first one is in the form of a question
Is the through flow method a valid model, and a valid tool ? I will give a tentative
and personal answer, and no doubt my colleagues here who are more verseu in the field

than I am wOll comment on the subject.

The mathematical model is certainly quite sound for its treatment of the "duct" part of
the flow. When attempting to describe what happens inside the hlade rows, it is partly

non physical. For instance, and here again I am inspired by ref.1, once the stream~ • ,

N I,,.-
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surfaces going through the blades are defined, the model assumes that the rothalphy is

constant on those surfaces. We know that if we have strong secondary flows or centri-

fugration in the wakes as described earlier by Mr. Cox, there will be mixing between
different regions and transfer of energy. In reality, a streamline coming in at the

blade tip can come out at the root. This kind of mechanism is certainly not described

by the model.

In the recent analysis by Frith (ref.1), prepared for a meeting held at the Australian

Aeronautical Laboratory (Melbourne), earlier this year, the author discusses his problem

in trying to apply an analysis program to a seven stage Viper compressor. (His method

uses the duct flow plus actuator blade aporoach and is not a full through flow one).
• i He had a lot of difficulties - like us - in predicting the off design performance and

could oily achieve results when using the experimentally measured blocage factors.

Dr. Denton nas presented us a similar fact this morning : he would get the right local

flow distribution only when using the experimental flow angles.

This is typical of the problem we run into when using either a true through flow or a
dict flow plus actuator disk method. With the kind of equations used, one can obtain
satisfactory results by using a set of cotrelations coherent with the particular

approach chosen. What I mean is that if it is desired to improve the overall perform-
ance prediction, one can work quasi indifferently on ary of the correlations influencing

any particular term in the equations : correlation for loss, angle, blocage, etc...

The through flow is a simple model and therefore cannot be expected to account for the

full complexity of the real phenomena. As a tool, however, the method is excellent. It

has its limitations that have to be realised beforehand. It is extremely useful for

design and analysis even if approximate. It has the advantage of being qdite fa;t, once

a versatile input section is provided. It is fast enough so that it can be run several
times a day. This can easily provide a good feeling for the quality of the design in its
whole range of operation, at the initial stage.

SNow, we can wonder if it is really necessary to make it as complicated as we do, to
achieve relatively simple results. When you see what Jean Fabri has achieved in perform-

ance prediction with his desk computer, you can ask that question.

I think that, however, it can still be pushed to rather high level of sophistication,
like Mr, Thiaville and 1r. Cox have shown, to obtain a measure of flow description iside

the blading, for instance, for the complicated cases of flows in fans, or large L.P.

turbine stages.

We have seen earlier evidence that the assumption of linear variation of the flow

characteristics through the blading is not enough to give a realistic answer. A more

refined approach has been described in his paper by Mr. Cox.

1 am persuaded that we could acquire very useful information by using consistently and

systematically the tools already available to calculate the blade to blade flow. There
exist fairly reliable and quick methods, even for the transonic/supersonic regions,
which can account for streamtube divergence and effect of rotation in wheels when there

is a streamline shift. This, at the present, would be valid for non separated flows,

of course, but it would bring us a little farther in establishing better correlation

tit for off design conditions.
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This dpprnach would also be nu;, valid in the regions near the end walls. This brings
me 'o another point that I would like to raise, namely the problem of secondary flows.

There are, fcr the moment, two approaches available, especially for the compressor

case.

One is the origirnl historical one, i.e., a blocage or a displacement thickness is
calculated and the through flow calculation is applied in the supposed inviscid region.
The secondary flow losses are introduced, through correlations, in the entropy term.

For the moinei ', however, the other secondary flow effect, i e., the modification of theI flow angle, is not accounted for.

Dr. Marsh has shown us (and there are several other irethods besides his) that the tool
exists, at leasc to give an order o-f magnitude of the correction. As for now, these
methods .-e based " non-viscous vortex stretching approach, and have been applied to

A inon twisted ,lane cgc.de. They can be quite easily extended to twisted blading and

should provide a med,: o;,r improving the correlations on deviation angle. Tnat is one
of the things which crv u be done in the very near future.

The other approach, u'. the Mellor-Marsh type, tries to calculate a pitch averaged end

wall boundary laver, taking iito account the pseudo Reynolds stress coming from the
non axisymmetric and ursteady nature of the flow. Ibis approach is attractive, in the

sense that, potentially, it can provide a bloca~e which is calcilated taking into account
the relative blade motior (leading to the well-known asymptotic boundary layer state, in
compressors) it provides ddditional losses due to end wall effect (including clearance)
and in Mpllor's idea, it a l so provides the equivalent of the "work done factor" intro-
duced a number of years ago in the British Compressor Design System, by assuming that

the energy transferred to the e~id wall region is lost.

Hirscý; has recently tried to provide more detailed information from this kind of calcul-
ation, by introducing particuiar ' eudo boundary layer stream and cross-wise velocity
profiles. He has shown that a grea% a-curazy was not required in the definition of those

profiles.

Measurlents a-- being done, at the m,'n!nt, among others by i-r. Mc Kain, at Allison, by

Dr. Papailiou, at Ecole Centrale de Lyon, and by the groups of Professor Hirsch and mine
(Professor Breugelmans) at VKI.

If the velocity profiles are right, the, a loss and angle distribution can be readily
calculated in the end wall region, as loý,g , one can define a boundary layer region.
This is not always the case, especially for HP turbines and compressors, where the flow

can be fully developed.

I personally think thaz tie two methods will converge to a pseudo 3-D approach taking

"into better account the physics of the phenomena which could extend the validity of the
nice tool that we have with the through flow calculation methods.

Ref.l. D.A. FRITH : Through Flow Method for Axial Flow Turbomachines.
An Evaluation of Current Methods. Preprir,t of ARC Workshop on
"Flow Thrn,,nh Turbomachinery" Feb. 197C, Melbourne, Australia.

_~~ 
t =,4
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Mr. Mc KAIN (Detroit Diesel Allison, USA)

The primary emphasis of this meeting has been on the off-design or analysis capabilities

of existing through-flow calculatio~ns. This is a very difficult problem which is highly

dependent upon the viscous characteristics of the airfoils and endwalls. In many

instances, especially far from the design point, these viscous effects can overpower the

inviscid aerodynamics and, if not handled accurately, any analysis procedure can lead to

incorrect results. In relation to this problem, it appears as if not much progress has

been made in the past few years. The solution of the inviscid portion of the equations

has been accomplished with various techniques such as streamline curvature and matrix

methods, and, to the best of my knowledge, the differences are not of great magnitude.

The portion of the problem which forces me to go through a number of development cycles

to get a final compressor design has not been addressed to completely. Improved viscous

models must be incorporated into our calculations. The 3-D approach with viscous terms

included is, of course, the way to go. This has not yet been accomplished satisfacto-Srily. Therefore, if we are going to continue to use the same basic techniques in terms

of equations and assumptions and do not want or cannot go to the 3-D viscous approach,

then the point to attack is the development of better viscous models. Mr. Carter spoke

of some of the viscous effects yesterday. I agree with some of his comments but not

all. I do believe we have made some gains and do believe we have been able to design

better compressors (I have to talk compressors because I am not a turbine man). One of

the biggest gains occurred when the computers allowed us to use equilibrium solutions

as a part of our every day design work. I believe that helped and what we are trying

to accomplish with our research is to develop better methods by which we can reduce the

number of development cycles required for any turbomachine component. I would hope but

be very surprised if that number of cycles could go to one in the foreseeable future.

I feel that with better techniques, especially with regard to the viscous effects and

blade-to-blade analyses, designers can make progress towards this goal. Effort must

also be expended to better understand such phenomenon as secondary flows, tip clearance

leakage and streamline communication. We have observed, for example, that the flow in

the last stator of an HP compressor is non-adiabatic on a streamline (i.e., there is a

total temperature change along a particular streamline). We have made measurements of

total temperature before and after the stator which showed this, especially in low

aspect ratio blading. What is the mechanism behind it ? This is one of the questions

we need to have answered. To summarize my feelings, I believe more basic research

should be conducted on the viscous effects and blade-to-blade analyses with less

emphasis placed upon new methods of evaluating the same general equations with the same

assumptions.

Mr. J.M. THIAVILLE (SNECMA, France)

If one observes the results of the calculations presented this mornirg, one could think

that the duct flow calculations are better than the through flow ones. I think that,

for design, through flow allows to design better turbine and compressor, especially fan-

type compressors. In this latter case, we would, using through flow calculations,

determine the streamtube thickness distribution inside the blade row, and with that
• • thickness distribution, calculate blade shapes with an inverse blade-to-blad,: method.

I think that if you do not define and build good profiles, you do not need through flow

calculations. On the contrary, using a through flow calculation even not perfect,

using streamtube thickness distribution to calculate good profiles, as compared with

others, as for instance cascade experiments with conto,,ed side walls, you can really

obtain better machines, especially fans.
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Indeed, for fans, the secondary flow problem - and I agree with Professor Chauvin t6

say that it is important in compressor at large - hub-tip ratio is less predominant

than in the HP part. For the fan case, we can afford to use secondary flow approxi-

mations which would not be acceptable for the HP sections. For those sections, I think

that we have to do some progress in the direction of a better evaluation of secondary

flows and their effects, i.e., of the viscous part. Another point that I would raise

is related to the question of Professor Lewis on my paper for the case of transonic

compressor. In that case, in the S-1 surface, you have supersonic, transonic and sub-

sonic zones. The S-1 solutions are essentially different at the different radii. On

the S-2 surface (or one could say for the quasi 3-D solution), the calculations would

not be too physical.

However, for the design case, we do not need really 3-D solution inside the blade row,

and if your through-flow solution is not too far from the real physical phenomena, we

can make some progress in our design calculation. The off design performance predic-

tion is another matter. We could see that there is some progress to be made in comp-

ressor overall characteristic prediction. I think that we have all losses and devia-

tions scheme which are adapted for our own special cases and if we try t. apply them
to compressors or turbine built by others, it is very difficult to obtain good data.

Dr. J. DUNHAM (NGTE, United Kingdom)

If I speak bluntly, it is only to provoke disagreement 1 First, I would like to repeat

that the use of streamline curvature duct flow calculation historically greatly helped

in the development of successful compressors, and especially successful fans, for the

current generation of aero-engine. I do not think that without these methods of calcul-
ation, we should have had such successful record. They have played an important part.

But at the same timie, they have sometimes given, and still continue to give, misleading

information in some cases. In other words, the calculations tell us the wrong thing.

Therefore, more work must be done. We carnot be complacent with our existing methods.

We certainly do need to improve them in various respects.

The second point I want to make is that, as far as overall performance characteristicsF. are concerned jpressure ratio or efficiency or flow), we do not use, I think, through

flow or duct flow calculations of any kind. We use one-dimensional calculations, for
both compressors and turbines. If we want to achieve the best overall characteristic

prediction on the various graphs shown earlier today, we would not do it by any of the

methods we have been discussing this week. I think that we use those methods for

detailed analysis and design subsequently.U Thirdly, the only conclusion that I have been able to draw immediately from tnis after-

noon is that we are probably in a better position for turbines than for compressors,

probably because the turbine is a less sensitive machine. Certainly we need to improve

the situation on compressors rather more than we need to improve the situation onSi turbines.

The next point I want to make is that, if you do comparisons of this type with compressors

or turbines, what you should specify in order to define the operating condition is the

pressure ratio, and let the m~sc flow work itself out. A number of people have made this

point and to be honest a number of members of the program committee here made this

recommendation a long time ago, but it was not adopted. I hope it is now agreed that

~ inext time we specify the pressure ratio.



Coming to the methods, each must contain a calculation framework, loss assumptions,

angle assumptions and blockage assumptions, As far as the calculation framework is

concerned, this 3ppears satisfactory. If yuu use Wu's approach, and you are going *0

go within the olade row, you do have some problems, as we have seen. For instance, axial

velocity ratio is a helpful parameter but it does not tell you really all the right

things about what is happening within the blade row, because the pressure surface and

the suction surface effects are different, We cannot cope with these effects in the

framework of the present method. They do not appear to me, at the moment, to cause

serious inaccuries.

As far as the methods themselves are concerned, it appears it is a good thing to have a

grid with the major axis roughly parallel and normal to the streamlines. Again, it is

up to individuals with programs to consider that.

Do we need through-flow calculations or do we need only duct flow calculations ? This
is one question which comes up quite regularly. The one reason for supposing that we
need through-flow calculations that seems to me very important is that if you have non-

radial blading (none of the examples which have been given to this meeting have non-

radial blading) then, if you do a duct flow calculation, you cannot get the static

pressure gradient across the annulus correctly. You have to go to the through- flow

calculation to do that, as far as I am aware, at the moment. I wish that we could

develop the duct flow calculation to avoid that problem.

Angles : I believe we should develop the secondary flow approach to them and modify our

angles near the ned of the blades. I believe that the selection of oitlet angle or
deviation is probably the most important single factor which makes oar predictions bad

if they are bad. It is much more important to get the angle distribution right than

the loss distribution.

As far as losses are concerned, we must recognize that a lot of the losb correlations

that exist in the world exist in the firms, and we have not seen them this week, either

presented or applied. Even so, my impression is that the loss correlations are probably

4 reasonable, but we ought to be able to do something about radial movement of losses,
because they do matter in certain circumstances, particularly if you have part span

shrouds. I believe it to be entirely unsatisfactory that the standara NASA method should

have a loss multiplying factor which is function of radius. Somebody ought tL do some-

thing about that i

Blockage, again, is a mijor factor in multistage compressor perfor~nance prediction. If

you cannot get the blockage right, then the whole of the matching calculation is wrong,

and this is very serious for a compressor. I believe some work i; still necessary for( blockage factor calculation. Again, this is a thing on wOich firms have various correl-

ations but they are not, at the moment, on the whole, too scientif;c.

My summary for action is first of all that we keep our current streamline curvature luct
f'low methods, maybe looking at grids and convergence in particular cases. Secondly,

that we have to try to solve the problem of putting non-radial blading forces (bod°'

forces pushing the flow inwards or outwards) into the context of the duct flow model.

This is a thing we do not know how to do at the moment.

Al Thirdly, I believe that we need to develop the secondary flow approach along the lines

proposed by Marsh to give us outlet angle correction, for tip clearance effects as well

as straightforward secondary flow effects.
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Then we need to develop methods of predicting the developmen, of annuliis wall boundary

layer blockaqe, to include also tip clearance effects. We need also to account for

radial movement of losses, and if we are going tc try to concentrate losses near the

end of blading, we are going also t o have to solve the problem of what to do after the

first blade row to dissipate this loss somewhat, because you canrot assume these losses

accumulate at the ends of the blade row. That is disastrous, we tried it.

As far -• 3-D techniques are concerned, I do not see myself the 3-D techniques ever being

a design or development too!. I see them as being an excellent research tool which

should help us to put our 2-0 duct flow calculation into a better light, but not ever as
i a design tool.

Dr, H. WEYER (DFVLR, Germany)

Concerning design techniques for industrial application, there is a need for very simple

design methnds, however reliable. I could not imaýine that computing times of 10 hours

or more are acceptable for industry.

SWe n ed through flow caltulation in the sense that Dr. Dunham mertionned, but we need

them also as an initial step for calculations on S-I surfaces for blade desig,. It is

my opinion, however, that current through flow calculations uo not work in all cases

where ýre steep gradie.,ts of the flow parameters over the blade oitch. We have learned

this fr)m the comparison between detailed measurement and through flow calculation.

Sl Performing calculatica on mean S-2 surfaces is based on the assumption of an axisymmetric
W. flow field. If I think aooot transonic compressors, there we have in the inlet blade

region those shouk waves and calculating on mean S-2 surfaces means that de use meal,

values of all flow parameters mixed from supersonic to subsonic flow regions because

we make the average ac-oss the shock wave. In those cases of mixed flow (subsonic-

supersonic) with stoep gradient, 1 guess we have to leave axisymmetric flow assumption

atid to define a mean flow averaged cn a normal to a mean S-2 surface. lhere is another

aspect of through flow calculatir'n already often discussed during thi, meeting : the
• 4 current design techniques all use loss and flow angle correlations. There, a lot of

activity is still r~cessary in the near future to impro*ve those correlations for profile

loss, secondary and end wall loss, and, of course, for the flow angles. In the moment,

th1,is is of high practical interest, however, in parellel, analytical techniques to

calculate blade and wall boundary layers, secondary flows, etc..., must be eeveloped ,o

replase the appropriate empirical correlations.

SQUESTIONS

1 . Dr. M. MOORE (CEGB, Un4 ee Kingdor.) ' Do cascade tests reproduce acc.rately turbine

and compressor blade section performance when the flow is not separated and allowance

is made for streamtube diffus~on across ti:e Hade ?

Mr. Mc kAIN (D)et.^oit Diesel Allison, USA) : The way in which we use cascades now is

more on a relative basis. When we are talking cas-ades now, it is usvill; the super-

sonic sections which are of primary interest. Our cascade work is geared for particular

applications. We investigate different design philozophies for the same aerodynamic

Sdut on a cascade bas1s. 'the best ronfiguration determined from this data is then used

for the actu3l rotor or stator.
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Mr. J.M. THIAVILLE (SNECMA, France) The problem is are the cascades represent-

ative of the real machines ? We do use experiments in plane or annular cascades. The

problem of the representativity is that, if you use plane cascades, the flow is not

exactly two-dimensional. As you have to use blading systems, even if you are never

representative of the real machines, you can compare different profiles and also validate

cascade calculations on that sort of experiment, especially for the supersonic cases.

If you tse annular cascade, the representativity of the periodicity of the flow is
insured, you have also three-dimensional effects, like in the real machines, but they

are not the same. The problem of representation is different. However, in this case,

like in the precedino one, you can compare and validate some through flow calculations
for example.

Dr. J. DUNHAM (NGTE, United Kingdom) : In the case of turbines, I do not think that

one should do cascade tests to form a data base. One should rely on calculations (I do

not think that can be said to apply to the very high Mach number steam turbine case,

but ýo the gas turbine cases). I think we should try to achieve the same thing in

compressors. Adequate methods for blade-to-blade calculation in the transonic range

are ap'earing and when we will have them we should use theory as a design tool, and

not c .cade tests.

Dr. H. WEYER (DFVLR, Germany) : Cascade tests or not, that is a question of philuso-

phy I think. In the compressor field, there are two aspects for the cascade research

work. One is to help improving the fundamental understanding of compressor flows,

,specially in the supersonic regime. Un the other side, cascade testing is very useful

to us to find out what are losses and deviation angles for profiles corresponding to
advanced machines, like the transonic ones. We, at DFVLR, spend a lot of activity to
improve the oesign techniques for transonic compressors, and all the cascade data avail-

able to us, from our own wind tunnels as well as from the litterature, helped us to come

up with a loss correlation which works quite well. So I think that cascade tests are

partly useful. However, the plots of constant Mach number lines (measured by laser

velocimeter in the transonic compressor) that I showed to you earlier, illustrate at least

for certain cases, quite severe differences with the picture obtained in cascades.

Remembering the fioure at 89 % of blade span, the most evident difference is that -he

4. •Mach lines are no longer straight. That is probably due to the outer wall buundary

layer and to other heavy 3-D effects. In summary, I still think that cascade work is

necessary to understand what happens and to proviae useful information or cascade loss

and angle, as long as w? cannot calculate them.

Mr. Mc KAIN (Detroit Diesel Allison, USA) : It is very difficult to use high Mach

number cascade data for general design system correlations as has been done for low

speed airfoil sections, The low speed sections were generally of a consistent series

such as NACA or "C" series with constant meanline shape and thickness distributions.

These types of consistent sections lent themselves better to correlations tian oo the

"current high Mach number sc:tions, These new sections are more arbitrary in both

meanline shape and thicknesS distribution and tailored for specific applications. It

would be a very large undertaking to form a ddta base (loss correlation and devi3tion

rules) from these arbitrary sections because there are rj many variables which are
required to define the section.
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Dr. R.L. ELDER (Cranfield Insitute of Technology, United Kingdom) Would the Panel

liKC to comment on the ability of through low techniques to handle off design cases of
multistage compressors, particularly towards stall. Clearly, if this is to be achieved

separation effects have to be incorporated into the various models described. If this
is done, would tVe Panel briefly mention the methods and their success.

Prof. J. CHAUVIN (VKI, Belgium) , As the time left is short, we cannot, unhappily,

discuss this interesting question at length. I think that we all agree that separated
flows are occurin3 at off design even before surge. There are steady separation and
unsteady ones, like rotating stall. Progress is made in the prediction of rotating
stall. Progress is also being madu in theoretical blade-to-blade calculations with
slightly or more hiohly separated flows. You cdn also get by, I suppose (like shown

in Mr. Cox's paper), using the simple model, with a proper loss and turniig evolution

in function of some "carefully selected parameters" (incidence, Mach, AVR, etc...).

QUESTIONS FROM AUDIENCE

Dr. H. MARSH (Durham University, United Kingdom) c I would like to ack a supplement-
ary question to Dr. Moore's q~eery on the validity of cascade test. The Panel did not
refer to the problem of turbulerce or unsteadiiess that is present in the machine and
not in the cascade -Lesting. Is it importatht ? If you test an isolated airfoil, you get
a behaviour which is very different, which varies depending on the turbulence level.

It could well be true also with the cascade.

Dr. J. DUNHAM (NGTE, United Kingdom) : I suspect that in the Reynolds number range

of interest in the aerogas turbine, the uncertainty in turbine performance (not in heat
transfer) associated with different free stream turbulence levels is one of the smaller
uncertainties involved. In other words the errors from this turbulence effect in pre-
dicting turbine losses are small compared with other things we know even less dbout.

Dr. R. PARKER (University College Swansea, United Kingdom) : I was going to raise
the question of unsteadiness in a slightly different context. I feel that when unsteadi-
ness is mentioned, the general assumption that we mean turbulence is rather an under-
statement of the problem. Every blade row produces a flow pattern around it which is non
uniform even if the flow were totally inviscid, and if we have two blade rows moving
"relatively to each other in totally inviscid flow we get an interaction between these

two rows which excites vibration and generates noise. This is because Lhe pressure gra-
dients, the velocities, etc..., fluctudte in any blade row because of the motion of the
adjacent row and its associated potential flow field. Now, we have heard in the discus-
sion that the effect of boundary layer growth, secondary flows, etc .... appear in some

14f_ ccmpliLated ways downstrear.n of the row in which they are generated. This is right in
thý region of unsteadiness generated by the succeedina row, right in the region where
the unsteadiness is very large. We have therefore boundary layers, etc..., growing in
unsteady flow situations with the possibility of separation, and the mixing processes
take place in the presence of insteadiness, I think that we have a parameter which has
never been seriously looked at The magnitude of this effect in a particular machine
is linked to tne inter row blade spacing which is relevant parameter in designing a
machine. We normally dacide the spacing on the basis of vibration, noise generation
and now long you like your' shaft to be. It has not been mentioned at all in these two
days. However, it must have an influence on the mechanism of some of the losses with
which we are very concerned, possibly even if you get the turning that you expect oL.t

of t . .. .. . .. . .
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It is not a particularly simple pdrameter, but it would be quite possible to deduce a
non dimensional parameter relating blade row spacing to blade pitch and the relative
velocity. I say it would not be a very simple parameter. I mention this particularly

because when people have talked about tlade spacing, they nearly always have talked
about the ratio between blade spacing ind chord. I would stress thot this is a totally
inadequate parameter. Put we could deduce a relevant parameter. When a design techni-
que which is found to work, say by one particular firm in the context of their particu-

lar machines, does not work in relation say to the trial calculation we have been look-
ing at today or in relation to other people's machines, it would be informative to
compare the blade row spacings. The practice in one firm may not vary a great deal,

-• they may think they have got a coherent set of data without bothering to look at this
parameter, largelly because they do not vary this parameter. It is my feeling that we
have a possible explanation for some of our difficulties which is being overlooked.

Mr. H. COX (G.E.C.. United Kingdom) : We do include the blade row spacing factor on
losses. There is plenty of data published by the Russi;,ns on the effect of blade row
spacing on turbine stage eff'ciency from which adequate loss curves can be derived. It
is only when you get very close spacing that you tend to get much of a loss increase

and generally this spacing is very much closer than is required for stress considerations.
So in fact axial spacing becomes virtually an insignificant loss parameter.

Going back to the question of cascade loss analysis versus correlations derided from
turbine single stage measurements, I have the following comments.

First of all, in cascade, there must be a turbulence effect, and with modern methods of
designing optimized blading profiles, the danger is that we will produce in cascade
large regions of laminar flow. In the later stages of a turbine, there could be a level

of turbulence such as to trip the laminar boundary layer and result in a significant
increase in loss over the cascade value.

What we dc not know is the general turbulence level existing within a turbomachine to
apply to cascade test. One of the criticisms I would make of people who have reported
on turbulence levels is that they have all ouoted gross unsteadiness. This gross unstead-

iness is made up of two basic components : one is pure random unsteadiness, the other is
the type of high frequency harmonic unsteadiness about which effects Professor Parker was
speaking. There is some evidence which suggests that the boundary layer will not react

to a high frequency unsteadiness, and if this is so, only the random component of the
total signal is going to affect the results. What we need is more measurements on turb-
ulence ip sufficient detail such that they can be broken down to give the pure random
component. We ire at present doing this, using a Fourier transform and use an autocor-
relator to give the spectrum of the random signal. I suspect that this turbulence level

is a lot lower than you think it is.

If you decide that you are not going to use cascade data, but turbine stage data, then
you have to determine how to model the turbulence levels that exist in the rear stages

of a real turbine. I suggest that the turbulence level and spectrum produced in a single
stage is not good enough.

Secondly we know that the performance of a single stage turbine can be modified when a

second stage is put behind it. This will lead to considerable difficulties when analys-
ing and subsequently correlating the oita and to obtain slightly improved loss correla-
tions from multistage testing will require an awful lot of development cost to achieve

it.

E*
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The third point that I would like to make is that people on the Panel have said that the
thing to look for is the 3-D viscous effects. What makes the Panel think that one will

be able to calculate those effects when we cannot calculate 2-D viscous effects? There

is no adequate blade to blade solution in 2-D flows which will accurately compute the

velocity distribution around a profile and will accurately compute the outlet angle.
There is a paper by Serovy in which four different methods of calculating the trailing

edge conditions have been compared and they all have shown to give poor deviation correl-

ations.

The problem, undoubtedly, is that you have to take into account the circulation in the

wake in the blade to blade calculation. It is known that the correct circulation on an

isolated airfoil cannot be obtained until this wake circulation effect is introduced and
if it is required for that case, it is certain that we have to put it on for high deflect-

ing blading. What I do not know - and I would like to know if anybody else does - is how
to marry the boundary layer on the blade surface with the wake just downstream, where

•i there is a first order discontinuity at the trailing edge in the boundary layer gradients.

Essentially, the boundary layers are growing in thickness up to the trailing edge where
they separate. From there on, due to increased mixing, the boundary layers tend to
decrease in thickness. It is at this separation point, or inpeed for the whole base flow

region, that we have inadequate theoretical modelling.

This, I think, is the , ea where people should be working. If you could get that right,

you could drop most of the sascade testing and simply compute the information. The
first thing to do is to concentrate on a highly accurate 2-D blade to blade method

before attempting to solve 3-D effects.

Mr. Mc KAIN (Detroit Diesel Allison, USA) : I do agree that we need a blade to blade
solution with associated boundary layer calculations. That, alon• with the shock
structure and streamtube shape, is the problem we are all concerned with. Answering to
the criticism you were addressing to the Panel, I am saying that the ultimate is solving

the 3-D viscous equation. I also said we cannot do it, yet.

RZ, Dr. J. DUNHAM (NGTE, United Kingdom) : I am not too optimistic aoout 3-D viscous

calculations at any time. I think that we are in a position now when we need not worry
too much about computer programs, but think more carefully and devise more intelligent

ý , flow models whicn will enable us to do semi-empirical simpler calculations. One of the

things that I have in mind and has not been mentioned this week is what I might call
the Mikolajczack-Kerrebrock phenomenon, i.e., blade wakes from preceding rows being swept

on the suction surface and affecting the boundary layer thickness. Some of these

phenomena need physical modelling.

Prof. J. CHAUVIN (von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Belgium) We all agree
on that. We have the tools. We should start thinking about how to put these tools to

better uses, by getting a better grasp of the things we have neglected up to now. As

Professor Parker, Dr. Dunham and Mr. Cox pointed out, unsteady flows and the like have
to be taken into account.

HAI'
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Mr. M4. PIANKO (P.E.P. Chairman) Au moment de clore cette r~union, je ne veux rien
eJouter aux conclusions techniques qui ant 61:6 tlr~es par la table ronde. Je voudrais

surtout vous presenter les conclusions que le P.E.P. peut tirer de cette r~union.

La premitre est qu'il semnble qu'elle alt 6t6 iutile, qu'elle a lnt~ress6 tout le monde

et qu'elle 6tait appropritse. Le but de cette rdunion 6tait d'abord de confronter les
outils de trakvail existants pour alder A la rnise au point des turbomachines. Je crols
que tout le monde est d'accord pour voir qu'ii y a un grand besoin d'outils, mats que

l'outil actuel nest pas parfait, qu'il peut et qu'll dolt ktre am~lior6. Le P.E.P. se

propose de continuer l'oeuvre commune entreprise ici et la manu~re dont la continuation

sera men~e sera vraiseniblablement par un groupe de travail dont le r6le sera de r~gler
diff~rents prohlemes, d'am~liorer certaines m~thodes dont on s'est aperqu aujourd'hui

qu'elles n'6taient pas parfaltes.

Le Pr~sident remercie ensulte les organisateurs de la reunion, les auteurs, les partici-

pants & la table ronde et les interprbtes, ainsi que le Dr. Winterfeld et le DFVLR pour
leur accueil.
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